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From: Susan Piper
To: Klein, Heather
Cc: Alex Kopelevich; linda harris; Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands; Gordon Piper
Subject: Comments to Bentley"s Response to Employee Count
Date: Thursday, February 11, 2016 5:10:01 PM
Attachments: Bentley School Employee Evaluation Email, February 11.pdf


Heather,


Attached is an document with our questions about the information you sent us concerning the
latest Employee Count from Bentley School. We would appreciate your consideration of our
concerns as you verify the information with the school.  Thank you.


-- 
Sue Piper
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33	  Hiller	  Drive	  •	  Oakland,	  CA	  94618	  •	  (510)	  843-‐3828	  



February	  11,	  2016	  



TO:	  	  Heather	  Klein,	  Oakland	  Planning	  Department	  



FROM:	  	  Gordon	  and	  Sue	  Piper	  



SUBJECT:	  	  Bentley	  School	  Employee	  Count,	  Additional	  Questions	  re	  Possible	  Continuing	  CUP	  Violation	  



Thank	  you	  for	  sharing	  the	  latest	  information	  provided	  by	  Bentley	  School	  regarding	  our	  questions	  about	  
their	  number	  of	  employees	  working	  part-‐time	  or	  full-‐time	  on	  the	  Oakland	  campus.	  	  After	  reviewing	  the	  
latest	  information	  provided	  by	  Bentley	  and	  talking	  with	  Bentley	  School	  CFO/COO	  Alex	  Kopelevich,	  we	  
find	  the	  latest	  report	  raises	  more	  questions	  than	  it	  answers.	  	  	  



1.	  	   For	  example,	  we	  reported	  in	  our	  earliest	  summary	  that	  Learning	  Specialist	  Mike	  Miller,	  who	  
appeared	  on	  the	  Bentley	  School	  Directory	  as	  a	  K-‐8	  Learning	  Specialist	  on	  the	  Oakland	  campus,	  
was	  not	  counted.	  	  We	  did	  not	  see	  that	  Bentley	  counted	  Mike	  Miller	  either	  on	  the	  earlier	  list	  
provided	  to	  the	  City	  on	  October	  15	  or	  on	  the	  latest	  listing.	  	  However,	  Mike	  Miller	  is	  still	  listed	  
and	  shown	  in	  a	  photo	  on	  the	  Bentley	  School	  Directory	  as	  Learning	  Specialist.	  	  



2.	  	   Similarly,	  Bentley	  School	  did	  not	  count	  CFO/COO	  Alex	  Kopelevich	  as	  an	  employee	  working	  on	  
the	  Oakland	  campus	  in	  its	  report	  to	  the	  City	  last	  Fall	  or	  in	  the	  latest	  report	  to	  the	  City,	  even	  
though	  we	  have	  observed	  Alex	  working	  on	  the	  Oakland	  campus	  part	  time,	  and	  he	  does	  not	  
dispute	  that	  he	  is	  working	  part-‐time	  both	  last	  October	  and	  now.	  	  We	  see	  no	  difference	  between	  
Head	  of	  School	  Arlene	  Hogan	  and	  Alex	  Kopelevich	  as	  a	  top	  Bentley	  School	  administrators	  being	  
counted	  by	  Bentley	  as	  one	  employee.	  Ms.	  Hogan	  has	  been	  counted	  for	  years	  as	  a	  part-‐time	  
employee	  that	  works	  on	  both	  campuses.	  	  When	  we	  asked	  Alex	  about	  this,	  it	  was	  apparently	  his	  
understanding	  that	  the	  CUP	  requirement	  was	  no	  more	  than	  71	  employees	  at	  any	  one	  time,	  and	  
that	  he	  wasn’t	  counted	  because	  when	  he	  is	  on	  the	  Oakland	  campus,	  Ms.	  Hogan	  is	  not.	  That	  is	  
not	  our	  understanding	  of	  how	  the	  71	  employees	  are	  to	  be	  counted.	  



3.	  	   Another	  question	  comes	  up	  in	  relation	  to	  Melissa	  Hyde	  who	  the	  latest	  report	  from	  Bentley	  
indicates	  was	  terminated	  but	  who	  online	  on	  LinkedIn	  indicates	  her	  employment	  at	  Bentley	  is	  
“Current”,	  that	  she	  is	  still	  employed	  by	  Bentley	  and	  notes:	  



Learning Specialist 
Bentley School 
August 2008 – Present (7 years 7 months) 
 
This information suggests that Hyde should have been listed and counted as an employee 
at the Oakland campus when the October 15, 2015 report was submitted and also in the 
latest listing of employees on the Oakland campus.  There is no indication in the latest 
report from Bentley what the dates of employment are or were for Ms. Hyde, nor when 
she was reportedly terminated.   











 
It appears that more than self-reporting by Bentley is needed. There has been no 
verification by Planning staff as to either Mike Miller’s status or Melissa Hyde’s status, 
and self-reporting by Bentley does not answer these questions.  Planning staff or an 
independent auditor needs to resolve some of these issues and produce an accurate count 
as to the number of employees and the dates of employment of these different individuals 
working on the Oakland campus. 



 
4.  We also have a question about the counting of the Dance Teachers during the Fall 



trimester.  The compliance report submitted by Arlene Hogan in October indicated that 
Ashlie Kirby was on maternity leave and Carol Kueffer-Moore was taking her place.  
The latest report from Bentley indicates that Carol Kueffer-Moore was terminated at 
some unspecified date. I found this week an online article on Bentley’s website dated 
November 13, 2015 that indicated that Middle School Dance Teacher Ashlie Kirby was 
not off for the entire Fall trimester and, in fact, was dancing during the week with Middle 
School student in a “Physics:  The Science of Dance” class performance for their peers.  
This raises questions as to the dates of employment during the Fall trimester for both 
Kueffer-Moore and Ashlie Kirby,  whether they overlapped, the actual date of return for 
Kirby and the date of termination of Kueffer-Moore. 



 
5.  There also is still a question about the counting of 1st Grade Teaching Assistant 



Dorothy Roberts.  Arlene Hogan reported in her May 22, 2015 letter to you that as of 
July 1 that the School would be in full compliance with the 71 employee limit of 71 
employees. In the same letter she noted that Dorothy Roberts was a 1st Grade Teaching 
Assistant.  However, when we reviewed the October 15, 2015 compliance report we did 
not see Ms. Roberts listed as a 1st Grade Teaching Assistant nor counted as an employee. 
The latest report from Bentley didn’t show when she was terminated nor clarify her dates 
of employment.  When we reviewed the Bentley School website, we saw Roberts still 
listed on the Bentley School online Directory of faculty and staff in approximately 
November, 2015.   There is a question as to when Roberts was actually employed and 
whether she was another employee working on the Oakland campus after July 1 who 
should have been counted. 



 
6.  There also is a question regarding Emilie Crofton who was shown on the Bentley School 



Directory in November 2015 as a 3rd Grade Teaching Assistant, but who was not reported 
to the Planning staff as an employee on the Oakland campus in its October compliance 
report.  The latest report indicates that Crofton was terminated but does not list her dates 
of employment or her termination date.  This needs to be independently verified, and 
should not be something that Planning staff relies on Bentley to accurately self report.  
Only one 3rd Grade Teaching Assistant was reported by Bentley for the Fall trimester, 
even though Crofton was listed on the Bentley Directory as a member of the faculty and 
staff. 



 
7.  The latest report from Bentley also does not resolve the question we have regarding why 



Rover Spotts was not listed or counted as a part-time employee on the Oakland campus.  
Ms. Hogan noted in a report earlier to the City in 2015 that Spotts worked part-time 3 











hours per week when he was an IT Associate on the Oakland campus, but there was no 
independent verification that we are aware of by Planning staff as to how many hours per 
week that Spotts worked either in the last school year ending in mid 2015 nor how many 
hours he worked per week in Oakland starting in August and is still working in 2016.  
The School counts IT Associate Jim Meyersahm who works apparently full-time, as an 
employee on the Oakland campus and there is no reason not to count Spotts as another 
member of the IT staff for Bentley who reportedly works part-time in Oakland.  Spotts is 
now listed on the Bentley School Coordinator as IT Coordinator for Bentley so he 
presumably supervises IT staff working on both campuses, and may possibly work more 
hours as the previous IT Coordinator for Bentley did who we found was parking on the 
street here on North Hill Court and working on traffic patrol in the mornings.  The 
Planning Commission made no mention in establishing the 71 employee limit as to where 
the basing of an employee by the school would matter, and the Bentley School has 
counted employees who worked part-time on both campuses such as Ms. Hogan as a one 
full employee at the Oakland campus. 



 
8.  We also do not find that the latest report from Bentley answers the question regarding the 



hours that are worked by the Development staff members at the Oakland campus, which 
is relevant, as the compliance report (when?) stated that 4 parking spaces were reserved 
for Development staff at some Alternate location.  The Development staff members were 
and are listed on the Bentley School Directory as Administrator All School, and if they 
are working part-time in Oakland, as we believe to be the case, should each count as 
another employee. For example, we personally observed Vincent Jurgens taking pictures 
on the Bentley School ball court next to our home and he is listed as a Photographer, 
webmaster and Lower, Middle and Upper School Administrator.  We don’t see any 
difference between counting Arlene Hogan who works part-time on both campuses and 
Jurgens.   



 
Similarly, the other Development staff members such as Director of Advancement 
Rebecca Bischoof, Director of Communications Lisa Lomba,  Alumni Relation and 
Special Events Manager Dna Anvari, also appear to be working part-time in Oakland 
and to have designated parking spaces here that suggests they should be counted as 
employees on the campus per the guidance from the Planning Commission. 



 
9.  Another question is about the listing for Learning Support Specialist Kathleen Ruffle as 



a in the latest report from Bentley as being at the Lafayette campus.  We found online a 
listing for Ruffle in relation to her service with another Give A Day Global organization 
that indicated re Ruffle “most recently as a Learning Support Specialist at the Bentley 
School in Oakland”, not Lafayette or the Upper School.  There is a question if Ruffle was 
switched to the Upper School in Lafayette after we raised a question or possibly if she is 
working on the Oakland campus.  The ZoonInfo.com listing for Ruffle shows a “510” 
prefix for Ruffle’s deleted phone, and not a 925 prefix.  I found some of the faculty 
working on the Lafayette campus have 925 prefixes listed on ZoomInfo.com listings, 
which raises still the question whether Ruffle should be counted as an employee working 
part-time or full-time in Oakland.  There is also a question if Ruffle was switched to 
Lafayette after our inquiry to the Planning Department,  whether the information 











provided by Bentley regarding Ruffle working at the Upper School is accurate or not, 
what dates she has worked in Lafayette and what dates if any she has worked or is 
working in Oakland.  This should not be left for self reporting by Bentley.  The online 
listing is attached from ZoomInfo.com: 



 
Kathleen	  Ruffle	  
Secretary	  of	  the	  Board	  



Kathleen Ruffle is one of the original Co-Founders of Give A Day Global. Her passion 
for making a difference began as a Peace Corps volunteer in Botswana, where she taught 
English in a rural village. Since then she has sought to create strong communities among 
people through her work as an educator: teaching inner-city youth in the Bronx and in 
Oakland, at San Francisco’s private schools, in Rwanda through Open A Door 
Foundation, and most recently as a Learning Support Specialist at the Bentley School in 
Oakland. 



10.  Ken Berman is listed in the online directory as both an Upper School teacher and the 
Middle School Jazz Band teacher after July 1, 2015, but not included in the most recent 
report.  CFO Alex Kopelevich indicated in our recent meeting that Berman now teaches 
Middle School students that are transported to the Lafayette campus and not at the 
Oakland campus.  In online research I found an article on the Bentley website dated 
October 7, 2015 that shows multiple pictures of Berman working with Bentley students. 
One of the pictures shows what appears to be Berman with a group of student  in what 
appears to me to be the auditorium on the Oakland campus.  Independent interview with 
Berman and Bentley Middle School students in the Jazz Band might help in establishing 
or answering the question we have as to whether Berman is working exclusively on the 
Lafayette campus as claimed, or whether he works part-time in Oakland at any time since 
July 1, 2015 as claimed by Bentley. 



11.  There are also is a question as to whether Bentley has additional coaches working part-
time besides the PE staff person and the Assistant Athletic Director.   



12.  Ina Stahl is listed as a Controller by Bentley and All School Administrator, so there is a 
question as to how much time she spends working part-time in Oakland.  Previously she 
was reported as spending one hour in Oakland every other week, and the latest report 
suggests she no longer comes to Oakland for meetings.  There is no independent 
verification, however, as to whether she spends time at both campuses like other All 
School Administrator listed on the Directory of faculty and staff. 



13.  There also is a question about String Cello Teacher and instructor Crystal Pasccuci 
who previously was listed as a Strings teacher that worked on the Oakland campus and 
was counted.  We asked CFO Alex Kopelevich why Pasucci did not appear on the list of 
employees working in Oakland and he indicated she now is based in Lafayette and 
supposedly students from the Middle School or Lower School all are bussed to Lafayette 
for instruction.  However, String Academy Instructor Ondine Young is still listed as 
an instructor in Oakland and counted as an employee, and there is need to determine 











independently if Pasccuci is also still working part-time here and teaching students in 
relation to her specialty focusing on the cello.  The Bentley website indicates that 
students in the Lower School in Oakland can join classes as early as the 1st grade, and 
there is a question as to whether Bentley is actually requiring 1st graders and other young 
Lower School or all Lower and Middle School students to go to Lafayette to participate 
in Strings Academy instruction or performances involving Ms. Pasccuci.  There also is a 
question as to when Ms. Pasccuci was shifted to Lafayette and if this came after our 
inquiry as to why she was not listed on the employee list and counted as an employee in 
October, or after school started in August, 2015 or if she only started working in 
Lafayette at a later date after our inquiry about her status and whether this would result in 
Bentley having more than the 71 employees working on the Oakland campus that we 
inquired about in November. 



 



We would appreciate your following up with Bentley on these questions, and clarifying the 
current number of employees and your reasoning. We look forward to seeing your findings. 



 



	  
	  













From: Susan Piper
To: Klein, Heather
Cc: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
Subject: Re: Why we believe Bentley"s Appeal Requiries Major CUP review
Date: Monday, June 30, 2014 11:03:37 AM


My concern is that the decision be made in a public forum where we will be able to speak. I
think this is what you are saying-- that because it needs to go to the Planning Commission is
will be a public forum, correct?


Sue


On Mon, Jun 30, 2014 at 10:13 AM, Klein, Heather <HKlein@oaklandnet.com> wrote:


Sue,


The Bentley School Conditional Use Permit was approved on October 21, 2009. Condition of
Approval #3 of the Conditional Use Permit states:


 


3. Scope of This Approval; Major and Minor Changes


Ongoing


The project is approved pursuant to the Planning Code only. Minor changes to approved plans,
conditions of approval, facilities or use may be approved administratively by the Director of
City Planning or designee and brought to the City Planning Commission as a noticed,
informational Director’s Report within 30 days. Minor changes include, but are not limited to,
the reporting criteria or the number of monitoring personnel in Conditions of Approval  #16,
and 19. Major changes to approved plans, conditions of approval, facilities or use shall be
reviewed by the City Planning Commission as a revision to the Major CUP.  Major changes
include, but are not limited to, the following: an increase in staff, increase in hours of operation
(day care, school hours, or events), increase in the number or days of special events, or
termination/revocation of the MOU by OPD. See Condition of Approval #25 regarding other
changes to that would require preparation and approval of a permit for a Master Plan.


 


The Planning Code does not limit the number of staff for Community Education Activities.
Therefore, a Conditional Use Permit, Major or Minor, is not required per the Planning Code.


 


However, based on the Condition of Approval included above, the Director of Planning is unable to
administratively approve the change to increase the number of staff. This change must be
reviewed by the Planning Commission at a public hearing. The application itself will likely be a
Revision to the Conditional Use Permit, not a Major or Minor Conditional Use Permit,  similar to
the School’s requested Amendments that were discussed at the April 7, 2010 Planning
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Commission hearing.


 


I hope this helps clarify the type of permit anticipated and process based on the information I
know to date.


Best,


 


Heather Klein, Planner III | City of Oakland | Bureau of Planning | 250 Frank H. Ogawa, Suite 3315
|Oakland, CA 94612 | Phone: (510)238-3659| Fax: (510) 238-6538 | Email: hklein@oaklandnet.com |
Website: www.oaklandnet.com/planning 


P Please consider the environment before printing this email


 


 


From: Susan Piper [mailto:susangpiper@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, June 27, 2014 3:46 PM
To: Klein, Heather
Cc: Kalb, Dan; Bolotina, Olga; Ranelletti, Darin
Subject: Why we believe Bentley's Appeal Requiries Major CUP review


 


The first "determination" letter dated 3/8/10 clarified that it was not FTEs but actual
employees that the PC was concerned about. In (Determination Letter for Case File
No. CM04-411.  COA 1.b.vii) to Duncan Lyon on 3/8/2010 you wrote:


 


 


It is staff's belief that the Planing Commission wanted to cap the number of staff at 62.
 Staff does not believe that it was their (Commission's) intent to reference FTE's, as this
would result in an indefinite number of persons on the campus and more vehicle trips on
Hiller Drive.   This assumption is supported by the fact that the Planning Commission
approved the project with Condition 3 which requires a Major Change for any increase in
staff levels.


 


Your April 13, 2010 notified  Arlene Hogan that the school's modification to 1.b.vii.  was
approved and the language of the condition was changed to "71 employees".


 


To further support the intention of the PC to limit vehicles and actual people - not an
indefinite number of persons - on the campus (not just at peak periods when
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arriving or departing) the PC revised Condition 27 to say:


 


The project applicant shall provide proof/evidence within 30 days (5/7/10) that the five
administrators (Dir. of Dev. & Communications, Data Base Manager, Business Manager,
Accounts Payable Coordinator and Accounts Receivable Coordinator) are parking off
campus, not on Hiller Drive or within Hiller Highlands.


 


We do not believe that this particular requirement was ever acted on by Bentley, as
some of these positions are showing up on the employee reports, including the one
from April 2014. 


 


The bottom line is that neighbors want Bentley to fully comply with the conditions of
the CUP, not just check off a box on a list. Having the discussion in the public venue
of the Planning Commission will provide transparency and hopefully, accountability.


 


 


Sue Piper


Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands








From: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
To: Kori Thomas
Cc: Klein, Heather; cuphotline; Kenny Jeong
Subject: Re: Bentley Event Calendar (updated)
Date: Wednesday, July 30, 2014 5:20:57 PM
Attachments: Bentley Event Calendar (7.25.14).pdf


Thank you Kori,


The calendar has been distributed to all members of Hiller Highlands
Homes Association.


NSHH


---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net>
Date: Tue, Jul 29, 2014 at 3:10 PM
Subject: Re: Bentley Event Calendar (updated)
To: Heather Klein <hklein@oaklandnet.com>, Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
<neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com>, cuphotline <cuphotline@bentleyschool.net>
Cc: Kenny Jeong <kbj@dksassociates.com>


Good afternoon,


 
Attached is the updated schedule for Oakland Campus events for school calendar year 2014-2015.
Beginning in July, upcoming event dates can also be found on our website www.bentleyschool.net.


Sincerely,  


Kori Thomas 
Assistant to Head of School
Operations & Compliance Coordinator 
Bentley School, 1 Hiller Dr. Oakland, CA 94618
Tel: 510.229.4162 ext. 2462| Fax: 510.843.1139 
kthomas@bentleyschool.net
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Memorandum 
To:  Neighbors for a Safe Hiller Highlands/NLC 
CC:      Heather Klein, CUP Hotline 
From: Kori Thomas, Bentley School 
Date: July 25, 2014 
Re: Scheduled Oakland Campus Dates + Parking Arrangements and Anticipated Guests 
 
Dear Neighbors, enclosed please find an updated schedule for Oakland Campus events for the 
2014-2015 school year. Times have been added as a courtesy and are also listed on the school 
website. Some events reported do not officially count towards the maximum numbers allowed but 
are listed as a courtesy. We are committed to “no hill” parking. 



Date Event Timing Est. No. 
of 



Guests 



Traffic/Parking Plan 



August 25 
(Summer) 



New Student/Family 
Orientation 



9:30-11:30AM 50 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 



August 26 
(Summer) 



New Student/Family 
Orientation 



9:30-1 PM 50 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 



August 27 Welcome Back  8-11 AM 80 Firestorm/Shuttles:Temescal 



September 2 MS Event 6- 9 PM 70 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
September 3 LS Event 6-9 PM 60 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
September 4 LS Event 6-9 PM 60 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
September 8 Back to School Night 6-9 PM 65 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
September 9 Back to School Night 6-9 PM 65 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
September 10 Back to School Night 6-9 PM 65 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
October 30 MS Event 6-9 PM 50 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
October 31 Halloween Parade 8:45- 10 AM 75 Firestorm/Shuttles: Temescal  
November 8 (Sat) Admissions Event 10-12:30 PM 60 Lots/Firestorm Garden 
December 13 (Sat) Admissions Event 10-12:30 PM 70 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
January 10 (Sat) Admissions Event 1-3:30 PM 60 Lots/Firestorm Garden 
January 24 (Sat) Admissions Event 9-4 PM 25 Lots/Firestorm Garden 
January 31 (Sat) Admissions Event 9-4 PM 25 Lots/Firestorm Garden 
February 7 (Sat) Admissions Event 9-4 PM 25 Lots/Firestorm Garden 
March 6 MS Event 6-9 PM 50 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
May 9 (Sat) Art Show 12-3 PM 75 Firestorm/Shuttles: Temescal 
May 15 MS Event 6-9 PM 60 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
May 16 (Sat) MS Event 12-5 PM 40 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
May 20 LS Event 10-3 PM 60 Lots/Oval/Firestorm/Shuttles 
May 21 LS Event 6-8 PM 45 Lots/Firestorm 
May 27 LS Event 4:30-6:30 PM 45 Firestorm Garden 



June 2 LS Event 8:45-10 AM 30 Firestorm/Shuttles: Temescal 



June 4 LS Event 8:45-10:30AM 35 Firestorm/Shuttles: Temescal 



June 4 Promotion 4-6 PM 55 Lots/Firestorm/Shuttles 
Allowed  Used  Remaining 



Saturdays   10   8  2 
Weekdays   20   17  3 
Summer Days   2   2  0 
Note to Bentley Community: Dates affecting the after hour or weekend events of the Hiller 
Campus cannot be added without the written permission of Kori Thomas, Traffic & Safety 
Programs, ext. 2462. All others, direct written inquiries to cuphotline@bentleyschool.net.  













From: Gordon Piper
To: Anne Mudge
Cc: Ranelletti, Darin; Klein, Heather
Subject: Communication
Date: Friday, July 04, 2014 9:12:59 PM


I received a document on July 3, 2014 indicating Cox Castle Nicholson was attempting to
communicate with me.  Can you clarify what this is about, since you had advised me when we
spoke recently that you did not want to respond to my information requests regarding Bentley
School employees by name and job title in 2012, 2013 and 2014 at the Hiller campus?  You
advised me in our recent conversation if I wanted this information to pursue this information
with a request through City of Oakland staff.  I have requested this information be researched,
obtained and evaluated by City Planning staff as part of their compliance review of the
School.  Thank you.  Gordon Piper
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From: JimDexter@aol.com
To: donna_karch@yahoo.com; fsseifried@comcast.net; jbgene@yahoo.com; joni.upshaw@gmail.com;


lynette.francis@kp.org; mcmegal@sbcglobal.net; mpshep@aol.com; rsboyers@sbcglobal.net;
saalfeld@sbcglobal.net; sandi.bonacini@gmail.com; scobbledick@comcast.net; sjames12345@msn.com;
neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com; nadine@prah.net; tulaeconomou@gmail.com;
lkharris@sbcglobal.net


Cc: wberardi@bentleyschool.net; cuphotline@bentleyschool.net; Klein, Heather; afhogan@bentleyschool.net
Subject: Re: Bentley School - NLC Meeting - SHOULD THIS MEETING TAKE PLACE?
Date: Saturday, January 29, 2011 12:25:49 PM


Hi, Neighbors in the NLC,
 
REPEAT SENDING OF A MESSAGE SENT JANUARY 7th, 2011.  I have only had one partial
response to this email when it was originally sent.  I think that the questions below are
fundamental to whether a meeting with the Bentley staff is useful.  Please consider the ideas,
discuss among yourselves if necessary, and let's meet together to finalize our position, whatever
it may be:
 
Hi, all,
 
What will be accomplished by having this proposed NLC meeting?  Here is my understanding of the
current situation:
 
1.  NLC meetings were to be called by the neighbors, not the school, per our last meeting minutes.
2.  NLC meeting agendas were to be developed and distributed by the neighbors, not the school, per our
last meeting minutes.
3.  Requests for communications by the school to the neighbors have been completely ignored.
4.  Requests for interim drafts of the DKS report have been completely ignored.
5.  Requests for interim drafts of the upcoming traffic plan have been completely ignored.
 
Now, the 'final' DKS report has been distributed to the neighbors BEFORE the submission to the Planning
Commission (as far as I can tell, by a review of the upcoming agendas for the Planning Commission),
which is a great thing.  This shows some acknowledgement of the neighbors.  However it is not clear if the
report is truly final, and this distribution is only a 'courtesy' release.  Even if the report is not 'final' can the
report be adjusted by input from the neighbors?  I doubt it, as this report represents the analysis by DKS
of their physical observations and comparison with the CUP goals as DKS understands it, without further
conclusions.
 
So, for us neighbors, the issue is whether the DKS report accurately reflects the reality of our day-to-day
experience with the school.  Do we need a meeting with the school to determine this?  Wouldn't it be more
appropriate for the neighbors to meet by themselves and discuss the report?
 
If we do want the NLC meeting, then, the neighbors should develop the agenda for the meeting, and
ensure that the meeting agenda accomplishes the goals of the neighbors.
 
Jim Dexter
 
In a message dated 1/28/2011 5:35:26 P.M. Pacific Standard Time, wberardi@bentleyschool.net writes:


Thank you Mr. Dexter.  The items I listed in my email were only suggestions.  I apologize if there
was any confusion.


On Thu, Jan 27, 2011 at 6:43 PM, <JimDexter@aol.com> wrote:
I believe that in our last formal meeting we all agreed that the agenda would come from the
neighbors, not the school.
 
Jim Dexter
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In a message dated 1/27/2011 4:03:22 P.M. Pacific Standard Time, donna_karch@yahoo.com
writes:


Wendi,


I would like to add the following items to the agenda: 


CUP #17E (Maintenance of evacuation route adjacent to school property):
Dirt and debris remain on the sidewalk.


CUP #20 (Re-striping southbound Hiller Drive). What is the status?


CUP #28 (No U-turns) What is the status?


Thank you,
Donna


 


--- On Tue, 1/25/11, Wendi Berardi
<wberardi@bentleyschool.net> wrote:


From: Wendi Berardi <wberardi@bentleyschool.net>
Subject: Bentley School - NLC Meeting
To: fsseifried@comcast.net, jbgene@yahoo.com,
JimDexter@aol.com, joni.upshaw@gmail.com,
lynette.francis@kp.org, mcmegal@sbcglobal.net,
mpshep@aol.com, rsboyers@sbcglobal.net,
saalfeld@sbcglobal.net, sandi.bonacini@gmail.com,
scobbledick@comcast.net, sjames12345@msn.com, "Donna
Karch" <donna_karch@yahoo.com>, "Nadine Rhodes Prah"
<nadine@prah.net>, "Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands"
<neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com>
Cc: "cuphotline" <cuphotline@bentleyschool.net>, "Heather
Klein" <HKlein@oaklandnet.com>, "Arlene Hogan"
<afhogan@bentleyschool.net>
Date: Tuesday, January 25, 2011, 4:33 PM


Greetings NLC,


You will find attached the monitoring report from DKS for the month of
December.  If you have any issues with this attachment, please let me know.


I sent an email on January 7, 2011 regarding the scheduling of our next
meeting.  I have only heard from Ms. Karch regarding 2/9 or 2/10 for the
potential meeting date.  Mr. Dexter had responded with concerns and had
suggested meeting without Bentley School being present. I would like to
suggest for all of us to still meet in the month of February.  


Topics can include: 
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Updates on the 4th bore
DKS monitoring reports
Communication/complaint log between the NLC and Bentley
School
Calendar of events scheduled thus far
Schedule 3rd trimester meeting


Meeting Dates Suggestions


2/3
2/8
2/9
2/15


At this time, I will wait for responses on a meeting date.  I will select the date
on the majority of responses that I receive by Friday, January 28, 2011.


Thank you.


Sincerely, 
Wendi Berardi
Bentley School
Admissions Associate, K-8
Director of Transportation & Traffic Safety
1 Hiller Drive | Oakland, CA  94618
510.843.2512 x2411 | 510.843.1139 (Fax)
wberardi@bentleyschool.net


-- 
Wendi Berardi
Bentley School
Admissions Associate, K-8
Director of Transportation & Traffic Safety
1 Hiller Drive | Oakland, CA  94618
510.843.2512 x2411 | 510.843.1139 (Fax)
wberardi@bentleyschool.net
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From: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
To: Kori Thomas
Cc: cuphotline; Klein, Heather; Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands List
Subject: Re: Event Calendar
Date: Friday, May 23, 2014 12:54:36 PM
Attachments: Bentley Event Calendar (3.04.14).pdf


image.png


Kori,


Pioneer Day does not appear on the most current Bentley Event Calendar.
See the attachment.


Donna


On Fri, May 23, 2014 at 12:15 PM, Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net> wrote:
Hello Donna,


May 21 LS Event 12-3 PM 60 Lots/Oval/Firestorm is the listing for Pioneer Day. 


Have a fine Memorial Day weekend.
Kori


On Fri, May 23, 2014 at 10:47 AM, Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
<neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com> wrote:


Kori,


Attached is the Bentley Event Calendar dated March 4, 2014. As you
can see, it does not include "Pioneer Day."


Donna


On Wed, May 21, 2014 at 3:29 PM, Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net> wrote:
Donna,


Perhaps you have a filter on the page view, but the Pioneer Event has been listed on the
calendar since 3/4/2014, 1:25:44PM.
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Memorandum 
To:  Neighbors for a Safe Hiller Highlands/NLC 
CC:      Heather Klein, CUP Hotline 
From: Kori Thomas, Bentley School 
Date: March 4, 2014 
Re: Scheduled Oakland Campus Dates + Parking Arrangements and Anticipated Guests 
 
Dear Neighbors, enclosed please find an updated schedule for Oakland Campus events for the 
2013-2014 school year. Times have been added as a courtesy. Some events reported do not 
officially count towards the maximum numbers allowed but are listed as a courtesy. We are 
committed to “no hill” parking. Other additions/deletions include a weekday event change in April 
and a cancellation in May. 



Date Event Timing Est. No. 
of 



Guests 



Traffic/Parking Plan 



August 26 
(Summer) 



New Student/Family 
Orientation 



9:30-11:30AM 50 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 



August 27 
(Summer) 



New Student/Family 
Orientation 



9:30-1 PM 50 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 



August 28 Welcome Back  8-11 AM 80 Firestorm/Shuttles:Temescal 



September 3 MS Event 6- 9 PM 70 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
September 9 Back to School Night 6-9 PM 65 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
September 10 Back to School Night 6-9 PM 65 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
September 11 Back to School Night 6-9 PM 65 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
October 26 (Sat) Admissions Event 11-2 PM 35 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
October 31 Halloween Parade 8:45- 10 AM 75 Firestorm/Shuttles: Temescal  
November 1 MS Event 6-9 PM 50 Lots/Firestorm Garden 
November 9 (Sat) Admissions Event 11-2 PM 70 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
December 7 (Sat) Admissions Event 11-2 PM 60 Lots/Firestorm Garden 
January 11 (Sat) Admissions Event 11-2 PM 25 Lots/Firestorm Garden 
January 25 (Sat) Admissions Event 11-2 PM 25 Lots/Firestorm Garden 
February 1 (Sat) Admissions Event 11-2 PM 25 Lots/Firestorm Garden 
March 6 MS Event 6-9 PM 50 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
April 24 LS Event 4-6 PM 60 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
May 10 (Sat) Art Show 12-3 PM 75 Firestorm/Shuttles: Temescal 
May 16 MS Event 6-9 PM 65 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
May 17 (Sat) MS Event 12-5 PM 40 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
May 21 LS Event 12-3 PM 60 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
May 22 LS Event 6-9 PM 25 Lots/Firestorm 
May 31 (Sat) Admissions Event 11-2 PM 50 Lots/Firestorm Garden 
June 3 LS Event 8:45-9:45AM 30 Firestorm/Shuttles: Temescal 



June 5 LS Event 8:45-10:30AM 35 Firestorm/Shuttles: Temescal 



June 5 Promotion 4-6 PM 50 Lots/Firestorm/Shuttle 
Allowed  Used  Remaining 



Saturdays   10   9  1 
Weekdays   20   15  5 
Summer Days   2   2  0 
Note to Bentley Community: Dates affecting the after hour or weekend events of the Hiller 
Campus cannot be added without the written permission of Kori Thomas, Traffic & Safety 
Programs, ext. 2462. All others, direct written inquiries to cuphotline@bentleyschool.net.  
Last update sent: 7/25/13, 10/11/13, 3/3/14, 3/4/14   //// 














On Wed, May 21, 2014 at 3:19 PM, Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
<neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com> wrote:


Attached is a screen save of Bentley's Master Calendar. It does not
indicate an event for the Lower School. It does not indicate an event
called Pioneer Day.


Donna


On Wed, May 21, 2014 at 3:09 PM, Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net>
wrote:


Dear Donna,


The Master Calendar and Bentley Event calendar do both reflect the Pioneer Day
activity today.


Thanks,
Kori


On Wed, May 21, 2014 at 2:44 PM, Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
<neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com> wrote:


Bentley's Event Calendar states that the Lower School is having
an event from Noon until 3PM today. However, the Master
Calendar does not indicate any event for the Lower School. It
states that the Middle School is having 'Trips' and that the
Scholastic Book Fair is in the Hiller Library from 7:30 AM 5/19/14
until 5/23/14 at 5:30 PM.


The Event Calendar does not reflect the Master Calendar. Why?
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Donna Karch on behalf of NSHH


-- 
Kind regards,


Kori Thomas 
Assistant to Head of School
Operations & Compliance Coordinator 
Bentley School, 1 Hiller Dr. Oakland, CA 94618
Tel: 510.843.2512 ext. 2462| Fax: 510.843.1139 
kthomas@bentleyschool.net


-- 
Kind regards,


Kori Thomas 
Assistant to Head of School
Operations & Compliance Coordinator 
Bentley School, 1 Hiller Dr. Oakland, CA 94618
Tel: 510.843.2512 ext. 2462| Fax: 510.843.1139 
kthomas@bentleyschool.net


-- 
Kind regards,


Kori Thomas 
Assistant to Head of School
Operations & Compliance Coordinator 
Bentley School, 1 Hiller Dr. Oakland, CA 94618
Tel: 510.843.2512 ext. 2462| Fax: 510.843.1139 
kthomas@bentleyschool.net
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From: Susan Piper
To: Klein, Heather
Subject: Re: Why we believe Bentley"s Appeal Requiries Major CUP review
Date: Monday, June 30, 2014 11:15:40 AM


Okay. Thanks. Have a good 4th of July!


Sue


On Mon, Jun 30, 2014 at 11:12 AM, Klein, Heather <HKlein@oaklandnet.com> wrote:


Yes, that’s correct. I just wanted to clarify that this will not be a new Major CUP.


 


Heather Klein, Planner III | City of Oakland | Bureau of Planning | 250 Frank H. Ogawa, Suite 3315
|Oakland, CA 94612 | Phone: (510)238-3659| Fax: (510) 238-6538 | Email: hklein@oaklandnet.com |
Website: www.oaklandnet.com/planning 


P Please consider the environment before printing this email


 


 


From: Susan Piper [mailto:susangpiper@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 30, 2014 11:04 AM
To: Klein, Heather
Cc: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
Subject: Re: Why we believe Bentley's Appeal Requiries Major CUP review


 


My concern is that the decision be made in a public forum where we will be able to speak. I
think this is what you are saying-- that because it needs to go to the Planning Commission is
will be a public forum, correct?


 


 


Sue


 


On Mon, Jun 30, 2014 at 10:13 AM, Klein, Heather <HKlein@oaklandnet.com> wrote:


Sue,


The Bentley School Conditional Use Permit was approved on October 21, 2009. Condition of
Approval #3 of the Conditional Use Permit states:
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3. Scope of This Approval; Major and Minor Changes


Ongoing


The project is approved pursuant to the Planning Code only. Minor changes to approved plans,
conditions of approval, facilities or use may be approved administratively by the Director of
City Planning or designee and brought to the City Planning Commission as a noticed,
informational Director’s Report within 30 days. Minor changes include, but are not limited to,
the reporting criteria or the number of monitoring personnel in Conditions of Approval  #16,
and 19. Major changes to approved plans, conditions of approval, facilities or use shall be
reviewed by the City Planning Commission as a revision to the Major CUP.  Major changes
include, but are not limited to, the following: an increase in staff, increase in hours of operation
(day care, school hours, or events), increase in the number or days of special events, or
termination/revocation of the MOU by OPD. See Condition of Approval #25 regarding other
changes to that would require preparation and approval of a permit for a Master Plan.


 


The Planning Code does not limit the number of staff for Community Education Activities.
Therefore, a Conditional Use Permit, Major or Minor, is not required per the Planning Code.


 


However, based on the Condition of Approval included above, the Director of Planning is unable to
administratively approve the change to increase the number of staff. This change must be
reviewed by the Planning Commission at a public hearing. The application itself will likely be a
Revision to the Conditional Use Permit, not a Major or Minor Conditional Use Permit,  similar to
the School’s requested Amendments that were discussed at the April 7, 2010 Planning
Commission hearing.


 


I hope this helps clarify the type of permit anticipated and process based on the information I
know to date.


Best,


 


Heather Klein, Planner III | City of Oakland | Bureau of Planning | 250 Frank H. Ogawa, Suite 3315
|Oakland, CA 94612 | Phone: (510)238-3659| Fax: (510) 238-6538 | Email: hklein@oaklandnet.com |
Website: www.oaklandnet.com/planning 


P Please consider the environment before printing this email
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From: Susan Piper [mailto:susangpiper@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, June 27, 2014 3:46 PM
To: Klein, Heather
Cc: Kalb, Dan; Bolotina, Olga; Ranelletti, Darin
Subject: Why we believe Bentley's Appeal Requiries Major CUP review


 


The first "determination" letter dated 3/8/10 clarified that it was not FTEs but actual
employees that the PC was concerned about. In (Determination Letter for Case File
No. CM04-411.  COA 1.b.vii) to Duncan Lyon on 3/8/2010 you wrote:


 


 


It is staff's belief that the Planing Commission wanted to cap the number of staff at 62.
 Staff does not believe that it was their (Commission's) intent to reference FTE's, as this
would result in an indefinite number of persons on the campus and more vehicle trips on
Hiller Drive.   This assumption is supported by the fact that the Planning Commission
approved the project with Condition 3 which requires a Major Change for any increase in
staff levels.


 


Your April 13, 2010 notified  Arlene Hogan that the school's modification to 1.b.vii.  was
approved and the language of the condition was changed to "71 employees".


 


To further support the intention of the PC to limit vehicles and actual people - not an
indefinite number of persons - on the campus (not just at peak periods when
arriving or departing) the PC revised Condition 27 to say:


 


The project applicant shall provide proof/evidence within 30 days (5/7/10) that the five
administrators (Dir. of Dev. & Communications, Data Base Manager, Business Manager,
Accounts Payable Coordinator and Accounts Receivable Coordinator) are parking off
campus, not on Hiller Drive or within Hiller Highlands.


 


We do not believe that this particular requirement was ever acted on by Bentley, as
some of these positions are showing up on the employee reports, including the one
from April 2014. 


 


The bottom line is that neighbors want Bentley to fully comply with the conditions of
the CUP, not just check off a box on a list. Having the discussion in the public venue
of the Planning Commission will provide transparency and hopefully, accountability.
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Sue Piper


Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands


 








From: JimDexter@aol.com
To: wberardi@bentleyschool.net; donna_karch@yahoo.com; fsseifried@comcast.net; jbgene@yahoo.com;


joni.upshaw@gmail.com; lynette.francis@kp.org; mcmegal@sbcglobal.net; mpshep@aol.com; nadine@prah.net;
neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com; rsboyers@sbcglobal.net; saalfeld@sbcglobal.net;
sandi.bonacini@gmail.com; scobbledick@comcast.net; sjames12345@msn.com


Cc: cuphotline@bentleyschool.net; Klein, Heather
Subject: Re: Bentley School - Next NLC Meeting
Date: Friday, January 07, 2011 11:11:23 AM


Hi, all,
 
What will be accomplished by having this proposed NLC meeting?  Here is my understanding of the
current situation:
 
1.  NLC meetings were to be called by the neighbors, not the school, per our last meeting minutes.
2.  NLC meeting agendas were to be developed and distributed by the neighbors, not the school, per our
last meeting minutes.
3.  Requests for communications by the school to the neighbors have been completely ignored.
4.  Requests for interim drafts of the DKS report have been completely ignored.
5.  Requests for interim drafts of the upcoming traffic plan have been completely ignored.
 
Now, the 'final' DKS report has been distributed to the neighbors BEFORE the submission to the Planning
Commission (as far as I can tell, by a review of the upcoming agendas for the Planning Commission),
which is a great thing.  This shows some acknowledgement of the neighbors.  However it is not clear if the
report is truly final, and this distribution is only a 'courtesy' release.  Even if the report is not 'final' can the
report be adjusted by input from the neighbors?  I doubt it, as this report represents the analysis by DKS
of their physical observations and comparison with the CUP goals as DKS understands it, without further
conclusions.
 
So, for us neighbors, the issue is whether the DKS report accurately reflects the reality of our day-to-day
experience with the school.  Do we need a meeting with the school to determine this?  Wouldn't it be more
appropriate for the neighbors to meet by themselves and discuss the report?
 
If we do want the NLC meeting, then, the neighbors should develop the agenda for the meeting, and
ensure that the meeting agenda accomplishes the goals of the neighbors.
 
Jim Dexter
 
In a message dated 1/7/2011 9:35:40 A.M. Pacific Standard Time, wberardi@bentleyschool.net writes:


Greetings Everyone and Happy New Year!


On December 17th I emailed the November monitoring report from DKS.  If you did not receive
that email, I have attached the report for your reference.


I would like to take this time to schedule the next NLC meeting.  I have included suggested dates
below.  Please let me know which dates would work best.


January 26
February 9
February 10
February 16


Lastly, a reminder that our Admissions department has an event scheduled tomorrow and have
advised the visitors to park in the Hiller Drive lot.


Sincerely,
Wendi Berardi
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Bentley School
Head of School's Office | Admissions Associate, K-8
1 Hiller Drive | Oakland, CA  94618
510.843.2512 x2411 | 510.843.1139 (Fax)
wberardi@bentleyschool.net
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From: Gordon Piper
To: Klein, Heather
Cc: neighbors safety hiller highlands
Subject: Concerns about 10/15/15 Employee Report from Bentley School
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 9:55:35 AM
Attachments: BENTLEY EMPLOYEE ANALYS.xlsx


Ms. Heather Klein


Planner III


City of Oakland


250 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza


Oakland, CA 94612


 


Dear Heather,


Thank you for sending us the October 15, 2015 compliance report from Bentley School. We
have reviewed the employee compliance report and have a number of questions concerning the
count:


       All School Administrators—have responsibilities at both campuses. If the head of school who is
based in Oakland is counted, why isn’t the COO/CFO, listed as an all-school administrator in
Bentley’s Directory, also counted as he is presumably coming to campus on a part-time basis, just as
the head of school is going to Lafayette on a part-time basis? We have observed him on campus.


       Development staff—There are 5 development staff listed in the directory as all-school staff, as
well. Bentley has reserved 4 parking spaces for development staff as shown in their parking plan.
Why are 4 spaces needed to be set aside, unless development staff are regularly coming to the
Oakland campus. And if that is the case, why aren’t they counted as employees on the Oakland
campus?


       IT Staff: The Directory lists 3 IT employees, including the coordinator. Only one is accounted for
on the Oakland campus, yet they indicate in their earlier Compliance Plan that the IT coordinator
works 3 hours a week on the Oakland campus.  How does the City monitor that he is not working
more than 3 hours a week, and why isn’t he counted as a (part-time) employee on the Oakland
campus? Does the third IT staff put in any time at the Oakland campus?


       Coaches and Afterschool Employees—If after school staff are counted as employees, why aren’t
coaches? There are coaches listed in the Directory in the Coaches section.  A recent article in the
Bentley newsletter talks about the enhanced sports program for Middle School students with classes
2 days a week, one at the Oakland campus and the other one in Lafayette. These seem to coincide
with middle school sports for Soccer, Cross Country, Basketball, Strength, Volleyball, and Baseball.
Who is teaching these courses? How do kids go from one campus to the other and is it round trip?
Are there any games played at Oakland campus? Coaches are not reported in the Employee
Compliance Report. We continue to see people carrying a box of materials parking on lower Hiller
in the late afternoon.


5.       Music Program Staff:  Previous reports listed 2 music instructors in the Strings Academy at
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			LAST 			NAME			FIRST			NAME						JOB			TITLE									DIRECTORY									BENTLEY 			REPORT


			Alvarado						Mauricio									Custodian												X


			Austin						Emily									Director of Performing Arts												X - on leave for fall semester?


			Bellanti						Cathy									Grade 4 Teacher												X


			Berardi						Wendi									Admissions Director												X


			Buechner						Erin									Prefect												X


			Bonvini						Alicia									Spanish Teacher												X


			Brown						Lloyd									After School												X


			Bryant						Julie									Front Desk												X


			Burelson						Emily									Director of Counseling									K-8			X


			Chow						Ludenna									Latin Teacher												X


			crawford						Deborah									Grade 1 Teacher												X


			Molina						Francesca									Admissions Associate, K-8         Shown on Linked In as employed at Bentley 3 years, 4 months since August, 2012; not																																				X


			Deleon						Ana									After School												X


			Do						Naha									After School												X


			Duffield						Blythe									English Teacher and Humanities												X


			Feltman						Joshua									Director of Music												X


			Filipini						Alexis									Dean of Teaching and Learning												X


			Fischer						Trisha									Kindegarten Teacher												X


			Freed						Ryan									Assistant Athleltic Director/PE												X


			Gailmard						Gina									Grade 6 Humanities												X


			Gerber						Caroline									Teachiing Assistant												X


			Gonzalez						Felipe									Custodian												X


			Gravelle						Colleen									Teaching Assistant												X


			Green						Will									Grade 5 Teacher												X


			Guillen						Lourdes									Spanish Teacher												X


			Ha						Richard									Middle School Mathematics												X


			Hackfrord						Beverly									Director of Middle School												x


			Harrigan						Brenda									Grade 4 Teacher												X


			Hedges						Robb									Kindegarten Teacher												X


			Hogan						Arlene									Head of School												X


			Hsu						Sheryl									Mandarin Teacher												X


			Hyde						Melissa									Learning Specialist K-8												X			Exhibit 3 Shows Hyde and Exhibit 13 shows Miller; Linked In shows 


			Ilyin						Kathy									Librarian												X


			Crowley						Beth									Grade 2 Teacher												X


			Kendall						Faye									Art Teacher						Fall timester						X


			Kirby						Ashlie									Dance Teacher												X  on leave fall trimester									Kirby performed with Dance troop at LS see article															 in Fall 2015


			Konigsberg						Laura									Associate Head of School												X


			Korican						Leah									Art Teacher												X


			Layton 						Sarah									Middle School English Teacher												X


			Leland						Jacob									Middle School Prefect												X


			Lummis Oneill						Liz									Director of Lower School												X


			Mayer						Gale									Grade 3 Associate												X


			Meyersahm						Jim									IT Associate												X


			Munoz						Hector									Groundskeeper												X


			Nankin-Royer						Naomie									Teaching Assistant												X


			Nepomuceno						Ryan									After School												X


			O'Gorman						Jessica									Teaching Assistant												X


			Page						Rochelle									Grade 2 Teacher												X


			Pallange						David									Director of STEM Education												X


			Panell						James									Music Teacher (fall timester)												X			Fall timester


			Parrish						Rachel									Grade 1 Teacher												X


			Parsons-McLain						Kristy									French Teacher												X


			Phillips						Peter									After School												X


			Raible						Gina									Registratr/Assistant to the Head of School															X


			Rendon						Paul									Grade 3 Teacher												X


			Schmidt						Khara									Teaching Assistant												X


			Schug						Robert									History Teacher			H									X


			Scott						Jason									Middle School Science Teacher and IT?												X


			Shaufele						Jim									PE Teacher												X


			Sussman						Adam									Director of Performing Arts (fall trimester)															X


			Gravely						Amber									Director of After School Program												X


			Taylor						Cyndee									Assistant to the Associate Head for K-8 & Transportation and Operations Assistant																								X


			Timmons						Adrienne									Music Teacher, 4th Grade Wind Academy															X


			Visser						Reona									5th Grade Teacher												X


			Von Euw						Erik									Grade 2 Teaching Assistant												X


			Webb						Hart									Middle School Mathematics												X


			Wolski						Rebecca									French Teacher												X


			Wu						Faye-Lynn									Mandarin Teacher												X


			Young						Ondine									Strings Academy Instructor												X


			Zink						Jane									Middle School Mathematics												X


			Garrison						Danielle									Mathematics Specialist												X


			Palmer-Ghose						Ruby									Lower School Teaching Assistant												X						Grade 2


			Trahan						Ashley									Middle School Math and Science Teacher												X


			Roberts						Dorothy									1st Grade Teaching Assistant												Compliance response indicates she's a TA as reported in previous reports to the City


			Kueffer-Moore						Carol									Interim Dance Teacher substituting for Ashley Kirby on maternity leave


			Berman						Ken									Middle School Jazz Band Director												Directory indicates he is Upper School and Middle School Jazz Band Teacher


			Miller 						Mike									Learning Specialist												X


			Stahl						Ina									Controller						Meeting for 1 hour every other week? Lafayette based


			Bischoff						Rebecca									Director of Advancement									Based in Lafayette but 4 spaces reserved for Development staff on parking plan


			Lomba						Lisa									Director of Communications									Based in Lafayette but 4 spaces reserved for Development staff on parking plan


			Miller 						Mike									Learning Specialist												X


			Kopelevich						Alex									CFO/COO												Visits Oakland campus for meetings with Liaison Committee, Head Master, responsibilities


			Crofton						Emilie									Teaching Assistant 3rd Grade												Shown on Bentley Directory


			Now						Lori									Lower School Art Teacher									X			Fall trimester


			Jurgens						Vincent									Photographer, Webmaster and Lower School Middle Upper School Administrator																								4 spaces reserved for Dev. Staff on parking plan


			Pasucci						Crystal									Cello Instructor									Shown on Directory but not listed on list provided to City of Oakland


			Ruffle						Kathleen Ruffle									Learning Support Specialist									? If Upper School or All School, 									 Linked In shows worked for 2 years since 2013 with teachers/students with disabilities


			Gash						Jordan									Soccer Coach 2014


			Anvari						Dana									Alumni Relations and Special Events Manager, part of Development Staff that has 4 spaces on parking plan


																		MS Coaches for Soccer, Cross Country, Basketball, Strength, Volleyball, Baseball ?


			Lautz						Eric									Volleyball Coach


			Potts						Kelvin									Basketball Coach


			Netniss						Steve									Technology Suport Specialist


			Spotts						Rover									IT Coordinator						Shown on School Directory as Administrator All School																		Technology pictures/information


			Truong						Tham									Business Office Associate


			Woeser						Tenzin									Business Office Associate


			Mazzei						Courtney									Lower School Middle School Upper School Administrator Annual Fund and Database


			Carmody						Michael


																		After School
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the Oakland campus; the 10/15/15 report only lists one, yet Crystal Pasucci is listed in the directory
as a cello instructor. Does she work at the Oakland campus?   Ken Berman is listed on the Directory
as HS/MS Jazz teacher. Bentley indicated in the May 2015 report that he would no longer be coming
to the Oakland Campus after July 1, 2015. But when we asked at the 11/3/15 NLC meeting if the
Oakland campus still had a jazz program, we were told “yes, but we don’t want to get into the
details.”  Who is teaching jazz at the Oakland campus and why isn’t that person counted? There
seem to be 5 music teachers and only 3 are accounted for in the 10/15/15 report. Earlier in 2015
Berman was listed as an employee. Adrienne Timmons is listed in the Directory as a K-3 music
teacher and 4th Grade Wind Academy teacher. The 10/15/15 report notes that she is on leave. It is
not clear who is teaching the 4th Grade Wind Academy.


6.       Staff on Leave: Six people are listed on the 10/15/15 report for three positions. Three of them
are starred with a note that they are on leave, and three are reported as working for them in the fall
trimester. Do these interim staff have contracts for the full year? Are any of the three people on leave
working during the fall trimester? One of them is Adrienne Timmons who is listed in the Directory
as leading the Wind Academy. As noted above, who is teaching the 4th Grade Wind Academy during
the fall trimester?


7.       Learning Specialist: Learning Specialist Melissa Hyde appeared on the May report as on leave,
with Mike Miller listed as taking her place. The 10/15/15 report lists Mike Miller as the Learning
Specialist at the Oakland campus. However, Melissa Hyde’s Linked In listing still shows her
working at Bentley. Her current status needs to be verified.


We believe that an independent audit of who is working on the Oakland campus is warranted
given these questions. If any one of these individuals should have been counted as an Oakland
employee, Bentley would be in violation of not only the CUP but it’s own compliance plan for
employees and its TDM, that requires staff to park on site or somewhere other than Hiller Drive and
North/South Hill Court.  Staff from Lafayette coming to the Oakland campus need to be accounted
for in both employee and traffic counts. Ensuring that Bentley has no more than 71 employees is an
important factor in ensuring that they also comply with the limit on the number of students.


Thank you for your consideration.


 


Sincerely,


 


Gordon and Susan Piper


 


Please see the attached spread sheet








From: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
To: Kori Thomas
Cc: cuphotline; Klein, Heather; Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands List
Subject: Re: Event Calendar
Date: Wednesday, May 21, 2014 3:19:21 PM
Attachments: Bentley Master Calendar 052114.png


Attached is a screen save of Bentley's Master Calendar. It does not
indicate an event for the Lower School. It does not indicate an event called
Pioneer Day.


Donna


On Wed, May 21, 2014 at 3:09 PM, Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net> wrote:
Dear Donna,


The Master Calendar and Bentley Event calendar do both reflect the Pioneer Day activity
today.


Thanks,
Kori


On Wed, May 21, 2014 at 2:44 PM, Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
<neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com> wrote:


Bentley's Event Calendar states that the Lower School is having an
event from Noon until 3PM today. However, the Master Calendar does
not indicate any event for the Lower School. It states that the Middle
School is having 'Trips' and that the Scholastic Book Fair is in the Hiller
Library from 7:30 AM 5/19/14 until 5/23/14 at 5:30 PM.


The Event Calendar does not reflect the Master Calendar. Why?


Donna Karch on behalf of NSHH


-- 
Kind regards,


Kori Thomas 
Assistant to Head of School
Operations & Compliance Coordinator 
Bentley School, 1 Hiller Dr. Oakland, CA 94618
Tel: 510.843.2512 ext. 2462| Fax: 510.843.1139 
kthomas@bentleyschool.net
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From: R Gordon Piper
To: Klein, Heather; "Vien Truong"; "blake.huntsman"; "Madeleine Zayas-Mart"; "Jonelyn Whales"; "Chris Pattillo";


michael.colbruno@gmail.com
Cc: Lkharris73@gmail.com
Subject: Request, Investigation of Apparent CUP Violation
Date: Tuesday, March 27, 2012 5:52:23 PM


I wanted to request an investigation and action to address an apparent violation of the CUP
provision prohibiting parking by Bentley staff for more than 30 minutes on Hiller Drive.  Today
I observed a male with a huge bag of balls getting out of a car at 2:40 p.m. that he had parked
across the street from my house on Hiller Drive and walking into the Bentley School.  The car
with license plate 5KIP550 remained parked until after 5 p.m. at the same location on Hiller
Drive.  I called the Bentley School at 4:25 p.m. and spoke to two people about the apparent
CUP violation and asked if the person carrying the balls into the school was a Bentley School
employee.  I was advised the person was the Athletic Director for Bentley.  The car remained
parked for another 40 minutes after I called and raised my concern regarding why this
individual, reportedly the Athletic Director for Bentley School, was parking on Hiller Drive for
over the established 30-minute limit  mandated in the CUP.  It does not appear the Bentley
School is in compliance with this CUP provision, and I ask that the Planning Commission and
City staff address this continuing problem and apparent violation of the CUP.  I previously have
observed a Bentley School coach with a bag of balls parking for more than 30 minutes on Hiller
Drive in violation of the CUP condition imposed by the Planning Commission. There are
regularly many vehicles parked on Hiller Drive for more than 30 minutes and parking
congestion is a continuing problem.  I request the Planning Commission mandate a thorough
investigation to evaluate and report to the Planning Commission and neighbors on this
apparent violation of your CUP provisions.  If there is a violation, I ask that you take
appropriate corrective action to stop these continuing violations once and for all.
Gordon Piper
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From: Nadine Prah
To: Wendi Berardi
Cc: cuphotline; fsseifried@comcast.net; jbgene@yahoo.com; JimDexter@aol.com; joni.upshaw@gmail.com;


lynette.francis@kp.org; mcmegal@sbcglobal.net; mpshep@aol.com; rsboyers@sbcglobal.net;
saalfeld@sbcglobal.net; sandi.bonacini@gmail.com; scobbledick@comcast.net; sjames12345@msn.com; Donna
Karch; Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands; Klein, Heather


Subject: Re: Bentley School - Updated Event Calendar
Date: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 4:53:19 PM


Wendi,
You sent me the calendar of events.  On the calendar of events you have a column for "Est. of No. of
Guests".
 
My question was pretty simple.  A simple response would be appreciated.  If you estimate 50 guests,
does that mean you expect 50 people or 50 vehicles?
This has nothing to do with DKS.
 
Regards,
Nadine


----- Original Message -----
From: Wendi Berardi
To: Nadine Prah
Cc: cuphotline ; fsseifried@comcast.net ; jbgene@yahoo.com ; JimDexter@aol.com ;
joni.upshaw@gmail.com ; lynette.francis@kp.org ; mcmegal@sbcglobal.net ; mpshep@aol.com ;
rsboyers@sbcglobal.net ; saalfeld@sbcglobal.net ; sandi.bonacini@gmail.com ;
scobbledick@comcast.net ; sjames12345@msn.com ; Donna Karch ; Howard Matis ; Neighbors for
Safety in Hiller Highlands ; Heather Klein
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:52 AM
Subject: Re: Bentley School - Updated Event Calendar


Greetings Nadine,
As you are aware, car counts are taken by DKS and will be available upon reporting to the Planning
Commission.


Have a great day.


Sincerely,
Wendi Berardi
Bentley School
Admissions Associate, K-8
Director of Transportation & Traffic Safety
1 Hiller Drive | Oakland, CA  94618
510.843.2512 x2411 | 510.843.1139 (Fax)
wberardi@bentleyschool.net


On Fri, Mar 11, 2011 at 7:50 AM, Nadine Prah <nadine@prah.net> wrote:
Wendi,
Could you clarify the estimated number of guests?  Would 50 guests mean 25 cars?
 
Thanks,
Nadine
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----- Original Message -----
From: Wendi Berardi
To: fsseifried@comcast.net ; jbgene@yahoo.com ; JimDexter@aol.com ; joni.upshaw@gmail.com
; lynette.francis@kp.org ; mcmegal@sbcglobal.net ; mpshep@aol.com ; rsboyers@sbcglobal.net ;
saalfeld@sbcglobal.net ; sandi.bonacini@gmail.com ; scobbledick@comcast.net ;
sjames12345@msn.com ; Donna Karch ; Howard Matis ; Nadine Rhodes Prah ; Neighbors for
Safety in Hiller Highlands
Cc: cuphotline
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 11:29 AM
Subject: Bentley School - Updated Event Calendar


Greetings!
Please find attached an updated calendar of events.  New items are highlighted in
yellow.


Regards, 
Wendi Berardi
Bentley School
Admissions Associate, K-8
Director of Transportation & Traffic Safety
1 Hiller Drive | Oakland, CA  94618
510.843.2512 x2411 | 510.843.1139 (Fax)
wberardi@bentleyschool.net
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From: R Gordon Piper
To: Klein, Heather
Cc: linda harris; "Donna Karch"
Subject: Condition 13, Vegetation Management Plan and Compliance Concern
Date: Monday, June 06, 2011 1:30:47 PM


I am writing as the immediate neighbor of the Bentley School to inquire and to
urge a review by CEDA/the City of Oakland about the Condition 13 compliance of
the Bentley School relative to having and effectively implementing a Vegetation
Management Plan, consistent with the Vegetation Management requirements of the
Oakland Fire Code.  The inspection form for the Oakland Fire Department calls
for 10 foot minimum clearance between tree crowns and structures, and lists as a
violation when a property owner does not maintain 10 foot minimum clearance
between tree crowns and structures.   It also calls for the limbing up of trees.
The Bentley School appears to be in violation of the Fire Code at this time as
there are numerous structures at the school where trees are basically touching
the structures and the required 10 foot minimum clearance between the tree or
tree crown and the structure has not been ensured. 


I have observed this week apparent violations of this provision of the Fire Code
on multiple structures on the Bentley School campus such as the multi-purpose
auditorium, the smaller building just south of the multi-purpose building, the
main house/office building, the covered walkway area east of the main office,
the library, and also some classrooms.  I met with Oakland Fire Department Fire
Prevention Inspector Dave Davis today and pointed out the apparent violations
and the need for corrective measures to be taken for the school to come into
compliance with Fire Code Vegetation Management provisions. 


I also find on the south side of the Bentley School property adjacent to the
Firestorm Memorial Garden that the tall Monterrey pine tree is starting to grow
into a coast live oak tree, and it does not appear the "pruning of lower
branches of tall trees" in some locations has been done as referenced in the
Standard Condition of Approval 63 cited in the Final Bentley School Major
Conditional Use Permit Environmental Impact Report.


I would like to know whether the Bentley School ever entered into a maintenance
agreement with the City to ensure the landscaping at the school would be
maintained consistent with the provisions set forth in the Vegetation Management
Plan.  I would be interested in reviewing of obtaining a copy of the Bentley
School's Vegetation Management Plan to see what it calls for and whether the
school is following through on the maintenance called for in this
document/plan.  I am also interested in learning what review(s) if any are
conducted by CEDA and the Fire Department if any in the last year relative to
compliance with the Vegetation Management Plan by the Bentley School, and if any
report on the results of the review(s) are available.  I believe there are
reasons  for the City/City staff to now review compliance with the Vegetation
Management Plan by the Bentley School and compliance or lack of compliance with
Condition 13 of the CUP.
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From: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
To: Kori Thomas
Cc: cuphotline; Klein, Heather
Subject: Re: Event Calendar
Date: Friday, May 23, 2014 2:48:00 PM
Attachments: image.png
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Kori,


The Event Calendar states 60 guests and parking would be confined to the
Lots/Oval/Firestorm. By 11:00 AM there was no available parking on either
side of Hiller Drive from above the school to well above North Hill
Court/South Hill Court. Vehicles were also parked on North Hill Court and
South Hill Court. Perhaps there were more than 60 guests.


Donna


On Fri, May 23, 2014 at 2:40 PM, Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net> wrote:
Hi Donna,


The School's priority was to get notification to neighbors, as we did with a lead time of
almost 90 days. 
What the event is called is neither required nor does it take away from the fact that the
community was notified.


Be well,
Kori 


On Fri, May 23, 2014 at 2:30 PM, Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
<neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com> wrote:


Kori,


The neighbors are to be notified of events, 30 days prior. The Event
Calendar - which is attached - does not show Pioneer Day. Neighbors
are NOT required to log on and check the schools calendar.


Donna


On Fri, May 23, 2014 at 2:24 PM, Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net> wrote:
Hello Donna,


NLC Calendar:  May 21 LS Event 12-3 PM 60 Lots/Oval/Firestorm is the listing for Pioneer Day. 


Master Calendar:
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 Proof of entry:


Have a fine Memorial Day weekend.


On Fri, May 23, 2014 at 12:54 PM, Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
<neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com> wrote:


Kori,


Pioneer Day does not appear on the most current Bentley Event
Calendar. See the attachment.


Donna


On Fri, May 23, 2014 at 12:15 PM, Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net>
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wrote:
Hello Donna,


May 21 LS Event 12-3 PM 60 Lots/Oval/Firestorm is the listing for Pioneer Day. 


Have a fine Memorial Day weekend.
Kori


On Fri, May 23, 2014 at 10:47 AM, Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
<neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com> wrote:


Kori,


Attached is the Bentley Event Calendar dated March 4, 2014. As
you can see, it does not include "Pioneer Day."


Donna


On Wed, May 21, 2014 at 3:29 PM, Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net>
wrote:


Donna,


Perhaps you have a filter on the page view, but the Pioneer Event has been listed
on the calendar since 3/4/2014, 1:25:44PM.


On Wed, May 21, 2014 at 3:19 PM, Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
<neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com> wrote:


Attached is a screen save of Bentley's Master Calendar. It
does not indicate an event for the Lower School. It does not
indicate an event called Pioneer Day.
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Donna


On Wed, May 21, 2014 at 3:09 PM, Kori Thomas
<kthomas@bentleyschool.net> wrote:


Dear Donna,


The Master Calendar and Bentley Event calendar do both reflect the Pioneer
Day activity today.


Thanks,
Kori


On Wed, May 21, 2014 at 2:44 PM, Neighbors for Safety in Hiller
Highlands <neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com> wrote:


Bentley's Event Calendar states that the Lower School is
having an event from Noon until 3PM today. However, the
Master Calendar does not indicate any event for the Lower
School. It states that the Middle School is having 'Trips'
and that the Scholastic Book Fair is in the Hiller Library
from 7:30 AM 5/19/14 until 5/23/14 at 5:30 PM.


The Event Calendar does not reflect the Master Calendar.
Why?


Donna Karch on behalf of NSHH


-- 
Kind regards,


Kori Thomas 
Assistant to Head of School
Operations & Compliance Coordinator 
Bentley School, 1 Hiller Dr. Oakland, CA 94618
Tel: 510.843.2512 ext. 2462| Fax: 510.843.1139 
kthomas@bentleyschool.net


-- 
Kind regards,


Kori Thomas 
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Assistant to Head of School
Operations & Compliance Coordinator 
Bentley School, 1 Hiller Dr. Oakland, CA 94618
Tel: 510.843.2512 ext. 2462| Fax: 510.843.1139 
kthomas@bentleyschool.net


-- 
Kind regards,


Kori Thomas 
Assistant to Head of School
Operations & Compliance Coordinator 
Bentley School, 1 Hiller Dr. Oakland, CA 94618
Tel: 510.843.2512 ext. 2462| Fax: 510.843.1139 
kthomas@bentleyschool.net


-- 
Kind regards,


Kori Thomas 
Assistant to Head of School
Operations & Compliance Coordinator 
Bentley School, 1 Hiller Dr. Oakland, CA 94618
Tel: 510.843.2512 ext. 2462| Fax: 510.843.1139 
kthomas@bentleyschool.net


-- 
Kind regards,


Kori Thomas 
Assistant to Head of School
Operations & Compliance Coordinator 
Bentley School, 1 Hiller Dr. Oakland, CA 94618
Tel: 510.843.2512 ext. 2462| Fax: 510.843.1139 
kthomas@bentleyschool.net
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From: Gordon Piper
To: Ranelletti, Darin
Cc: Klein, Heather
Subject: Research Assistance re Bentley School
Date: Monday, June 09, 2014 2:09:44 PM


I would like to do some research or review this week of the files that City of Oakland Planning
has on Bentley School and more specifically to examine correspondence from the City to
Bentley and from Bentley School and its attorney Anne Mudge pertaining to Bentley School's
employees and the lists of employees provided.  I sent an email to Heather this morning asking
for an opportunity to arrange to review the Bentley School files, and wanted to see if you
could possibly be able to help in expediting or arranging for me to be able to review the files
to complete this research. 


I would like to review information pertaining to who provided the information to the City
Planning Department in 2012, 2013 and 2014 regarding Bentley School's employees at the
Hiller campus and regarding the requests made to Bentley School and Ms. Mudge for specific
information pertaining to employees.  Thank you in advance for any assistance in helping me
to be able to review this ASAP. 


One of my primary interests in this research is in helping to ensure that factually accurate
information is provided in the future by the Bentley School and its attorney regarding all of the
employees, job titles for employees, and total numbers of employees working at the Hiller
campus to the City and Planning Department.  My phone is 910-2969 cell or 843-3828 home,
or I can be reached via email.  
Gordon Piper, member, Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
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From: Gordon Piper
To: Kori Thomas; cuphotline@bentleyschool.net; neighbors safety hiller highlands; Klein, Heather; Ranelletti, Darin
Subject: Re: Bentley School Additional Janitors
Date: Thursday, June 19, 2014 12:48:59 PM


Thank you for your response.  So, are you indicating the two janitors drove together in the
school van that work in day time hours.  What about the two janitors working in evening hours
that weren't driving the school van?  Why aren't all four janitors listed on the April 24, 2014
list since you have had four janitors frequently on the same day?


On Thu, Jun 19, 2014 at 9:20 AM, Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net> wrote:
Hello Gordon and Sue,


The two janitors who drove over during the school year using the school van and occupying
one parking space are listed on the document towards the bottom along with the
groundskeeper. While we are immediate neighbors and make conscious efforts to be good
ones, respectfully, the continuous monitoring, photo taking and questioning of employees is
intrusive and increasingly uncomfortable. Please refrain from doing so.


Sincerely,
Kori


On Tue, Jun 17, 2014 at 5:25 PM, Gordon Piper <rgpiper33@gmail.com> wrote:
We have reviewed the latest list of employees submitted to the City/Planning staff on April 24, 2014
and would like clarification as to why each of the two custodians that we see from our property
working regularly on the same school days during the day-time hours do not appear  on the list . We
also seek clarification on  the two custodians that we have observed in late afternoon or evening
hours on the same day who are also not included on the list of employees.   Can you please explain
why each of these Maintenance employees are not listed as Bentley employees at Hiller?


Thank you.
Sue and Gordon Piper


-- 
Kind regards,


Kori Thomas 
Assistant to Head of School
Operations & Compliance Coordinator 
Bentley School, 1 Hiller Dr. Oakland, CA 94618
Tel: 510.843.2512 ext. 2462| Fax: 510.843.1139 
kthomas@bentleyschool.net
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From: linda harris
To: Klein, Heather
Subject: DKS Reports
Date: Saturday, June 07, 2014 11:13:44 AM


Hi Heather:  


We're curious how the year ended up in regard to the monitoring reports for Bentley.   Are there May and June DKS
reports?   What special event days did DKS monitor this year?  


Thanks,
Linda
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From: JimDexter@aol.com
To: Klein, Heather
Subject: Re: FW: Bentley School - December 2010 Monitoring Report
Date: Monday, January 24, 2011 2:58:43 PM


I got the report from Bentley (the ONLY communication - literally - from Bentley) last month.  Thanks for
forwarding this to me, however.  Much appreciated!
 
Jim Dexter
 
In a message dated 1/24/2011 11:35:09 A.M. Pacific Standard Time, HKlein@oaklandnet.com writes:


I’m not sure if you are on the NSHH e-mail list but if not attached is the December monitoring
report.


 


Heather Klein, CGBP, LEED AP


Planner III


City of Oakland


 


250 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, Suite 3315


Oakland, CA 94612


ph: (510) 238-3659


fax:(510) 238-6538


email: hklein@oaklandnet.com


 P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail 


 


From: Klein, Heather 
Sent: Tuesday, January 18, 2011 11:54 AM
To: 'Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands'; 'Duncan Lyon'; 'Arlene Hogan'
Cc: 'David Parisi'
Subject: FW: Bentley School - December 2010 Monitoring Report


 


FYI


 


Heather Klein, CGBP, LEED AP


Planner III


City of Oakland
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250 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, Suite 3315


Oakland, CA 94612


ph: (510) 238-3659


fax:(510) 238-6538


email: hklein@oaklandnet.com


 P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail 


 


From: Kenneth Jeong [mailto:KBJ@dksassociates.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 14, 2011 10:28 AM
To: Klein, Heather
Subject: Bentley School - December 2010 Monitoring Report


 


Hello Heather,


DKS is pleased to submit the Bentley School Traffic Monitoring Report for December 2010.
Please distribute this document as you see fit to all interested parties.


 


Also – I believe you mentioned that the Final Draft of the TDM should also be completed
shortly. If possible, could you please forward me a copy of that as well for my use.


 


Thanks,


 


We’ve Moved!  Please note our new address below.  Our phone and fax have remained the
same.


_______________________________________


Kenneth B. Jeong, E.I.T.


Associate Transportation Engineer


DKS Associates
TRANSPORTATION SOLUTIONS


1970 Broadway, Suite 740


Oakland, California 94612-2219


Ph:  510.267.6612|Fax: 510.268.1739


kbj@dksassociates.com



blocked::mailto:hklein@oaklandnet.com
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www.dksassociates.com


 


This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you are the addressee (or authorized to receive for the addressee), you may not use,
copy, distribute or disclose to anyone this message or any information contained in or attached to this message. If you have received this message in error, please advise
the sender and delete this message along with any attachments or links from your system.
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From: Susan Piper
To: Klein, Heather
Cc: Gordon Piper
Subject: Seeking clarification re Employee Condition on Bentley CUP
Date: Friday, February 28, 2014 12:39:46 PM


Hi Heather,
Can you please explain how the Planning Department defines part-time employees with
respect to the Bentley CUP?


There are Bentley employees based in Lafayette who come to the Hiller Campus several times
a week as part of their jobs (for example. the IT Director, some Lafayette-based faculty who
serve as coaches or music instructors, etc.).


The CUP doesn't directly address this-- it just limits the total number of full and part time
employees on the Oakland campus. 


We would appreciate hearing your rationale, so that we can understand how the Planning
Department interprets this situation in relation to the CUP employee limit.  


Thanks.


Gordon and Sue Piper
33 Hiller Drive
Oakland, CA 94618
510 843-3828
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From: Donna Karch
To: Kori Thomas
Cc: Cuphotline; Neighbors for Safety In Hiller Highlands; Linda Harris; Klein, Heather
Subject: Re: Bentley parent using neighbor"s driveway
Date: Friday, April 03, 2015 11:55:38 AM


Thank you Kori,


Donna


From: Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net>
To: Donna Karch <donna_karch@yahoo.com> 
Cc: Cuphotline <cuphotline@bentleyschool.net>; Neighbors for Safety In Hiller Highlands
<neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com>; Linda Harris <lkharris73@gmail.com>; Heather Klein
<hklein@oaklandnet.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 3, 2015 11:41 AM
Subject: Re: Bentley parent using neighbor's driveway


Hello Donna,


The School has submitted a new announcement for the community newsletter as follows. It will be posted upon our
return from spring break stating the appropriate place to turn around.
The School posts a traffic tip about "not using neighbor's driveways to make a u-turn" on average 1X per month.


Upcoming post
HILLER CAMPUS
U-TURNS in the Neighborhood
Making a full U-turn on Hiller Drive or in the neighborhood is not condoned by the school nor is it in keeping
with our Pledge to be a Good Neighbor. If there is a future need to make a U-turn the safest area to do so is at the
end of the cul-de-sac on North Hill Court. If parking on the hill, you are encouraged to use the crosswalk near
Kaiser School. (Traffic DO's and Don'ts flyer attached)


Regards,
Kori


On Thu, Apr 2, 2015 at 3:00 PM, 'Donna Karch' via cuphotline
<cuphotline@bentleyschool.net> wrote:


I just drove up Hiller. A black SUV with a license plate ending in 691 turned left into the
driveway at 37 Hiller Drive. The vehicle then backed up and drove down Hiller towards
Bentley School.


Kindly remind parents and staff that neighbor's driveways are NOT to be used to perform U-
turns or anything else.


Donna Karch


-- 
Kind regards,
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Kori Thomas 
Assistant to Head of School
Operations & Compliance Coordinator 
Bentley School, 1 Hiller Dr. Oakland, CA 94618
Tel: 510.843.2512 ext. 2462| Fax: 510.843.1139 
kthomas@bentleyschool.net
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From: Linda Harris
To: Klein, Heather
Subject: DKS
Date: Thursday, February 03, 2011 4:26:05 PM


Hi Heather:


I spoke today with Kenneth Yeung and he was very helpful.  He understood the issue about getting
Total Vehicle trips instead of the partial percentage of attendance they have given in Table 1 so far.
 He will be in touch with you and is going to talk with his colleagues about a way to use
mathematical equations to produce the Total Vehicle number.   


He mentioned several problems they have with observing:
    1.  They rarely observe students dropped of on Tunnel Road by car or bus because that would
require another person.
    2.  It is hard to count little heads exiting cars in the loading zone. 
    3.  He thinks the monitoring forms could be simplified now that they have experience with them.  
    4.  He wasn’t sure that they were getting all parking lot vehicles counted in each area on the same
days they were doing vehicle trip counts.


He also mentioned that Bentley has revised their baseline staff count down to 59 for the purpose of
calculating official daily attendance.  Has Bentley provided a new report on their enrollment and
staff since September?  


Thanks,
Linda
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From: linda harris
To: Klein, Heather
Cc: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
Subject: Re: FW: Bentley: Compliance Matrix
Date: Monday, November 10, 2014 4:49:45 PM


Heather:  Thanks for the draft matrix.  I note that the colors are absent and there are a couple of COA sections that
have no comments in the last column.  


On a different subject...I received a copy of Darin Ranalletti's response to Gordon's staffing questions.  Neighbors
were not notified of the meeting in October or the school's decision to not apply for a revision to the CUP.  We
deferred commenting on the school's 5/30 appeal letter in anticipation of the CUP amendment application which you
indicated would be decided together.  Mr. Ranalletti indicated that the appeal and review of plan to come into
compliance would be considered soon.   Will you please forward Bentley's Compliance Plan when you receive it
and let us know when we can submit our detailed comments.  


We are not aware why Bentley made this decision but we have comments to submit on Bentley's (Ann Mudge
5/30/14) interpretation that staff limit is  "at any one time".   There is substantial discussion on the record in the
commission hearings that indicates it was not Commissioners' intention to allow an "up to" staff limit at any given
time.  Neither the Commission nor the TDM include methodology for monitoring and reporting the staff level limits
in this way.  In a document which included so many specifics relating to time and vehicles, it is unlikely
Commissioners would have overlooked the "at any one time" concept.  Neighbors would certainly have opposed this
language.    In fact, the amendment to the number of staff, already agreed to by neighbors suggests that it was
generally understood that staff limits were absolute and were an important tool for reducing impacts in the
community and not simply during peak traffic periods. If 71 staff applies only at a "one time" timeframe, the school
could have twice as  many people associated with the operations at the school.   It is inevitable that increasing staff (
even if you could monitor at one time) will mean more vehicles through the neighborhood and longer periods of
higher occupancy even if the under maximum at any one time.    


This interpretation is a substantial and fundamental change in the CUP that deserves an open discussion including
Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands.   


Have you sent a notice of noncompliance in regard to the excess vehicle trips documented on the September DKS
report?


Thank you,
Linda


On Mon, Nov 10, 2014 at 2:07 PM, Klein, Heather <HKlein@oaklandnet.com> wrote:


Attached is the School’s annual compliance matrix. However, please note, I have not had a
chance to review this yet.


Best,


 


Heather Klein, Planner III | City of Oakland | Bureau of Planning | 250 Frank H. Ogawa, Suite 3315
|Oakland, CA 94612 | Phone: (510)238-3659| Fax: (510) 238-6538 | Email: hklein@oaklandnet.com |
Website: www.oaklandnet.com/planning 


P Please consider the environment before printing this email
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From: Klein, Linda C. [mailto:lklein@coxcastle.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 29, 2014 7:07 PM
To: Klein, Heather
Cc: Mudge, Annie; Arlene Hogan (afhogan@bentleyschool.net); Kori Thomas
(kthomas@bentleyschool.net)
Subject: Bentley: Compliance Matrix


 


Hi Heather,


 


Attach please find the 2013-2014 School Year Compliance Matrix and exhibits.  Please let
me know if something is amiss.  Note that I will be out of the office on Thursday and Friday,
but back again on Monday.


 


Best,


Linda


 


Linda C. Klein


Cox, Castle & Nicholson LLP
555 California Street | 10th Floor | San Francisco, CA 94104
direct: 415.262.5130 | cell: 510.516.1539
main: 415.262.5100 | fax: 415.262.5199
lklein@coxcastle.com | vCard | bio | website | 


This communication is intended only for the exclusive use of the addressee and may contain information that is privileged or confidential. If you
are not the addressee, or someone responsible for delivering this document to the addressee, you may not copy or distribute it. Any unauthorized
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please call us
promptly and securely dispose of it. Thank you.
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From: Gordon Piper
To: cuphotline@bentleyschool.net; neighbors safety hiller highlands; Klein, Heather
Subject: Staff Parking on North Hill Court
Date: Friday, December 20, 2013 10:17:34 AM
Attachments: Miscellaneous 017.JPG


Miscellaneous 018.JPG


The School's Director of Technology Maziar Tafreshinejad has been parking on North Hill
Court in violation of the prohibition against staff parking contained in the TDM, as first
reported on December 12 and continuing today.


The School is not responding to CUP Hotline complaints such as the previous complaint that
was made about the staff parking on North Hill Court, to stop the parking.  There is a need for
the School to clarify what it has done and will be doing to set aside the necessary parking for
staff to comply with TDM prohibition against staff parking on Hiller Drive and North Hill
Court.
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From: Susan Piper
To: Alex Kopelevich
Cc: Klein, Heather; Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
Subject: Driveway Blocked this morning
Date: Monday, April 25, 2016 12:44:55 PM


This morning as I was leaving to take my son  to Bart at 8:20 am a green Honda 4WD blocked my driveway to let out one
student. License  CA 4PQ573.


We have noticed an increase in the number of cars dropping off one or two students up by my
house and my neighbor at 37 Hiller Drive. It is our understanding that drivers dropping off
students are supposed to use the Bentley parking lot and not the curbs in front of our homes. 


Can we please add this to the Neighborhood Liaison Committee discussion on May 3?  


Thanks.


-- 
Sue Piper
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From: JimDexter@aol.com
To: wberardi@bentleyschool.net; donna_karch@yahoo.com; cuphotline@bentleyschool.net; Klein, Heather;


lynette.francis@kp.org; scobbledick@comcast.net; fsseifried@comcast.net; rsboyers@sbcglobal.net;
jbgene@yahoo.com; joni.upshaw@gmail.com; sjames12345@msn.com; saalfeld@sbcglobal.net;
sandi.bonacini@gmail.com; mpshep@aol.com; mcmegal@sbcglobal.net; nadine@prah.net;
teresamferguson@yahoo.com; afhogan@bentleyschool.net


Subject: Re: Bentley"s CUP COA Item 24C
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2012 10:21:37 AM


Wendi,
 
Please correct the impression that there was a valid NLC meeting on Monday, 1/23/12, in all appropriate
forums, including to the Oakland Planning Commission prior to the February 2nd PC meeting.
 
It is inappropriate for Bentley to 1) call a meeting of the NLC (per a previous email from me), and 2) it is
more inappropriate for you to indicate that a valid NLC meeting was convened. 
 
If there is to be any future NLC meeting, the Bentley School should coordinate with the former members
of the NLC and ask them to consider re-constituting the neighborhood representatives in a new NLC.  If
they choose to do so, then the neighbors would call the meeting, develop the agenda, and set the meeting
expectations.
 
All of the previous NLC neighborhood members except Sam James were, on purpose, not attending the
1/23/12 meeting, having previously declared that the Bentley staff had lied to the now-defunct NLC, and
that the meetings were of no purpose. 
 
Having two neighbors attend the meeting, only one of whom was a part of the previous neighborhood
representatives of the defunct NLC, is in itself, not able to be called a valid NLC meeting, as you correctly
point out below. 
 
I fully respect Howard Matis and Sam James, and honor their commitment to attend the meeting called by
the Bentley School, but, in no way can the meeting on 1/23/12 be called a valid NLC meeting.
 
Jim Dexter
Public Safety Committee Chair, Beat 13Y Neighborhood Council
North Hills Community Association
http://www.northhillscommunity.org
5591 Merriewood Drive
Oakland, CA 94611
510 339 2184 (h)
650 575 1745 (c)
 
In a message dated 1/25/2012 9:57:11 A.M. Pacific Standard Time, wberardi@bentleyschool.net writes:


Greetings Donna,
Thanks for your email of 1/23/12.  We wanted to let you know that, per my email on 1/17/2012,
 we convened a meeting of the NLC on Monday 1/23/12 at 6:30pm to discuss the hearing on
February 1, 2012 before the Planning Commission.  No representatives from the neighborhood
were in attendance.


With respect to CUP Condition of Approval 24c, this section provides that "copies of reports
submitted to the City shall be provided at the same time to the Neighborhood Liaison
Committee."  This provision calls for the school to copy the NLC on "reports" submitted to the
City, not to copy NLC on all communications between the school and the City. 


Kind regards,
Wendi Berardi
Bentley School
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Associate Director of Admissions, K-8
Director of Transportation & Traffic Safety
Assistant to Head of School
1 Hiller Drive | Oakland, CA  94618
510.843.2512 x2411 | 510.843.1139 (Fax)
wberardi@bentleyschool.net


See more about our Kindergarten program.  Click here.  


The Bentley School Promise


On Mon, Jan 23, 2012 at 11:46 AM, Donna Karch <donna_karch@yahoo.com> wrote:
Dear Wendi,


Per Bentley's CUP Conditions of Approval Item 24C, "Copies of reports
submitted to the City shall be provided at the same time to the
Neighborhood Liaison Committee."


Bentley continues to fail to provide members of the NLC with reports and
documents. Please provide the members with all documents, reports, etc.
that Bentley (or its representatives) has submitted to the City of Oakland,
including all those pertaining to the February 1, 2012 meeting with the
Planning Commissioners.


Regards,


Donna Karch
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From: Susan Piper
To: Kori Thomas
Cc: cuphotline; Klein, Heather
Subject: Re: FYI--A dozen or so students playing basketball on your court at 6:45 pm today
Date: Wednesday, June 11, 2014 5:34:57 PM


I think they were just kids playing. But I'm surprised that your custodians who were there
didn't say anything to them. It shouldn't be up to neighbors to say anything. Gordon did let
them know that their playing there was in violation of a city condition-- but of course, they
didn't listen.


Sue


On Wed, Jun 11, 2014 at 2:00 PM, Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net> wrote:
Hello Sue,


Yes, you were right. There was no Bentley event scheduled on campus. If you find out
more, please let me know.


Regards,
Kori


On Mon, Jun 9, 2014 at 6:53 PM, Susan Piper <susangpiper@gmail.com> wrote:
Not sure if you know, but there are 10 to 12 students (look to be high school aged) playing
loud basketball on your basketball court at 6:45 pm, at a time when there is not supposed
to be events on your campus.


There are two custodians on site as we speak-- and no one is saying anything to the
students.


Sue Piper


-- 
Kind regards,


Kori Thomas 
Assistant to Head of School
Operations & Compliance Coordinator 
Bentley School, 1 Hiller Dr. Oakland, CA 94618
Tel: 510.843.2512 ext. 2462| Fax: 510.843.1139 
kthomas@bentleyschool.net
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From: Donna Karch
To: Kori Thomas; Cuphotline
Cc: Klein, Heather; Neighbors for Safety In Hiller Highlands
Subject: Staff parking on North Hill Court
Date: Saturday, January 10, 2015 12:46:05 PM


Kori,


Thought you would want to know that a Bentley staff member, wearing skinny-legged black
pants and a tan colored long sleeve top (cardigan?), has parked on North Hill Court in front of
10 North Hill Court. She parked a silver colored sedan.


The neighbors are aware that the school is having an event today, and staff is not suppose to
park on North Hill Court, South Hill Court or Hiller Drive.


Donna
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From: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
To: Klein, Heather
Cc: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands List
Subject: Re: Bentley"s Hiller campus enrollment reported as 363
Date: Friday, February 19, 2016 2:45:45 PM


Thank you Heather,


Click on this link:


http://emma.msrb.org/SecurityView/SecurityDetailsARD.aspx?
cusip=130795V61&utm_source=alerts&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=CD


Then click on Accept


Scroll past FINANCIAL INFORMATION & DOCUMENTS until you see


EVENT NOTICES


Most Recent 
Historical Enrollment and Admissions FYE 2015-2016 dated 02/15/2016 posted
02/17/2016 (18 KB)


Then click on:


http://emma.msrb.org/EP913336-EP708310-EP1110196.pdf


On Fri, Feb 19, 2016 at 9:31 AM, Klein, Heather <HKlein@oaklandnet.com> wrote:


Linda,


Can you please provide the link to where you obtained the document? I looked on the website and there
is a lot of text regarding the use of the data and limitations and sources. I want to verify all the
information available before we contact the school and make a determination.


 


Best,


Heather Klein, Planner III | City of Oakland | Bureau of Planning | 250 Frank H. Ogawa, Suite 2114 |Oakland,
CA 94612 | Phone: (510)238-3659| Fax: (510) 238-6538 | Email: hklein@oaklandnet.com | Website:
www.oaklandnet.com/planning 


 


From: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands [mailto:neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com] 
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Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2016 4:56 PM
To: Klein, Heather
Cc: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands List; Leila Moncharsh
Subject: Bentley's Hiller campus enrollment reported as 363


 


Dear Heather


 


NSHH has just reviewed Bentley's Annual Audited Financial Statements including a report of
their Admissions and Enrollment by academic year.  These are legal documents required by the
Electronic Municipal Market Access  (EMMA) as part of Bentley's obligation under its California
Public Revenue Bond debt.


 


According to the EMMA document, which is attached, Bentley's enrollment for the 2015-16
school year is 363 students, three more than the CUP allows.  Will you please forward the
Annual 2015-16 Enrollment Report Bentley provided to Planning and Zoning as required by
Condition 21 of the CUP so that we can compare the two reports.


 


Will you issue a finding of noncompliance based on this recent report of over enrollment?


 


Thank you,


Linda Harris


On behalf of NSHH








From: Gordon Piper
To: cuphotline@bentleyschool.net; Klein, Heather; neighbors safety hiller highlands
Subject: Evening Meetings Limit, Possible Working Hour Violation, and/or Employee Limit Questions
Date: Monday, November 18, 2013 10:59:01 PM


I observe two Bentley individuals this evening at 10:30 p.m. and leaving at 10:43 p.m. who
appear to be Maintenance employees.  Since the School has been reporting in 2012 and 2013 it
only has one daytime maintenance employee that works from about 7 a.m. about 3 p.m., I
would like City staff and Bentley to determine who these individuals are that are meeting after
the working hour limit  imposed by the Planning Commission, whether they are employees,
whether they are Maintenance employees,  what their job titles and hours of work are, whether
they are custodians,  how long each has  been working for the school, whether they receive a
W-2 and are reported on the Quarterly Report of Employees by Bentley to the State Employee
Development Department, on what campuses each has been working for the school, and what
their names are. 


I also would like City staff and Bentley to clarify if these regular meetings of several
individuals after established hours of work at the school are being counted and reported by
Bentley  as evening meetings.  If they have not been counted as evening meetings at the
school, I believe they should be properly counted and reported as additional evening
meetings.  I see a maintenance employee or two working on weekdays during regular work
hours at the School, so why are more individuals apparently working after normal work hours
apparently each week that have apparently not been reported as employees on the Hiller
campus to the City of Oakland?


What guidelines have been established by Bentley School in relation to complying with the
hours of work, which are supposed to normally conclude at 6 p.m. on weekdays?
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From: Susan Piper
To: Donna Karch
Cc: Kori Thomas; Cuphotline; Klein, Heather; Neighbors for Safety In Hiller Highlands
Subject: Re: FYI--A dozen or so students playing basketball on your court at 6:45 pm today
Date: Thursday, June 12, 2014 9:58:50 AM


I received a response
Sue


Please excuse typos. 
Sent from my iPhone


On Jun 12, 2014, at 9:32 AM, Donna Karch <donna_karch@yahoo.com> wrote:


Kori,


We have yet to receive an acknowledgment of or response to the email
below.


Donna


----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Susan Piper <susangpiper@gmail.com>
To: cuphotline <cuphotline@bentleyschool.net> 
Cc: Cc: Heather Klein <Hklein@oaklandnet.com> 
Sent: Monday, June 9, 2014 6:53 PM
Subject: FYI--A dozen or so students playing basketball on your court at 6:45 pm today


Not sure if you know, but there are 10 to 12 students (look to be high
school aged) playing loud basketball on your basketball court at 6:45 pm,
at a time when there is not supposed to be events on your campus.


There are two custodians on site as we speak-- and no one is saying
anything to the students.


Sue Piper
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From: Gordon Piper
To: Ranelletti, Darin; Klein, Heather
Cc: Hgardener@oaklandnet.com; Flynn, Rachel; Susan Piper; neighbors safety hiller highlands
Subject: Status on Bentley School"s Compliance With CUP Conditions
Date: Monday, October 20, 2014 10:40:25 PM
Attachments: Bentley Faculty and Staff, September 2014.docx


I am writing about Bentley School's continuing non-compliance with the limitation on employees set forth
in the Bentley School's Conditional Use Permit on the number of employees it may have at the School's
Oakland campus, and the School's appeal of the Staff Determination of Non-Compliance in Case File No.
CM04-411; REV10-003.


We requested in our July 29, 2014 emails to Deputy Director Darin Ranelletti and Planner Heather Klein:


·        * The City do a fully comprehensive and independent code compliance investigation dating back to
2012 documenting actual workers by name, title, schedule, and status so there is an accurate, clear and
transparent accounting of all who work on the campus;


·        * The investigation should look at the school's failure to abide by the specified hours of work
(Condition 1ii, iii,.iv, & v) and to "provide assigned spaces to all full and part time faculty and staff ;


·       *  If the school is found to have been out of compliance for 2012, 2013 and 2014, the City should
seriously consider whether there are grounds for revocation of the Conditional Use Permit;


·        * Staff and the Planning Commission establish sanctions for false reporting;


·        * Amend the notice of noncompliance to include more precisely the number of staff who have been
working on the Hiller campus in excess of the limit of 71 employees in 2012, 2013, and 2014.


 


We have not received any feedback on that request.


Now we are into a new school year, and we continue to observe activity that suggests that Bentley is still
not complying with the CUP. We observe at least one and more often two maintenance workers bringing
trash down the driveway to the dumpsters every Monday between the hours of 9 and 9:30 p.m.  We have
also observed similar activity on some Wednesdays between 9 and 9:30 p.m.


When Bentley provides its October 2014 list of employees, we believe the City should require a list of
names, titles and work schedule for all workers on site so that City staff and the public can more easily
track and evaluate who is working at the Oakland site.


We recently conducted a review online of staffing at the Oakland campus and believe based on our
review that the Bentley School has substantially more than 71 employees at the Oakland campus and is
continuing to be in non-compliance with Condition 14a.  We will attach below a  listing based on our
research of potential staff members that may be working at the Oakland campus on a full-time or part-
time basis.  The list has over 100 individuals.  Many of these individuals were found on either the Bentley
Directory of faculty/staff, copies of newsletters of the School found online, or other online sources such as
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[bookmark: _GoBack]WE ASK THE PLANNING DEPARTMENT TO PROCEED WITH A FULLY COMPREHENSIVE AND INDEPENDENT CODE COMPLIANCE REVIEW OF THE STAFFING REPORTS FROM BENTLEY SCHOOL OF APRIL 2012; NOVEMBER 14, 2012; OCTOBER 21, 2013; AND APRIL 24, 2014 AS WELL AS THE ANTICIPATED REPORT FOR THE FALL OF 2014. THIS REVIEW NEEDS TO DOCUMENT ACTUAL STAFF BY NAME, TITLE, SCHEDULE AND STATUS SO THAT THERE IS AN ACCURATE, CLEAR AND TRANSPARENT ACCOUNTING OF ALL WHO WORK ON THE CAMPUS.


 THE LIST BELOW IS AN APPROXIMATE WORKING LIST OF BENTLEY SCHOOL STAFF FOR SCHOOL YEAR 2014-2015 BASED ON REVIEW OF BENTLEY WEBSITE DIRECTORY, ONLINE INFORMATION FROM NEWSLETTERS AND LINKED-IN, AND PAST INFORMATION ON STAFF AT THE SCHOOL FROM PREVIOUS REVIEWS.


Austin, Emily – Director of Performing Arts, K-8


Alvarado, Mauricio – Head Custodian in Oakland and Lafayette ?


Baron, Nicole – Teacher (per Linked In)


Becerra, Ramon – Janitor ?


Bellanti, Cathy – 4th Grade Teacher


Berkley, Ja’ala – After School Program (11 people pictured on Directory for After School)


Bolig, Lisa – Accounts Payable Coordinator


Berardi, Wendi – Director of Enrollment and Financial Aid, K-12


Berman, Ken – Middle School Jazz Band Teacher


Bonvini, Alicia – K-5 Spanish Teacher, Lower School


Carmody, Michael –


Chow, Ludenna – Latin Teacher


Costanza, Mitch – After School (11 people pictured on Directory for After School)


Crawford, Deborah – 1st Grade Teacher


Crofton, Emilie – 3rd Grade Teaching Assistant 


Crowley, Beth – 5th Grade Teacher 


Danby, Francesca – Admission Director, K-8


Do, Ngah-Ha – Administration MS and LS


Duffield, Blythe – 8th Grade English, 7th Grade Writing, MS Humanities Chair


Dugan, Brandon –


Fagliano, Patty – Front Desk


Feltman,  Joshua – K-8 Music Director 


Filippini, Alex – Associate Dean of Teaching and Learning K-8


Fischer, Trisha – Kindergarten Teacher


Forcum, Zachary – Afternoon Front Desk Staff


Gailmard, Gina – Humanities


Gaite, Chubasco – Technology Specialist


Garrison, Danielle –


Gershenhorn, Laura – English Teacher


Gerry, Saul – Math Teacher (per Linked In)


Gonzalez, Felipe – Maintenance ? or  perhaps one of the two night janitors


Gravelle, Colleen – 


Green, Will – LS


Guillen, Lourdes – MS Spanish/Advisory


Gujar, Roshan – Director of After School Program (11 people pictured on Directory for After School Program)


Hackford, Beverly – Middle School Division Director


Harrigan, Brenda – 4th Grade Teacher


Hedges, Robb – Lower School


Hessler, Leah – After School (11 people pictured on Directory for After School)


Hogan, Arlene – Head of School


Hsu, Sheryl – Mandarin Chine, 6th-8th grades


Hyde, Melissa – K-5 Learning Specialist


Ilyin, Kathy – Librarian 


Jurgens, Vincent – Webmaster and Photographer, Administrator


Kelleher-Andrews, Amber – After School (11 people pictured on Directory for After School)


Kendall, Faye – K-3 Art Teacher,, MS Elective Art


Kirby, Ashlie – Creative Movement and Dance Teacher, Advisor


Konigsberg, Laura – Associate Head of School K-8


Korican, Leah – 4th-8th Grade Art Teacher 


Kyong, Christy – Teacher, Violinist since 2009 per Linked In


Lawson, Caitlin – Director of Athletics K-8, 7th and 8th Grade Dean


Layton, Sarah – 2nd Grade Teacher


Leland, Jacob – English Teacher


Lowe, Beth – 7th and 8th Grade Science Teacher 


Lyon, Duncan – Middle School Head


Maeda, Renee – Front Office Manager, K-8; Administrator MS and LS


Mayer, Gale – Third Grade Teacher


Mazzei, Courtney – Development Associate, Administrator


McMillan, Traci – After School (11 people pictured on Directory for After School)


Monahan, John – 


Morte, Jason – After School (11 people pictured on Directory for After School)


Mulderig, Kaitlin – Director of Development


Munoz, Hector – Groundskeeper ?  or perhaps one of the two night janitors


Nepomuceno, Ryan – Gardening Teacher


Nunes, Andres – Director of Facilities


O’Gorman, Jessica – Lower School


O’Neill, Liz Lummis – Lower School Division Director


Owings, Joshua – After School (11 people pictured on Directory for After School)


Palange, David – Science


Page, Rachelle – LS


Papafrangou, Apollo – Tutor and Creative Writing Instructor (per Linked In)


Parrish, Rachel – 1st Grade Teacher


Parsons-McClain – Middle School French Teacher


Passmore, Carol – Director of Finance


Pasucci, Crystal – Cello Instructor


Perea, Axel – Groundskeeper


Phillip, Peter – After School (11 people pictured on Directory for After School Program)


Piona, Joel – After School (11 people pictured on Directory for After School Program)


Raible, Gina – Registrar, Assistant to the Lowere and Middle School Directors


Rendon, Paul – 3rd Grade Teacher


Rodriguez, Fabio – maintenance ?


Ruffle, Kathleen – Learning Support Specialist


Scanlon, Kara – Middle School Support Specialist


Schaufele, Jim- Physical Eduation Teacher, Safety Director


Schmitt, Khara – 


Schug, Robert – History Teacher


Shaffer, Sarah – After School instructor in enrichment class


Scott, Jason – Middle School Science Teacher


Spotts, Rover – Technology Specialist (part of 3-member IT team per Linked In)


Starkey, Jenna – Director of Communications and Alumni Relations


Strickling, Tonya – Teacher 


Tafreshinejad, Maziar – Director of Technology  for Oakland and Lafayette campuses per iTeach 2013


Thomas, Kori – Assistant to the Head of School/Operations and Compliance Coordinator


Timmons, Adrienne – Diversity Coordinator/Lower School Music


Truong, Tham-


Visser, Reona – 5th Grade Teacher


Von Euw, Erik –


Webb, Hart – Middle School Math Teacher


Wolski, Rebecca – French Teacher


Wu, Faye-Lynn- K-5 Mandarin Chinese Teacher


Young, Nikkia – Director of Counseling, K-8


Young, Ondine- Lower School Performing Arts


Zink, Jane – Mathematics teacher, 6th Grade Class Dean






Linked In where the individual was listed as a Bentley School staff member.


We believe that Bentley has been out of compliance with the limit of 71 employees set forth in the CUP
during 2012, 2013 and 2014, and request a thorough investigation be conducted at this time by City staff
to document the actual number of Bentley School staff on the Oakland campus during 2012, 2013, and
2014.  Because of the questions concerning the accuracy of past representations, the code compliance
investigation by City staff needs to go beyond just what the School reports, and include interviews,
thorough record reviews, online reviews, and reviews of our documentation so there is an accurate
reconciliation between what we have observed or found and reported over the years and what the school
has been reporting.


 As the immediate neighbors of the Bentley School, we also request the City's code compliance
investigation address the continuing noncompliance by the School with the hours of operation.  We
regularly observe several employees of the School working after 6 p.m. on a weekly basis and on
weekends in violation of the specified hours of work in the Conditional Use Permit.


We believe the Bentley School has previously provided a series of false reports to City and Planning staff 
and to neighbors regarding its actual number of employees.  We believe the Bentley School has been in
noncompliance with condition 14a in 2012, 2013 and 2014, and that there are grounds for revocation of
the School's existing CUP based on the continuing non-compliance, the false reporting of actual staff, and
failure to take appropriate corrective action when cited for non-compliance by City staff.  We request an
update from you regarding your actions and findings regarding our prior code compliance complaints
about the Bentley School staffing and Condition 14a noncompliance embodied in our July 29 emails.


Thank you for your assistance in addressing these concerns.  You may contact us for review of additional
documentation we have gathered regarding the noncompliance by the Bentley School with condition 14a
limit of 71 staff, and the hours of works. 


 


 








From: Linda Harris
To: Klein, Heather
Cc: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
Subject: FW: Bentlley third trimester
Date: Friday, April 01, 2011 9:54:46 AM


    Dear Heather:  


I learned that Bentley’s third trimester began on March 14, 2011.  The 2/16/11 staff
report mentions both “beginning of third trimester” and “April” as the compliance date
for reducing vehicle trips to 242.   We note that Bentley did not appeal the
methodology of the previous DKS reports upon which their noncompliance was
measured.   They did not comment on the finding that they were in noncompliance or
with the specified cure period.   Their appeal only deals with the 2/16/11 clarification
of TDM language which specified longer time periods (“enlarging time”) than DKS
had used in the reports to date but does not change the requirement that they are limited
to 242 vehicles trips.   Will the city move forward with enforcement of the
noncompliance that was cited in the staff report?  


Regarding the other approvals from  the 2/16 PC meeting, has Bentley provided
information showing they have increased the transit subsidy or arranged an off-site
carpool location as approved by Planning Commission?  If not, what is the deadline for
these requirements? We assume the deadline for submitting the application for a
Berkeley permit is still April 16 since that decision was not appealed.  


Do you have any sense yet of the timeframe for the staff report addressing the appeal or
for the City Council hearing date on the appeal? 


Thanks,
Linda
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From: linda harris
To: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
Cc: Klein, Heather; Leila Moncharsh
Subject: Re: Bentley"s Hiller campus enrollment reported as 363
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2016 8:09:54 AM


Dear Heather:  


Now that Bentley has filed a new enrollment number with EMMA stating that their 2015-16 enrollment is 358, not
363 as previously reported, we hope that  Planning will require Bentley to provide additional details to verify their
enrollment.  We have made this request before and continue to believe that Bentley should be held accountable for
reporting accurate numbers for the purpose of enforcing the CUP. The newly reported enrollment number is
identical to enrollment reported for last year which is unusual in their historical enrollment record.  


We also observed that during Bentley's winter break this month a few safety-vested people who appeared to be DKS
were at the campus.  We hope that they were able to conduct their monitoring on another day when the students
were on campus.


Thank you,


Linda Harris


On Thu, Feb 18, 2016 at 4:55 PM, Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
<neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com> wrote:


Dear Heather


NSHH has just reviewed Bentley's Annual Audited Financial Statements including a report
of their Admissions and Enrollment by academic year.  These are legal documents
required by the Electronic Municipal Market Access  (EMMA) as part of Bentley's obligation
under its California Public Revenue Bond debt.


According to the EMMA document, which is attached, Bentley's enrollment for the 2015-16
school year is 363 students, three more than the CUP allows.  Will you please forward the
Annual 2015-16 Enrollment Report Bentley provided to Planning and Zoning as required
by Condition 21 of the CUP so that we can compare the two reports.


Will you issue a finding of noncompliance based on this recent report of over enrollment?


Thank you,


Linda Harris
On behalf of NSHH
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From: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
To: Klein, Heather
Cc: Ranelletti, Darin; Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands List
Subject: Re: Letter regarding Bentley School staffing for the 2015-2016 school year
Date: Friday, May 20, 2016 10:45:49 AM


Dear Heather:


Thank you for sending the Notice of Determination dated 5/18/16.  


In regard to coaches, can you clarify when the "coaches",  who are not counted as staff,
work at the Hiller campus and whether they also have teaching or administrative duties as
well as after school sports.  In many school programs coaching or athletics is combined with
an academic subject assignment.    If the coaches are coming to/from the campus only for
afternoon sports they might be considered in the category of vendor but if they have any
responsibilities for teaching PE or other classes or administering the school's program and
are on campus for those as well as after school coaching, they should be counted as staff.  
 Bentley staff list includes an Assistant Athletic Director (no Athletic Director is named) and
one PE teacher but that seems inadequate for a school of 360 students.   


I think that "coaches" and "athletic program" (page 2 of your 5/18/16 letter) needs to be
more clearly defined and clarified so we can all get on the same page about staff counts for
determining compliance with the CUP limits.    


Thank you for your continued efforts on this CUP enforcement.


Linda Harris 


On Wed, May 18, 2016 at 4:43 PM, Klein, Heather <HKlein@oaklandnet.com> wrote:


Ms. Hogan,


Please find attached, the City’s Notice of Determination regarding Bentley School’s staffing
for the 2015-2016 school year. A hard copy of this letter is in the US Mail.


 


Heather Klein, Planner III | City of Oakland | Bureau of Planning | 250 Frank H. Ogawa, Suite 2114
|Oakland, CA 94612 | Phone: (510)238-3659| Fax: (510) 238-6538 | Email: hklein@oaklandnet.com |
Website: www.oaklandnet.com/planning 
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From: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
To: Klein, Heather; Angstadt, Eric
Subject: TDM and agenda
Date: Monday, February 13, 2012 5:51:01 PM
Attachments: Agenda letter 21312.pdf


Please find a letter with 2 questions regarding the TDM consultant and the agenda.
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From: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
To: Kori Thomas
Cc: cuphotline; Klein, Heather; Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands List
Subject: Re: Cars parked on Hiller Drive, South Hill Court and North Hill Court
Date: Wednesday, May 21, 2014 3:16:48 PM
Attachments: Bentley Master Calendar 052114.png


Kori, 


The attached image is from Bentley's Master Calendar. It does not indicate
a Lower School activity or Pioneer Day.


Your response does not address why there were so many vehicles parked
above the school on Hiller Drive, North Hill Court or South Hill Court at
11:00 AM this morning. 


Regards,


Donna


On Wed, May 21, 2014 at 3:08 PM, Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net> wrote:
Hello Donna,


I understand your questioning.  The Master Calendar and Bentley Event calendar do both
reflect the Pioneer Day activity today. Parent volunteers cycled in between the hours of 12
and 3PM. The event calendar estimated the number of guests to be 60, 40 of which are the
students who are the pioneers. Parents volunteers were sent parking plans beforehand. 


The time of 12-3PM also coincides with the beginning of pick/up. A time when parents are
free to collect their children and park on public streets. Many of the pioneering children
were dismissed early with the intention of alleviating the loading time with multiple artifacts
in tow.


The CUP states that the School is 'permitted a maximum of 20 evening events per school
year during the hours of 6:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.' The School has made the effort as a courtesy
to the community to include gatherings occurring during the school day, such as the one
today, even though it is not by CUP standards an event.


Kind Regards,
Kori


On Wed, May 21, 2014 at 2:34 PM, Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
<neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com> wrote:


Kori,
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Since 11:00 AM this morning vehicles have been parked on Hiller Drive
above Bentley School, as well as on North Hill Court and South Hill
Court. Bentley's Event Calendar for today states that 60 vehicles would
be using the Lots/Oval and the Firestorm Garden curb between the
hours of 12 and 3PM. 


No one was present to remind parents and guests not to park on Hiller
Drive, North Hill Court or South Hill Court. 


Please explain.


Donna Karch on behalf of NSHH


-- 
Kind regards,


Kori Thomas 
Assistant to Head of School
Operations & Compliance Coordinator 
Bentley School, 1 Hiller Dr. Oakland, CA 94618
Tel: 510.843.2512 ext. 2462| Fax: 510.843.1139 
kthomas@bentleyschool.net
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From: Susan Piper
To: cuphotline
Cc: Klein, Heather
Subject: FYI--A dozen or so students playing basketball on your court at 6:45 pm today
Date: Monday, June 09, 2014 6:53:15 PM


Not sure if you know, but there are 10 to 12 students (look to be high school aged) playing
loud basketball on your basketball court at 6:45 pm, at a time when there is not supposed to be
events on your campus.


There are two custodians on site as we speak-- and no one is saying anything to the students.


Sue Piper
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From: R Gordon Piper
To: Donna Karch; Klein, Heather
Subject: Re: Missing traffic monitors
Date: Wednesday, March 28, 2012 5:33:33 PM


There also were similar numbers present at 2:25 p.m.  when I stopped by the Firestorm
Memorial Garden.  I have been seeing fewer traffic monitors in the afternoon on a regular
basis, and they seem to wait until a class comes out before you see any more individuals with
vests along the curb in the afternoon.  Gordon Piper


From: Donna Karch <donna_karch@yahoo.com>
To: cuphotline@bentleyschool.net; Heather Klein <hklein@oaklandnet.com> 
Cc: neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com 
Sent: Wednesday, March 28, 2012 3:34 PM
Subject: Missing traffic monitors


At 3:30 we drove up the hill. One flag person and two monitors assisting students
were present. The curb was full of cars. 


Donna
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From: Linda Harris
To: Wendi Berardi
Cc: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands; Klein, Heather
Subject: Traffic today
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 3:47:13 PM


Wendi:


Yesterday, 3/22 at 2:50, I drove down the hill and observed several parents idling in their  in front of
homes.  The loading zone line was parked solid. Five monitors were in position.     Is it possible to
reinforce the idea of arriving for pick up a little later so cars can move swiftly through the loading
line instead of queuing up?


On Tunnel Road three cars were parked in the striped off area next to the school’s parking lot
driveway where the lane is narrowing.  One of them, an older model white Ford, was also there
today.


Today, 3/23 at 2:48 as I went down the hill,  I observed two parents  parked in the loading zone,
 standing beside their open driver-side car doors talking with each other.   Having people standing in
the traffic lane with car doors open is an added and unnecessary hazard for everyone.   Another
parent jaywalked across the street to the driveway entrance where the monitor was stationed.   The
parent handbook asks parents not to exit their cars in the loading zone and not jaywalk.  Can that be
reinforced by the monitors who are in place?


Thanks,
Linda
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From: Gordon Piper
To: Mudge, Annie; Klein, Heather; Ranelletti, Darin
Subject: Re: Communication
Date: Saturday, July 05, 2014 7:55:08 PM


Thank you for your response.  I have no interest in photographing children at the Bentley
School.  I have documented the misrepresentation as to the number of janitors and
groundskeepers working at the School's Hiller campus and staff working outside the
designated hours of work for the School at the Hiller campus.  I have requested and continue
to request the School stop violating the limitation of 71 total employees at the Hiller campus,
accurately report on the number of employees it actually has working at the School,  and
comply with the designated hours of work. 


I have filed CUP Hotline complaints regarding these violations and the School continues to
violate the CUP limitations.  What will you and the School do to ensure compliance with the
CUP limitations on total employees and hours of work now and in the future so that neighbors
don't have to document the continuing violations and to ensure accurate reporting on the
number of employees working at the Hiller campus?  You might start by providing accurate
reports regarding the Bentley School employees by name and job title that worked at the Hiller
campus on April 4, 2012, November 14, 2012, October 21,  2013, and April 24, 2014 that
worked at the Hiler campus to City Planning staff.  Gordon Piper


On Sat, Jul 5, 2014 at 3:01 PM, Mudge, Annie <amudge@coxcastle.com> wrote:
Mr Piper, I sent you a certified  letter requesting that you stop photographing children and
adults at the Bentley School. Thank you.


Sent from my iPhone


> On Jul 4, 2014, at 9:13 PM, "Gordon Piper" <rgpiper33@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> I received a document on July 3, 2014 indicating Cox Castle Nicholson was attempting to
communicate with me.  Can you clarify what this is about, since you had advised me when
we spoke recently that you did not want to respond to my information requests regarding
Bentley School employees by name and job title in 2012, 2013 and 2014 at the Hiller
campus?  You advised me in our recent conversation if I wanted this information to pursue
this information with a request through City of Oakland staff.  I have requested this
information be researched, obtained and evaluated by City Planning staff as part of their
compliance review of the School.  Thank you.  Gordon Piper
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From: Gordon Piper
To: cuphotline@bentleyschool.net; Klein, Heather; Crudele, Vincent; neighbors safety hiller highlands
Subject: Fire Lane Parking, Bentley School
Date: Monday, November 18, 2013 1:54:58 PM
Attachments: Fire Lane Parking, Bentley School 002.JPG


Parking in the fire lane continued both last week and today by Maintenance personnel, leaving
vehicle parked and unattended during school hours.  See picture today.
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From: Susan Piper
To: Kori Thomas
Cc: Donna Karch; Howard Matis; Jody Brooks; Joni Upshaw; Kathrene Hatzke; Lynette Francis; Nadine Rhodes Prah;


Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands; Patricia A Schwartz; Richard Banks; Sam James; Sandi Bonacini; Sheila
Loarca; Stan Seifried; Mary Pat Shepard; Micki Meade; Klein, Heather; cuphotline


Subject: Re: NLC Meeting Date Selection
Date: Wednesday, October 22, 2014 6:14:55 PM


All 3 dates work for me.


I would like to add to the agenda:


2014-2015 list of staff, by name, title  and hours of work. In particular, Gordon and I see
and hear 1-2 custodians every Monday night, and sometimes on Tuesdays and
Wednesdays between the hours of 9 and 9:30 pm.  So knowing the work schedule of
your staff would be helpful.
Number of students for 2014-2015 school year
Information about number of students taking the bus and/or carpooling.
Discussion about tree topping/removal-- last time we visited this issue,  our neighbor
Stephen Woo had requested that a redwood tree be either trimmed or removed because
it is impinging on his view. and we asked the same about the little maple that is next to
small building connecting to administration. We were told that the parents did not want
them removed. For the record, the school did remove a redwood tree about 10 years
ago-- it was originally adjacent to our property where you now have parking spaces for
two cars.
Update on Bentley's proposed appeal of CUP issue-- a letter had been sent to the City
saying that the school was planning to appeal the condition concerning employees--
what is the status of that appeal?


Thanks!


Sue Piper


On Wed, Oct 22, 2014 at 3:30 PM, Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net> wrote:
Greetings Everyone and Happy Autumn!


An upcoming earthquake drill is scheduled to take place next Friday, October 24th at
9:00AM. An alarm will sound. 


I would like to take this time to suggest dates for the next NLC meeting. Please reply on
what date works best. The meeting date will be based on the majority response received by
Nov 1st.  Please send agenda items in your response.


Tues, 11/11 @ 5:30PM
Mon, 11/17 @ 7:00PM
Tues, 11/18 @ 5:30 PM


Lastly, the School has not yet received a monitoring report this year, but attached is the
latest version of the Hiller campus event schedule for your continued knowledge. 
 -- 
Kind regards,
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Kori Thomas 
Assistant to Head of School
Operations & Compliance Coordinator 
Bentley School, 1 Hiller Dr. Oakland, CA 94618
Tel: 510.843.2512 ext. 2462| Fax: 510.843.1139 
kthomas@bentleyschool.net


-- 
Sue Piper
Chair
Oakland Firesafe Council
www.oaklandfiresafecouncil.org


(510) 548-5729
cell (510) 499-8933
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From: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
To: Wendi Berardi
Cc: Klein, Heather; afhogan@bentleyschool.net; kbj@dksassociates.com; Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands


List; jimdexter@aol.com
Subject: U-turns on Hiller
Date: Saturday, December 03, 2011 11:09:01 AM


Dear Wendy:


Yesterday, Friday 12/2 at about 1:50, I observed two rapid u-turns on Hiller in front
of my driveway as I was leaving my house. The first car. a white BMW, was going so
fast and executed the u-turn at such speed that I was stunned and went to see
where it was going in such a hurry.   Then a second car, a dark Lexus,  made the
same maneuver at a similar speed just barely missing a bounce off my driveway curb.
    Both cars pulled to  the curb lane and parked uphill from the school entrance
behind a string of parked cars.  The first driver  walked down the hill to Bentley and
the second remained in her car while I left.  Another driver was parked at the curb
above my driveway and remained in her car waiting for student dismissal.  A flag
person was in place at the driveway but I couldn't see if he observed the u-turns.  


The Monitoring reports by DKS have mentioned speed and u-turns as safety and CUP
compliance concerns.   The October 27 observation also suggested that the school
repeat its parent education program to reduce u-turns and confusion in the system.  
The importance of the no u-turn policy in Bentley's Traffic plan is to create a safer
traffic environment for everyone,  and u-turns on Hiller near Bentley are particularly
dangerous for every driver and pedestrian using Hiller.  The intersection at
North/South Hill Courts and Hiller Drive is a "blind intersection" because from below
the intersection the view of cars travelling downhill  through the intersection is
blocked by the steepness of the road.   Bentley parents making u-turns  below this
intersection may not be fully aware of this danger. 


DKS monitors only observe twice a month and see only  a fraction of the u-turn
violators.  There is no apparent enforcement by traffic attendants on duty or by the
School.  We ask that Bentley again review the school's traffic handbook  and the
safety issues related to making u-turns and follow-up with enforcement of the rules.  
Related to this issue is our observation that parents are again arriving before
dismissal times to get into the queue at the garden curb or to idle or wait in their cars
on Hiller Drive.   We ask that Bentley also review the times that parents should be
arriving for pickup so that they can flow quickly through the pick up lane.


Thank you for your attention,


Linda Harris
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From: linda harris
To: Klein, Heather
Subject: Re: DKS Reports
Date: Monday, June 16, 2014 1:05:17 PM
Attachments: DKS Monitoring Reports Summary 2013-14xlsx


Heather:    We will look for the reports soon.  We note that the lowest previous vehicle count by DKS has been 206
during any morning period.   The May and June observations of 192 and 167 are very unusual and raises questions
scheduling the observation days.   June has never been averaged into the trimester before because end of year is not
a regular a schedule of activities.   You can see how doing so has skewed the average.  


Here's a summary of the last two years before May and June 2014 were factored in.


Thank you for the notification,
Linda


On Mon, Jun 16, 2014 at 12:36 PM, Klein, Heather <HKlein@oaklandnet.com> wrote:


Linda,


Yes DKS is behind on the reports. He is hoping to get them out next week.


The count results from the last trimester are as follows:


March - 265


April - 247


May - 192


June - 167


Average - 217.8  which  is below the requirement of 244 trimester average. 


 


DKS monitored an event on the evening of May 16th. The event was under 75 cars and almost all
of them were parked on the campus.  DKS witnessed staff actively assisting in directing visitors to
the campus to park.  The event was determined to be in compliance with the Conditions.


 


Hope this helps. I’m still looking into the other event.


Heather Klein, Planner III | City of Oakland | Bureau of Planning | 250 Frank H. Ogawa, Suite 3315
|Oakland, CA 94612 | Phone: (510)238-3659| Fax: (510) 238-6538 | Email: hklein@oaklandnet.com |
Website: www.oaklandnet.com/planning 


P Please consider the environment before printing this email
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Sheet1


			School Year			Date of Monitoring 			DKS Report Date			Trimester			3.4 Vehicle Trips AM/PM Table 3			3.8 Vehicle Queue Table 4			3.9 Events Monitored			Notes


			2013-14			9/24/09			11/17/09			1			258/136			ok			0 of 4 


						10/21/09			11/20/09			1			237/138			Exceed			1 of 2			10/31/2013 w/shuttles


						11/20/09			12/5/09			1			241/120			Exceed			0 of 2


						12/15/09			2/1/10			2			206/129			Exceed			0 of 1


						1/22/10			2/17/10			2			234/108			ok			0 of 2


						2/9/10			3/4/10			2			249/128			Exceed			0 of 1


						3/18/10			4/8/10			3			265/109			Exceed			0 of 1


						4/9/10			5/4/10			3			247/135			Exceed			0 of 1


						?May?															6 events


						?June?															3 events 


			2012-13			9/25/08			11/11/08			1			237/119			ok			not monitored


						10/16/08			12/16/08			1			236/104			ok						10/30/08


						11/26/08			12/20/08			1			206/110			ok			not monitored


						1/23/09			2/16/09			2			241/113			ok			not monitored


						2/14/09			3/21/09			2			220/129			ok			not monitored


						3/18/09			4/3/09			3			246/112			ok			not monitored


						4/23/09			5/5/09			3			240/121			Exceed						3/6/09


						5/7/09			6/2/09			3			237/112			ok			not monitored








&12&UDKS  Monitoring Reports Summary	













 


From: linda harris [mailto:lkharris73@gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, June 07, 2014 11:14 AM
To: Klein, Heather
Subject: DKS Reports


 


Hi Heather:  


 


We're curious how the year ended up in regard to the monitoring reports for Bentley.   Are
there May and June DKS reports?   What special event days did DKS monitor this year?  


 


Thanks,


Linda
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From: Gordon Piper
To: Kori Thomas; Crudele, Vincent; Klein, Heather; cuphotline@bentleyschool.net; neighbors safety hiller highlands
Subject: Fire Lane Parking
Date: Tuesday, September 23, 2014 1:22:47 PM


There are two vehicles parking in the Fire Lane at the school at this time  at 1:18 p.m.  It
would help to remind your security officer at the Bentley School that there is not supposed to
be parking in the Fire Lane.  Gordon Piper
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From: Susan Piper
To: Nadine Prah
Cc: Kori Thomas; Donna Karch; Jody Brooks; Joni Upshaw; Kathrene Hatzke; Lynette Francis; Neighbors for Safety in


Hiller Highlands; Patricia A Schwartz; Richard Banks; Sam James; Sandi Bonacini; Sheila Loarca; Stan Seifried;
Klein, Heather; cuphotline


Subject: Re: NLC Meeting Date Selection
Date: Friday, October 24, 2014 10:41:16 AM


Add to that discussion-- this week  on Wednesday and Thursday (October 22 and 23), there
seemed to be an unusually large number of cars parked in front of our house (33 Hiller Drive)
and the Memorial Garden after 9 am-- they were there for a while. Was there an event at the
school or were there parent conferences that day?


Sue Piper


On Fri, Oct 24, 2014 at 10:19 AM, Nadine Prah <nadine@prah.net> wrote:
Kori,
I have two items to add to the agenda:  Jaywalking continues to be a problem.  Parents
are parking on Hiller and North Hill.  Occasionally I see stickers on the windshields
reminding them where to park, but I would like to know how many "strikes" have been
issued.
Nadine


-----Original Message-----
From: Kori Thomas [mailto:kthomas@bentleyschool.net]
Sent: Wednesday, October 22, 2014 03:30 PM
To: 'Donna Karch', 'Howard Matis', 'Jody Brooks', 'Joni Upshaw', 'Kathrene Hatzke', 
'Lynette Francis', 'Nadine Rhodes Prah', 'Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands', 
'Patricia A Schwartz', 'Richard Banks', 'Sam James', 'Sandi Bonacini', 'Sheila Loarca', 
'Stan Seifried', 'Susan Piper', 'Mary Pat Shepard', 'Micki Meade'
Cc: 'Heather Klein', 'cuphotline'
Subject: NLC Meeting Date Selection


Greetings Everyone and Happy Autumn!


An upcoming earthquake drill is scheduled to take place next Friday, October 24th at
9:00AM. An alarm will sound. 


I would like to take this time to suggest dates for the next NLC meeting. Please reply on
what date works best. The meeting date will be based on the majority response received by
Nov 1st.  Please send agenda items in your response.


Tues, 11/11 @ 5:30PM
Mon, 11/17 @ 7:00PM
Tues, 11/18 @ 5:30 PM


Lastly, the School has not yet received a monitoring report this year, but attached is the
latest version of the Hiller campus event schedule for your continued knowledge. 
 -- 
Kind regards,
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Kori Thomas 
Assistant to Head of School
Operations & Compliance Coordinator 
Bentley School, 1 Hiller Dr. Oakland, CA 94618
Tel: 510.843.2512 ext. 2462| Fax: 510.843.1139 
kthomas@bentleyschool.net


-- 
Sue Piper
Chair
Oakland Firesafe Council
www.oaklandfiresafecouncil.org


(510) 548-5729
cell (510) 499-8933
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From: linda harris
To: cuphotline@bentleyschool.net
Cc: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands; Klein, Heather
Subject: Unscheduled daytime event and many parked cars
Date: Thursday, May 22, 2014 1:53:44 PM


Kori:


Yesterday, Wednesday, May 21 Bentley-related cars were parked solidly on Hiller Drive (both sides) up to and beyond  the North Hill Court
intersection.  Cars were also parked on NHC.   This started before 11 a.m.  


I left my house at 1:50 and the cars were still occupying all of the parking spaces.  I observed that the Hiller Drive parking lot was full, there were
additional cars on upper campus and the Firestorm garden curb was also parked solid.


I did not find a daytime event listed on the school calendar for yesterday (calendar last updated 3/3/14).  Judging from the arrival times and the
numbers of vehicles parked in virtually every available spot on lower Hiller, this looked like an unannounced event for which traffic and parking
should have been supervised.


On this day I had contractors working at my house.  The absence of parking was a substantial inconvenience because they needed easy access to their
trucks and we needed to use our driveway for access. It is important to neighbors that the calendar be updated and that, when there is an event that
requires so much parking, the school manages it to minimize impact on neighborhood.    


Thank you,
Linda
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From: Linda Harris
To: Klein, Heather
Subject: Re: DKS
Date: Monday, February 07, 2011 1:08:55 PM


Thanks for the response.  We understand that the equations aren't going to be perfectly
accurate and will be slightly low because most bus riders are observed by DKS.  We wouldn't
expect any more bus riders in the unobserved attendance but would have attributed a
percentage of unobserved as bus riders just in case.


We are ok with using the traffic mode percentages for the observed daily attendance and
applying that to the rest.   This should make the dks job easier.


I think the daily attendance baseline has to be what the school has reported to city and NLC
and neighbors.  I believe the reduction of six "staff" is due to the people who the school calls
vendors and are allowed to park on Hiller.  Since they are part of the school day operation and
drive cars, their trips should be counted and included in daily attendance regardless of where
they park.  Likewise the people who are supposed to park at Claremont should be included in
daily attendance.  Dks should use staff and student baseline that you give them, not provided
by bentley.


I agree that using these equations should improve the reporting on parking and bus riders too.
 Right now DKS is stretched too thin to get all of these areas covered.  This is, I think, the
concern you raisedto the commission about having to count people in carpools


Yes We would like to meet with you on Friday and hope we could see the staff report By then.
 


Thanks for your attention to these details!!


Linda
Sent from my iPhone


On Feb 7, 2011, at 2:14 PM, "Klein, Heather" <HKlein@oaklandnet.com> wrote:


Linda,
I talked with Kenny this morning and he said that you had a nice conversation. We
discussed this idea of a mathematical equation and an assumption about how the vehicles
that weren’t counted would for some reason would arrive. I need to think about this more
and discuss with other City staff. It is my understanding that you (as a spokesperson for the
neighbors) would be alright if the same trip distribution was applied to these persons.
Please correct me if I’m wrong.
 
If we find this acceptable, this same equation could be used to account for persons
dropping off on Tunnel Road.
I mentioned at the Planning Commission meeting in October that we would not be counting
people because that is too onerous.
I will need to have the other City departments sign off on changing the forms but I agree
that are complicated.
Again, I think that an equation or projection could also work to deal with the parking lot
vehicles if we agree to that.
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Duncan did give me the staff numbers and enrollment for this trimester. Staff is 65 and
enrollment is 330. I’m looking over your comments now and could be prepared to discuss
later this week.
 
Heather Klein, CGBP, LEED AP
Planner III
City of Oakland
 
250 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, Suite 3315
Oakland, CA 94612
ph: (510) 238-3659
fax:(510) 238-6538
email: hklein@oaklandnet.com


 P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail 
 


From: Linda Harris [mailto:lkharris@sbcglobal.net] 
Sent: Thursday, February 03, 2011 4:26 PM
To: Klein, Heather
Subject: DKS
 
Hi Heather:


I spoke today with Kenneth Yeung and he was very helpful.  He understood the issue
about getting Total Vehicle trips instead of the partial percentage of attendance they
have given in Table 1 so far.  He will be in touch with you and is going to talk with his
colleagues about a way to use mathematical equations to produce the Total Vehicle
number.   


He mentioned several problems they have with observing:
    1.  They rarely observe students dropped of on Tunnel Road by car or bus because
that would require another person.
    2.  It is hard to count little heads exiting cars in the loading zone. 
    3.  He thinks the monitoring forms could be simplified now that they have
experience with them.  
    4.  He wasn’t sure that they were getting all parking lot vehicles counted in each area
on the same days they were doing vehicle trip counts.


He also mentioned that Bentley has revised their baseline staff count down to 59 for the
purpose of calculating official daily attendance.  Has Bentley provided a new report on
their enrollment and staff since September?  


Thanks,
Linda
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From: linda harris
To: cuphotline@bentleyschool.net; Klein, Heather
Cc: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands List
Subject: Flares and u-turns
Date: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 1:44:50 PM


CUP Hotline:


On the afternoon of 4/2 at 3:20 the curb along the Memorial Garden was lined with cars.
 There were three flare lights  in the roadway.  One was bright, one was dead and one was very
faint.    The flares provide an important safety warning  for the school's loading operation and
they help separate the parked/waiting cars from the moving cars but they are more effective
for this purpose if there are more than 3 and they are all working.   I encourage Bentley to
keep the flares in working order.


Also at this time I observed the driver of  a new.  large, white Siena van make a u-turn at the
curve and pull up to other side of the street and park on the curb below the Piper driveway.  
 The flag person at the driveway did not appear to address this dangerous maneuver with the
driver who entered Bentley.    Of all the dangerous u-turns made in the neighborhood by
parents, the ones near the sloping curve are the greatest concern to neighbors because the sight
lines are very poor.  


Thank you,


Linda Harris
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From: Susan Piper
To: Cydnee Taylor
Cc: Donna Karch; Howard Matis; Jody Brooks; Joni Upshaw; Kathrene Hatzke; Lynette Francis; Nadine Rhodes Prah;


Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands; Patricia A Schwartz; Richard Banks; Sam James; Sandi Bonacini; Sheila
Loarca; Stan Seifried; Mary Pat Shepard; Micki Meade; Klein, Heather; cuphotline; Laura Konigsberg; Arlene
Hogan; Milt Capsimalis; Alex Kopelevich; Anne Mudge; Wendi Berardi


Subject: Re: NLC Meeting Date: Tuesday, November 3rd at 7pm
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 4:10:56 PM


I had sent the following requests of agenda items to Laura on September 16:


I was wondering when you are thinking of scheduling the meeting.  I will be out of the country
from October 5 through the 17-- so any time between October 19 through November 13
works. I will be leaving for New York on November 18.  


Is there any chance we could schedule the winter and spring meetings as part of the agenda for
this first one in the year?  That way, we can plan our schedules around the dates.


As for agenda items:
1. Update on enrollment, employee counts and compliance with the employee compliance plan
and the CUP; traffic issues
2. Update on new programs at Bentley you'd like to share
3. Pruning of trees to meet requirements of City of Oakland View Protection Ordinance
4. Discussion about status of water conservation planning (and impact on Firestorm Memorial
Garden
5. Discussion about installation of fence and other plans for the Bentley property
6. Fire Resistant Garden at Gateway Exhibit Center


We would appreciate these being included in the agenda on November 3.


Sue Piper
President
Hiller Highlands Homes Association


On Fri, Oct 2, 2015 at 3:20 PM, Cydnee Taylor <ctaylor@bentleyschool.net> wrote:
Good Afternoon Hiller Neighbors:


Those of you who responded indicated that Tuesday, November 3rd, will work for the next NLC meeting date.
We will meet in Bentley's library at 7:00 PM.


The agenda item include:


1. Bentley allows a few parking spaces for all day parking near Firestorm garden.


Please send agenda items no later than Friday, October 30th 3:00pm. 


Happy Friday!


All Best,


Cydnee Taylor
Transportation & Operations Assistant and Assistant to Associate Head of School K-8.
Bentley School K-8
Tel #: 510-843-2512
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Fax #: 510-843-5162


-- 
Sue Piper
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From: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
To: Wendi Berardi; cuphotline@bentleyschool.net; afhogan@bentleyschool.net
Cc: Klein, Heather; Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands List
Subject: Waste Management pickup times
Date: Monday, December 12, 2011 1:40:45 PM


Dear Wendi and Arlene,


Item 15 of Bentley School's conditional use permits requires that Bentley establish an
agreement with Waste Management that pick-ups do not occur between 8:00-8:45 a.m. 


On November 29th and December 6th, Waste Management picked up debris dumpsters at both
Bentley and Kaiser Schools between 8:15 and 8:45. The change in the pickup times created a
traffic problem.


Please remind Waste Management of their agreement.


Sincerely,


Donna Karch on behalf of Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
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From: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
To: Kori Thomas
Cc: cuphotline; Klein, Heather; Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands List
Subject: Re: Event Calendar
Date: Friday, May 23, 2014 2:30:28 PM
Attachments: Bentley Event Calendar (3.04.14).pdf


image.png
image.png
image.png


Kori,


The neighbors are to be notified of events, 30 days prior. The Event
Calendar - which is attached - does not show Pioneer Day. Neighbors are
NOT required to log on and check the schools calendar.


Donna


On Fri, May 23, 2014 at 2:24 PM, Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net> wrote:
Hello Donna,


NLC Calendar:  May 21 LS Event 12-3 PM 60 Lots/Oval/Firestorm is the listing for Pioneer Day. 


Master Calendar:


 
 Proof of entry:
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Memorandum 
To:  Neighbors for a Safe Hiller Highlands/NLC 
CC:      Heather Klein, CUP Hotline 
From: Kori Thomas, Bentley School 
Date: March 4, 2014 
Re: Scheduled Oakland Campus Dates + Parking Arrangements and Anticipated Guests 
 
Dear Neighbors, enclosed please find an updated schedule for Oakland Campus events for the 
2013-2014 school year. Times have been added as a courtesy. Some events reported do not 
officially count towards the maximum numbers allowed but are listed as a courtesy. We are 
committed to “no hill” parking. Other additions/deletions include a weekday event change in April 
and a cancellation in May. 



Date Event Timing Est. No. 
of 



Guests 



Traffic/Parking Plan 



August 26 
(Summer) 



New Student/Family 
Orientation 



9:30-11:30AM 50 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 



August 27 
(Summer) 



New Student/Family 
Orientation 



9:30-1 PM 50 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 



August 28 Welcome Back  8-11 AM 80 Firestorm/Shuttles:Temescal 



September 3 MS Event 6- 9 PM 70 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
September 9 Back to School Night 6-9 PM 65 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
September 10 Back to School Night 6-9 PM 65 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
September 11 Back to School Night 6-9 PM 65 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
October 26 (Sat) Admissions Event 11-2 PM 35 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
October 31 Halloween Parade 8:45- 10 AM 75 Firestorm/Shuttles: Temescal  
November 1 MS Event 6-9 PM 50 Lots/Firestorm Garden 
November 9 (Sat) Admissions Event 11-2 PM 70 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
December 7 (Sat) Admissions Event 11-2 PM 60 Lots/Firestorm Garden 
January 11 (Sat) Admissions Event 11-2 PM 25 Lots/Firestorm Garden 
January 25 (Sat) Admissions Event 11-2 PM 25 Lots/Firestorm Garden 
February 1 (Sat) Admissions Event 11-2 PM 25 Lots/Firestorm Garden 
March 6 MS Event 6-9 PM 50 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
April 24 LS Event 4-6 PM 60 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
May 10 (Sat) Art Show 12-3 PM 75 Firestorm/Shuttles: Temescal 
May 16 MS Event 6-9 PM 65 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
May 17 (Sat) MS Event 12-5 PM 40 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
May 21 LS Event 12-3 PM 60 Lots/Oval/Firestorm 
May 22 LS Event 6-9 PM 25 Lots/Firestorm 
May 31 (Sat) Admissions Event 11-2 PM 50 Lots/Firestorm Garden 
June 3 LS Event 8:45-9:45AM 30 Firestorm/Shuttles: Temescal 



June 5 LS Event 8:45-10:30AM 35 Firestorm/Shuttles: Temescal 



June 5 Promotion 4-6 PM 50 Lots/Firestorm/Shuttle 
Allowed  Used  Remaining 



Saturdays   10   9  1 
Weekdays   20   15  5 
Summer Days   2   2  0 
Note to Bentley Community: Dates affecting the after hour or weekend events of the Hiller 
Campus cannot be added without the written permission of Kori Thomas, Traffic & Safety 
Programs, ext. 2462. All others, direct written inquiries to cuphotline@bentleyschool.net.  
Last update sent: 7/25/13, 10/11/13, 3/3/14, 3/4/14   //// 


















Have a fine Memorial Day weekend.


On Fri, May 23, 2014 at 12:54 PM, Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
<neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com> wrote:


Kori,


Pioneer Day does not appear on the most current Bentley Event
Calendar. See the attachment.


Donna


On Fri, May 23, 2014 at 12:15 PM, Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net> wrote:
Hello Donna,


May 21 LS Event 12-3 PM 60 Lots/Oval/Firestorm is the listing for Pioneer Day. 


Have a fine Memorial Day weekend.
Kori


On Fri, May 23, 2014 at 10:47 AM, Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
<neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com> wrote:


Kori,


Attached is the Bentley Event Calendar dated March 4, 2014. As you
can see, it does not include "Pioneer Day."
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Donna


On Wed, May 21, 2014 at 3:29 PM, Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net>
wrote:


Donna,


Perhaps you have a filter on the page view, but the Pioneer Event has been listed on
the calendar since 3/4/2014, 1:25:44PM.


On Wed, May 21, 2014 at 3:19 PM, Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
<neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com> wrote:


Attached is a screen save of Bentley's Master Calendar. It does
not indicate an event for the Lower School. It does not indicate
an event called Pioneer Day.


Donna


On Wed, May 21, 2014 at 3:09 PM, Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net>
wrote:


Dear Donna,


The Master Calendar and Bentley Event calendar do both reflect the Pioneer
Day activity today.


Thanks,
Kori


On Wed, May 21, 2014 at 2:44 PM, Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
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<neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com> wrote:
Bentley's Event Calendar states that the Lower School is
having an event from Noon until 3PM today. However, the
Master Calendar does not indicate any event for the Lower
School. It states that the Middle School is having 'Trips' and
that the Scholastic Book Fair is in the Hiller Library from 7:30
AM 5/19/14 until 5/23/14 at 5:30 PM.


The Event Calendar does not reflect the Master Calendar.
Why?


Donna Karch on behalf of NSHH


-- 
Kind regards,


Kori Thomas 
Assistant to Head of School
Operations & Compliance Coordinator 
Bentley School, 1 Hiller Dr. Oakland, CA 94618
Tel: 510.843.2512 ext. 2462| Fax: 510.843.1139 
kthomas@bentleyschool.net


-- 
Kind regards,


Kori Thomas 
Assistant to Head of School
Operations & Compliance Coordinator 
Bentley School, 1 Hiller Dr. Oakland, CA 94618
Tel: 510.843.2512 ext. 2462| Fax: 510.843.1139 
kthomas@bentleyschool.net


-- 
Kind regards,


Kori Thomas 
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Assistant to Head of School
Operations & Compliance Coordinator 
Bentley School, 1 Hiller Dr. Oakland, CA 94618
Tel: 510.843.2512 ext. 2462| Fax: 510.843.1139 
kthomas@bentleyschool.net


-- 
Kind regards,


Kori Thomas 
Assistant to Head of School
Operations & Compliance Coordinator 
Bentley School, 1 Hiller Dr. Oakland, CA 94618
Tel: 510.843.2512 ext. 2462| Fax: 510.843.1139 
kthomas@bentleyschool.net
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From: Gordon Piper
To: Klein, Heather
Cc: Ranelletti, Darin
Subject: Follow-Up Request
Date: Tuesday, June 17, 2014 8:22:41 AM


After further reflection and regarding the records I reviewed yesterday, I would like to also
request a copy of the 2012 and 2013 packet of materials you had prepared for my review.  I
am willing to come in and pay for these records this afternoon, so that I can review them in
more detail. I appreciate the time that you took to talk with me yesterday and the information
you shared. 


 I have additional concerns after reviewing the April 24,, 2014 email to you with multiple
attachments from Bentley School attorney Anne Mudge not only about the accuracy of the list
of the claimed "Hiller campus' faculty and staff for 2013-2014 by position" but also about the
accuracy of much of the information and explanations contained in the second document
provided to you by Bentley School attorney Anne Mudge on April 24 that purported to
respond to the spreadsheet from me listing additional employees beyond the 71 authorized
under the CUP, which were provided in April 2012 and October 2013.  I believe the Bentley
School was also not in compliance in April 2012 and October 2013 and that this can and will
be established in a further independent investigation by City staff regarding the total number
of employees in 2012, 2013 and 2014.  I am willing to meet with and share information and
documentation from my continuing investigation regarding the total number of employees at
the Bentley School in each of these years with City staff, which I believe will help in
establishing the facts relative to the total number of employees and the non-compliance in
each of these years with  the CUP limit of 71 total employees.
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From: Susan Piper
To: Laura Konigsberg
Cc: Donna Karch; Howard Matis; Jody Brooks; Joni Upshaw; Kathrene Hatzke; Lynette Francis; Nadine Rhodes Prah;


Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands; Patricia A Schwartz; Richard Banks; Sam James; Sheila Loarca; Stan
Seifried; Mary Pat Shepard; Micki Meade; Klein, Heather; cuphotline; Anne Mudge; Milt Capsimalis; Arlene Hogan


Subject: Re: NLC Meeting Date: Wednesday, April 15 at 7 PM
Date: Friday, April 03, 2015 11:43:19 AM


I would like to add discussion (again) about tree trimming to protect the views of neighbors in
accordance with the City of Oakland's View Ordinance.


Coordination with Cal Trans when they construct changes to intersection at Hiller, Tunnel and
Highway 13-- dealing with potential safety and traffic issues.


Is Kaiser School also going to attend? This last issue impacts their parents, as well as Bentley
parents and neighbors.


Sue Piper


On Fri, Apr 3, 2015 at 11:12 AM, Laura Konigsberg <lkonigsberg@bentleyschool.net> wrote:
Dear Hiller Neighbors:


I wish you a happy Easter and Passover. I wanted to share the agenda for the April 15
meeting at 7:00 PM in Bentley's library.


Agenda
1. Neighborhood parking during the day
2. Bentley's update on the CUP plan for employee count


All best,
Laura


-- 
Dr. Laura Konigsberg
Associate Head of School K-8
Bentley School 
1 Hiller Drive
Oakland, CA 94618
510.229.4114
lkonigsberg@bentleyschool.net


On Tue, Mar 24, 2015 at 9:06 AM, Laura Konigsberg <lkonigsberg@bentleyschool.net>
wrote:


Dear Hiller Neighbors:


Those of you who responded indicated that Wednesday, April 15, will work for the next
NLC meeting date. We will meet in Bentley's library at 7:00 PM.


Best,
Laura Konigsberg
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-- 
Dr. Laura Konigsberg
Associate Head of School K-8
Bentley School 
1 Hiller Drive
Oakland, CA 94618
510.229.4114
lkonigsberg@bentleyschool.net


-- 
Sue Piper
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From: Nadine Prah
To: cuphotline; Wendi Berardi; Klein, Heather
Subject: bus parked in front of my house
Date: Monday, April 02, 2012 8:32:06 PM


Wendi,
Today and last week your bus has been parked in front of my house for 20+ minutes.  Not really parked,
but idling and spewing fumes.  You have a bus stop at Bentley which would be a more appropriate place
for your bus to idle.  Please tell Durham that they should not be parking in our neighborhood.
 
Please let me know how you resolve this issue.
Nadine Prah
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From: Gordon Piper
To: Klein, Heather; Ranelletti, Darin
Cc: neighbors safety hiller highlands
Subject: Fwd: Advantage of Direct Interviews in Determining Compliance with CUP
Date: Wednesday, May 25, 2016 10:43:54 PM


This is the email I sent back on February 12 to Planning staff on February 12 regarding Ms.
Pascucci and the "Advantaged of Direct Interviews in Determining Compliance with CUP".  I
never got any feedback on this email (other than the claim from Alex to Heather that Ms.
Pascucci was only working on the Oakland campus when co-instructor Young was reportedly
absent) and the information that was provided by one witness that appeared to have some
direct knowledge regarding Ms. Pascucci working directly on the Oakland campus during
some days in this school year, while she was not being reported as a school employee on the
lists provided by Bentley to Planning staff.  In the meeting that Sue and I had with Bentley at
the Neighborhood Liaison Committee in May, the Bentley CFO Alex Kopelvich appeared to
be upset about this reported questioning regarding Ms. Pascucci and why she wasn't counted
as working on the Oakland campus.  Kopelvich thought I had interviewed a Bentley staff
member apparently when it was actually a parent of one of the students in the String Program
on the Oakland campus I had spoken with in front of my home in February 2016.  This
potential violation of the CUP staffing limit could have been evaluated back in February or
subsequently and interviews conducted to determine if accurate or inaccurate information had
been provided regarding Ms. Pascucci and whether she was working part-time on the Oakland
campus, and if she was actually based in Oakland as she had been previous to my questioning
I believe starting in 2015 why she was not being counted as an employee and reported to the
Planning Department along with Ms. Young.  Gordon Piper
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Gordon Piper <rgpiper33@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Feb 12, 2016 at 8:16 AM
Subject: Advantage of Direct Interviews in Determining Compliance with CUP
To: Heather Klein <HKlein@oaklandnet.com>
Cc: Susan Piper <susangpiper@gmail.com>


Heather:  In follow up to our email earlier this week regarding Bentley School and the
employee count, there may be an advantage for City staff in conducting some direct interviews
to determine accurately whether some of the individuals we've questioned are working on the
Oakland campus and for how long.  For example, this week there was a mother carrying a bass
fiddle case walking to her car with her children.  I felt the mother possibly might have a child
that was taking lessons in the Strings Academy.  I asked the mother if Ms. Pasccuci was
teaching on the Oakland campus, and she indicated that Pasccuci was and apparently spent
time at both campuses.The School might not admit that  Pasccuci works at least part-time on
the Oakland campus now, since that would result in the School being over the limit of 71
employees set by the Planning Commission.  Further interviews with staff, parents or students
might produce more accurate information than relying on just self reporting and self-interest
reporting by Bentley in responding to our questions regarding the faculty and staff numbers
and count.
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From: Linda Harris
To: Klein, Heather
Cc: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
Subject: Appeal and compliance
Date: Monday, March 07, 2011 12:34:37 PM


Hi Heather:


Were any appeals filed as a result of the 2/16/11 Planning Commission actions on Bentley’s CUP?


Has Bentley hired a different traffic consultant to help them with strategies to get in compliance with
the CUP as you mentioned they had offered to do? 


The 2/16/11 staff report  indicated that the school must be in compliance with vehicle trip limits by
the beginning of the third trimester 2011.  What date is that in April?


Thanks,
Linda
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From: Howard Matis
To: Laura Konigsberg
Cc: Donna Karch; Jody Brooks; Joni Upshaw; Kathrene Hatzke; Lynette Francis; Nadine Rhodes Prah; Neighbors for


Safety in Hiller Highlands; Patricia A Schwartz; Richard Banks; Sam James; Sheila Loarca; Stan Seifried; Mary Pat
Shepard; Micki Meade; Klein, Heather; cuphotline; Anne Mudge; Milt Capsimalis; Arlene Hogan; Susan Piper


Subject: Re: NLC Meeting Date: Wednesday, April 15 at 7 PM
Date: Friday, April 03, 2015 12:03:16 PM


Laura,


The City of Oakland Ordinance requires that the cost of tree trimming be shared the
homeowner and Bentley.


Howard Matis


Susan Piper April 3, 2015 at 11:40 AM


I would like to add discussion (again) about tree trimming to protect the
views of neighbors in accordance with the City of Oakland's View
Ordinance.


Coordination with Cal Trans when they construct changes to intersection
at Hiller, Tunnel and Highway 13-- dealing with potential safety and
traffic issues.


Is Kaiser School also going to attend? This last issue impacts their parents,
as well as Bentley parents and neighbors.


Sue Piper


-- 
Sue Piper


Laura Konigsberg April 3, 2015 at 11:12 AM


Dear Hiller Neighbors:


I wish you a happy Easter and Passover. I wanted to share the agenda for
the April 15 meeting at 7:00 PM in Bentley's library.


Agenda
1. Neighborhood parking during the day
2. Bentley's update on the CUP plan for employee count
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All best,
Laura


-- 
Dr. Laura Konigsberg
Associate Head of School K-8
Bentley School 
1 Hiller Drive
Oakland, CA 94618
510.229.4114
lkonigsberg@bentleyschool.net


Laura Konigsberg March 24, 2015 at 9:06 AM


Dear Hiller Neighbors:


Those of you who responded indicated that Wednesday, April 15, will
work for the next NLC meeting date. We will meet in Bentley's library at
7:00 PM.


Best,
Laura Konigsberg


-- 
Dr. Laura Konigsberg
Associate Head of School K-8
Bentley School 
1 Hiller Drive
Oakland, CA 94618
510.229.4114
lkonigsberg@bentleyschool.net
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From: linda harris
To: Klein, Heather
Cc: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
Subject: Bentley CUP modifications
Date: Wednesday, November 12, 2014 11:24:56 AM


Hi Heather:  I left you a voice message  to see if we can set up a meeting with Staff and neighbors to discuss the
modifications to Bentley's CUP (or staff interpretation) of the staff level condition.  


Although we received the letter from Dan Ranaletti indicating that Bentley is not appealing and is working on a plan
to come into compliance we heard contradictory information from Bentley at the NLC meeting last night.  They said
they were "working with staff" and couldn't comment to neighbors but also talked about an appeal.  They also
indicated that they would not give us enrollment or staff numbers until the matrix is updated in a year.  Kori added
that they were in compliance with 358 enrolled but would not report on staff.


We were all troubled during the meeting by the school's secrecy and obfuscation of the current review process. 
Neighbors look forward to meeting with you before a decision is made.


Thank you,
Linda
548-1633
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From: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
To: Klein, Heather; Ranelletti, Darin; Flynn, Rachel; Gardner, Henry; neighbors safety hiller highlands
Subject: Fwd: Bentley School, Planning Department Case File: CM040411
Date: Tuesday, December 02, 2014 2:30:52 PM
Attachments: NSHH Letter re Bentley School CM040411 12.02.14.pdf


---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
<neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Dec 2, 2014 at 8:46 AM
Subject: Bentley School, Planning Department Case File: CM040411
To: Cityadministrator@oaklandnet.com
Cc: Leila Moncharsh <101550@msn.com>, linda harris <lkharris73@gmail.com>, Donna
Karch <donna_karch@yahoo.com>, nadine@prah.net, Susan Piper
<susangpiper@gmail.com>, Gordon Piper <rgpiper33@gmail.com>, Neighbors for Safety in
Hiller Highlands List <neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com>


Dear Mr. Gardner,


Attached please find a letter from Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
(NSHH) responding to Bentley School's "Compliance Plan." In addition,
NSHH is requesting an Administrative Hearing regarding Bentley School's
noncompliance.


Kind Regards,


Linda Harris, Nadine Prah, Donna Karch, Gordon Piper, Sue Piper


On behalf of:


Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands (NSHH)


Neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com
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Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands 



Neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com 
 



December 2, 2014 



Henry Gardner 
Interim City Administrator 
1 Frank Ogawa Plaza, 3rd Floor 
Oakland, CA 94612 
Cityadministrator@oaklandnet.com 
 
 Re: Bentley School, Planning Department Case File: CM040411; 1 Hiller Drive 
 
Administrator Gardner: 
 
 This is to request your assistance in bringing Bentley School into compliance with 
its major conditional use permit (CUP). The school has recently admitted that over the 
last few years, it has been violating their CUP Condition 1(b) (vii) that caps the school’s 
number of employees at 71.  
 
 I. Bentley Has A Long History of Violating Its CUP, Interfering with 
 Residents’ Enjoyment of their Neighborhood, and Wasting City Planning 
 Department Resources 
 



A. The City of Oakland Has Spent an Inordinate Amount of Resources 
in the Past Modifying Bentley’s CUP Due to Noncompliance Issues 



 
 In early 2004, neighbors of Bentley School noticed that there had been a steady 
increase in traffic during drop-off and pick-up time periods, and insufficient onsite 
parking spaces. They also noticed unsafe traffic conditions due to parents and bus drivers 
struggling with a lack of school traffic monitors, and because most of one lane on Hiller 
Drive was taken up by parked cars belonging to school employees. After the neighbors 
learned that the school’s CUP only allowed 200 students and that Bentley had enrolled 
350 students, Bentley applied for a modification of its CUP to “legalize” the over-
enrollment. At that time, the neighbors also learned that for years Bentley had been 
falsifying building permit applications to the City by reporting that it only had 200 
students enrolled and thereby had avoided the City realizing the perpetual CUP 
noncompliance.  
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 It took well over five years and an enormous amount of City staff time to work out 
the problems related to Bentley’s use of its property. Eventually, the Planning 
Commission granted a modified major CUP with twenty-eight very specific conditions 
designed to prevent the school from ever again interfering with neighbors’ use of their 
own properties and their access to Hiller Drive. The CUP has strict requirements on 
traffic management that include an independent traffic engineer counting car trips into the 
Bentley property to assure that the school restricts peak traffic to no more than 242 car 
trips. The engineer reports to the planning department. The CUP also includes a provision 
limiting the number of Bentley employees to 71 and prevents employees from parking on 
the street instead of using onsite parking spaces. When employees park on the street, the 
thoroughfare narrows and limits access along Hiller Drive, which is a two-lane winding 
road, and only one of two ways for residents and students to enter and leave Hiller 
Highlands. The CUP requires written compliance reporting to the planning department 
and the neighborhood on an annual basis, which includes accurately reporting the number 
of its students and the number of employees.  



B. Bentley Has Continued Its Pattern of Noncompliance with Its CUP 



	   Over the last several years, Bentley has periodically exceeded the 242-vehicle trip 
limit; but because it requested, and received a modification to the CUP, it is allowed to 
“average” the allowable number of vehicle trips. The planning department has been 
unwilling to take any enforcement action.  Bentley is exceeding the vehicle trip limits 
50% of the time according to the independent monitor reports.  Over the last three years 
neighbors have again noticed an increase in the amount of traffic and the use of the street 
for employee parking. The neighbors attempted to find out from Bentley whether it had 
increased its student enrollment and/or its number of employees, but were met with a 
wall of silence.  



 Eventually, after multiple attempts to work with Bentley failed due to no response 
from the school, neighbors began reviewing online available resources and determined 
that the school was violating the CUP Condition. However, Bentley denied that it was in 
violation and the planning department was unwilling to conduct any investigation into the 
matter. Subsequently, Mr. Gordon Piper, a retired neighbor, began assembling the online 
available resources and concluded that during at least each of the last three years, Bentley 
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has been grossly violating the CUP Condition and that the school has been falsely 
reporting to the City and the neighborhood that it has complied with the CUP Condition 
by limiting its employees to 71.  



 After the neighbors filed a formal complaint with the City planning department, 
Bentley admitted that it has been in violation of the CUP Condition and has 83 
employees.  Our research suggests that they could have even more.  On November 19, 
2014, neighbors met with planner Heather Klein and Deputy Planning Director Darin 
Ranelletti. Their proposed solution was to require a “compliance plan” from Bentley. The 
compliance plan submitted by the school would allow it up to three years to get into 
compliance with the CUP Condition but it is based on an unaudited report of the number 
of employees they actually have. Given Bentley’s long history of noncompliance and 
refusal to truthfully report information to the City about its operations, the compliance 
plan solution is unacceptable. 



 II. The City Should Hold an Administrative Hearing, Obtain Corrective 
 Orders and Seek a Substantial Fine for the Noncompliance  



A. The School is Merely Using the Compliance Plan Solution  
as a Stalling Tactic 
 



 A compliance plan is an ineffectual tool with a private school that has repeatedly 
violated its conditional use permit over the last ten years. Bentley is sophisticated in how 
to avoid compliance with its CUP obligations. It has figured out that compliance plans 
and applications for modification of use permits can be used as stalling tools, lasting 
years. The school is disinterested in the neighborhood’s welfare and it has used an 
exorbitant amount of taxpayer funded City resources to avoid compliance with its CUP.  
 
 One of Bentley’s defenses has been that other schools have not been required to 
comply with strict CUPs that are similar to the one placed on Bentley. However, Bentley 
and the City fail to recognize that Oakland is home to many religious and nonreligious 
private schools and charter schools, which easily comply with their use permits. The 
noncompliance problem has consistently involved three private schools, Head-Royce, 
Bentley, and College Preparatory School. The boards and upper management of other 
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schools are sufficiently competent that they easily comply with their obligations to the 
community and the City.  Compliance with a use permit is not normally considered a 
hard task. 
 



B. Requested Relief from Bentley’s Continued CUP Noncompliance 
 
 The City should promptly arrange for an administrative hearing, at Bentley’s 
expense, to deal with this latest round of CUP noncompliance. It should seek an order 
from the administrative judge that Bentley get into compliance with all conditions in its 
CUP within 60 days of the order, pay a substantial fine for the three years of violations, 
and cooperate every three months with an outside auditor who will review any documents 
it feels necessary to determine whether Bentley is complying with the conditions of the 
CUP.  The planning department should choose the auditor with the fees paid by Bentley.   
Auditor reports should go to the planning department with a copy to the neighborhood. 
 
 Under no circumstances, should the City continue allowing Bentley’s 
noncompliance with the CUP Condition, followed by years of stalling and wasting city 
resources.    Any Plan for Compliance to be considered must be based on independently 
verified data. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Linda Harris, Nadine Prah, Donna Karch, Gordon Piper, Sue Piper 
On behalf of: 
Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands (NSHH) 
Neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com 
 
 
 
Cc:  Leila Moncharsh 
  













From: Susan Piper
To: Cydnee Taylor
Cc: Donna Karch; Howard Matis; Jody Brooks; Joni Upshaw; Kathrene Hatzke; Lynette Francis; Nadine Rhodes Prah;


Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands; Patricia A Schwartz; Richard Banks; Sam James; Sheila Loarca; Stan
Seifried; Mary Pat Shepard; Micki Meade; Klein, Heather; cuphotline; Milt Capsimalis; Anne Mudge; Arlene
Hogan; Alex Kopelevich; Laura Konigsberg


Subject: Re: NLC Meeting Notes
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 8:26:34 AM


3. The item about trees and views did not include the concerns of the Pipers about the three
trees impacting their view. Photographs were provided of that issue as well as the other
photos. We would like to know when Bentley will get back to us on whether or not they will
allow the neighbors to act on these concerns about trees continuing to encroach on the views
of most of the neighbors in Hiller Highlands Homes Association.


4 & 5. We did indeed discuss the water conservation program and the Firestorm Memorial
Garden. Landscape contractor Chris Patillo noted that at the moment Bentley does seems to be
making efficient use of its water. We discussed concerns about leaks at the Firestorm
Memorial Garden. Gordon Piper, chair of the Oakland Landscape Committee that has the
Caltrans permit for maintaining the garden, said we were aware of leaks this summer and have
tried to repair them. He encouraged Bentley to contact us whenever they see leaks-- which
unfortunately do occur as volunteers accidentally cut the lines when they are weeding the
property.
The Piper's did not suggest that Bentley conduct their own water audit-- that was something
Bentley suggested.
The Pipers also explained that more than 2000 succulents had been added to the new fire
resistant demonstration garden at the Gateway Exhibit Center at the September Creek to Bay
Day in a collaborative project of the North Hills Community Association, the Oakland
Firesafe Council, the Oakland Landscape Committee and the Oakland Wildfire Prevention
District.


6. Please add that the Isaacson's also were concerned about the safety of adding a designated
parking space at the entrance to Hiller Highlands.


Sue Piper


On Wed, Nov 11, 2015 at 7:51 AM, Cydnee Taylor <ctaylor@bentleyschool.net> wrote:
Good Morning,


Attached are the notes from the November 3rd NLC meeting.


Sincerely,


Cydnee Taylor
Transportation & Operations Coordinator and Assistant to Associate Head of School K-8.
Bentley School K-8
Tel #: 510-843-2512
Fax #: 510-843-5162
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-- 
Sue Piper








From: Paul Stanis
To: Klein, Heather; Mark Spencer; Kenny Jeong
Subject: Bentley School - March 2011 Monitoring Report
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 11:21:09 AM
Attachments: Bentley Monitoring Report 2011March.pdf


Hi Heather,


I'm sending you the Bentley School Monitoring Report for March 2011. The report is attached to this email
in electronic PDF format.


Please review this report and distribute to all parties as you see fit.


Thanks,
Paul


Paul Stanis, E.I.T
DKS Associates
TRANSPORTATION SOLUTIONS


1970 Broadway, Suite 740
Oakland, CA 94611
Ph:  510.267.6645 | F: 510.268.1739
pes@dksassociates.com
www.dksassociates.com
 
This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you are the addressee (or authorized to receive for the addressee), you may not
use, copy, distribute or disclose to anyone this message or any information contained in or attached to this message. If you have received this message in error, please
advise the sender and delete this message along with any attachments or links from your system.
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1 INTRODUCTION 
In late 1969, shortly after the Bentley School (School) acquired the property located at 1 Hiller 
Drive in Oakland, CA, the City of Oakland issued a Conditional Use Permit (CUP), which 
allowed the school to enroll up to 200 students. Since then, actual school enrollment at this 
campus has grown to approximately 344 to 360 students. In 2009, the school approached the 
City of Oakland to amend the 1969 CUP to more accurately reflect the current enrollment.  In 
July 2010, the City of Oakland amended the CUP to define a maximum enrollment of 360 
students, and 71 faculty/staff. Along with this update to the CUP, the City of Oakland also 
placed specific goals and standards for issues related to student and staff transportation at the 
Hiller Drive campus.  



One of these specific standards is the creation of a new position, the Independent Rule 
Enforcer. It is the duty of the Independent Rule Enforcer to monitor school transportation 
activities and confirm that certain conditions are being adhered too. 



2 MONITORING METHODOLOGY 
Per the requirements specified in the CUP dated October 2009, the Bentley School Oakland 
Campus located at 1 Hiller Drive is required to provide three independent rule enforcers whose 
responsibility it is to conduct unscheduled campus visits to monitor school related transportation 
activity during the morning drop-off, afternoon pick-up and special events. These visits are to 
occur at least once per month during the normal school year. 



DKS Associates was retained by Bentley School as a qualified Independent Rule Enforcer and 
provides three staff members to conduct campus visits to monitor the conditions outlined in the 
CUP, Condition 14h. The visits for the month of March 2011 occurred on Thursday, March 10th. 
Starting with the March 2011 Monitoring, DKS was instructed by the City of Oakland Planning 
Commission to observe between 7:15 and 8:45 AM for the AM Peak Period and 2:00 and 5:00 
PM for the PM Peak Period. Additionally, beginning with the March 2011 Monitoring, DKS was 
directed to focus surveys on vehicle trips, queuing, bus utilization, walkers, traffic assistant, and 
traffic safety warning devices. 



DKS Associates, in association with Parisi Associates and the City of Oakland, developed a 
Rule Enforcer field sheet for use at the Bentley School Campus. These sheets were developed 
for the sole purpose of monitoring the specific items listed in the CUP. These forms along with 
the field notes of the rule enforcers are located in the appendices of this report.  



3 MONITORING RESULTS 
DKS Staff visited the Bentley School Oakland Campus on one occasion during March 2011. 
The March 10th visit included observations for the AM Peak Period (7:15 AM-8:45 AM) and PM 
Peak Period (2:00 PM-5:00 PM). Both Peak Periods focused on traffic circulation and resulting 
vehicle queues and drop-off/pick-up operations. The following section summarizes the traffic 
conditions observed by DKS staff during those times. 
 



3.1 Condition 14a – ACCEPTABLE 
Condition 14a states that Bentley School shall provide assigned spaces to all full and part time 
faculty and staff (71 employees) and not volunteers or visitors. 
 
DKS has observed that vehicles identified as belonging to faculty and staff is using the parking 
facilities within the campus and is not parking on Hiller Drive or N. Hill Court. Vehicles not 
belonging to staff were observed to be parking on Hiller Drive for undefined periods. 
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3.2 Condition 14b – ACCEPTABLE 
 
Condition 14b states that Bentley School must develop detailed, written instructions of the pick-
up and drop-off process, which include rules, maps, times, etc. which will be incorporated into 
the Traffic and Parking Handbook. 
 
DKS reviewed the current copy (dated July 2010) of The Traffic and Parking Handbook 
produced by the School as well as materials available on the school-maintained website, and 
finds that these items satisfactorily fulfill the condition outlined in Condition 14b.  
 



3.3 Condition 14c – ACCEPTABLE 
Condition 14c states that the school, if feasible, establishes at least two staggered drop-off 
times in the morning and shall continue four staggered drop-off times in the afternoon. 
 
DKS confirms that the School does indeed operate staggered drop-off and pick-up times. During 
the morning drop-off operations, DKS observed an even and steady flow of arriving students 
from between 8:00 AM to approximately 8:25 AM. By 8:30 AM nearly all drop-off activity had 
ended. Between approximately 8:20-8:40 AM, a noticeable increase in vehicle traffic on Hiller 
Drive heading to Kaiser School was observed. Bentley School successfully completed all 
morning drop-off activity prior to the beginning of the drop-off activity at Kaiser School. 
 
During the afternoon pick-up operations, the staggered pick-up times were more easily 
observed. As each class was excused, the teachers would walk their respective classes out to 
the pick-up lane on Hiller Drive beginning at approximately 2:40 PM. By the time the next grade 
is dismissed from class, the majority of the students from the previously dismissed grades had 
already left campus. This pattern continued until the afternoon pick-up operations ended by 
approximately 3:40 PM.  
 
It should be noted that on March 10, 2011, there was an after-school theater performance at the 
school beginning at 5:00 PM. As the afternoon pick-up operations were concluding, attendees to 
the performance began to arrive and continued to 5:00 PM, the end of the required observation 
time.  
 



3.4 Condition 14d - OBSERVED 
Condition 14d states that the school shall reduce the total vehicle trips to 242 by the beginning 
of the fall trimester 2010 and to 210 by the fall trimester 2012.  
 
Direction from the City Planning Commission and the City Planning Department defined persons 
at the School who are considered visitors, vendors or volunteers are not included as part of 
either the student count or staff count. Similarly, these categories of persons at the School are 
also not included as part of the maximum 242 vehicle trips for the AM Peak Period and 242 
vehicle trips for the PM Peak Period. Therefore, these persons are not included in the regular 
monthly monitoring.  
 
A small number of vehicles were observed parking for a brief period (less than 30 minutes) on 
Hiller Drive and walking to the School to either drop-off or pick-up students. This number is 
shown in Table 1 and is labeled as “Short Term Parking”. 
 
241 total vehicles were observed during the March AM Peak Period monitoring. 230 total 
vehicles were observed during the March PM Peak Period monitoring. These are both less than 
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the maximum of 242 for the respective AM and PM Peak Periods as stated in Condition 14d. 
Table 1 summarizes the monthly history of trip mode observed by DKS staff during monitoring 
times. This table also shows the total number of vehicle trips at the school during monitoring 
periods. I should be noted that the official attendance does not include students that are 
enrolled but were absent on this day, or staff that were not present. 
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Table 1: Summary of Observed Trips 



Drop-off or 
Pick-Up 



Date of 
Monitoring 



Official 
Attendance 



(Students + Staff) 
Bus 



Walking or 
Bicycle 



Drop 
Off/Pick 



Up1 



Short Term Parking 
on Hiller Dr (Less 



than 30 min.) 



Total No. 
of Vehicles 
Observed 



Drop-Off 



September 27, 20102 366 10 12 195 49 244 



October 13, 20102 368 17 7 215 29 244 



November 11, 20102 374 16 7 215 13 228 



December 15, 20102 362 14 5 222 22 244 



January 11, 20112 362 9 2 213 19 232 



February 8, 20112 369 22 4 217 14 231 



March 10, 20112 356 17 3 223 18 241 



Pick-Up 



September 27, 20102 366 29 0 89 17 106 



October 13, 20102 368 16 0 110 9 119 



November 11, 20102 374 14 0 109 8 117 



December 15, 20102 362 16 0 95 6 101 



January 11, 20112 362 13 8 93 8 101 



February 8, 20112 369 15 6 92 4 96 



March 10, 20113 356 9 13 230 0 230 



Source: DKS Associates, 2011 
1. Drop Off/Pick Up includes vehicles entering Hiller Dr Driveway, Tunnel Rd Parking Lot, and Head of School Driveway. 
2. Between the September 27, 2010 and February 8, 2011 Monitorings, the AM Peak Period was approximately 7:30-8:30AM while the PM Peak Period was approximately 2:30-3:45 PM 
3. Starting with the March 10, 2011 Monitoring, the AM Peak Period was 7:15-8:45 AM while the PM Peak Period was 2:00-5:00 PM 
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3.5 Condition 14e –ACCEPTABLE 
Condition 14e states that during all morning drop-off and afternoon pick-up periods, at least nine 
traffic assistants must be present. 
 
During both the morning drop-off and afternoon pick-up operation, DKS observed at least nine 
traffic assistants with safety vests stationed along the drop-off lane and the Hiller Drive parking 
Lot. These traffic assistants arrived by approximately 7:55 AM and left by approximately 8:40 
AM for the morning and from approximately 2:35 PM to 3:50 PM. 
 
Table 2 shows the history of observed traffic assistants for the 2010-2011 school calendar year 
to date. 
 
Table 2: History of Observed Traffic Assistants (Sept 2010 to Feb 2011) 



Date 
Drop-Off or Pick-



Up Period 
No. of Observed Traffic 



Assistants 
No. of Observed Traffic 



Assistants Wearing Safety Vests 
9/27/2010 Pick-Up 9 9 
9/29/2010 Drop-Off 9 9 
9/29/2010 Pick-Up 9 9 



10/20/2010 Drop-Off 9 9 
10/13/2010 Drop-Off 9 9 
10/13/2010 Pick-Up 9 9 
11/11/2010 Pick-Up 9 9 
11/17/2010 Drop-Off 7 7 
11/17/2010 Pick-Up 10 10 
12/7/2010 Drop-Off 10 10 
12/7/2010 Pick-Up 10 10 



12/15/2010 Drop-Off 10 10 
12/15/2010 Pick-Up 9 9 
1/11/2011 Drop-Off 10 10 
1/11/2011 Pick-Up 11 11 
1/20/2011 Drop-Off 11 11 
1/20/2011 Pick-Up 10 10 
2/8/2011 Drop-Off 10 10 
2/8/2011 Pick-Up 9 9 



2/15/2011 Drop-Off 10 10 
2/15/2011 Pick-Up 10 10 
3/10/2011 Drop-Off 10 10 
3/10/2011 Pick-Up 9 9 



Source: DKS Associates, 2011 



 



3.6 Condition 14f – ACCEPTABLE 
Condition 14f states that the School shall coordinate with City of Oakland Transportation 
Services Division and the Police Department to maintain acceptable traffic safety warning 
devices along the drop-off and pick-up zones. 
 
The traffic devices were in use for all four periods observed. They were placed during the drop-
off and pick-up times on March 10th.  Table 3 shows the history of observed safety device 
usage for the 2010-2011 school calendar year to date. 
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Table 3: History of Observed Traffic Safety Device Usage (Sept 2010 to Feb 2011) 



Date 
Drop-Off or Pick-



Up Period 
Safety Warning Devices In 



Place? (Y/N) 
9/27/2010 Pick-Up Y 
9/29/2010 Drop-Off Y 
9/29/2010 Pick-Up N 



10/20/2010 Drop-Off Y 
10/13/2010 Pick-Up Y 
10/13/2010 Pick-Up N 
11/11/2010 Pick-Up Y 
11/17/2010 Drop-Off Y 
11/17/2010 Pick-Up Y 
12/7/2010 Drop-Off Y 
12/7/2010 Pick-Up Y 



12/15/2010 Drop-Off Y 
12/15/2010 Pick-Up Y 
1/11/2011 Drop-Off Y 
1/11/2011 Pick-Up Y 
1/20/2011 Drop-Off Y 
1/20/2011 Pick-Up Y 
2/8/2011 Drop-Off Y 
2/8/2011 Pick-Up Y 



2/15/2011 Drop-Off Y 
2/15/2011 Pick-Up Y 
3/10/2011 Drop-Off Y 
3/10/2011 Pick-Up Y 



Source: DKS Associates, 2011 



 



3.7 Condition 14g – ACCEPTABLE 
Condition 14g states that the school shall develop a Transit Subsidy Plan providing free AC 
Transit passes to students and faculty and to continue operation of the shuttle. 
 
DKS reviewed the transit subsidy program available to the students and found that the program 
currently described in materials (available via the Traffic and Safety web portal) does 
satisfactorily meet the items in Condition 14g. 
 



3.8 Condition 14i – N/A 
Condition 14i states that the school shall establish alternative transportation procedures for 
special events if on-site parking capacity will be exceeded. Proper notifications to neighbors in 
advance of events must be followed. 
 
There were no qualified special events scheduled during the month of March. 
 



3.9 Condition 14j – ACCEPTABLE 
Condition 14j states that the School shall continue to be in good standing with the MOU with the 
Oakland Police Department (OPD).  
 
DKS has reviewed the MOU between Bentley School and the OPD. The MOU has not changed 
since previous reviews and is deemed current and satisfactory. 
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3.10 Condition 16 – ACCEPTABLE 
Condition 16 states that the School shall provide copies of the Traffic and Parking Handbook for 
review and approval by the Planning and Zoning Division, Transportation Services Division and 
the OPD- Traffic Safety Department. 
 
Same as discussion previously included for Condition 14b. 
 



3.11 Condition 17 – ACCEPTABLE 
Condition 17 states that the School shall develop an Emergency Management Plan and submit 
to the Planning and Zoning Division, Transportation Services Division the OPD- Traffic Safety 
Department and Fire Marshall for review and consultation.  
 
DKS has reviewed the Emergency Management Plan (dated March 2010) and finds it to be 
satisfactory.  However, unknown at this time is whether this document has been also reviewed 
by the City Planning and Zoning Division, Transportation Services Division, Oakland Police 
Traffic Safety, and the City Fire Marshall. 
 



3.12 Condition 18 – ACCEPTABLE 
Condition 18 states that all parents/guardians shall attend a meeting at the beginning of each 
semester to discuss the Transportation and Parking Handbook. 
 
There were many opportunities where the school communicated the traffic and safety 
procedures to parents and caregivers. According to information provided by Bentley School, 
there were at least five meetings with parents/caregivers at the beginning of the 2010-2011 
school year. These meetings occurred on August 26, August 31, September 14, September 21, 
and September 16th. In addition to these meetings, the school also created a web portal that can 
be found on the school website. This portal (located at: 
https://www.bentleyschool.net/podium/default.aspx?t=141150) contains information (including 
maps and diagrams) of the traffic circulation, staggered scheduling and other safety practices 
during drop-off and pick-up operations. 
 



3.13 Vehicle Queues along Hiller Drive 
Vehicles queued along Hiller Drive at the Hiller Drive/Tunnel Road intersection was observed 
during the drop-off and pick-up time periods. The distance from the intersection to the 
“entrance” driveway to the School parking lot is approximately 550 feet. Approximately 22 
standard passenger cars can easily be stored here until they are served by the green cycle of 
the traffic signal at Tunnel Road.  
 
Vehicles queued along Hiller Drive at the Driveway entrance were also observed. There were 
periods when the Hiller Drive Parking loop fills up with waiting vehicles and the storage within 
the loop is exceeded, the remaining vehicles entering the loop must wait on Hiller Drive. This 
condition was observed to last for several minutes at a time. During these periods, the vehicles 
in the queue would always line up to the far left-side of the northbound lane to prevent blocking 
through traffic into the Hiller Highlands Neighborhood.  
 
The maximum number of vehicles observed for both locations are shown in Table 4. Note, that 
Table 4 only shows the worst case observed. Typically, the queues at these locations were 
much shorter with the exception of the times shown in Table 4. 
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Table 4: Queues on Hiller Drive 



Drop-off 
or Pick-



Up 
Date 



Approx. Maximum 
Storage Capacity 



between Traffic Signal 
and Bentley School 



Driveway (southbound 
only) 



Max. Observed Number of cars in Queue 



Southbound Hiller Dr 
at Traffic Signal 



(time) 



Northbound Hiller 
Drive at Parking Lot 



Entrance (time) 



Drop-Off 



September 29, 
2010 



22 18 (8:20-8:30 AM) 5 (8:05-8:10 AM) 



October 20, 
2010 



22 21 (8:20-8:25 AM) 9 (8:20-8:25 AM) 



November 17, 
2010 



22 16 (8:25-8:30 AM) 5 (8:20-8:25 AM) 



December 7, 
2010 



22 20 (8:20-8:30 AM) 5 (8:15-8:20 AM) 



January 20, 
2011 



22 19 (8:20-8:25 AM) 8 (8:20-8:25 AM) 



February 15, 
2011 



22 15 (8:10-8:15 AM) 10 (8:00-8:05 AM) 



March 10, 
2011 



22 16 (8:20-8:25 AM) 11 (8:15-8:20 AM) 



Pick-Up 



September 29, 
2010 



22 7 (3:30-3:40 PM) 6 (3:30-3:40 PM) 



October 20, 
2010 



22 9 (3:30-3:40 PM) 7 (3:10-3:20 PM) 



November 17, 
2010 



22 9 (3:20-3:25 PM) 7 (3:20-3:25 PM) 



December 7, 
2010 



22 24 (3:05-3:10 PM) 6 (3:10-3:15 PM) 



January 20, 
2011 



22 10 (3:20-3:25 PM) 6 (3:15-3:20 PM) 



February 15, 
2011 



22 10 (3:10-3:25 PM) 3 (2:55-3:00 PM) 



March 10, 
2011 



22 30 (3:15-3:20 PM) 3 (3:20-3:25 PM) 



Source: DKS Associates, 2011 
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3.14 Number of Vehicles Entering Hiller Dr Parking Lot 



The number of vehicles observed entering the Hiller Drive driveway is shown in Table 5. This 
number includes all vehicles parking in the Hiller Drive Parking Lot, all vehicles entering campus 
and all vehicles proceeding through the drop-off or pick-up lane during the monitoring period. 
 
Table 5: Vehicles Entering at Hiller Drive Parking Lot 



Drop-off or Pick-Up Date Total Number Entering Hiller Dr Parking Lot 



Drop-Off 



September 29, 20101 168 



October 20, 20101 219 



November 17, 20101 201 



December 7, 20101 189 



January 20, 20111 193 



February 15, 20111 191 



March 10, 20112 206 



Pick-Up 



September 29, 20101 105 



October 20, 20101 88 



November 17, 20101 103 



December 7, 20101 93 



January 20, 20111 102 



February 15, 20111 88 



March 10, 20112 204 



Source: DKS Associates, 2011 
1. Between the September 27, 2010 and February 8, 2011 Monitorings, the AM Peak Period was approximately 7:30-8:30AM 
while the PM Peak Period was approximately 2:30-3:45 PM 
2. Starting with the March 10, 2011 Monitoring, the AM Peak Period was 7:15-8:45 AM while the PM Peak Period was 2:00-
5:00 PM 



 



4 DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Condition 14a – Parking Management 



No changes or improvements recommended. 
 
Condition 14b – Pick-Up and Drop-Off 



No changes or improvements recommended. 
 
Condition 14c – Staggered Timeframes for Drop-Off and Pick-Up 
No changes or improvements recommended. 
 
Condition 14d – Bus Ridership 
Observation summary provided for informational purposes only. 
 
Condition 14e – Traffic Assistants 
The Traffic Assistants should continue to be active in verbally reminding drivers to use extreme 
caution when driving away from the curb and merging into southbound Hiller Drive. 
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The School should consider placing one traffic assistant at the driveway exiting the Hiller Drive 
Parking Lot. This traffic assistant would have an approved handheld “Slow or Stop” sign and will 
station themselves either at the driveway or in the street. The role of this assistant is two-fold. 
The first will be to guide vehicles from the parking lot toward the drop-up/pick-up lanes. The 
second will be to act as a visible reminder for non-Bentley related vehicles to slow down while 
passing the driveway exit.  If done safely, the presence and positioning of this traffic assistant 
will reduce the potential for conflicts between vehicles exiting the Hiller Drive parking lot and 
vehicles proceeding toward Tunnel Road.  
 
As always, the Oakland Police Department office of Traffic and Safety must be consulted prior 
to implementation whenever Bentley School staff will be stationed within the public street. 
 
At times during the afternoon drop-off operation, DKS observed more than the nine traffic 
assistants present.  However, there were short periods during the afternoon pick-up period 
when fewer than nine assistants were present. These short periods occurred during the gap of 
time between grade dismissals when no students were present. Vehicles which had arrived 
early would park and wait along the pick-up lane. These vehicles are not in motion and are 
safely parked along the curb awaiting the next set of student dismissals. During these times of 
“non-activity”, it is recommended that only one or two traffic assistants needs to be present. 
 
Condition 14f – Traffic Safety Devices 
The traffic devices are susceptible to being thrown into the air when a vehicle runs over the 
traffic devices and “flicks” the device off of the pavement. These devices can sometimes fly for 
several dozen feet where they may strike another vehicle or pedestrian.   
 
This issue is currently under review by the Oakland Police Department and is pending 
resolution.  
 
Condition 14g – Transit Subsidy Program 
No changes or improvements recommended. 
 



Condition 14i – Special Events 
No changes or improvements recommended. 
 
Condition 14j – MOU with OPD 
No changes or improvements recommended. 
 
Condition 16 – Traffic and Parking Handbook 
Same as discussion included for Condition 14b. 
 
Condition 17 – Emergency Management Plan 
No changes or improvements recommended. 
 
Condition 18 – Meeting with Parents 
The School should provide DKS with a schedule of future meetings with parents. 
 
Vehicle Queues along Hiller Drive 
DKS recommends that traffic assistants continue to be active in removing vehicles out of the 
northbound Hiller Drive queue and onto the loop driveway whenever possible by using both 
lanes through the parking lot and filling gaps within the loop to maximize vehicle storage within 
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the parking lot. This strategy continues to alleviate the vehicle queue which sometimes spills 
back onto Hiller Drive for vehicles waiting to enter the parking lot.  
 
Ridesharing 
The School should continue to encourage alternative transportation modes to reduce the total 
number of vehicles arriving and departing the school. 
 
Additional Observations and Recommendations: 



1. As mentioned in previous monitoring reports, a small number of vehicles (less than 5) 
were observed to be making repeat trips during the afternoon pick-up operations. The 
vehicles would arrive and pick up a student from the younger grades, then return later to 
pick up another student from an older grade. The school should identify these families 
and encourage them to consolidate their trips to the school. These efforts, if successful, 
will reduce the number of observed vehicle trips to and from the school. 



2. As mentioned in previous monitoring reports, vehicles picking up and dropping off 
children were previously observed leaving the curbside area and “racing” toward the 
green light. These types of events were not observed during the March visit and appear 
to have been rectified. The school should continue its efforts in this area. 
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From: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
To: Klein, Heather
Subject: Fwd: Bentley meeting, oficial minutes, 11/11/14
Date: Monday, November 24, 2014 4:48:33 PM


 Heather,


Following are notes that should be added to the “official “ minutes of the meeting:
 
1.  Staff list
Kori said Bentley will not share positions or names of staff.  Bentley provides to the City.  City will or may
provide to us.  Bentley may not appeal the 71 employee limit.  Banks asked if Bentley knows number of
staff.  Milt said he didn’t know.  (Banks appeared stunned at the lack of knowledge.)  Milt said they have
spent millions of dollars on this parking issue.
 
2.  Enrollment
Kori said she knows the enrollment but won’t tell us.  Milt told her to tell us.  358 currently enrolled.
 
3.  Bus and carpooling
Only 2 ride AC Transit.  They don’t intend to tell us the number riding the private bus.  They don’t have
the numbers of carpoolers because “it is too hard to track”.
 
4.  Trees
Kori agreed to meet about the trees.  She pretended not to know which redwood tree had been trimmed
and which redwoods could be obstructing views.
 
5.  Appeal status
Kori and Milt didn’t know anything about the status of their request to increase staffing above 71.
 
6.  Unsafe crossing
DKS suggests monitor at Hiller and North Hill.  Kori said they only do what they are required to do.  It was
suggested we might take photos of jay-walkers so they could identify who it was.  Milt said that was
creepy.  Our response was that it’s a safety issue and that creepy is better than dangerous.
 
7.  Strikes
Kori said she issued 6 to 10.  But it sounds like they don’t keep records of first, second, third strikes.  She
doesn’t know which cars belong to Bentley parents.   Prah mentioned taking picture of license plates of
cars with strike notices.  Milt gave her a dirty look
 
8.  Park and ride
Howard Matis wants to drive his car, park it and ride his bicycle.
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From: Howard Matis
To: Cydnee Taylor
Cc: Susan Piper; Donna Karch; Jody Brooks; Joni Upshaw; Kathrene Hatzke; Lynette Francis; Nadine Rhodes Prah; 


Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands; Patricia A Schwartz; Richard Banks; Sam James; Sheila Loarca; Stan 
Seifried; Mary Pat Shepard; Micki Meade; Klein, Heather; cuphotline; Milt Capsimalis; Anne Mudge; Arlene 
Hogan; Alex Kopelevich; Laura Konigsberg


Subject: Re: NLC Meeting Notes
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 8:32:02 AM


Cydnee,


Please amend  the minutes as it is only the opinion of Susan Piper they they violate the 
Oakland View Ordinance.  There is no legal finding.  When I read the ordinance, I believe 
they no violate the ordinance. 


Also, there should be general notice to all of the neighbors if any tree is desired to be removed.


By the away, our neighborhood would oppose the removal of any tree because they make our 
neighborhood beautiful and they provide space for birds.  Those trees also provide a 
wonderful learning environment for the children. Besides, if they were not planted by humans, 
they would not be subject to the view ordinance


Howard


On Nov 11, 2015, at 7:51 AM, Cydnee Taylor <ctaylor@bentleyschool.net> 
wrote:


Good Morning,


Attached are the notes from the November 3rd NLC meeting.


Sincerely,


Cydnee Taylor
Transportation & Operations Coordinator and Assistant to Associate Head of School K-8.
Bentley School K-8
Tel #: 510-843-2512
Fax #: 510-843-5162


<Meeting Agenda and Bullet Points.pdf>
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From: Susan Piper
To: Cydnee Taylor
Cc: Donna Karch; Howard Matis; Jody Brooks; Joni Upshaw; Lynette Francis; Nadine Rhodes Prah; Neighbors for


Safety in Hiller Highlands; Patricia A Schwartz; Richard Banks; Sam James; Stan Seifried; Mary Pat Shepard;
Micki Meade; Klein, Heather; gudalupe.padilla@ousd.org; Dennis Guikema; Carol Swainson; Alex Kopelevich;
Arlene Hogan; Wendi Berardi; Milt Capsimalis


Subject: Re: NLC Meeting proposal, safety drill notifications, and updated NLC Calendar
Date: Monday, August 29, 2016 12:26:08 PM


I will be out of town for both of those dates.


Can you please distribute the Bentley 1st semester calendar with times of events at the
meeting?


Sue Piper


On Mon, Aug 29, 2016 at 12:24 PM, Cydnee Taylor <ctaylor@bentleyschool.net> wrote:
Dear Neighbors,


Our first drills are set to take place Tuesday, September 6,  2016  at 11:15 a.m., and Thursday, September 15, 
2016 at 9:00 a.m.


Below are two suggested dates for our first Neighborhood Liaison Committee meeting.
The meeting date will be based on the majority response received by September 9, 2016 at 5:00 p.m. Please
include your proposed agenda item(s) with your response. The start time will be 7:00 p.m. in the Bentley School
library.


Thursday, September 22, 2016
Tuesday, September 27, 2016


Please advise .


Sincerely,


Cydnee Taylor
Transportation Coordinator, Operations Assistant
Assistant to Associate Head of School K-8, Munro Hall Front Office
Bentley School K-8
Tel #: 510-843-2512
Fax #: 510-843-5162


-- 
Sue Piper
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From: Susan Piper
To: Klein, Heather
Subject: Fwd: Traffic Congestion @ Bentley School: 3:15pm Monday, May 23rd
Date: Tuesday, May 24, 2016 7:51:08 AM


---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Edward Loss <ed_loss@yahoo.com>
Date: Mon, May 23, 2016 at 6:05 PM
Subject: Traffic Congestion @ Bentley School: 3:15pm Monday, May 23rd
To: "cuphotline@bentleyschool.net" <cuphotline@bentleyschool.net>
Cc: Susan Piper <susangpiper@gmail.com>


This afternoon, there was a significant traffic event caused by your school at 3:15pm.  Traffic on Hiller
Drive from Tunnel Road all the way through to the Bentley entrance was stopped for over 10 minutes in
both directions.  Fortunately, there was no emergency at the time - if there had been, first responders
would not have been able to get through.


This is unacceptable. It is your responsibility to see that the crush of parents picking up their children
doesn't result in a dangerous situation for the entire Hiller Highlands neighborhood.  


Your cooperation in correcting this problem is both expected and appreciated.


Best,
Ed Loss
 
ed_loss@yahoo.com
http://www.linkedin.com/in/edwardloss
 
1871 Grand View Drive, Oakland CA 94618
510.388.9273
 
 


-- 
Sue Piper
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From: Gordon Piper
To: cuphotline@bentleyschool.net; Klein, Heather; neighbors safety hiller highlands; Ranelletti, Darin
Subject: Bentley School Additional Janitors
Date: Tuesday, June 17, 2014 5:26:08 PM


We have reviewed the latest list of employees submitted to the City/Planning staff on April 24, 2014 and
would like clarification as to why each of the two custodians that we see from our property working
regularly on the same school days during the day-time hours do not appear  on the list . We also seek
clarification on  the two custodians that we have observed in late afternoon or evening hours on the same
day who are also not included on the list of employees.   Can you please explain why each of these
Maintenance employees are not listed as Bentley employees at Hiller?


Thank you.
Sue and Gordon Piper
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From: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
To: Klein, Heather; smiller@oakandnet.com
Cc: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands List
Subject: Letter of approval question - replaces corrupted file sent earlier
Date: Thursday, February 24, 2011 1:59:36 PM


2/23/11
Dear Heather:
Thank you for the letter of approval. Would you please clarify the issue described below
which we found a little confusing.
The Approval Letter dated 2/22/11 suggests that at its 2/16/11 meeting the Planning
Commission approved Bentleys Major Conditional Use Permit Conditions of Approval 14a.
However, the CUP (with Conditions) was approved in 2009 and CUP Condition 14a did not
need another approval. Only the TDM language referencing CUP Condition 14a and j
(relating to enforcement) needed approval.
What is confusing is that the Approval Letter does not distinguish clearly between the two
separate documents (CUP with Conditions vs the TDM). The CUP lays out the Conditions
while the later TDM lays out ways to measure and ensure that CUP Conditions are met.
Although CUP Condition 14 requires the creation of a TDM, the two documents have been
through separate review and approval processes. On several occasions, the CUP has been
modified through an appeal and hearing process (see Staff Report Attachment A) but no
modifications to CUP Conditions (as opposed to TDM modifications) were on the agenda for
2/16/11.
The Approval Letter confuses the issue by stating that Conditions of Approval were approved
again on 2/16/11 though, more accurately, it was only the language in the separate TDM
document that was approved. The fact that the TDM cross references CUP COA numbers may
confuse the matter.
We assume that the only decision that is appealable by 2/28/11 is the approval of the TDM
items 1&2 and the clarification of monitoring periods listed in the letter. We assume that
nothing in the 2/22/11 Approval Letter allows for appeal of the underlying CUP Conditions
approved in 2009, which are beyond the appeal dates.
Will you please clarify this issue for us?
Thank you,
Linda Harris
Behalf of NSHH
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From: Gordon Piper
To: amudge@coxcastle.com
Cc: Klein, Heather
Subject: Bentley School Faculty and Staff Lists, Comments
Date: Monday, June 23, 2014 8:36:23 AM


I recently reviewed a copy of your April 24, 2014 email to City Planner Heather Klein that
included a listing of what you indicated was a list of the Hiller campus' faculty and staff for
2013-14 by position, and a separate document that indicated provided an explanation or
response to my spreadsheet listing individuals that I did not believe were included or listed on
the lists of employees apparently provided for April 4, 2012 and October 28, 2012, and for
October 21, 2013.  


After reviewing the list of employees by job titles provided for 2012, 2013, and 2014, along
with your separate attachment for 2014, I found I still could not identify which Bentley School
employees by name were accounted for in the 2012, 2013 and 2014 lists.  I wanted to request
that you provide to me for each of the 2012, 2013 and 2014 lists the names for the employees
that were listed by job title only.  This might assist members of Neighbors for Safety in Hiller
Highlands as well as Planning staff in evaluating the lists and better understanding the
comments included in your April 24, 2014 email.  Thank you for your assistance.
Gordon Piper
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From: Susan Piper
To: Kori Thomas
Cc: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands; Donna Karch; Howard Matis; Jim Dexter; Jody Brooks; Joni Upshaw;


Lynette Francis; Nadine Rhodes Prah; Sam James; Sandi Bonacini; Stan Seifried; Klein, Heather; cuphotline;
Sheila Loarca


Subject: Re: NLC meeting date selection-spring 2014
Date: Monday, April 14, 2014 10:39:06 AM


And here are my corrections to the minutes-- as I was the only neighbor in attendance:


Some corrections:


Traffic;
Mrs. Piper stated the relations with the neighbors is not great and later specified that Gordon
Piper was unhappy.


You left out why and the entire discussion about regular visitors to the campus who are
assumed to be faculty or staff (coaches, music teachers, custodians and gardeners) Please add
"Mrs. Piper requested that Bentley provide a list of all staff coming to the campus on a regular
basis, by title, number of days per week and number of hours, whether on the official
employee list submitted to the City or not, so that the NLC would have accurate, base-line
information to further monitor the school's compliance with the CUP and TDM. 


Note, your TDM states that no employees are to park on Hiller or North Hill Court, At the
April 7, 2010 Planning Commission Meeting, Commissioner Doug Boxer asked for a
commitment from the school that administrators, faculty, staff--anyone associated with the
school other than parents--would not park on Hiller or North Hill Court, and the school
agreed.So it is critical to have a complete list of anyone designated faculty or staff so that we
can all be on the same page-- otherwise, this will continue to be a sticking point between the
neighbors and the school.


I also requested that you provide a regular report on the number of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd warnings given each
month so that the NLC can use that information to monitor the school's enforcement efforts of the TDM..
Please add that to the minutes.


Mr. Weber and Mrs. Piper acknowledged the traffic challenges at our neighboring 
school and the inequality of standards by which each is held accountable. -- that isn't what I said. Mr.
Weber asked if the school was required to comply with city standards, and I said that they had to follow
the law-- Mr. Weber may feel there is an inequity, t did not agree to that.


And finally, does this get circulated to the others that are on your current list of NLC members?  I would
think people who could not make the meeting would still want to know what was discussed. 


I would appreciate your revising the minutes to more accurately reflect the conversation.


Thanks.


Sue Piper


On Mon, Apr 14, 2014 at 10:35 AM, Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net> wrote:
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Good morning,


Please find the minutes for the latest NLC meeting attached.
School is currently not in session, however the next earthquake drill is scheduled to take
place Thursday, April 24 at 9:30am. An alarm will sound.


Best regards,
Kori


On Mon, Mar 3, 2014 at 3:53 PM, Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net> wrote:
Greetings Everyone and Happy spring!


An upcoming earthquake drill is scheduled to take place Monday, April 21st at 11:10. An alarm will
sound. 


I would like to take this time to suggest dates for the next NLC meeting. Please reply on what date
works best.  Based on attendance, the start time will be 5:30p.


The meeting date will be based on the majority response received by March 11th.  Please send
agenda items in your response.


Mon, Mar 17
Thur, Mar 20 
Thur, April 3 


Lastly, attached is the most recently received DKS report and an updated event calendar with the
following addition: April 10th.   


-- 
Kind regards,


Kori Thomas 
Assistant to Head of School
Operations & Compliance Coordinator 
Bentley School, 1 Hiller Dr. Oakland, CA 94618
Tel: 510.843.2512 ext. 2462| Fax: 510.843.1139 
kthomas@bentleyschool.net
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From: R Gordon Piper
To: Klein, Heather; doug boxer; VienV.Troung@gmail.com; Blake.Huntsman@seiu1021.org; sgalvez@phi.org;


michaelcolbruno@clearchannel.com; madeline zayas-mart; vincegibbs.opc@gmc.com; neighbors safety hiller
highlands


Cc: Angstadt, Eric
Subject: Bentley School Hearing, Compliance and Monitoring Concerns, CUP and TDM Concerns
Date: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 11:48:43 AM


I am writing as the immediate neighbor of the Bentley School and a member of the
Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands to express my concerns about the
monitoring of and compliance with the CUP conditions for the Bentley School and
also concerns about the Transportation Demand Management Program covered by the
CUP and problems with this program. 


This pertains to Case File Number CM04-411; ER07-006; REV 10-003.  I understand
the Planning Commission is meeting on Wednesday to discuss this case and review
Bentley Schools' compliance or lack of compliance with the CUP conditions set
forth by the Planning Commission.  I ask you consider the following
information/feedback in your deliberations and actions.


As you are aware the CUP limits "vehicle trips accessing the campus" to 242.  I
understand this has been interpreted to mean that the school must keep both
morning and afternoon transit period to under 242 vehicles.  I understand the
Transportation Demand Management Plan (TDM) requires "The number of
vehicle-trips accessing the school shall be documented by independent Rule
Enforcer". 


I wanted to share my concern and finding that the TDM requirement of the number
of vehicle trips be documented by Independent Rule Enforcer is not being
effectively complied with.  For example, today the three enforcement staff
members employed by the school were at the school from 7:30 to approximately 9
a.m.  I spoke to the three Rule Enforcers from DKS Consultants today to inquire
if they were monitoring the vehicle trips accessing the campus and learned this
morning and this week:
* The Rule Enforcers are only monitoring vehicle trips once per month and then
only between the hours of approximately 7:30 a.m. to 9 a.m. and 2:20 p.m. to 4
p.m.  They indicated they or no Rule Enforcers are monitoring vehicle trips to
the campus before 7:30 a.m., between 9 a.m. and 2:20 p.m., and after 4 p.m. 
This leaves a substantial number of hours during each school day and during most
of each month when the independent Rule Enforcers are not "documenting" as
required the number of vehicle trips to the campus.  Rule Enforcement activities
appear to be more an exception (or very part time) under current practices of
the City/Planning Commission in effect rather than a rule that neighbors can
count on being enforced effectively to ensure CUP and TDM compliance.
* The Rule Enforcers spokesperson indicated today that they thought it was a bit
vague as to the time period that they were supposed to be monitoring the number
of vehicle trips accessing the school.  They noted when I asked who needed to
define this more clearly for them that this would be the Planning Commission
members.  It appears that the Planning Commission members have to date not
adequately defined for the Rule Enforcers and City staff their expectations for
the documenting of the number of vehicle trips accessing the school.  Neither
the Rule Enforcers, the City staff or the Planning Commission has documented the
number of vehicle trips accessing the school, based on the information that was
provided to me today by the spokesperson for the Rule Enforcers.
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* The monitoring of the number of vehicle trips during the hours the Rule
Enforcers are monitoring once a month does not accurately document the number of
vehicles accessing the campus either during the morning or the afternoon on
school days.  This is problematic as it allows the school to effectively not
comply with the CUP condition, and City staff and the Planning Commission have
not adequately ensured compliance with the CUP limit for "vehicle trips
accessing the campus" being limited to 242.
*  The methodology being followed by Rule Enforcers at this time only partially
counts vehicle trips accessing the campus during morning and afternoon periods
during "peak periods" as opposed to counting the total during the full morning
period or the full afternoon period.  The current methodology undercuts the CUP
condition and effective monitoring of vehicle trips both during the morning and
afternoon.  The period for counting vehicles should be longer and capture
accurately the total number of vehicle trips accessing the campus.
* The Rule Enforcers also stood only on Hiller Drive this morning and did not
appear to monitor the number of vehicles accessing the campus through entrances
on Tunnel Road, which might also lead to Rule Enforcers undercounting and lack
of accurately  documenting vehicle trips accessing the campus.  To determine the
number of vehicles accessing the campus, monitors or Rule Enforcers should
observe vehicle trips to/from all school -related behicle and parking-access
areas, including:  Hiller Drive drop off; Hiller Drive/North Hill Court park and
walk traffic; Tunnel Road drop off and cars parked in all campus parking areas.
* I understand that Bentley School has been notified that they are in
noncompliance for the morning period with the number of vehicles accessing the
campus and have to correct this or face enforcement steps. While I appreciate
this effort, I believe the Rule Enforcers employed by Bentley and that the City
staff and Planning Commission have failed to accurately document and address the
lack of compliance in the afternoon period in regard to the number of vehicle
trips accessing the campus.   Just monitoring the number of vehicle trips
between 2:20 p.m. and 4 p.m. does not accurately document the number of vehicle
trips accessing the campus.  There are many vehicle trips accessing the campus
outside these peak hours that are not being documented, and which should be to
ensure effective enforcement of the CUP condition and compliance with the TDM
requirement for Independent Rule Enforcer documenting vehicle trips.  The
corrective curing of lack of compliance by Bentley School should extend to both
the morning and afternoon.  The time period during which vehicle trips are
observed and counted should be as comprehensive as possible. 


* The TDM includes a diverse set of goals including reducing the school's carbon
footprint and reducing impact in the neighborhood.  The City has an obligation
to come as close as possible to accurately counting all vehicle trips accessing
the campus and enforcing more effectively the CUP limits in order to meet these
goals.  The Planning Commission needs to provide clearer guidance and to make
sure the CUP conditions are enforced and the total vehicle trips accurately
documented as required in the TDM.


There are impacts on the neighbors and also the public garden (Firestorm
Memorial Garden) by the excessive number of vehicle trips in violation of the
CUP condition.  I serve as the Chair of the Oakland Landscape Committee that has
the permit from Caltrans/the State of California for the Firestorm Memorial
Garden property and am concerned about the continuing excessive number of
vehicle trips accessing the campus, and heavy parking on Hiller Drive in front
of the garden during school hours. 


During the first part of the school year, I found that on occasion some Bentley
School staff and vendors were parking on Hiller Drive in violation of the CUP







for periods longer than  an hour.  The short period in which the Independent
Rule Enforcers were monitoring at the school during peak periods did not ensure
compliance with the no parking on Hiller Drive/Tunnel Road expectation of the
Planning Commission and the promises from the Bentley School to stop this
parking.


The Planning Commission needs to work on ensuring more effective, continuing
monitoring by Independent Rule Enforcers and City staff of the CUP conditions
and the TDM requirements than has been evidenced to date.  The part-time
Independent Rule Enforcement done only once per month for a few hours a school
day has allowed violations of the CUP conditions to occur and encourages
continuing violations.  We need the Planning Commission, the City Community and
Economic Development Agency, and City staff to step up and ensure more effective
monitoring, documenting of problems/violations, and enforcement of CUP
conditions and TDM requirements.  We had as neighbors approximately 15 years of
CUP violations relative to enrollment at Bentley School that the City and
Planning Commission did not adequately address.  It's time for the Planning
Commission and City staff to more effectively monitor and enforce the
requirements of CUP conditions and the TDM Program for the Bentley School.


Gordon Piper, 33 Hiller Drive, immediate neighbor of Bentley School








From: Susan piper
To: Cydnee Taylor
Cc: Anne Mudge; Klein, Linda C.; cuphotline; Donna Karch; Howard Matis; Jody Brooks; Joni Upshaw; Kathrene


Hatzke; Lynette Francis; Nadine Rhodes Prah; Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands; Patricia A Schwartz;
Richard Banks; Sam James; Sheila Loarca; Stan Seifried; Mary Pat Shepard; Micki Meade; Klein, Heather; Arlene
Hogan; Alex Kopelevich; Milt Capsimalis


Subject: Re: NLC meeting date selections, Spring 2016
Date: Monday, March 14, 2016 3:49:59 PM


I can only meet on May 3 as I will be out of town the other dates.  Shouldn't there be a
meeting earlier than this? Otherwise, there will only be 2 NLC meetings this year instead of
the required 3?


Suggested agenda items:
1. Responses to neighbors' request for tree trimming, removal per city view ordinance
2. Master plan for construction on the property
3. Discrepancies in reporting enrollment and other data


Sue piper


Sue Piper. Please excuse any misspellings or typos. Sent from my IPAD.


3On Mar 15, 2016, at 1:30 AM, Cydnee Taylor <ctaylor@bentleyschool.net> wrote:


Good Morning Hiller Neighbors, 


I am writing to suggest dates for the next NLC meeting. Please reply on what date works best.  The
start time will be 7:00 pm in the Bentley Library.


The meeting date will be based on the majority response received by March 18th.  Please send
agenda items in your response.


May 3rd
May 5th
May 12th


Sincerely,


Cydnee Taylor
Transportation & Operations Coordinator 
Assistant to Associate Head of School K-8.
Bentley School K-8
Tel #: 510-843-2512
Fax #: 510-843-5162
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From: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
To: Klein, Heather; kbj@dksassociates.com
Cc: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands List
Subject: March DKS Report comments and Other Compliance
Date: Monday, April 25, 2011 10:28:53 AM


Dear Heather:


Thank you for sending the DKS March 2011 monitoring report.  We were pleased to see that the
observations were conducted over the the longer time period approved by the Planning Commission
in February.


NSHH hopes to see that even though the observations do not include all traffic, the reports are
closely compliant with the CUP requirement to provide a count of Total Vehicle Trips accessing
the campus.   Based on the March report, we suggest that additional attention be given to short term
parking on Hiller and to vehicles accessing parking areas.  This might require one additional monitor
because of the physical distance between observation points.


1. Item 3.4:   How does  DKS determine which vehicles arriving at the school are not to be
counted because they are vendors?


2. Bentley is reporting lower daily attendance.  Is that due to fewer staff or have they substituted
more vendors who are not counted?


3. Short term parking to pick up students is noted as 0 on the afternoon of 3/10 in Table 1.  The
field notes show that 7 Bentley cars were parked on Hiller and 20 cars were in the lot that
afternoon.  The Hiller cars were not included in Table 1.   In addition, we have observed that a
number of Bentley families park up the hill or on North Hill court and walk to the school from
their vehicles.  These students may be counted as walkers because their vehicles are out of
sight of the monitors who are stationed at the driveway or loading zone.    We have never
observed a day with zero afternoon short term parking pick ups.   This month, one would
expect this number to be even higher than earlier reports because the observation period was
longer.   DKS should have an additional person stationed to observe all short term parkers.


4. During afternoon pickup DKS counted 13 bike riders or walkers departing but only 3 students
arrived by bike or walking that morning.  An increase of 10 additional bikers/walkers  seems
unlikely.   Some short term parkers may have been identified as walkers because their
vehicles up the hill or on North Hill Court could not be observed by  DKS  from the driveway.


5. Table 1 reports 223 vehicles in the morning using all three entrances.  Table 5 counts 206
vehicles entering on just Hiller Drive.  That means that just 17 vehicles used the Tunnel Road
driveway and Headmaster’s driveway.  The parking capacity of these two lots is at last 28
vehicles and they are generally full everyday as part of the CUP parking plan.  Increasingly,
vehicles are parking along Tunnel Road in the afternoon which might indicate that Bentley’s
lot is already full.  It appears that this access point was not monitored during the entire
afternoon monitoring period.


Can you please provide a copy of Bentley’s application to the City of Berkeley for the permit to
increase parking spaces?   Has Bentley provided information on increasing their transit subsidy
program as decided in the February Planning Commission meeting?


Thank you for your help,


Neighbors for Safety
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From: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
To: Kenny Jeong
Cc: Klein, Heather; Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands List
Subject: Bentley School Transportation Monitoring Report
Date: Friday, January 27, 2012 8:40:29 AM


January 27, 2012


Kenneth B. Jeong, E.I.T.
Associate Transportation Engineer
DKS Associates
1970 Broadway, Suite 740
Oakland, California 94612-2219
 
Dear Mr. Jeong,
 
In reviewing the December 2011 Bentley School Transportation Monitoring Report prepared
by DKS, we found a change in the language of section 3.4 related to Condition 14d.  
 
In all of the DKS reports for the 2010/2011 school year this section read:
 
Condition 14d states that the school shall reduce the total vehicle trips to 242 by the beginning
of the fall trimester 2010 and to 210 by the fall trimester 2012. 
 
Beginning in September 2011 (first trimester of 2011/2012 school year) DKS section 3.4
reads:
 
Condition 14d of the Conditional Use Permit states that the school shall reduce the number of
single occupancy vehicle (SOV) trips to 242 by the beginning of the fall trimester 2010 and to
210 by the fall trimester 2012.  
 
In addition, for the first five months of reports for the 2010/2011 school year, DKS Reports
section 3.4 used the term "monitoring periods". Subsequent reports have changed "monitoring
periods" to "peak periods" - a limiting term that is not used in the Conditions of Approval
(COA).  
 
Can you please tell us why these changes were made and by whom?
 
Sincerely,


Donna Karch on behalf of NSHH
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From: Donna Karch
To: cuphotline@bentleyschool.net; Wendi Berardi
Cc: Klein, Heather
Subject: Missing traffic monitors
Date: Monday, April 02, 2012 8:09:56 AM


Last Thursday afternoon, I sent the message below to Bentley's CUP Hotline. It is
my understanding that comments sent to the hotline are to receive a response within
48 hours. I have yet to receive an acknowledgment let alone a response.


Donna


--- On Wed, 3/28/12, Donna Karch <donna_karch@yahoo.com> wrote:


From: Donna Karch <donna_karch@yahoo.com>
Subject: Missing traffic monitors
To: cuphotline@bentleyschool.net, "Heather Klein" <hklein@oaklandnet.com>
Cc: neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com
Date: Wednesday, March 28, 2012, 3:34 PM


At 3:30 we drove up the hill. One flag person and two monitors assisting
students were present. The curb was full of cars. 


Donna
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From: Susan Piper
To: Kori Thomas
Cc: Klein, Heather; cuphotline
Subject: Re: Official Minutes-March 20, 2014 NLC Meeting
Date: Wednesday, April 09, 2014 12:51:04 PM


Some corrections:


Traffic;
Mrs. Piper stated the relations with the neighbors is not great and later specified that Gordon
Piper was unhappy.


You left out why and the entire discussion about regular visitors to the campus who are
assumed to be faculty or staff (coaches, music teachers, custodians and gardeners) Please add
"Mrs. Piper requested that Bentley provide a list of all staff coming to the campus on a regular
basis, by title, number of days per week and number of hours, whether on the official
employee list submitted to the City or not, so that the NLC would have accurate, base-line
information to further monitor the school's compliance with the CUP and TDM. 


Note, your TDM states that no employees are to park on Hiller or North Hill Court, At the
April 7, 2010 Planning Commission Meeting, Commissioner Doug Boxer asked for a
commitment from the school that administrators, faculty, staff--anyone associated with the
school other than parents--would not park on Hiller or North Hill Court, and the school
agreed.So it is critical to have a complete list of anyone designated faculty or staff so that we
can all be on the same page-- otherwise, this will continue to be a sticking point between the
neighbors and the school.


I also requested that you provide a regular report on the number of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd warnings
given each month so that the NLC can use that information to monitor the school's
enforcement efforts of the TDM.. Please add that to the minutes.


Mr. Weber and Mrs. Piper acknowledged the traffic challenges at our neighboring 
school and the inequality of standards by which each is held accountable. -- that isn't what I
said. Mr. Weber asked if the school was required to comply with city standards, and I said that
they had to follow the law-- Mr. Weber may feel there is an inequity, t did not agree to that.


And finally, does this get circulated to the others that are on your current list of NLC
members?  I would think people who could not make the meeting would still want to know
what was discussed. 


I would appreciate your revising the minutes to more accurately reflect the conversation.


Thanks.


Sue Piper
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On Wed, Apr 9, 2014 at 12:11 PM, Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net> wrote:
Please find attached the Official Minutes of the Mar 20 NLC Meeting.
-- 
Kind regards,


Kori Thomas 
Assistant to Head of School
Operations & Compliance Coordinator 
Bentley School, 1 Hiller Dr. Oakland, CA 94618
Tel: 510.843.2512 ext. 2462| Fax: 510.843.1139 
kthomas@bentleyschool.net
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From: R Gordon Piper
To: Griffin, Leroy; Klein, Heather
Cc: chuck bowes; Doug Wong; linda harris; dinah benson
Subject: Bentley School Vegetation Management, Inspection and Compliance
Date: Wednesday, June 08, 2011 8:48:46 AM


Can you advise me who the Inspector was this past year for review of the Bentley
School Maintenance Agreement and review of compliance with the Fire Code and
Bentley's Vegetation Management Plan compliance?  I have found there are
multiple trees that touch, overhang or are within the 10-foot horizontal
distance from tree crown to the structure.  I believe there may also be failure
to limb up some of the trees to 6 feet from the ground as promised in the
Vegetation Management Plan, and a failure to removing dying vegetation and all
leaves from the roof and gutter of school structures.  I was informed by Planner
Heather Klein that the Vegetation Management Plan and Maintenance Agreement for
Bentley were sent this year to the Fire Prevention staff for review, but I can't
tell who reviewed the school's vegetation and why action wasn't taken to ensure
compliance on limbing up and separation as outlined in the Vegetation Management
Plan.


The Bentley School at One Hiller Drive is my immediate neighbor, and I'm
concerned about the apparent lack of compliance with CUP requirements, Fire Code
Vegetation Management Requirements, and requirements of the Bentley School
Vegetation Management Plan and Bentley School Maintenance Agreement with the
City of Oakland.


Compliance with the provisions of the School's Vegetation Management Plan and
Maintenance Agreement are a condition of the Bentley School's Conditional Use
Permit with the City of Oakland, adopted by the City Planning Commission
approximately a year and one-half ago.  It doesn't appear to me that the City,
CEDA or the Fire Department or Fire Prevention staff have effectively monitored
compliance with the Plan or the Fire Code Vegetation Management requirements or
Conditional Use Permit condition #13 in the last year, and I would like to
request in the immediate future as the annual inspections are being done that a
thorough inspection be done at the school and that you ensure that there is
defensible space and compliance with other requirements around the multiple
structures that now have trees and tall shrubs (such as the bouganvilla that
grows over the roof of the walkway next to the office building) too close such
as:  the multi-purpose building, the smaller building immediately south of the
multi-purpose building, the main office building, the library, and some
classrooms at the school.  Bentley also has tall Monterrey pine trees at the
southern edge of its property next to the Firestorm Memorial Garden where the
pine tree limbs are growing into neighboring Coast live oak trees in the public
garden.  There is a dying large Coast live oak tree on the east side of the
school property next to the front curb at the school that the Bentley Gardener
and maintenance staff person have taken no action to remove per the provision of
the Vegetation Management Plan, after the tree's problems were pointed out.


I could send pictures of the vegetation or your inspector can view the
vegetation in person as Fire Inspector Dave Davis did when I met with him
earlier this week.  I don't believe we have identified all of the compliance
problems, and that there will be more found when you do this year's enhanced
inspection.  Your attention to this matter will help in reducing fire risks at
this school and in our community.
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Gordon Piper








From: Susan Piper
To: Kori Thomas
Cc: Klein, Heather; cuphotline
Subject: Re: Official Minutes-March 20, 2014 NLC Meeting
Date: Friday, April 11, 2014 10:26:06 AM


Did you send the minutes to the other members of the NLC? 


By the way, I see from the March traffic report that traffic significantly increased to 265 trips
on the day of monitoring. Do you have any thoughts as to what may have contributed to that
increase? I think the conversation about the regular faculty and staff coming to campus that we
had at the NLC meeting might be relevant to that.


I would like to know what additional steps you plan to take to reduce that number, in addition
to announcements in your newsletter.


Thanks.


Sue Piper


On Fri, Apr 11, 2014 at 8:59 AM, Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net> wrote:
Hello Sue,


We believe that minutes are intended to capture the broad scope of the discussion
and the minutes achieve that goal in our view. You are of course welcome to
provide your perspective and distribute that perspective to others. 


Regards,
Kori


On Wed, Apr 9, 2014 at 12:51 PM, Susan Piper <susangpiper@gmail.com> wrote:
Some corrections:


Traffic;
Mrs. Piper stated the relations with the neighbors is not great and later specified that
Gordon Piper was unhappy.


You left out why and the entire discussion about regular visitors to the campus who are
assumed to be faculty or staff (coaches, music teachers, custodians and gardeners) Please
add "Mrs. Piper requested that Bentley provide a list of all staff coming to the campus on a
regular basis, by title, number of days per week and number of hours, whether on the
official employee list submitted to the City or not, so that the NLC would have accurate,
base-line information to further monitor the school's compliance with the CUP and TDM. 


Note, your TDM states that no employees are to park on Hiller or North Hill Court, At the
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April 7, 2010 Planning Commission Meeting, Commissioner Doug Boxer asked for a
commitment from the school that administrators, faculty, staff--anyone associated with the
school other than parents--would not park on Hiller or North Hill Court, and the school
agreed.So it is critical to have a complete list of anyone designated faculty or staff so that
we can all be on the same page-- otherwise, this will continue to be a sticking point
between the neighbors and the school.


I also requested that you provide a regular report on the number of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
warnings given each month so that the NLC can use that information to monitor the
school's enforcement efforts of the TDM.. Please add that to the minutes.


Mr. Weber and Mrs. Piper acknowledged the traffic challenges at our neighboring 
school and the inequality of standards by which each is held accountable. -- that isn't what
I said. Mr. Weber asked if the school was required to comply with city standards, and I
said that they had to follow the law-- Mr. Weber may feel there is an inequity, t did not
agree to that.


And finally, does this get circulated to the others that are on your current list of NLC
members?  I would think people who could not make the meeting would still want to
know what was discussed. 


I would appreciate your revising the minutes to more accurately reflect the conversation.


Thanks.


Sue Piper


On Wed, Apr 9, 2014 at 12:11 PM, Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net> wrote:
Please find attached the Official Minutes of the Mar 20 NLC Meeting.
-- 
Kind regards,


Kori Thomas 
Assistant to Head of School
Operations & Compliance Coordinator 
Bentley School, 1 Hiller Dr. Oakland, CA 94618
Tel: 510.843.2512 ext. 2462| Fax: 510.843.1139 
kthomas@bentleyschool.net


-- 
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Kind regards,


Kori Thomas 
Assistant to Head of School
Operations & Compliance Coordinator 
Bentley School, 1 Hiller Dr. Oakland, CA 94618
Tel: 510.843.2512 ext. 2462| Fax: 510.843.1139 
kthomas@bentleyschool.net
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From: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
To: Klein, Heather
Cc: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands List; Donna Karch; nadine@prah.net; Linda Harris
Subject: NSHH comments on TDM 1/18/11 draft and NSHH comments on DKS Associates Reports
Date: Thursday, February 03, 2011 4:09:46 PM
Attachments: NSHH comment on DKS2511.pdf


TDM Draft with NSHH comments 2311.doc


Here are out thoughts on the TDM and Reports.   We look forward to talking with you before
the meeting on 2/16.
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Neighbors	  for	  Safety	  in	  Hiller	  Highlands	  
February	  5,	  2011	  



	  
TO:	  	  Heather	  Klein	  
RE:	  	  Bentley	  School	  TDM	  and	  DKS	  Monitoring	  Reports	  
	  
Dear	  Heather:	  
	  
	  
We	  have	  reviewed	  the	  TDM	  Final	  Draft	  dated	  January	  18,	  2011	  and	  all	  of	  the	  DKS	  Associates	  
reports	  through	  January	  14,	  2011.	  	  
	  
Our	  primary	  interest	  is	  in	  getting	  comprehensive	  data	  so	  CUP	  conditions,	  	  especially	  those	  
related	  to	  traffic,	  safety	  	  and	  intensity	  of	  use,	  can	  be	  enforced.	  	  	  	  	  With	  this	  letter	  we	  have	  
attached:	  



• Bentley’s	  final	  draft	  TDM	  dated	  1/18/11	  with	  NSHH	  comments	  in	  blue	  type.	  	  	  	  	  
• Detailed	  comments	  based	  on	  our	  review	  of	  	  the	  DKS	  	  Monitoring	  reports.	  	  	  
• Recommendations	  for	  modifications	  to	  the	  TDM	  and	  monitoring	  reports	  



	  
We	  would	  welcome	  a	  chance	  to	  meet	  with	  you	  about	  the	  TDM	  and	  the	  DKS	  reports.	  Before	  the	  
Planning	  Commission	  Hearing	  on	  February	  16,	  2011	  
	  
Sincerely,	  
Neighbors	  for	  Safety	  in	  Hiller	  Highlands	  
	  
	  
	  



NSHH	  Comments	  on	  DKS	  Associates	  Reports	  
February	  5,	  2011	  



	  
	  Unscheduled	  Campus	  Visits:	  	  The	  December	  10,	  2010	  DKS	  report	  includes	  email	  
correspondence	  between	  DKS	  and	  Bentley	  about	  plans	  for	  November	  19	  observations.	  	  	  	  Has	  
DKS	  notified	  Bentley	  in	  advance	  of	  any	  other	  planned	  observation	  dates.	  	  
	  
COUNTING	  VEHICLE	  TRIPS:	  
	  



• Intensity	  of	  Use	  and	  Neighborhood	  Impact:	  	  The	  Planning	  Commission	  expressed	  
concern	  about	  Bentley’s	  intensity	  of	  use	  and	  its	  “footprint”	  in	  the	  community.	  	  	  
Condition	  14.d.iii	  requires	  the	  TDM	  to	  establish	  how	  the	  city	  can	  determine	  compliance	  
yet	  we	  have	  data	  that	  accounts	  for	  only	  part	  of	  school	  vehicle	  trips.	  Observed	  trip	  data	  
is	  inadequate	  unless	  it	  includes	  all	  vehicle	  trips	  accessing	  the	  campus,	  including	  for	  
parking.	  	  	  DKS	  should	  develop	  monitoring	  methodology	  to	  capture,	  on	  one	  day	  each	  
month,	  all	  of	  the	  elements	  needed	  to	  report	  total	  vehicle	  trips.	  	  Because	  of	  the	  
configuration	  of	  the	  campus,	  this	  might	  require	  an	  additional	  monitor.	  	  	  	  
	  



• Reconciling	  Summary	  Report	  (Table	  1)	  with	  observation	  worksheets.	  	  	  The	  11/11	  
observation	  worksheets	  for	  a.m.	  and	  p.m.	  	  are	  fragmented	  and	  do	  not	  cover	  all	  modes	  











of	  vehicle	  trips	  on	  the	  same	  day.	  	  Some	  days	  include	  cars	  in	  lots	  other	  days	  don’t.	  	  	  This	  
is	  an	  example	  of	  why	  we	  need	  one	  observation	  day	  focused	  on	  Total	  Vehicle	  Trips.	  



	  
• Total	  No.	  of	  Vehicles	  Trips:	  	  	  DKS	  reports	  do	  not	  include	  unobserved	  daily	  attendance.	  	  



DKS	  should	  develop	  methodology	  using	  the	  observed	  data	  to	  determine	  the	  Total	  
Vehicle	  Trips.	  	  	  	  	  



	  
• Table	  1	  shows	  Bentley’s	  vehicle	  trips	  exceed	  the	  limit	  of	  242	  on	  three	  of	  four	  	  days	  	  DKS	  



observed/reported.	  	  	  When	  you	  add	  in	  expected	  vehicle	  trips	  for	  unobserved	  daily	  
attendance	  Bentley	  ‘s	  vehicle	  trips	  are	  significantly	  over	  the	  limit.	  	  Proper	  
notifications	  of	  non-compliance	  and	  enforcement	  should	  begin	  and	  a	  cure	  period	  
initiated.	  	  



	  
• Estimating	  Vehicle	  Trips:	  	  DKS	  percentage	  of	  observed	  daily	  attendance	  varies	  



greatly,	  accounting	  for	  50%	  -‐	  80%	  of	  Bentley’s	  daily	  attendance	  on	  any	  day.	  We	  
understand	  that	  three	  monitors	  cannot	  capture	  all	  of	  the	  vehicle	  trip	  data	  by	  
observation.	  	  	  	  We	  suggest	  that,	  in	  order	  to	  determine	  compliance	  with	  14d,	  the	  
expected	  number	  of	  vehicle	  trips	  for	  the	  unobserved	  daily	  attendance	  should	  be	  added	  
to	  the	  observed	  data.	  	  Estimating	  using	  established	  usage	  patterns	  for	  (carpools,	  SOV	  
trips,	  and	  park	  and	  walk,	  cars	  parked	  on	  campus)	  would	  result	  in	  a	  total	  vehicle	  trips	  
measurement.	  For	  example,	  on	  the	  afternoon	  of	  November	  11,	  197	  staff/students	  
(about50%)	  were	  not	  observed.	  	  	  	  Previous	  observations	  show	  that	  about	  41%	  of	  
observed	  students/staff	  arrive	  by	  SOV.	  	  Thus,	  it	  is	  possible	  to	  estimate	  how	  many	  
additional	  SOV	  cars	  would	  have	  arrived	  when	  you	  account	  for	  the197	  staff	  and	  
students	  who	  weren’t	  observed.	  	  	  	  Likewise,	  estimated	  carpool	  vehicles,	  campus	  
parkers	  and	  park/walk	  vehicles	  could	  be	  added	  to	  determine	  total	  vehicle	  trips.	  	  	  DKS	  
can	  develop	  a	  mathematical	  methodology	  for	  determining	  Total	  Vehicle	  Trips.	  



	  
	  
REPORTING	  FULL	  DAILY	  ATTENDANCE:	  
	  



• Bentley	  is	  permitted	  360	  students	  and	  71	  staff	  .	  	  	  In	  September	  Bentley	  reported	  that	  
they	  enroll	  328	  students	  and	  63	  	  full	  and	  part	  time	  staff	  (total	  391)	  .	  	  	  	  In	  addition,	  
Bentley	  contracts	  with	  others	  for	  specialty	  	  classes,	  coaching,	  daycare	  -‐	  programs	  
which	  are	  part	  of	  the	  school-‐day	  operations.	  	  Bentley	  refers	  to	  these	  people	  as	  vendors.	  	  	  
It	  does	  not	  appear	  that	  Bentley	  has	  included	  their	  vendor-‐staff	  in	  the	  Daily	  Attendance	  
report.	  	  Further	  documentation	  is	  needed	  to	  see	  that	  Daily	  Attendance	  includes	  
students,	  full/part	  time	  staff,	  coaches,	  vendors,	  interns,	  and	  administration	  –	  all	  people	  
involved	  in	  the	  operation	  of	  the	  school.	  	  If	  they	  aren’t	  counted	  as	  attending	  or	  absent	  
and	  aren’t	  observed,	  their	  vehicle	  trips	  would	  not	  be	  accounted	  for.	  	  	  	  	  



	  
• Bentley’s	  reported	  daily	  attendance	  in	  Table	  1	  is	  12%	  -‐	  18%	  lower	  than	  their	  reported	  



enrollment	  and	  staff	  levels.	  	  	  Does	  the	  school	  really	  have	  a	  12-‐18%	  daily	  absentee	  rate?	  	  	  	  
Has	  Bentley	  provided	  a	  second	  trimester	  report	  on	  enrollment	  and	  staff?	  	  If	  these	  
numbers	  have	  gone	  down,	  we	  would	  expect	  to	  see	  a	  reduction	  in	  vehicle	  trips.	  



	  
COUNTING	  VEHICLE	  TRIPS	  TO	  ALL	  ON	  CAMPUS	  PARKING	  SPACES:	  
	  











• Some	  reports	  count	  staff	  cars	  as	  they	  arrive	  but	  do	  not	  count	  all	  cars	  that	  are	  already	  in	  
all	  campus	  parking.	  	  	  Determining	  compliance	  with	  vehicle	  trip	  limits	  requires	  counting	  
all	  vehicles	  parked	  on	  the	  campus	  even	  though	  they	  might	  not	  be	  observed	  at	  8	  a.m.	  	  	  
Campus	  parking	  is	  assigned	  and	  typically	  fully	  occupied	  for	  most	  of	  the	  day.	  	  



	  
• Section	  3.4:	  	  p.	  4	  Condition	  14d	  –	  Observed:	  	  The	  “small	  number	  of	  vehicles”	  



(1/14/11	  DKS	  report)	  parking	  on	  Hiller	  (regardless	  of	  the	  length	  of	  time)	  should	  be	  
included	  in	  DKS	  vehicle	  trip	  counts.	  	  



	  
• Section	  3..1	  p.	  3	  DKS	  doesn’t	  provide	  documentation	  in	  either	  the	  Observation	  Notes	  or	  



in	  this	  report	  on	  where	  staff	  is	  parking.	  	  	  What	  progress	  has	  the	  school	  made	  in	  creating	  
the	  additional	  parking	  described	  in	  the	  TDM?	  
	  



• Staff	  Parking	  at	  Claremont	  Resort:	  	  Does	  DKS	  have	  any	  updated	  information	  on	  
whether	  teachers	  whose	  offices	  were	  permitted	  to	  stay	  on	  the	  Hiller	  campus	  because	  
they	  agreed	  to	  carpool	  and	  park	  in	  the	  Claremont	  	  
	  



BUS	  RIDERSHIP:	  
	  The	  certified	  EIR	  indicates	  that	  Bentley’s	  bus	  ridership	  was	  79	  students	  per	  day.	  	  Bus	  
ridership	  as	  observed	  by	  DKS	  ranges	  from	  just	  30-‐39	  students	  on	  each	  day.	  	  	  Bus	  ridership	  	  
has	  declined	  by	  50%	  in	  spite	  of	  Bentley’s	  initiatives.	  	  DKS	  reports	  should	  include	  historical	  
data	  including	  the	  79	  bus	  rider	  baseline	  in	  evaluating	  the	  effectiveness	  or	  enforcement	  of,	  
Bentley’s	  program	  to	  increase	  bus	  ridership.	  	  	  
	  
Other	  Monitoring	  Report	  Elements:	  
	  
3.5	  Condition	  14e:	  	  DKS	  observed	  several	  occasions	  when	  there	  were	  more	  than	  9	  monitors.	  	  
Two	  of	  those	  were	  on	  a	  date	  when	  Bentley	  was	  holding	  a	  special	  event	  and	  the	  monitoring	  
was	  preannounced	  to	  Bentley.	  	  	  Neighbors	  have	  observed	  and	  reported	  numerous	  occasions	  
when	  fewer	  than	  9	  traffic	  assistants	  were	  in	  place.	  	  	  Unless	  Bentley	  is	  in	  compliance	  on	  vehicle	  
trips	  and	  traffic	  assistants,	  the	  requirements	  for	  assistants	  should	  not	  be	  reduced	  .	  
	  
3.6	  Condition	  14f:	  Neighbors	  have	  observed	  an	  improvement	  in	  the	  use	  of	  flares	  since	  this	  
task	  was	  specifically	  assigned.	  	  
	  
3.11	  Condition	  17:	  	  In	  addition	  to	  preparing	  Bentley’s	  own	  Emergency	  Management	  Plan	  
Condition	  17B	  requires	  the	  preparation	  of	  Emergency	  Preparedness	  for	  Hiller	  Highlands.	  	  	  	  	  
This	  plan	  is	  called	  the	  CORE	  plan	  and	  it	  is	  already	  in	  place.	  	  Neighbors	  in	  all	  associations	  have	  
been	  trained	  for	  aiding	  and	  evacuating	  locally.	  	  Bentley	  doesn’t	  need	  to	  rewrite	  this	  plan	  but	  
they	  DO	  NEED	  TO	  BE	  TRAINED	  FOR	  THE	  SAFETY	  OF	  THE	  SCHOOL	  AND	  THE	  
NEIGHBORHOOD.	  	  	  They	  should	  arrange	  that	  training	  immediately.	  	  
	  
Appendices:	  	  Field	  Observation	  notes	  



• We	  find	  the	  field	  notes	  hard	  to	  reconcile	  with	  the	  reports.	  The	  monitoring	  worksheets	  
should	  be	  simplified	  and	  focus	  on	  collecting	  the	  data	  that	  is	  needed	  for	  the	  
enforcement	  of	  the	  CUP.	  	  	  



• In	  order	  to	  get	  accurate	  vehicle	  trip	  	  counts	  at	  least	  one	  of	  the	  monthly	  observation	  
periods	  needs	  to	  focus	  on	  collecting	  on	  accurate	  count	  of	  all	  vehicles	  accessing	  the	  











campus	  on	  the	  same	  day.	  	  The	  total	  vehicle	  trips	  should	  include	  an	  estimate	  for	  
vehicle	  trips	  for	  full	  the	  daily	  attendance.	  	  



	  
Recommendations:	  
	  



• Observation	  days	  should	  not	  be	  pre-announced	  to	  the	  school.	  	  	  Data	  and	  reports	  
should	  be	  independent	  of	  school	  oversight.	  	  	  Observations	  should	  occur	  on	  different	  
days	  of	  the	  week.	  	  	  Most	  monitoring	  has	  been	  done	  on	  Wednesdays	  when	  Kaiser	  school	  
lets	  out	  early.	  	  	  



• Provide	  one	  comprehensive	  monitoring	  report	  per	  month	  designed	  to	  provide	  
total	  vehicle	  trips	  including	  all	  campus	  access	  points	  on	  the	  same	  day.	  	  Simplify	  the	  
observation	  reporting	  protocol.	  	  	  



• Ensure	  that	  Bentley’s	  report	  of	  daily	  attendance	  includes	  all	  people	  involved	  in	  
the	  school-day	  operations.	  



• Ask	  DKS	  to	  prepare	  a	  TOTAL	  vehicle	  trip	  report,	  using	  estimates,	  based	  on	  school’s	  
vehicle	  trip	  patterns.	  	  	  	  Use	  all	  inclusive	  	  Daily	  Attendance	  numbers.	  	  This	  
comprehensive	  data	  is	  needed	  to	  help	  the	  city	  determine	  Bentley’s	  compliance	  and	  is	  
required	  by	  the	  TDM.	  	  	  	  	  	  



• With	  help	  from	  the	  traffic	  consultants,	  Bentley	  should	  implement	  additional	  
vehicle	  trip	  reduction	  strategies	  to	  ensure	  consistent	  compliance	  or	  face	  
enforcement.	  	  



• We	  note	  that	  DKS	  has	  recommended	  that	  only	  1-‐2	  assistants	  need	  to	  be	  present	  during	  
the	  afternoon	  drop	  off	  operation.	  	  	  We	  believe,	  that	  unless	  Bentley	  demonstrates	  
consistent	  compliance	  with	  vehicle	  trip	  limits	  and	  other	  CUP	  conditions,	  no	  
reductions	  in	  traffic	  assistants	  or	  monitoring	  requirements	  should	  be	  
considered.	  
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Organization of the Transportation Demand Management Program



Parisi Associates Transportation Consulting was retained by the City of Oakland to develop a Transportation Demand Management (TDM) program for Bentley School.  This document details the elements of the TDM program, consistent with the City’s Conditions of Approval for a Conditional Use Permit.  If the document contains any inconsistencies, the Conditions of Approval shall prevail.


The overall goals of Condition of Approval #14, “Parking and Transportation Demand Management”, approved by the City of Oakland’s Planning Commission on October 21, 2009 and amended on April 7, 2010 and July 21, 2010, are to:



1. In the short-term, reduce Single Student Occupant Vehicle trips by student guardians and Single Occupant Vehicle trips by faculty/staff by 25% from the baseline by the beginning of school year 2010.



2. In the long-term, reduce Single Student Occupant Vehicle trips by student guardians and Single Occupant Vehicle trips by faculty/staff by 35% from the baseline by the beginning of school year 2012.



CUP Condition 14d gives the exact Total Vehicle Trip limits as 242vehicle  trips  by fall trimester 2010 and 210 vehicle trips by the fall trimester 2012.   For clarity and completeness, The TDM should include these numbers.  



3. Better manage the available on-site parking spaces.



4. Reduce traffic congestion on Hiller Drive and Tunnel Road.



5. Facilitate the student drop-off and pick-up process to ease traffic congestion and enhance student and driver safety.



6. Track and enforce the traffic rules and the TDM program.



7. Ensure that special events held at Bentley School do not interfere with the livability of the surrounding neighborhood.



8. Promote the City of Oakland’s Transit First policies.



9. Reduce Bentley School’s and the City of Oakland’s carbon footprint.



This TDM program is organized in 11 sections consistent with Condition of Approval #14, “Parking and Transportation Demand Management”:


A. Parking management strategies



B. Drop-off and pick-up process



C. Staggered timeframes for drop-off and pick-up



D. Reduction of vehicles driven



E. Number of persons to assist traffic



F. Use of traffic safety warning devices



G. Transit and carpool subsidy program



H. Independent rule enforcers



I. Special events traffic



J. Memorandum of understanding with Oakland Police Department



K. Ongoing monitoring of recommended conditions



A.  Parking Management Strategies


There are currently 54 off-road designated parking spaces dedicated to faculty and staff.  Twenty-three (23) of these spaces are located in Bentley School’s upper lot located off of Hiller Drive, 21 spaces are located in the lower lot off of Tunnel Road (Berkeley), four spaces (including a dedicated handicap space) are located at the top of the campus driveway, and one space is located adjacent to the auditorium.  There are two parking spaces in the garage adjacent to the Head Master’s House.  In addition, three more spaces are provided at the nearby Claremont Hotel, as part of an agreement with the hotel (see appendix). 



The Appendix is not attached



Based on the current site restraints there is limited available square footage for additional on-site parking.  The areas with parking potential include the Headmaster’s House and the lower parking lot, both locations situated within Berkeley city limits.  


Up to eight designated parking spaces could be added near the Headmaster’s house.  Three spaces could be marked on the existing pavement to the east of the driveway loop.  If the grass area within the driveway loop were paved, an additional five spaces could be provided.  These eight spaces would meet the City of Berkeley’s size dimensions for parking spaces.  Bentley School would likely need to apply to the City of Berkeley for a permit to provide these additional parking spaces.



Is the TDM recommending or requiring that this additional parking be created?    What is the timeline for enforcing?   Reducing vehicle trips should be the school’s highest priority to meet traffic reduction and environmental goals. 


Providing new parking spaces within the lower parking lot would be difficult to achieve given the constraints of the grade and the retaining wall.  Therefore, any additional parking within the lower lot would need to be tandem to existing parking stalls, meaning one vehicle would be parked behind another.  Tandem parking would require a parking management plan.   Between five and eight vehicles parked in tandem could potentially be achieved based on observation.  However, since the provision of tandem parking would require continued use of non-standard parking stalls, potential travel aisle restrictions, and a parking management plan, Bentley School would need to apply to the City of Berkeley for the potential approval of a tandem parking program and to confirm the number of potential tandem spaces.  



What is the timeline for applying and implementing these modifications to the parking plan?



There is currently on-street parking available for 15 vehicles between 8:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. along the west curb of Hiller Drive between Bentley School’s driveway and Tunnel Road adjacent to Firestorm Memorial Garden.  This area is signed “No Parking” between 7:00 a.m. and 8:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. and 3:45 p.m. when it is available for drop-off and pick-up of students.  This is the flat portion of Hiller Drive that does not abut any residences.



ADD:   Bentley staff is prohibited by CUP conditions of approval from parking on Hiller Drive or North and South Hill Court.  



All off-road parking spaces shall be assigned via permit to faculty and staff.  A parking delineation plan shall be prepared by the school, prior to the beginning of each trimester, indicating the assignment of each parking space. This plan shall be submitted to the City of Oakland based on current faculty/staff levels (see appendix).  Preferential parking, i.e., those spaces closest to the school, shall be given to those persons that sign a carpooling or ridesharing agreement.



Bentley School’s Head of School or his/her designee shall assure maximum use of the off-road parking spaces by assigning spaces unused by absent faculty or staff for their substitutes or other faculty or staff.  Each day the Head of School or his/her designee shall notify substitutes or other faculty or staff in advance so that all the parking spaces are occupied.



Monitoring of recommended conditions (see Section K) based in part on Independent Rule Enforcer reports (see Section H) will document Bentley School’s success in maintaining faculty and staff parking demands to levels within the 57 off-road parking spaces. 



Monitoring reports should update  Bentley’s progress in creating additional off road parking at the Headmaster’s residence and in the Berkeley lot.   The number of vehicles using these lots should be shown in the monitoring reports.


B.  Drop-off and Pick-up Process



Bentley School has developed an electronic Traffic and Parking Handbook for use by parents, faculty and staff (see appendix).  Parisi Associates Transportation Consulting reviewed the handbook.  The handbook provides information on the school’s TDM program, including the maximum number of vehicle-trips allowed (see Section D).  It also provides information to encourage trip-making by modes other than the single student occupant vehicle.



The Traffic and Parking Handbook provides detailed step-by-step instructions about student drop-off and pick-up via automobile (e.g., traveling along Hiller Drive, entering the school driveway loop, queuing on Hiller Drive for drop-off/pick-up).  The handbook provides maps, drop-off/pick-up time information, and the school’s traffic rules.  It provides instructions for parking, including for special events.  The handbook provides compliance policies and a parent/employee agreement. 


The roles and responsibilities of those assisting during drop-off and pick-up periods are discussed in Section E.



Bentley School shall update the Traffic and Parking Handbook annually based upon the annual monitoring of recommended conditions (see Section K).



Bentley School shall post the electronic Traffic and Parking Handbook to the school’s website and shall e-mail the handbook to all parents, faculty and staff at the beginning of each school year.  The e-mail shall include an agreement box that the guardian has read the handbook which allows the school and the city to track receipt of the handbook.



Monitoring of recommended conditions (see Section K) based in part on Independent Rule Enforcer reports (see Section H) will document drop-off and pick-up procedures.  If, based on monitoring, it is determined that procedures need to be improved or revised , Bentley School shall modify such procedures and update the Traffic and Parking Handbook based on the Independent Rule Enforcer’s and the City of Oakland’s recommendations within the cure period (see Section K).  Part of the assessment should include documentation of the number and type of infractions and assessed penalties by the school.  The compliance of the rules (reduced infractions) should be associated with improved traffic conditions at the school. 



Documentation showing the type of infractions and assesses penalties by the school should be included in the monitoring reports.



C.  Staggered Timeframes for Drop-off and Pick-up



Bentley School uses staggered bell times to diffuse traffic levels during morning drop-off and afternoon pick-up periods.  These times are coordinated with the non-staggered bell times at nearby Kaiser School.



Bentley School’s morning bell times are 8:20 a.m. for grades 6-8 and 8:25 a.m. for grades K-5.  The school offers child care and activities for all grades starting at 7:30 a.m.  The provision of child care and activities starting at least 50 minutes before the first bell time further reduces peaking traffic levels.  Kaiser School’s morning bell time, for all grade levels K-5, is at 8:45 a.m.


While Bentley School’s staggered morning drop-off timeframes are close together and can result in traffic congestion, the school’s morning traffic is generally dispersed by 8:45 a.m., the time when parent drivers of Kaiser School students start to arrive.  This meets the intent of the condition which is to reduce the spiking of traffic peaks and to spread the traffic out over a longer time period.


On Mondays through Thursdays, Bentley School’s afternoon bell times are 2:40 p.m. for grades K-1, 2:50 p.m. for grades 2-3, 3:15 p.m. for grades 4-5, and 3:30 p.m. for grades 6-8.  On Fridays Bentley School provides earlier dismissal times of 1:00 p.m. for grades K-1, 1:20 p.m. for grades 2-3, 1:40 p.m. for grades 4-5, and 2:15 p.m. for grades 6-8.  Kaiser School’s afternoon bell time is at 3:00 p.m., except on Wednesdays when it is at 1:25 p.m.



Bentley School shall continue operating with two morning and three afternoon staggered bell times and shall continue to coordinate these times with Kaiser School’s bell times at the beginning of each school year.



Bentley School shall continue to offer child care and activities starting at least 50 minutes before the first morning bell.


Monitoring of recommended conditions (see Section K) based in part on Independent Rule Enforcer reports (see Section H) will document Bentley School’s success in maintaining acceptable traffic operations, e.g., acceptable vehicle queuing along Hiller Drive and acceptable level of service at the Tunnel Road intersection.  If, based on monitoring, it is determined that unacceptable traffic operations result, Bentley School shall either further adjust the staggered bell times or decrease vehicle demand through increased TDM efforts (see Section D), or both, within the cure period (see Section K).



D.  Reduction of Vehicles Driven


Baseline Conditions



Bentley School shall reduce the number of single student and single faculty/staff occupant vehicles driven to school during the morning peak period by 25% of 323 (352 students plus 71 faculty and staff, minus 79 students that were taking the bus as noted in the certified EIR and minus the 21 parking spaces in the lower parking lot) by the beginning of the fall trimester 2010 (242 trips total) and by 35% by the beginning of the fall trimester 2012 (210 trips total).  The number of vehicle-trips accessing the school shall be documented by Independent Rule Enforcers (see Section H).


The DKS reports must take account of the full daily attendance in order to determine total vehicles trips accessing the campus.  DKS should develop a methodology to determine Total Vehicle trips from the data they have collected. 



Field monitoring worksheets need to be simplified, and reports and methodology for determining TOTAL VEHICLE TRIPS need to be developed and included in the appendix.


Reduction of Single Student and Single Faculty/Staff Occupant Vehicles Driven



To not exceed the maximum number of vehicle-trips allowed, Bentley School shall employ multiple TDM strategies for faculty, staff and students.  The following are mandatory components to reduce the single student and single faculty/staff occupancy rates:



Carpooling:



· Develop a carpool matching system, each year, based on trip origins using GIS (faculty/staff and students)



· Prepare a annual carpool matching directory (faculty/staff and students)



· Assign preferential faculty/staff parking spaces to those who regularly carpool (faculty/staff)



Transit use:



· Facilitate attainment of and provide free AC Transit bus passes for students (students)



· Provide commuter transit checks to reimburse faculty/staff for transit use (faculty/staff)



· Award “transit bucks” to students who arrive via transit (or carpool, walk or bike) to be used for school purchases (students)



Bentley’s bus ridership is down by more than 50% from the numbers  provided to the Planning Commission in the CUP application.  These incentives have not proven adequate to get students on the buses.   This historical data from the CUP should be part of the historical data trends that the enforcers report.   



Walking and bicycling:



· Award “transit bucks” to students who arrive by foot or bicycle (or carpool or transit) to be used for school purchases (students)



· Apply to join Alameda County’s Safe Routes to School program (see appendix) (students)



· Install additional secure bike racks on campus and monitor use and increase supply as necessary (faculty/students)



Trip planning:



· Develop annual carpool trip plans for those living within 20 miles of the school, including a map showing faculty/staff home location in relation to other faculty/staff within area (faculty/staff)



· Develop annual transit trip plans for those living within 10 miles of the school, including a transit map, information on connecting routes and faculty/staff home location (faculty/staff)



· Develop annual bicycle trip plans for those living within 5 miles of the school, including a map with preferred bicycling routes and faculty/staff home location (faculty/staff)



· Develop annual walking trip plans for those living within 1 mile of the school, including a map with preferred walking routes and faculty/staff home location (faculty/staff)



Education and outreach:



· Establish a fully funded budget for the TDM program and reporting out of results on an annual basis (faculty/staff and students)



· Conduct a transportation survey of the student guardians, faculty and staff modes of travel to the campus (faculty/staff and students)



· Develop a school webpage summarizing the above TDM efforts and update annually (faculty/staff and students)



· Provide e-news correspondence each trimester regarding TDM measures (faculty/staff and students)



· Promote TDM through the school’s Sustainability Leadership Program (students)



· Provide representation at and meet with neighborhood association regularly (faculty/staff and students)



The following are recommended components to reduce the single student and single faculty/staff occupancy rates:



Carpooling:



· Award “transit bucks” to students who arrive in a carpool (or walk, bike or use transit) to be used for school purchases (students)



· Award faculty/staff $5 for each daily carpool (or walk or bike) trip (faculty/staff)



· Hold a “carpool to school” raffle each trimester (faculty/staff)



Transit use:



· Institute buses and/or shuttles for temporary situations such as holidays and kindergarten walk-ups (students)



Walking and bicycling:



· Award faculty/staff $5 for each daily walking or bicycling (or carpool) trip (faculty/staff)



· Advocate for pedestrian and bicycle-related infrastructure improvements in local traffic projects (faculty/staff and students)



Monitoring of mandatory and recommended conditions (see Section K) based in part on Independent Rule Enforcer reports (see Section H) will document Bentley School’s success in reducing single student occupant vehicles to the traffic levels discussed above (the monitoring will also document Bentley School’s success in meeting the travel mode targets).  If, based on monitoring, it is determined that single student occupant vehicle trips are not reduced to the required levels, Bentley School shall increase its TDM efforts related to above strategies within the cure period (see Section K).



This document doesn’t include any “travel mode targets” for bus ridership, walking, riding, cycling or carpooling. The only targets it includes is to remain under the total vehicle trip limit of 242 vehicles in 2010 and 210 by 2012.  


In January 2011 DKS Report, Bentley is shown to exceed its vehicle trip limits on three days out of four.     On other days, reports are below the limit but they only include a percentage of the daily attendance and thus are not reporting Total Vehicle trips accessing the campus.  Reports should include methodology for determining total vehicle trips since that is the only quantified traffic target in the CUP.



In determining Total vehicle trips, DKS requires a daily attendance count.  What is the baseline for daily attendance?  The number of approved enrollment, the number of students and staff reported at the beginning of the year? Or  Any modifications to enrollment or staff during the year?



Presently the school is permitted 360 students and 71 staff.   In September Bentley reported enrolling 328 student and having 63 staff.   In addition, Bentley has a number of “vendors” who they don’t consider staff for parking purposes but who are part of the regular school-day operations.   These people should be included in the attendance count even though they are allowed to park on Hiller Drive.   If they aren’t included in the attendance counts and aren’t observed because they arrive at odd times,  their vehicle trips will be not included 


Bentley School shall provide information for use in the monitoring report on the success of each TDM program element discussed above (e.g., number of AC bus passes provided to students, number of commuter checks issued to faculty and staff).



  DKS should develop a check list that includes all of the elements (there are 25 just in section D).



E.  Number of Persons to Assist Traffic



Bentley School deploys nine people to assist with traffic operations and drop-off and pick-up during school commute periods.  



Bentley School shall continue to deploy nine people, as follows:



· One flag person at school driveway entrance:  The flag person shall position themselves at Hiller Drive at the entrance to the driveway loop.  The flag person will safely meter conflicting northbound and southbound vehicles at the entrance to the loop driveway.  The flag person will prevent U-turns at Hiller Drive at the driveway entrance.  The flag person must wear an approved safety vest at all times and use a handheld stop sign whenever they are positioned in the street.   The flag person shall be an adult and shall receive periodic training from the City of Oakland’s Police Department Traffic Safety Division.



· One traffic assistant within school driveway loop:  The traffic assistant shall be positioned inside the driveway loop and remind drivers that stopping to drop-off/pick-up students or passengers in the loop is not allowed and that they need to continue to the drop-off/pick-up lane on Hiller Drive.  The traffic assistant will also remind students to use the pathway leading around the outside of the loop instead of walking through the parking lot or driveway loop.  The traffic assistant shall be an adult and must wear an approved safety vest at all times.



· One traffic assistant at school driveway exit:  The traffic assistant shall be positioned at the driveway exit and help guide drivers into the drop-off/pick-up lane on Hiller Drive.  The traffic assistant will also remind students to use the pathway leading around the outside of the loop instead of walking through the parking lot or driveway loop.  The traffic assistance will prevent left-turns from the driveway exit onto Hiller Drive during peak drop-off and pick-up periods.  The traffic assistant shall be an adult and must wear an approved safety vest at all times.



· One traffic assistant at front of drop-off/pick-up lane on Hiller Drive:  The traffic assistant shall be positioned on the sidewalk nearest the firestorm memorial and furthest away from the school campus.  The traffic assistant will greet vehicles arriving at the drop-off/pick-up lane by opening vehicle doors and assisting students out of or into the vehicles.  The traffic assistant may also assist students in retrieving their backpacks or other items from the vehicle trunk.  The traffic assistant shall ensure that drivers do not leave their vehicles and that their vehicle is safely put in gear with the parking brake applied while any doors or the trunk are open.  The traffic assistant shall remind drivers to queue their vehicle as close to the next vehicle as is safe to do so, not to linger any longer than needed and to vacate the parking area after students have left or boarded the vehicle with their belongings.  The traffic assistant shall remind drivers to merge into traffic safety and pursuant to the school’s rules.  The traffic assistant will also remind students to use the pathway leading around the outside of the loop instead of walking through the parking lot or driveway loop.  The traffic assistant shall be an adult and must wear an approved safety vest at all times.



· Five traffic assistants at loop, driveway exit and drop-off/pick-up lane:  These traffic assistants may be student members of the School Safety Patrol.  They shall assist and be supervised by the adult traffic assistants in the duties described above, but not replace adults for any of the duties.  These traffic assistants shall be directed to stand in a safe location clear of any vehicular path of travel, especially in the driveway where there is not clear pedestrian and vehicle separation.  All student School Safety Patrol members shall be from upper elementary and middle school grades who are trained using American Automobile Association School Safety Patrol training curriculum and with the assistance of the City of Oakland’s Police Department’s Traffic Safety Division.  All traffic assistants shall wear approved safety vests at all times.



Bentley School shall assure that nine people (including at least four adults) assist with traffic operations and drop-off and pick-up during school commute periods and shall provide two on-call trained substitutes in case any regular personnel are absent.



We were told by Bentley that the OPD was opposed to the use of student traffic assistants for this location.  If so, this paragraph should be revised.  



Traffic assistants shall encourage and remind students, parents, and faculty and staff of the rules included in the Traffic and Parking Handbook when they observe that such rules are not being followed.



Given the small size of the school, the traffic assistants should be able to recognize children and/or parents in their vehicles.  Violations of the school rules observed by the assistants shall be forwarded to the Head of School.  These violations shall be noted in the monitoring log required per Condition of Approval # 24b.  The Head of School shall follow the procedures outlined in the Traffic and Parking Handbook (Condition of Approval #16g). 



The monitoring log report should be included in the DKS reports for determining compliance.



Monitoring of recommended conditions (see Section K) based in part on Independent Rule Enforcer reports (see Section H) will document the performance of the flag person and traffic assistants.  If, based on monitoring, it is determined that the flag person or traffic assistants are not performing the above tasks competently and safely, Bentley School shall retrain or replace the flag person or traffic assistants, within the cure period (see Section K).  Bentley School should also retrain or replace the flag person or traffic assistants based on recommendations provided by the Independent Rule Enforcers immediately following a monitoring evaluation.  If based on long-term monitoring it is determined that less than nine persons are needed to assist traffic by the Independent Rules Enforcer, Bentley School shall be have an option to reduce the number of traffic assistants based on procedures consistent with Condition of Approval #3.



Long term monitoring is a vague time period.   No modifications to reduce the number of traffic assistants or rule enforcers should be considered before the program has been in place for at least two years and the school has been in consistent compliance on all elements of Condition #14  for at least one school year.



F.  Use of Traffic Safety Warning Devices



Bentley School currently deploys “power flare” safety lights, recommended by the City of Oakland’s Police Department, along Hiller Drive during school drop-off and pick-up times.  The school initially used trial power flares issued by the Police Department near the end of the 2008-2009 school year.  At the end of the trail period, the school returned the devices and at the start of the 2009-2010 school year the school purchased eight of its own power flares.



Bentley School shall receive training on the maintenance and installation of the power flares from the City of Oakland’s Police Department’s Traffic Safety Division prior to the beginning of the 2010-2011 school year.  Locations where the power flares are to be situated will be marked on the pavement in accordance with the Traffic Safety Division.  The power flares shall be situated to maintain a travel way along Hiller Drive.  



Bentley School shall maintain the power flares in working order, e.g., keep charged, replace parts, etc. and shall replace when necessary.  All deployed power flares shall be in good working condition. 



Bentley School shall deploy the power flares at least 30 minutes before drop-off and pick-up times and remove them no later than 30 minutes after drop-off and pick-up times.  An adult traffic assistant must place and remove the power flares and be present at all times when the power flares are in use.



Bentley School shall replace or enhance the warning devices with other devices, at the direction and recommendation of the City of Oakland’s Police Department.  The School, may at their own request, ask for other devices to be used instead of the flares.  The School shall submit a description of the new devices, a plan showing where they will be placed, and a report prepared by a qualified traffic consultant addressing the adequacy of the new devices.  These documents shall be submitted to the Planning and Zoning Division, the Transportation Services Division, and the Traffic Safety Division for review and based on procedures consistent with Condition of Approval #3.



Monitoring of recommended conditions (see Section K) based in part on Independent Rule Enforcer reports (see Section H) will document the use and placement of traffic safety warning devices, including the power flare safety lights.  If, based on monitoring, it is determined that the traffic safety warning devices are not properly used or placed , Bentley School shall correct the use of the traffic safety warning devices within the cure period (see Sections H and K).  Bentley School should also remedy the use of traffic safety warning devices based on recommendations provided by the Planning and Zoning Division, the Transportation Services Division, the Traffic Safety Division, and the Independent Rule Enforcers.



G.  Transit and Carpool Subsidy Program



TDM measures related to transit and carpool subsidies are discussed in Section D.



H.  Independent Rule Enforcers


In April 2010 Bentley School, in consultation with the City of Oakland’s Transportation Services Division and Planning and Zoning Division, hired DKS Associates, an Oakland-based transportation planning and engineering firm, to serve as the Independent Rule Enforcers to monitor and report on many of the conditions provided in this TDM program.   Per the Condition of Approval, three Independent Rule Enforcers will conduct the monitoring.



Monitoring shall be conducted once a month while school is in session through the 2011-2012 school year.  The number of monitoring sessions each school year after 2011-2012 will be determined by the City of Oakland’s Transportation Services Division and Planning and Zoning Division based in part of the school’s performance in achieving the objections in the overall TDM program.



The monitoring shall be conducted once a month without advance notification given to the school.  The monitoring shall be conducted on Tuesdays, Wednesdays or Thursdays.  In addition, twice a year monitoring will be conducted on random during a special event that is expected to generate over 75 vehicles (see Section I).  



The Independent Rule Enforcer shall monitor and report on conditions related to the following sections in the TDM program: 



A.  Parking management strategies  



The report should include parking data as well as a report on strategies.  


B.  Drop-off and pick-up process.  



The report should include drop off and pick up data as well as a review on the process



C.  Staggered timeframes for pick-up and drop-off



D.  Reduction in single student occupant vehicles driven   



Item D should specifically refer to vehicle trip limits established in the CUP. A reduction in “student single occupant vehicles driven” is only part of the goal to reduce vehicle trips. There is no baseline for measuring  “reduction in student single occupant vehicles driven”.  



E.  Number of persons to assist traffic



F.  Use of traffic safety warning devices



I.  Special events traffic



The Independent Rule Enforcer shall follow specific instructions for conducting the monitoring and shall complete a comprehensive checklist to document prevailing conditions (see appendix).  The School may request that the number (three) of Rule Enforcers be reduced based on overall compliance with the TDM based on procedures consistent with Condition of Approval #3.  The reports shall be used to prepare an annual TDM review.  See Section K.



Worksheets used by observers are complicated and seem to be used inconsistently by different observers.   The checklist for traffic assistants is pretty straightforward but the checklist for Total Vehicle Trips is not.    The Total Vehicle checklist needs to include data for each/all of these elements on a single day in the month:  




# SOV  & #MOV (plus #occupants) using Hiller driveway and drop off/pick up lane




#SOV  & #MOV (plus# occupants) dropping off or picking up on Tunnel Road




# SOV & MOV (plus occupants) using on campus parking (Hiller Dr., Tunnel Rd, Tunnel lot, Headmaster house and upper Hiller driveway and playground parking.




# SOV & #MOV (plus occupants) parking on Hiller and walking students




# bus riders on three buses:   AC Transit 604, AC Transit 689 and yellow bus




# walkers and bikers



Sometimes monitors collect a fraction of the data that is needed to determine compliance with vehicle  trips   At least one observation period per month should focus  on observing and reporting on all necessary elements to determine Total Vehicles.  Because of campus configuration, this might require additional observers.  


The option for the school to request reduction of enforcers or traffic assistants should not be considered until two full annual cycles of reporting on the approved TDM has occurred (after the 2012 decrease in allowed vehicle trips) and then, only if the school has been in consistent compliance with all of the CUP conditions. 



Sections A, C, D, G, H, and I


Within one week of each monthly monitoring session and special event monitoring session, the Independent Rule Enforcer shall submit the monitoring worksheets.  Within two weeks after each trimester, the Independent Rule Enforcer shall submit a written report summarizing the results of the monitoring sessions during the subject trimester.  The trimester reports shall include recommendations to remedy potential infractions, if appropriate. 



The Independent Rule Enforcer worksheets and trimester reports shall be submitted to the City of Oakland’s Transportation Services Division and Planning and Zoning Division, to the City of Oakland’s Police Department’s Traffic Safety Division, and to Bentley School’s Traffic Coordination Committee.



Add:  and to the Neighborhood Liaison Committee at the same time.   



Sections B, E, F, and J


Section B, E, F, and J directly relate to safety at the school and in the area. For these sections shorter term reporting shall be required to remedy potential safety infractions. 


The Independent Rule Enforcer shall submit the monitoring worksheets within one week of each monthly monitoring session and special event monitoring session.  If the worksheets identify infractions within specific sections related to safety the Independent Rule Enforcer shall also include potential remedies.  



Such measures proposed by the Independent Rule Enforcers or Bentley School must be approved by the City of Oakland prior to implementation.  The City of Oakland shall have one week to review and approve the submitted measures.  Upon City of Oakland approval of enhanced or additional TDM measures, Bentley School shall be given two weeks after the approval to meet the TDM goals. 



The Independent Rule Enforcer worksheets and reports shall be submitted to the City of Oakland’s Transportation Services Division and Planning and Zoning Division, to the City of Oakland’s Police Department’s Traffic Safety Division, and to Bentley School’s Traffic Coordination Committee.


I.  Special Events Traffic



Bentley School currently provides on-site parking for evening and weekend special events.  When special events are predicted to generate over 75 vehicles, Bentley School currently partners with Kaiser School to handle overflow parking.  Bentley School provides instructions to the school community regarding traffic and parking related to special events and notifies neighbors in advance of any special events.



For Events Under 75 Vehicles



Bentley School shall continue to provide on-site parking for evening and weekend special events.  The campus shall be used to provide up to 30 additional on-site parking spaces by using the playground surface as well as the paved area near the Head of School’s residence.  At least two traffic assistants shall direct motorists to these locations, as well as to the general Hiller Drive and Tunnel Road parking lots, as appropriate.  In addition, parking along the flat portion of Hiller Drive between Bentley School’s driveway and Tunnel Road, only, may be used (for approximately 15 vehicles), as appropriate. 



If the event (less than 75 vehicles) cannot be accommodated with these on-site spaces due to school staff parking in these spaces), the school shall partner with Kaiser School to provide overflow parking.  The traffic assistant shall direct traffic up Hiller Drive to Kaiser School, where an additional traffic assistant will direct motorists to a parking space.  A shuttle van or bus shall be made available to transfer visitors from Kaiser School to Bentley School, with a return option following the conclusion of the event.  Visitors will be able to walk between the schools instead of using a shuttle bus or van. School event parking shall not occur above the flat portion of Hiller Drive (above the school’s driveway) other than Kaiser School. 


All traffic assistants shall wear approved safety vests at all times.



For Events Over 75 Vehicles



When special events occur during the day that will generate over 75 vehicles, the school shall make use of alternative off-site parking and employ shuttle services to transfer visitors.  For example, Bentley School could use the Temescal parking area and transfer visitors via school-owned vans with employee drivers or with commercial shuttle services.



For all special events, Bentley School shall deploy two traffic assistants to ensure that visiting motorists are aware of viable parking options and to prohibit motorists from parking along the public streets, on Hiller Drive, in Hiller Highlands, and along Tunnel Road.  



All traffic assistants shall wear approved safety vests at all times.



Event Notification


The school’s Traffic and Parking Handbook (see Section B) shall be updated annually to list all anticipated special events, including those expected to generate over 75 vehicles.  These events currently include “Back to School Night” in September (three evenings), the “Halloween Parade” (generally on October 31), and “Grandparent’s Day” (on the last Friday before Thanksgiving).



For all special events, Bentley School shall issue instructions to the school community regarding its traffic and parking policies in regards to special events.  These instructions shall be included in both the materials announcing the event as well as highlighted on the school’s website.  All communications shall emphasize the need to be respectful of the neighborhood.



All special events shall be placed on the school calendar at least one month before the event.  Parking instructions for the events shall also be posted at the same time.  In addition, Bentley School shall notify 



the Neighborhood Liaison Committee via e-mail and mailing about each special event and parking instructions at least one month prior to the event.  No special events shall be held that have not been published on the school calendar, e-mailed, and mailed to the committee at least one month in advance of the event.  Bentley School will provide a hotline for neighbors to call for information regarding any events.  The hotline will offer numbers for appropriate school staff, Independent Rule Enforcers, and City of Oakland Traffic Safety Division.



Monitoring of recommended conditions (see Section K) based in part on Independent Rule Enforcer reports (see Section H) will document Bentley School’s performance in accommodating special event traffic and parking.  If, based on monitoring, it is determined that unacceptable traffic and parking conditions occur during special events, Bentley School shall improve special event traffic and parking.within the cure period.


J.  Memorandum of Understanding with Oakland Police Department



Bentley School currently has a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the City of Oakland’s Police Department’s Traffic Safety Division (see appendix).  Bentley School shall continue to be in good standing with the MOU.



The MOU covers, in part, the role and responsibility of the flag person (see Section E).  



The City of Oakland’s Police Department’s Safety Division shall retain the right to prepare an addendum to the MOU to include procedures undertaken by the Independent Rule Enforcers (see Section H).



If the MOU is revoked by the City of Oakland’s Police Department’s Traffic Safety Division, no person is authorized to assume the role of the flag person at the school driveway entrance, including a crossing guard, off-duty police officer, etc.
  Without a flag person, it is possible that incoming traffic could back-up along Hiller Drive, potentially impacting traffic operations and safety along Hiller Drive and at the Hiller Drive/Tunnel Road intersection.



Under typical conditions, the maximum vehicle queues turning left into the school driveway rarely exceed 10 vehicles (there is storage capacity along Hiller Drive for up to about 22 vehicles).  Without a flag person it is likely that the queues would be extended, possibly impacting traffic operations and safety (note that it is not possible to reliably estimate the resulting queuing and potential effects using traffic modeling techniques due to variability in traffic demands in each direction along Hiller Drive, in driver’s behavior, and in flagging techniques).  Therefore, if the MOU is revoked, the following procedures shall be followed:



1. Bentley School shall immediately notify the Independent Rule Enforcers and the City Planning and Zoning Division and the Transportation Services Division that the MOU has been revoked and request that the Independent Rule Enforces monitor traffic operations and safety along Hiller Drive for one school week.  The monitoring shall commence as soon as possible and no later than one week after the MOU was revoked.  A monitoring report with conclusions and, if needed, short-term recommendations shall be submitted to the City Planning and Zoning Division and the Transportation Services Division for review one week after the monitoring. Short-term solutions could include the provision of a shuttle bus, or bell time adjustments.



2. If based on the monitoring the Independent Rule Enforcers determine that traffic operations or safety impacts are resulting, Bentley School must immediately institute remedies to address such impacts. Independent Rule Enforcers shall require immediate remedies to address such impacts, The Independent Rule Enforcers shall monitor the effectiveness of the short-term solutions weekly until longer term solutions such as enhancements to transportation demand management strategies described in Section D are recommended and implemented. 



3. The Independent Rule Enforcers shall submit monitoring reports every week until the longer-term remedies are in place, after which, the monthly monitoring reports (see Section K), shall resume and include the effectiveness of remedies to maintain safe traffic operations along Hiller Drive shall be evaluated.



As mentioned previously, the flag person’s role cannot be assumed if the MOU were to be revoked and because Bentley School’s Conditional Use Permit and enrollment increase is based in part on adequate traffic circulation and safety.  Thus, if the MOU were revoked, the flag person dismissed, and the above procedures did not adequately address traffic circulation and safety issues along Hiller Drive, then enrollment reductions would be required to assure acceptable traffic and safety conditions along Hiller Drive.



K.  Ongoing Monitoring of Recommended Conditions


The TDM program requires periodic evaluation to determine how the program is achieving its goals.  The monitoring program is broken into several components including annual reporting, trimester reporting, and enforcement.



Annual Reporting (All Sections)


The Condition of Approval requires that Bentley School prepare an annual TDM Evaluation Report that summarizes the program over the preceding year, intended upcoming changes, and compliance with conditions of the program.  The report will also include any suggested changes to the TDM program, if appropriate.



The report shall include average annual trip mode information, including arrival trips via single occupant vehicles, multi-occupant vehicles, bus, and by walking and bicycling.  The report shall provide a comparison to historical findings.



Vehicle trip counts are only useful if they capture transit usage patterns for the full “daily attendance”.   DKS needs to develop additional reporting methodology to show total Vehicle trips. 



The report shall discuss the success of the various TDM program elements and incentives undertaken by Bentley School, e.g., carpooling, transit use, walking and bicycling, trip planning, and education and outreach (see Section D).



The report shall summarize the results of the Independent Rule Enforcer reports for the year, including implemented traffic remedies.



Bentley School shall submit the annual TDM Evaluation Report to the City of Oakland’s Transportation Services Division and Planning and Zoning Division for review and approval.  Planning staff reserves the right to forward the report on to the full City of Oakland Planning Commission for the Commission’s review and approval.



Trimester Reporting (Sections A, C, D, G, H, and I)


See Section H of this report for trimester reporting from the Independent Rule Enforcers.  The trimester reports shall include recommendations to remedy potential infractions, if appropriate.  Such measures proposed by the Independent Rule Enforcers or Bentley School must be approved by the City of Oakland prior to implementation.  The City of Oakland shall have one week to review and approve the proposed measures.  Upon City of Oakland approval of enhanced or additional TDM measures, Bentley School shall be given one trimester period after the approval to meet the TDM goals.



Short-term Reporting (Sections B, E, F, and J)



Again Section B, E, F, and J directly relate to safety at the school and in the area.  For these sections remedies for potential infractions require shorter term enforcement.  See Section H of this report for short-term reporting from the Independent Rule Enforcers.  The short-term reports shall include recommendations to remedy potential safety issues.  Such measures proposed by the Independent Rule Enforcers or Bentley School must be approved by the City of Oakland prior to implementation.  The City of Oakland shall have one week to review and approve the submitted measures.  Upon City of Oakland approval of enhanced or additional TDM measures, Bentley School shall be given two weeks after the approval to meet the TDM goals.



Enforcement (Sections A, C, D, G, H, and I)


If following one trimester after invoking enhanced or additional TDM measures the school still does not meet its TDM goals based on the Independent Rules Enforcers reports submitted to the City of Oakland, or if the school fails to submit a TDM Evaluation Report,  or if the report does not meet City of Oakland requirements outlined above, the City of Oakland’s Transportation Services Division and Planning and Zoning Division shall commence enforcement procedures including scheduling of a compliance hearing or referral of the matter directly to the City of Oakland Planning Commission for scheduling of a compliance hearing to determine whether Bentley School’s approvals should be revoked, altered, or additional conditions of approval imposed. This could include a permanent reduction in enrollment.



The City of Oakland can also impose penalties on a per infraction fee pursuant to the City’s Master Fee Schedule, based on the observations of city officials, the Oakland Police Department, or the Independent Rules Enforcers. 



In determining whether reduced enrollment or other remedies are appropriate, the City of Oakland shall consider if Bentley School has demonstrated a good faith effort to comply with the TDM program. It will be up to Bentley School to provide evidence to the City of Oakland of good faith efforts for review.



Enforcement (Sections B, E, F, and J)


Two weeks after invoking enhanced or additional TDM measures Bentley School still does not meet its TDM goals based on the Independent Rules Enforcers reports submitted to the City of Oakland, the City of Oakland’s Transportation Services Division and Planning and Zoning Division may refer the matter to the City of Oakland Planning Commission for scheduling of a compliance hearing to determine whether Bentley School’s approvals should be revoked, altered, or additional conditions of approval imposed. This could include a permanent reduction in enrollment.  The City of Oakland can also impose penalties on a per infraction fee pursuant to the City’s Master Fee Schedule based on the observations of city officials, the Oakland Police Department, or the Independent Rules Enforcers.  In determining whether reduced enrollment or other remedies are appropriate, the City of Oakland shall consider if Bentley School has demonstrated a good faith effort to comply with the TDM program.  It will be up to Bentley School to provide evidence to the City of Oakland of good faith efforts for review.



� Based on conversations with Stacey Perry, City of Oakland Traffic Safety Division of the Oakland Police Department, July 2010.
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From: R Gordon Piper
To: Klein, Heather
Subject: Re: Request, Investigation of Apparent CUP Violation
Date: Thursday, March 29, 2012 11:38:27 AM


I would like to chat with you some time, and can be reached at my cell at 910-2969.  I spoke
with the lead monitor from TKS this morning and understand that they have a list of the 
faculty/staff employees for the Lower School with their license plates that were provided by 
the Bentley School.  I understand from the lead monitor that they now only monitor one hour
in the morning during the active dropoff period and one hour in the afternoon during some of
the afternoon pickup activity, so that they will not able to really monitor the parking on Hiller
Drive and North Hill Court that might involve the Bentley School's Lower School and its
faculty/staff for the time periods when much of the extended street parking occurs on Hiller
Drive during school hours.  For example, on Wednesday during the morning I observed 20
vehicles parking for more than 30 minutes and have identifying information on the vehicles
such as license plate numbers.  If you would obtain the list from the TKS monitors of the
faculty/staff from the Lower School with their license plate numbers we might meet and review
whether or not any of the faculty and staff at the Lower School are in violation of the TDM
prohibition for parking more than 30 minutes on Hiller Drive. I identified one individual that
previoously disclosed to me she was a teacher at the Lower School that appeared to violate the
TDM prohibition on Wednesday, and there may be more violations that occurred.  I am
interested in making an informed evaluation of this, and I'm sure you want to ensure the TDM
requirements are being complied with by Bentley Lower School faculty and staff.   You could
also determine if Athletic Director Rob Rafeh is on the list of faculty/staff given to the TKS
monitors by the Bentley School, and this might help in determining his status as a
faculty/staff person and whether he was in violation on Tuesday of the TDM prohibition for
parking more than 30 minutes on Hiller Drive.


I look forward to talking with you about this.  I appreciate your prompt feedback and providing
the lists.
Gordon Piper


From: "Klein, Heather" <HKlein@oaklandnet.com>
To: R Gordon Piper <rgpiper@sbcglobal.net>; "Bondi, James" <JBondi@oaklandnet.com> 
Cc: Arlene Hogan <ahogan@bentleyschool.net>; Wendi Berardi <wberardi@bentleyschool.net>;
"Mudge, Annie" <amudge@coxcastle.com> 
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2012 9:40 AM
Subject: RE: Request, Investigation of Apparent CUP Violation


Gordon,
I do not have a list of the Bentley School staff’s license plates. However, attached is the list of the 71 staff
positions from 2010 that was approved at the April 2010 and the July meeting along with the TDM when
the issue of who is staff and who is a vendor arose. I have asked the School to update the list and ensure
that all of the previous 71 positions on this list are still filled and to ensure compliance with the limit of staff
employed at the lower School.
 
Heather Klein, CGBP, LEED AP
Planner III
City of Oakland
 
250 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, Suite 3315
Oakland, CA 94612
ph: (510) 238-3659
fax:(510) 238-6538
email: hklein@oaklandnet.com
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P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail 


 


From: R Gordon Piper [mailto:rgpiper@sbcglobal.net] 
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2012 9:25 AM
To: Klein, Heather
Subject: Re: Request, Investigation of Apparent CUP Violation
 
I would like to make a Public Records request for the list of Bentley faculty and staff members
and their license plate numbers that I understand the City has.  Can you also clarify for me
how Rob Rafeh is not considered a member of Bentley School 's staff under the previous and
amended Conditions of Approval since his name  appears on the Bentley website as a faculty
and staff member at both the Middle School and the Upper School ?  Who pays the wages or
salary for Mr. Rafeh as Athletic Director, Bentley School or another company?  If Mr. Rafeh works
for another company, what is the name of the company and how long has he worked for that company? 
Is Mr. Rafeh's name on the list of Bentley School faculty and staff with their license plates? Is Mr. Rafeh
one of the Bentlley School 's 71 allowed faculty and staff members?   I appreciate your assistance.


 








From: linda harris
To: Klein, Heather
Subject: Neighbor response to Bentley Appeal Draft
Date: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 4:16:00 PM
Attachments: NSHH Comments on Bentley’s Appeal to City Council DRAFT.pdf


Hello Heather:


A draft of the NSHH response to Bentley's Appeal is attached in PDF format.    We emphasize
this is a draft document.    We believe the Appeal has no merit and have outlined specific
reasons.  If you have any questions about this document please email.  We hope that Bentley
will stop wasting everyone's time and withdraw their appeal.   Bentley has not demonstrated a
good faith effort to comply with the conditions and has delayed the progress of the approval
and enforcement process.  We hope that the Planning Department will proceed with
enforcement of all conditions that are not under appeal including those just approved.  The
deadline for Bentley's application to the City of Berkeley is coming up on April 15.  


The supporting documents are not attached because you have all of them in your file.


Thank you,
Linda Harris
on behalf of NSHH
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NSHH	  Comments	  on	  Bentley’s	  Appeal	  to	  City	  Council	  DRAFT	  
	  
	  



	  
Summary	  of	  NSHH	  Comments	  on	  Bentley’s	  Appeal	  to	  the	  City	  Council	  



	  
1. 	  Bentley’s	  Appeal	  is	  factually	  incorrect:	  
	  
	   Bentley’s	  Project	  for	  expansion	  is	  governed	  by	  two	  separate	  documents:	  
	  



 Conditional	  Use	  Permit	  (CUP)	  with	  Conditions	  of	  Approval	  approved	  in	  2009:	  	  allowed	  
Bentley	  to	  expand	  its	  enrollment	  from	  200	  to	  360	  students	  and	  provides	  specific	  quantified	  
mitigations	  for	  negative	  impacts	  in	  the	  community	  and	  to	  the	  environment.	  



 Transportation	  Demand	  Management	  (TDM)	  plan:	  	  provides	  the	  blueprint	  for	  monitoring	  
CUP	  compliance	  and	  enforcement.	  	  	  The	  CUP	  is	  the	  “law”	  and	  the	  TDM	  is	  the	  “how	  to”	  enforce	  
the	  law.	  	  	  	  Where	  there	  are	  inconsistencies	  in	  the	  two	  documents,	  the	  CUP	  prevails.	  



• Bentley’s	  Appeal	  asserts	  that	  the	  CUP	  was	  modified	  on	  2/16/11.	  	  It	  was	  not.	  	  Only	  the	  TDM	  
language	  was	  clarified	  which	  is	  within	  the	  discretion	  of	  the	  Planning	  Commission.	  	  
	  



2. 	  	  Bentley’s	  Appeal	  is	  factually	  incorrect	  in	  asserting	  that	  notification	  was	  inadequate:	  
	  



o Agenda	  and	  Staff	  Report	  were	  widely	  distributed	  before	  and	  at	  the	  PC	  Hearing.	  
o Staff	  Report	  included	  5	  pages	  of	  discussion	  on	  compliance	  and	  monitoring.	  	  Several	  alternative	  



methods	  of	  monitoring	  were	  discussed	  in	  the	  staff	  report.	  
o Agenda	  included	  stated	  purpose	  	  “…to	  review	  the	  School’s	  Condition	  of	  Approval	  compliance	  



record	  since	  the	  project	  was	  approved…”	  	  
	  



3.	  	  Bentley’s	  Appeal	  fails	  to	  provide	  specific	  evidence	  of	  policies	  or	  documents	  to	  support	  their	  
complaint.	  	  	  	  
	  



o Bentley’s	  Appeal	  alludes	  to	  “planning	  practices”;	  “course	  of	  conduct”;	  	  “supporting	  findings”;	  
and	  “planning	  documents”	  but	  cites	  no	  specific	  references	  to	  support	  their	  Appeal.	  	  	  	  



	  
4.	  Bentley’s	  Appeal	  fails	  to	  provide	  evidence	  that	  the	  Planning	  Commission’s	  clarification	  of	  
language	  in	  the	  TDM	  is	  an	  error	  of	  abuse	  or	  discretion.	  	  	  	  	  
	  



o Previously	  approved	  TDM	  Section	  K	  requires	  periodic	  monitoring	  and	  evaluation	  “to	  determine	  
how	  the	  program	  is	  achieving	  its	  goals”.	  	  	  	  	  



o Section	  K	  allows	  for	  Rule	  Enforcers,	  Planning	  Department	  and	  Planning	  Commission	  to	  
recommend	  changes	  in	  the	  TDM	  to	  achieve	  CUP	  goals.	  



o Section	  K	  provides	  discretion	  for	  the	  Planning	  Department	  and	  Planning	  Commission	  to	  review	  
and	  approve	  recommendations	  based	  on	  monitoring	  reports.	  



	  
Bentley’s	  Appeal	  is	  without	  merit	  and	  should	  be	  denied.	  	  	  Bentley	  should	  stop	  delaying	  compliance	  
with	  the	  CUP	  and	  live	  up	  to	  the	  responsibilities	  they	  agreed	  to	  when	  they	  accepted	  the	  City’s	  approval	  
of	  the	  2009	  CUP	  with	  Conditions.	  











	  



	  
NSHH	  Comments	  on	  Bentley’s	  Appeal	  to	  City	  Council	  DRAFT	  
	  
	  



	  
NSHH	  line-‐by-‐line	  Comments	  on	  Bentley’s	  Appeal	  to	  the	  City	  Council	  dated	  2/28/11	  



(Bentley	  Appeal	  letter	  in	  Black,	  NSHH	  comments	  in	  Blue)	  
	  



APPEAL:	  	  	  
This	  letter	  is	  submitted	  in	  support	  of	  Bentley	  School’s	  appeal	  of	  the	  Decision	  of	  the	  Planning	  
Commission	  on	  February	  16,	  2011.	  
	  
PLANNING	  COMMISSION	  RECONSIDERSATION	  
	  
In	  the	  alternative,	  Bentley	  School	  hereby	  requests	  that	  the	  Planning	  Commission	  reconsider	  the	  action	  
taken	  at	  the	  February	  16,	  2011	  meeting	  for	  the	  reasons	  set	  forth	  herein.	  
	  
BASIS	  FOR	  APPEAL/RECONSIDERATION	  
	  
Improper	  Notice	  for	  Action	  Taken	  
	  
The	  Notice	  of	  the	  Hearing	  (“Notice”)	  stated	  that	  the	  hearing	  was	  to	  “review	  and	  approve	  the	  final	  two	  
section	  (sic)	  of	  the	  Transportation	  and	  Demand	  Management	  (TDM)	  Program…for	  Bentley	  School,	  
including	  and	  limited	  to	  :	  	  2)	  A	  portion	  of	  Section	  A	  related	  to	  additional	  onsite	  parking	  spaces,	  and	  b)	  
A	  portion	  of	  Section	  J	  related	  to	  an	  alternative	  to	  the	  Memorandum	  of	  Understanding	  (MOU)	  with	  the	  
Police	  Department.”	  
	  



	  There	  is	  no	  basis	  for	  this	  Appeal	  because	  in	  addition	  to	  the	  two	  items	  the	  Appeal	  
mentions,	  the	  agenda	  also	  stated	  that	  the	  purpose	  of	  the	  hearing	  was:	  



	  
“…to	  review	  the	  School’s	  Condition	  of	  Approval	  compliance	  record	  since	  the	  
project	  was	  approved	  by	  the	  Planning	  Commission	  on	  October	  21,	  2009”	  



	  
The	  Staff	  Report	  and	  Agenda,	  dated	  2/16/11,	  were	  available	  in	  advance	  to	  interested	  
parties	  and	  were	  also	  available	  at	  the	  meeting.	  	  The	  Staff	  Report	  includes	  a	  5-page	  
discussion	  of	  Bentley’s	  overall	  compliance	  including	  alternative	  monitors	  methods.	  	  It	  
also	  includes	  an	  official	  notification	  that	  Bentley	  is	  not	  compliant	  with	  vehicle	  trip	  limits,	  
and	  is	  inconsistently	  compliant	  with	  other	  conditions.	  	  	  
	  
Bentley	  is	  on	  the	  distribution	  list	  of	  interested	  parties	  for	  these	  announcements	  so	  it	  is	  
inconceivable	  that	  they	  had	  no	  notice	  that	  “the	  enlarging	  of	  time	  or	  changing	  of	  trip	  
count	  methodology”	  would	  be	  discussed.	  	  Other	  interested	  parties,	  including	  neighbors	  
and	  DKS,	  the	  Traffic	  Engineers	  hired	  by	  Bentley,	  were	  prepared	  with	  notes	  and	  questions	  
on	  these	  issues	  because	  they	  read	  the	  agenda	  and	  staff	  report.	  	  See	  Staff	  Report	  p.	  5-10.	  	  	  
	  
There	  is	  no	  basis	  for	  an	  Appeal	  on	  the	  grounds	  of	  improper	  notification.	  
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Although	  the	  Notice	  was,	  by	  its	  terms,	  limited	  to	  two	  specified	  matters,	  the	  Commission	  adopted	  a	  
draconian	  reduction	  in	  the	  number	  of	  allowable	  trips	  by	  enlarging	  the	  time	  for	  the	  traffic	  counts	  to	  be	  
made	  beyond	  the	  adopted	  practice	  of	  tracking	  “peak	  period”	  counts	  and	  applying	  limits	  to	  those	  
counts	  only.	  	  Bentley	  School	  had	  no	  notice	  the	  enlarging	  of	  time	  or	  changing	  of	  trip	  count	  methodology	  
would	  be	  discussed,	  considered,	  or	  modified.	  	  
	  



There	  is	  no	  basis	  for	  an	  appeal	  on	  Improper	  Action	  taken	  because	  the	  Planning	  
Commission	  did	  not	  take	  the	  action	  the	  Appeal	  describes	  as	  draconian.	  	  	  
	  
The	  Commission’s	  decision	  does	  not	  reduce	  Total	  Vehicle	  Trip	  limits	  	  (allowed	  trips)	  
established	  in	  CUP	  Condition	  14d,	  nor	  in	  the	  TDM,	  as	  the	  Appeal	  states.	  Bentley	  is	  
allowed	  242	  total	  vehicle	  trips	  under	  both	  documents	  and	  that	  was	  not	  changed	  by	  the	  
2/16/11	  decision.	  	  
	  
The	  Planning	  Commission	  did	  not	  “enlarge	  time”	  or	  “change	  trip	  count	  methodology”	  
because	  neither	  the	  CUP,	  nor	  the	  TDM,	  specified	  monitoring	  periods.	  	  	  The	  Planning	  
Commission	  simply	  clarified	  that	  vehicle	  trips	  should	  be	  counted	  from	  7:15-	  8:45	  a.m	  
and	  2-5	  p.m..	  	  	  This	  clarification	  was	  provided	  to	  DKS	  so	  their	  reports	  would	  meet	  the	  
TDM	  requirement	  to	  “document	  total	  vehicle	  trips”.	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
Bentley	  fails	  to	  define	  peak	  period	  monitoring	  and	  provides	  no	  evidence	  that	  peak	  
period	  monitoring,as	  they	  might	  imagine	  it,	  would	  support	  the	  CUP	  Conditions	  and	  TDM	  
goals.	  	  
	  
There	  is	  no	  language	  in	  the	  CUP	  or	  TDM	  that	  prescribes	  “an	  adopted	  practice”	  of	  how	  to	  
count	  total	  vehicle	  trips.	  	  Bentley’s	  Appeal	  fails	  to	  provide	  reference	  to	  any	  such	  adopted	  
practices.	  	  	  
	  
In	  prior	  hearings	  the	  Planning	  Commission	  spent	  a	  great	  deal	  of	  time	  discussing	  
Bentley’s	  CUP	  application,	  their	  long	  history	  of	  noncompliance	  and	  the	  school’s	  
disregard	  for	  planning	  procedures	  when	  they	  expanded	  from	  200	  students	  to	  360	  
students	  without	  Planning	  approval.	  	  	  The	  Commissioners	  reviewed	  information	  in	  the	  
EIR	  as	  well	  as	  information	  submitted	  by	  the	  community	  and	  the	  school.	  	  	  Intensity	  of	  use	  
was	  an	  important	  part	  of	  the	  discussion	  because	  the	  project	  is	  out	  of	  scale	  with	  its	  small	  
land	  parcel	  and	  has	  a	  high	  building	  occupancy	  and	  high	  intensity	  of	  use	  in	  the	  
neighborhood.	  
	  
	  To	  address	  the	  concerns	  about	  intensity	  of	  use	  and	  impact,	  the	  Planning	  Commission	  
(PC)	  adopted	  specific	  related	  goals	  and	  other	  broader	  goals	  when	  granting	  Bentley’s	  	  CUP	  	  
(see	  goals	  sheet).	  	  Then	  they	  wrote	  conditions	  that	  would	  meet	  those	  goals	  (Conditions	  of	  
Approval).	  	  	  In	  accordance	  with	  those	  goals	  and	  conditions,	  a	  Traffic	  Demand	  
Management	  (TDM)	  plan	  was	  written	  to	  implement	  compliance	  with,	  and	  enforcement	  
of,	  these	  conditions.	  	  	  The	  TDM	  also	  states	  “if	  the	  document	  (TDM)	  contains	  any	  
inconsistencies,	  the	  Conditions	  of	  Approval	  shall	  prevail.”	  
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Bentley	  submitted	  no	  substantial	  evidence	  that	  the	  Planning	  Commission’s	  decision	  on	  
monitoring	  periods	  was	  either	  an	  error	  or	  abuse	  of	  discretion.	  	  	  In	  fact	  Bentley’s	  
unsupported	  assertions	  are	  contradicted	  by	  supporting	  evidence	  provided	  herein.	  	  See:	  	  
Agenda,	  Staff	  Report,	  CUP	  condition	  14d,	  CUP	  &	  TDM	  goals,	  Planning	  Commission	  
Meeting	  transcript	  2/16/11.	  
	  



• 	  Planning	  Commission’s	  clarification	  of	  language	  in	  the	  TDM	  is	  consistent	  with	  the	  
goals	  of	  the	  CUP	  and	  the	  TDM	  and	  TDM	  Section	  K	  gives	  Planning	  Commission	  
discretion	  to	  modify	  the	  TDM	  to	  meet	  goals	  of	  the	  CUP.	  



• Required	  notifications	  were	  given.	  	  	  DKS,	  the	  traffic	  consultants,	  attended	  the	  PC	  
hearing	  to	  ask	  the	  PC	  to	  clarify	  monitoring	  hours.	  Neighbors	  spoke	  on	  the	  need	  to	  
improve	  monitoring	  methods	  to	  accurately	  report	  total	  vehicle	  trips.	  	  	  



• Bentley	  should	  have	  been	  equally	  prepared.	  
	  



Improper	  Action	  Taken	  
	  
The	  draconian	  reduction	  of	  allowable	  trips	  was	  done	  without	  any	  supporting	  finding	  and	  without	  any	  
basis	  in	  the	  planning	  documents	  including	  the	  environmental	  analysis.	  	  Moreover,	  it	  constitutes	  a	  
substantial	  modification	  of	  the	  existing	  conditional	  use	  permit	  granted	  to	  the	  Bentley	  School	  as	  
modified	  and	  approved	  by	  the	  Planning	  Commission	  on	  October	  21,	  2009.	  	  The	  approval	  and	  all	  
actions	  taken	  since	  the	  approval	  established	  and	  implemented	  the	  measuring	  of	  trips	  based	  on	  peak	  
period	  traffic	  only	  and	  did	  not	  limit	  non-‐peak	  period	  traffic.	  	  Peak	  period	  traffic	  occurs	  at	  morning	  
drop-‐off	  and,	  to	  a	  lesser	  degree,	  afternoon	  pick-‐up.	  	  Non-‐peak	  traffic	  is	  minimal	  and	  is	  spread	  over	  a	  
larger	  period	  of	  time,	  but	  including	  these	  trips	  in	  the	  total	  trip	  limit	  is	  unprecedented	  and	  unnecessary	  
for	  purposes	  of	  limiting	  impacts.	  
	  



Bentley	  provides	  no	  references	  to	  ‘the	  supporting	  findings’	  they	  believe	  disallow	  the	  
Planning	  Commission’s	  decision	  on	  2/16/11.	  	  An	  environmental	  analysis	  was	  reviewed	  
extensively	  during	  the	  CUP	  review,	  as	  were	  many	  planning	  documents.	  	  What	  additional	  
documents	  does	  Bentley	  want	  Planning	  Staff	  and	  Commission	  to	  review?	  	  	  This	  process	  
has	  gone	  on	  for	  seven	  years	  and	  has	  involved	  an	  inordinate	  amount	  of	  staff	  and	  
commission	  time.	  	  	  This	  is	  a	  false	  and	  delaying	  argument	  and	  should	  be	  dismissed.	  	  
	  
The	  Planning	  Commission’s	  clarification	  of	  language	  in	  the	  TDM	  was	  not	  draconian	  and	  
did	  not	  reduce	  allowable	  trips	  –	  242	  are	  still	  allowed	  as	  stated	  in	  the	  CUP.	  TDM	  Section	  K	  
gives	  the	  Planning	  Commission	  this	  discretion.	  
	  
The	  Commission	  reviewed	  DKS	  Monitoring	  reports	  between	  September	  2010	  and	  
January	  2011.	  	  	  The	  reports	  showed	  that	  the	  hours	  used	  for	  monitoring	  vehicles	  (7:15	  -
8:30a.m.	  and	  2:30	  –	  4:00	  p.m.)	  were	  insufficient	  for	  documenting	  TOTAL	  VEHICLE	  TRIPS	  
as	  required	  by	  the	  CUP	  and	  TDM.	  	  DKS	  asked	  for	  guidance	  on	  the	  length	  of	  monitoring	  
times	  and	  Neighbors	  asked	  for	  longer	  periods	  to	  ensure	  the	  counts	  reported	  total	  vehicle	  
trips.	  	  	  	  	  
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Initial	  DKS	  reports	  provided	  data	  collected	  over	  a	  2	  hours	  and	  45	  minute	  period	  but	  did	  
not	  capture	  adequate	  data	  during	  this	  period	  to	  document	  total	  vehicle	  trips.	  	  The	  
Planning	  Commission	  found	  that	  counting	  a	  higher	  percentage	  of	  daily	  attendance	  would	  
be	  necessary	  to	  document	  Total	  Vehicle	  Trips	  	  (CUP	  Condition	  14d).	  	  Neighbors	  
suggested	  that	  it	  was	  impractical	  to	  monitor	  for	  all	  of	  the	  eleven-hour	  school	  day	  but	  that	  
using	  somewhat	  longer	  periods,	  could	  improve	  the	  accuracy	  of	  DKS	  documenting	  of	  Total	  
Vehicle	  Trips.	  	  	  	  	  The	  Planning	  Commission	  discussed	  monitoring	  periods	  with	  input	  from	  
DKS	  and	  neighbors	  and	  clarified	  monitoring	  hours	  that	  could	  provide	  a	  more	  accurate	  
report	  even	  though	  it	  wouldn’t	  count	  all	  vehicles.	  	  	  	  Thus,	  the	  Commissioners	  approved	  a	  
monitoring	  period	  of	  4.5	  hours	  (1	  hour	  45	  minutes	  longer	  than	  recent	  reports)	  and	  once	  
per	  trimester	  5.5	  hours	  including	  morning	  and	  afternoon	  hours.	  (DKS	  had	  been	  
monitoring	  for	  2	  hours	  and	  45	  minutes).	  	  	  	  	  By	  specifying	  these	  time	  periods,	  the	  Planning	  
Commission	  expects	  that	  DKS	  reports	  will	  adequately	  document	  total	  vehicle	  trips	  for	  
measuring	  compliance.	  	  	  Neighbors	  agreed	  to	  this	  compromise	  on	  monitoring	  periods.	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
The	  CUP	  and	  TDM	  require	  that	  	  “the	  number	  of	  vehicle	  trips	  accessing	  the	  school	  shall	  be	  
documented	  by	  the	  Independent	  Rule	  enforcers”.	  	  Further,	  CUP	  Condition	  14d	  limits	  
“total	  vehicle	  trips	  to	  242	  in	  2010	  and	  210	  total	  vehicle	  trips	  total	  in	  2012.	  	  Neither	  
document	  describes	  exactly	  how	  or	  when	  the	  Rule	  Enforcers	  are	  to	  gather	  data	  to	  
document	  TOTAL	  VEHICLE	  TRIPS.	  
	  
The	  Appeal	  incorrectly	  states	  that	  the	  Planning	  Commission’s	  clarification	  of	  TDM	  
language	  is	  a	  substantial	  modification	  to	  the	  CUP.	  	  The	  language	  was	  clarified	  only	  in	  the	  
TDM	  (not	  the	  CUP).	  	  The	  TDM	  is	  subordinate	  to	  the	  CUP	  and	  lays	  out	  methodology	  for	  
measuring	  compliance	  and	  for	  enforcement	  of	  some	  of	  the	  CUP	  conditions.	  	  	  Bentley’s	  
appeal	  confuses	  the	  two	  documents.	  	  Section	  K	  in	  the	  TDM	  gives	  discretion	  to	  the	  
Planning	  Commission	  to	  modify	  the	  TDM	  methods	  in	  order	  to	  meet	  CUP	  goals.	  
	  
Bentley’s	  Appeal	  itself	  seems	  to	  be	  arguing	  that	  because	  the	  school	  has	  been	  
unsuccessful	  in	  reducing	  the	  number	  of	  vehicles	  accessing	  the	  school	  (see	  notification	  of	  
noncompliance)	  the	  method	  for	  counting	  vehicles	  should	  be	  limited	  narrowly	  to	  a	  peak	  
time,	  which	  Bentley	  does	  not	  define.	  	  Counting	  a	  small	  portion	  of	  school	  related	  vehicle	  
trips	  would	  violate	  the	  CUP	  Conditions	  of	  Approval	  and	  would	  represent	  a	  substantial	  
lowering	  of	  the	  bar	  for	  compliance	  with	  the	  CUP	  and	  fail	  to	  meet	  the	  goals	  of	  the	  CUP	  and	  
TDM.	  
	  
TDM	  Section	  K:	  specifically	  allows	  for	  evaluations	  to	  “determine	  how	  the	  program	  is	  
achieving	  its	  goals.”	  The	  TDM	  review	  process	  allows	  for	  “modifications	  or	  enhanced	  or	  
additional	  TDM	  measures”.	  	  	  This	  section	  of	  the	  TDM	  has	  been	  approved	  and	  is	  not	  under	  
appeal.	  	  	  The	  Planning	  Commission’s	  clarification	  of	  language	  in	  the	  TDM	  was	  an	  
appropriate	  use	  of	  its	  discretion.	  	  
	  
The	  Planning	  Commission	  determined,	  based	  on	  evidence	  presented	  to	  them	  during	  the	  
CUP	  review,	  that	  setting	  specific,	  measurable	  and	  enforceable	  limits	  on	  traffic	  and	  hours	  
of	  operations	  was	  the	  best	  way	  to	  limit	  impacts	  in	  the	  community.	  	  Because	  of	  Bentley’s	  
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long	  history	  of	  violating	  Planning	  Procedures	  and	  their	  CUP,	  neighbors	  argued	  for	  a	  CUP	  
with	  “teeth”	  and	  in	  2009,	  the	  Planning	  Commission	  approved	  Bentley’s	  CUP	  with	  several	  
conditions	  with	  specific	  limits.	  	  Bentley	  accepted	  the	  CUP	  allowing	  them	  to	  expand	  their	  
school	  from	  200	  to	  360	  students.	  	  Now	  they	  do	  not	  want	  to	  accept	  the	  responsibilities	  
that	  they	  also	  accepted	  with	  the	  CUP	  –	  to	  reduce	  vehicle	  trips	  to	  242	  in	  2010	  and	  210	  in	  
2012.	  	  Planning	  Staff,	  Planning	  Commission	  and	  Neighbors	  have	  invested	  many	  hours	  
and	  resources	  making	  compromises	  and	  sculpting	  documents	  that	  meet	  the	  needs	  of	  the	  
school	  and	  protect	  the	  neighborhood	  and	  environment.	  Since	  the	  CUP	  approval	  in	  2009	  
Bentley	  has	  requested	  two	  substantial	  modifications	  to	  the	  CUP,	  which	  were	  approved	  
with	  compromises	  by	  neighbors.	  	  	  	  This	  Appeal	  is	  another	  attempt	  to	  lower	  the	  bar	  for	  
compliance	  and	  take	  “the	  teeth”	  out	  of	  the	  CUP.	  	  
	  



	  
The	  measuring	  of	  peak	  period	  traffic	  is	  consistent	  with	  all	  planning	  practices.	  	  Enlarging	  time	  for	  traffic	  
counts	  and	  limits	  is	  unprecedented	  and	  contrary	  to	  planning	  practices.	  
	  



It	  is	  true,	  studies	  done	  for	  the	  EIR,	  counted	  peak	  period	  traffic.	  	  	  However,	  the	  Planning	  
Commission	  was	  not	  writing	  language	  for	  a	  standard	  traffic	  study	  but	  writing	  specific	  
rules,	  including	  vehicle	  limits,	  as	  mitigations	  for	  negative	  impacts	  of	  the	  project.	  	  Bentley	  
accepted	  the	  CUP	  including	  all	  of	  the	  conditions.	  	  
	  
Bentley	  has	  not	  shown	  what	  “planning	  practices”	  it	  believes	  support	  their	  argument	  or	  
why	  the	  Planning	  Commission’s	  clarification	  of	  the	  TDM	  language	  is	  contrary	  to	  planning	  
practices	  or	  how	  the	  Planning	  Commission’s	  decision	  is	  “unprecedented.”	  	  	  Where	  are	  the	  
citations	  to	  “planning	  practices”	  	  to	  support	  this	  claim?	  
	  
The	  Planning	  Commission,	  under	  TDM	  Condition	  K,	  is	  allowed	  discretion	  to	  add	  or	  make	  
modifications	  to	  the	  TDM.	  	  	  	  	  



	  
The	  measuring	  of	  traffic	  counts	  during	  perk	  periods	  only	  against	  the	  limits	  adopted	  pursuant	  to	  the	  
October	  21,	  2009	  approval	  has	  been	  the	  practice	  of	  the	  city	  and	  all	  interested	  parties	  during	  the	  
implementation	  of	  the	  approved	  modified	  use	  permit.	  	  The	  course	  of	  conduct	  for	  implementing	  and	  
monitoring	  the	  conditions	  of	  approval	  establish	  that	  peak	  period	  traffic	  counts	  were	  subject	  to	  limits	  
and	  not	  the	  enlarged	  time	  adopted	  by	  the	  commission	  on	  February	  16,	  2011.	  	  	  
	  



• The	  CUP	  adopted	  in	  2009,	  set	  a	  limit	  of	  242	  Total	  Vehicle	  Trips.	  	  	  
• The	  clarification	  of	  TDM	  language	  doesn’t	  modify	  CUP	  vehicle	  trip	  limits.	  	  	  	  	  
• The	  CUP	  does	  not	  describe	  or	  limit	  traffic	  monitoring	  periods.	  
• The	  Planning	  Commission	  specifically	  corrected	  the	  TDM	  language,	  taking	  out	  



reference	  to	  “peak	  period”	  because	  it	  was	  inconsistent	  with	  the	  approved	  CUP,	  
which	  takes	  precedence	  over	  the	  TDM	  	  



• Planner,	  Heather	  Klein,	  identified	  a	  reference	  to	  “peak	  period”	  in	  the	  TDM	  draft	  as	  
an	  error.	  	  The	  Approval	  letter	  reflects	  this	  correction.	  



	  











	  



	  
NSHH	  Comments	  on	  Bentley’s	  Appeal	  to	  City	  Council	  DRAFT	  
	  
	  



At	  its	  2/16/11	  meeting,	  the	  Planning	  Commission	  clarified	  the	  length	  of	  time	  for	  
monitoring	  because	  the	  first	  few	  DKS	  reports	  captured	  a	  low	  percentage	  of	  the	  school’s	  
daily	  attendance.	  	  	  Commissioners	  believe	  that	  longer	  monitoring	  periods	  will	  enable	  the	  
rule	  enforcers	  to	  more	  accurately	  ‘document	  total	  trips	  accessing	  the	  school’.	  	  	  	  The	  
Planning	  Commission	  wrote	  this	  limit	  to	  achieve	  its	  broad	  goals	  stated	  in	  the	  hearings	  
and	  in	  the	  CUP	  document	  to	  improve	  safety,	  reduce	  carbon	  footprint	  and	  intensity	  of	  use	  
in	  the	  neighborhood.	  They	  quantified	  the	  condition	  so	  it	  could	  be	  enforced.	  
	  
The	  only	  way	  to	  monitor	  and	  enforce	  TOTAL	  VEHICLE	  TRIPS	  accessing	  the	  campus	  is	  to	  
use	  monitoring	  methods	  that,	  to	  the	  best	  extent	  possible,	  count	  total	  trips	  to	  and	  from	  
the	  campus.	  	  To	  be	  completely	  accurate,	  monitors	  would	  observe	  a	  full	  11-hour	  school	  
day	  but	  staff	  and	  neighbors	  concur	  that	  is	  impractical.	  	  If	  it	  is	  true	  that	  nearly	  all	  school	  
related	  vehicle	  trips	  arrive	  in	  narrowly	  defined	  peak	  periods	  then	  observing	  longer	  
periods	  will	  simply	  validate	  that	  argument.	  	  It	  seems,	  however,	  that	  Bentley	  really	  
believes	  using	  a	  longer	  period	  to	  count	  will	  be	  “draconian”	  because	  it	  will	  show	  that	  they	  
exceed	  total	  vehicle	  trip	  limits	  and	  will	  have	  to	  take	  steps	  to	  reduce	  school	  related	  traffic	  
to	  comply	  with	  the	  CUP.	  
	  
Bentley	  provides	  no	  documents	  or	  evidence	  to	  support	  their	  assertion	  that	  “course	  of	  
conduct”	  for	  monitoring	  or	  enforcing	  the	  CUP	  was	  subject	  to	  limits	  of	  narrowly	  defined	  
“peak	  periods.”	  	  The	  term	  “peak	  period”	  could	  have	  many	  interpretations	  and	  was	  not	  
used	  in	  the	  CUP	  or	  the	  TDM.	  	  	  	  	  
	  
Bentley’s	  recalcitrant	  Appeal	  on	  this	  minor	  point	  delays	  completion	  of	  project	  approvals	  
and	  abuses	  the	  public	  process.	  	  City	  Council	  should	  deny	  this	  appeal	  and	  order	  the	  
project	  to	  go	  under	  compliance	  review	  and	  enforcement	  without	  further	  delay.	  
	  
Submitted	  by	  Neighbors	  for	  Safety	  in	  Hiller	  Highlands	  (NSHH)	  
Neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com	  
	  
Attachments:	  
Agenda	  and	  Staff	  Report	  1/16/11	  
CUP	  14d	  
TDM	  goals	  page	  
Full	  TDM	  plan	  
Planning	  Commission	  Hearing	  2/16/11	  record	  



	  
	  



	  













From: Nadine Prah
To: Klein, Heather; NSHH
Cc: Piper Susan; Harris Linda; Karch Donna; Prah Nadine
Subject: Bentley School meeting, 09/22/16
Date: Saturday, September 24, 2016 7:55:16 AM


Heather,


I attended Thursday's meeting.  As I recall from past experience, Bentley's recollection of our
meetings are often different than the neighbors' recollection.  So, here are my notes from the
meeting.


Regards,


Nadine


Meeting was called to order at 7:03
 
Representing Bentley:  Milt Capsimalis, Alex Kopelevich, Carol Swainson,
Cydnee Taylor and Wendi Berardi
Representing the neighborhood:  Donna Karch and Nadine Prah
Other attendee:  Howard Matis
 
1.  Distribute Calendar of Events:  A calendar of events through October
31 was distributed. Nadine Prah asked why Bentley doesn’t post the
calendar for the entire year.  Bentley said the City only requires them to
give a 30-day notice so that's all the notice they will give to neighbors.
 
2.  Determine next NLC meeting dates:  Cydnee said there should be one
meeting per semester.  Donna Karch and Nadine Prah said the school was
on a trimester system.  Bentley agreed there should be three meetings
per year.  Future meetings will probably be in January and May.
 
3.  Donna Karch pointed out again that it is safer for their bus to park in
the AC Transit bus stop rather than at the end of the Memorial Garden so
that cars don't have to pull out from the curb and go around the bus
before going down Tunnel Road.  She also suggested they have a proper
sign made to remind people not to park on Hiller Dr, N Hill Court or S Hill
Court.  They currently have a handmade sandwich board that is
impossible to read.
 
4.  Howard Matis complained about Bentley's dumpster being left on the
sidewalk after pick up.
 
5.  Howard asked about the training of the traffic monitor who stands in
the street.  Howard thinks he is risking his life holding the Stop/Slow sign
in the street. Bentley said he is trained by the OPD.
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6.  Howard asked about the recent violent attack at Bentley.  Bentley was
unaware of any attack.  Nadine and Donna told him the attack did not
occur at Bentley, but was on Spy Glass.
 
7.  Status of guard shack:  Use of guard shack in on hold until they get a
permit from the City.  The guard is on duty from 8am to 6pm.
 
8.  Enrollment:  Bentley has 360 students enrolled
 
9.  Employee list:  Bentley said they are only required to provide the list
to the City.  If we want to see it we have to ask the City for the list.
 
10. Redwoods:  Howard said the redwoods are "special".  Bentley said
they have no comment and have not made a decision.  Their position is
that since our homes were rebuilt after the fire we are not entitled to the
view we had when we originally purchased our homes.  They said the
redwoods were there before the fire and our homes were built afterwards,
so we cannot ask for our previous view to be restored.  Nadine and Donna
pointed out that the fire did not destroy all of the homes on Hiller Drive. 
Bentley said the City arborist agreed with their position.
 
 
Nadine Prah
Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands








From: R Gordon Piper
To: Klein, Heather; VienV.Troung@gmail.com; Blake.Huntsman@seiu1021.org; sgalvez@phi.org;


michaelcolbruno@clearchannel.com; mzmdesignworks@gmail.com; vincegibbs.opc@gmc.com; Angstadt, Eric
Cc: neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com
Subject: Bentley School
Date: Wednesday, November 16, 2011 8:52:22 AM


I wanted to ask the Planning Commission members and Planner Heather Klein when
the hearing regarding the Bentley School and its CUP will be held?  Planning
Commissioner Colbruno had requested back in February at the last hearing before
the Planning Commission that  the hearing regarding Bentley School be scheduled
by the Fall, so he might have input at the hearing before his term on the
Planning Commission was up.  Nine months have now passed, and it appears this
should be sufficient time for the Planning Commission/its staff to have
scheduled another hearing on the issues that came up at the February Commission
meeting.  Please advise when we might expect the hearing to be scheduled this
year.


I also request the Planning Commission establish procedures in its CUP for more
effective monitoring of Bentley School's Vegetation Management Plan and its
compliance with this Plan and Bentley School's agreement with the City to comply
with the Plan provisions.  The Fire Prevention staff of the City did not
conduct  a Vegetation Management inspection in 2010 or 2011 at Bentley until mid
September of this year,  and then found that the Bentley School was not in
compliance with Vegetation Management requirements of the City, and apparently
was not complying with its Vegetation Management Plan commitments. Please
clarify what procedures you will establish to ensure in the future that your
staff and City staff will effectively monitor your CUP expectations with respect
to vegetation management at the Bentley School.


Gordon Piper, for Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
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From: R Gordon Piper
To: Klein, Heather
Subject: Re: Request, Investigation of Apparent CUP Violation
Date: Thursday, March 29, 2012 9:25:14 AM


I would like to make a Public Records request for the list of Bentley faculty and staff members
and their license plate numbers that I understand the City has.  Can you also clarify for me
how Rob Rafeh is not considered a member of Bentley School's staff under the previous and
amended Conditions of Approval since his name  appears on the Bentley website as a faculty
and staff member at both the Middle School and the Upper School?  Who pays the wages or
salary for Mr. Rafeh as Athletic Director, Bentley School or another company?  If Mr. Rafeh works
for another company, what is the name of the company and how long has he worked for that company? 
Is Mr. Rafeh's name on the list of Bentley School faculty and staff with their license plates? Is Mr. Rafeh
one of the Bentlley School's 71 allowed faculty and staff members?   I appreciate your assistance.
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From: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
To: Klein, Heather; dboxer@gmail.com; VienV.Truong@gmail.com; Blake.Huntsman@seiu1021.org; sgalvez@phi.org;


Michael.colbruno@gmail.com; mzmdesignworks@gmail.com; VinceGibbs.opc@gmail.com
Subject: Neighbors notes on Staff Report for Bentley CUP
Date: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 5:51:48 PM
Attachments: NSHH Note to PC re staff report 21611.doc


Commissioners:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the staff report for Bentley's CUP.  Our
comments are brief and attached.


NSHH
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Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands



neirghbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com



Dear Planning Commissioners:



RE: 2/16/2011Planning Commission Agenda: Item 7, case CM04-411:



Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments on the Staff Report dated 2/16/11 and the ongoing implementation of the Bentley Conditional Use Permit.



THE STAFF REPORT 2/16/11:



Parking Management Strategies (p3):  NSHH agrees with staff’s recommendation to require Bentley to apply to City of Berkeley for permits to add 8 parking spaces in the lower lot (Tunnel Road) and 8 parking spaces at 245 Tunnel Road (headmaster house). Because 67 spaces is below the number required in the CUP (71) we would add that if the staffing level grows to its limit of 71, additional spaces would be required per Condition 25.  



Condition14d:  Vehicle Trips (p. 5):  NSHH agrees that Bentley is noncompliant with vehicle trip limits.    However, we also note that DKS reports show Bentley’s bus ridership has declined by 50% since the CUP was approved.  Because the school has already instituted monetary subsidy programs we doubt additional subsidies will improve outcomes.   Implementing off campus bus and car pool meeting locations should be required and made a high priority.


Condition 14e:  Traffic Assistants:  (p.5) NSHH agrees that at least one regular traffic assistant should be designated as supervisor   We support adding an assistant at the driveway exit to improve safety where traffic is merging.  



Staff Report:  other key issues: 



Traffic Management Plan – TDM Methodology; Staff Response (p.7-9)



NSHH does not take the position that 242 vehicle trip limits apply to the entire day as stated in the Staff Report.  That is a misunderstanding. 


We find that neither the CUP nor the TDM includes specific language about methodology to count vehicles or people.  The TDM says only  “the number of vehicle-trips accessing the school shall be documented by Independent Rule Enforcers”.   The CUP also doesn’t give specific directions on how to count the vehicles.  Further, the CUP, which supersedes the TDM in case of inconsistencies, doesn’t use the narrow term “peak” in limiting vehicle trips. 



DKS monitoring reports have collected daily attendance, vehicle counts and vehicle occupancy.   We noticed that not all school attendance was reflected in the reports of  vehicles accessing the campus.  NSHH suggested to Staff and DKS using DKS  established usage percentages to calculate the remaining vehicle trips for attendance not observed or reported.  We asked if DKS could use a professional standard for this calculation so they could more accurately report the number of vehicles accessing the school.  



We were not aware that Staff was considering an alternate methodology of using just a vehicle-based count, rather than the attendance-based count, to determine total vehicle trips accessing the campus used in the first DKS reports.  Although using estimating might be more accurate, we also see advantages to counting just vehicles as staff is proposing. 



but  with these reservations: 



· If monitors are using just vehicle counts to document vehicle trips accessing the campus, they should conduct focused and comprehensive monitoring.   For example:  using a narrow definition of 8 – 8:30 a.m. for monitoring would not be reasonable because it doesn’t address goals of the TDM (9 goals stated on page 1) and observing for 4-hours at a time isn’t practical.   Daycare begins at 7:30 am with cars beginning to arrive at 7 a.m.  Traffic continues until 8:40 when most late arrivals are complete.  



· The Staff report suggests the “spirit” of the TDM is to reduce congestion during peak periods.  Using interpretations of “spirit” muddies the discussion especially since the TDM includes 9 goals which are far more diverse and specifically include “not interfering with the livability of the neighborhood, promoting Transit First policies and reducing the School’s and Oakland’s carbon footprint” as discussed by Planning 



· The value of daycare and after school activities is undeniable.   But, to the extent that these programs contribute to vehicles in the traffic flow periods, they ought to be counted.  


NSHH Recommendations on TDM Methodology:  



The TDM is clear that “the number of vehicle-trips accessing the school shall be documented by the Independent Rule Enforcers” and the CUP conditions of approval are clear that the “vehicle trips total” limit is set at 242 for this year.   We suggest these steps be taken to ensure that the enforcers’ reports account, as accurately as possible, for all vehicle access.  



· During at least one morning and one afternoon monitoring period per month. Rule Enforcers (DKS Consultants) should focus exclusively on counting total vehicle trips accessing the campus from all points.  


· The  time period during which vehicle trips are observed should be as comprehensive as possible while recognizing that it is not practical to monitor all hours of the school day.  The object should be to match monitoring periods to the TDM requirement that  “the number of vehicle-trips accessing the school shall be documented by Independent Rule Enforcers” and to Planning Commission goals  of reducing Bentley’s impact in the 



Neighborhood,  its carbon footprint, its intensity of use and its vehicle traffic. 



· To document the number of vehicles accessing the campus monitors should observe vehicle trips to/from all school related traffic-access and parking-access areas.  Including:


· Hiller Drive drop off/pick up; Hiller Drive/N. Hill Court park and walk traffic; Tunnel Road drop off/pick up traffic.


· Cars parked in all campus parking lots and other on-campus parking areas should be counted when parking lot use is maximized at the end of the morning arrival period and at the beginning of the afternoon departure period.   These include Tunnel Road lot, Tunnel Road street parking, Headmaster house parking, Hiller lot, and other upper campus parking areas.


NSHH Note to PC re staff report 21611











From: Susan Piper
To: Ranelletti, Darin; Klein, Heather
Cc: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
Subject: Bentley School
Date: Wednesday, November 18, 2015 8:40:34 AM


Darin-- I forwarded to you our letter to Heather from last week because she is out of town.
Will your office be reviewing Bentley's compliance report or are you waiting for Heather to
return to do so? When does she return?


On another issue, Bentley is installing a fence 6" from their property line along our property. I
understand they have a permit because it is 8 feet tall. They are talking about eventually
adding bleachers to the ball court, now that they are moving that fence back by 8 to 10 feet.
We heard from Chris Patillo, their landscape designer, that the school is only thinking about
one or two rows of benches, but the Facilities Manager yesterday said they are thinking of 3 or
4 rows.  That is of concern to the neighbors on two counts:


1. Increased noise-- the area above the ball court is an open "bowl" and sound travels up
the hill to residents on North Hill Court. If there are rows of bleachers, will that invite
cheering squads and court games, rather than just recess?


2. Would this require review by the Planning Department, because it sets the stage for
more intensive use of the site. And if that is the case, why isn't Bentley being required to
submit a master plan? It seems as if they are once again piecemealing their
development.


-- 
Sue Piper
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From: R Gordon Piper
To: Klein, Heather; Vien Truong; blake.huntsman; Madeleine Zayas-Mart; Jonelyn Whales; Chris Pattillo; michael.colbruno@gmail.com
Cc: Lkharris73@gmail.com
Subject: Re: Request, Investigation of Apparent CUP Violation
Date: Wednesday, March 28, 2012 1:16:12 PM


The Bentley School website previously included the following information welcoming to its "facultly and staff" for
the 2010-2011 school year  new Athletic Director Rob Rafeh:
Welcome New Faculty and Staff 
Bentley is proud to introduce outstanding new faculty and
staff  to our Community, joining us for the start of the 2010-
2011 school year. Each of our new Faculty brings experience
and passion to their chosen fields. Please take a moment to
say Hello when the new school year begins.


The welcome of new faculty and staff went on to indicate regarding Athletic Director Rob Rafeh:
"We are excited to announce that Rob Rafeh is joining Bentley School as our new Athletic Director. Coach Rafeh
comes to Bentley from the International High School/French –American International School in San Francisco. Mr.
Rafeh, a San Francisco native attended George Washington High School in San Francisco.  He received a B.S. in
Kinesiology and a minor in Athletic Coaching from San Francisco State University.
Coach Rafeh has been working with and coaching in the independent schools since 1998. In addition to the
International School, he has worked at Schools of the Sacred Heart, Stuart Hall, The Urban School of San
Francisco and the Head-Royce School.  He has coached a variety of sports from cross-country, soccer & boys
volleyball (at the middle school level), but his first love is as a basketball coach.  He helped lead the Urban School’s
girls basketball team to the school’s first ever BCL-West League championship and their first and only NCS girl’s
basketball championship.  He coached the boy’s basketball team at Head-Royce for 5 years, leading them to 3
BCL- East championships, along with the schools 2nd ever trip to the CIF State Basketball championships and a
top 8 finish in the state rankings in 2008-0..."


I ask the Planning Commission and its staff to clarify how a " vendor" is defined under the provisions of the TDM
and how an "employee" is defined, and what is a "faculty" member and "staff" under the definitions being used by
the Planning Commission and your staff.  I ask for clarification as to how it was determined at the start of the
2010-2011 school year that the Athletic Director was a "faculty and staff" member that was welcomed and that this
year when Mr. Rafeh continues to serve in the same position that he is now no longer considered a "faculty and
staff" member, but reportedly is classified as a vendor.  I ask that you review whether Mr. Radeh has supervisory
responsibilities over several of the individuals shown on the Bentley School website as being members of the
physical education staff.  Can you also clarify where in the previous and amended Conditions of Approval it
indicates that the Athleltic Director is not considered a staff member, and explain why this position was classified
as a "vendor" when Mr. Radeh was welcomed as a "faculty and staff" member as shown above on Bentley School's
website?  It may be appropriate to review pay records for the school as filed with the California Employment
Development Department to determine in fact whether Mr. Radeh has been classified by Bentley as an employee or
as a member of its faculty and staff.


There are other individuals parking on Hiller Drive, including an individual driving a Dodge van with license plate
JDJ172 parked between 10 a.m. and 12:45 today, who  previously indicated to me she is a teacher at the school. 
The teacher was also parked on lower Hilller Drive yesterday in the afternoon, and apparently moves the car after
lunch.This would apparently violate section A on page 4 as Ms. Klein clarifies in her email today.  
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I also observed Lexus with license plate 36248B1 parked this morning between 9 a.m. and 11:30 a.m.   There also
is another Volvo that has been parked since approximately 8:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. in front of Linda Harris' house that
had a single occupant walking into the school.  I ask staff and the Planning Commission to take stepsnow and in
the future to require regular monitoring of the parking on Hiller Drive and to address the apparent TDM
violation(s), and to make an accurate determination as to whether there are TDM violations.


There were more than a dozen vehicles parked for more than the 30 minute limit this morning, and it's hard to
determine with out some monitoring by the City and staff for the Planning Commission whether more of these
individuals were faculty, staff, vendors, visitors, or parents.  This would be a good time to begin reviewing this in
more detail and to address the parking problem in our neighborhood.  I ask the Planning Commission to carefully
review this situation and to determine whether or not the Bentley School has violated the TDM requirement in
Section A on page 4 and whether it is or is not in compliance with the CUP conditions/requirements at this time.
Gordon Piper


From: "Klein, Heather" <HKlein@oaklandnet.com>
To: R Gordon Piper <rgpiper@sbcglobal.net>; Vien Truong <vienv.truong@gmail.com>; blake.huntsman
<Blake.Huntsman@seiu1021.org>; Madeleine Zayas-Mart <mzmdesignworks@gmail.com>; Jonelyn Whales
<jaw1123@aol.com>; Chris Pattillo <Pattillo@pgadesign.com>; michael.colbruno@gmail.com 
Cc: Lkharris73@gmail.com; Wendi Berardi <wberardi@bentleyschool.net> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 28, 2012 10:03 AM
Subject: RE: Request, Investigation of Apparent CUP Violation


Gordon,
Per the previous and the amended Conditions of Approval, the Athletic Director is not considered staff but a vendor. The
updated Condition 14D states:
 


a)      Total Vehicle Reductions:
The project applicant shall cause to be counted all vehicles associated with the School’s students, faculty, and
staff, as previously defined by the Planning Commission with approval of the TDM on July 21, 2010, during a one-
hour monitoring period in both the morning and the afternoon. Furthermore, visitors, vendors, suppliers, the AC
Transit bus or other multi-occupant vehicles chartered by the School shall not be included in the vehicle count.
The morning monitoring period shall begin at 7:30 am and shall end at 8:30 am. The afternoon monitoring period
shall begin at 2:45 pm and shall end at 3:45 pm. One trip shall equal one vehicle either arriving at or departing
from, an on-campus drop-off, or at an on-campus parking location, but not both arriving and departing from
these locations, or one vehicle parking for less than 30 minutes on Hiller Drive within a single monitoring period.
For example, if a vehicle is counted when it arrives at an on-campus drop-off, the vehicle is not counted again
when the vehicle departs from the on-campus drop-off during the same monitoring period. The school shall be
considered out of compliance with this condition if the trimester report prepared by the Independent Rule
Enforcers per the approved TDM concludes that the total counted vehicles during any one-hour monitoring
period averaged over the trimester exceeds 242 vehicle trips.


 
In addition, the approved TDM states in section A on page 4: “No faculty or staff is allowed to park on Hiller Drive, including
North Hills Court, for more than 30 minutes” and in section D on page 7: “Trips counted shall include all vehicles
associated with the School’s students, faculty, and staff, as previously defined by the Planning Commission with approval
of the TDM on July 21, 2010.”


Finally, the Independent Rule Enforcers have not noted any violation of this condition during their monitoring periods.


These conditions were final as of March 19th since no appeal was filed. Staff has determined the School to be in compliance.
 
Heather Klein, CGBP, LEED AP
Planner III
City of Oakland
 
250 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, Suite 3315
Oakland, CA 94612
ph: (510) 238-3659
fax:(510) 238-6538
email: hklein@oaklandnet.com
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From: R Gordon Piper [mailto:rgpiper@sbcglobal.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2012 5:52 PM
To: Klein, Heather ; "Vien Truong"; "blake.huntsman"; "Madeleine Zayas-Mart"; "Jonelyn Whales"; "Chris Pattillo";
michael.colbruno@gmail.com
Cc: Lkharris73@gmail.com
Subject: Request, Investigation of Apparent CUP Violation
 
I wanted to request an investigation and action to address an apparent violation of the CUP provision prohibiting
parking by Bentley staff for more than 30 minutes on Hiller Drive .  Today I observed a male with a huge bag of
balls getting out of a car at 2:40 p.m. that he had parked across the street from my house on Hiller Drive and
walking into the Bentley School .  The car with license plate 5KIP550 remained parked until after 5 p.m. at the
same location on Hiller Drive .  I called the Bentley School at 4:25 p.m. and spoke to two people about the
apparent CUP violation and asked if the person carrying the balls into the school was a Bentley School employee.  I
was advised the person was the Athletic Director for Bentley.  The car remained parked for another 40 minutes
after I called and raised my concern regarding why this individual, reportedly the Athletic Director for Bentley
School , was parking on Hiller Drive for over the established 30-minute limit  mandated in the CUP.  It does not
appear the Bentley School is in compliance with this CUP provision, and I ask that the Planning Commission and
City staff address this continuing problem and apparent violation of the CUP.  I previously have observed a Bentley
School coach with a bag of balls parking for more than 30 minutes on Hiller Drive in violation of the CUP condition
imposed by the Planning Commission. There are regularly many vehicles parked on Hiller Drive for more than 30
minutes and parking congestion is a continuing problem.  I request the Planning Commission mandate a thorough
investigation to evaluate and report to the Planning Commission and neighbors on this apparent violation of your
CUP provisions.  If there is a violation, I ask that you take appropriate corrective action to stop these continuing
violations once and for all.
Gordon Piper


From: "Klein, Heather" <HKlein@oaklandnet.com>
To: R Gordon Piper <rgpiper@sbcglobal.net>; Vien Truong <vienv.truong@gmail.com>; blake.huntsman
<Blake.Huntsman@seiu1021.org>; Madeleine Zayas-Mart <mzmdesignworks@gmail.com>; Jonelyn Whales
<jaw1123@aol.com>; Chris Pattillo <Pattillo@pgadesign.com>; michael.colbruno@gmail.com 
Cc: Lkharris73@gmail.com; Wendi Berardi <wberardi@bentleyschool.net> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 28, 2012 10:03 AM
Subject: RE: Request, Investigation of Apparent CUP Violation


Gordon,
Per the previous and the amended Conditions of Approval, the Athletic Director is not considered staff but a vendor. The
updated Condition 14D states:
 


a)      Total Vehicle Reductions:
The project applicant shall cause to be counted all vehicles associated with the School’s students, faculty, and
staff, as previously defined by the Planning Commission with approval of the TDM on July 21, 2010, during a one-
hour monitoring period in both the morning and the afternoon. Furthermore, visitors, vendors, suppliers, the AC
Transit bus or other multi-occupant vehicles chartered by the School shall not be included in the vehicle count.
The morning monitoring period shall begin at 7:30 am and shall end at 8:30 am. The afternoon monitoring period
shall begin at 2:45 pm and shall end at 3:45 pm. One trip shall equal one vehicle either arriving at or departing
from, an on-campus drop-off, or at an on-campus parking location, but not both arriving and departing from
these locations, or one vehicle parking for less than 30 minutes on Hiller Drive within a single monitoring period.
For example, if a vehicle is counted when it arrives at an on-campus drop-off, the vehicle is not counted again
when the vehicle departs from the on-campus drop-off during the same monitoring period. The school shall be
considered out of compliance with this condition if the trimester report prepared by the Independent Rule
Enforcers per the approved TDM concludes that the total counted vehicles during any one-hour monitoring
period averaged over the trimester exceeds 242 vehicle trips.


 
In addition, the approved TDM states in section A on page 4: “No faculty or staff is allowed to park on Hiller Drive, including
North Hills Court, for more than 30 minutes” and in section D on page 7: “Trips counted shall include all vehicles
associated with the School’s students, faculty, and staff, as previously defined by the Planning Commission with approval
of the TDM on July 21, 2010.”







Finally, the Independent Rule Enforcers have not noted any violation of this condition during their monitoring periods.


These conditions were final as of March 19th since no appeal was filed. Staff has determined the School to be in compliance.
 
Heather Klein, CGBP, LEED AP
Planner III
City of Oakland
 
250 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, Suite 3315
Oakland, CA 94612
ph: (510) 238-3659
fax:(510) 238-6538
email: hklein@oaklandnet.com
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From: R Gordon Piper [mailto:rgpiper@sbcglobal.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2012 5:52 PM
To: Klein, Heather ; "Vien Truong"; "blake.huntsman"; "Madeleine Zayas-Mart"; "Jonelyn Whales"; "Chris Pattillo";
michael.colbruno@gmail.com
Cc: Lkharris73@gmail.com
Subject: Request, Investigation of Apparent CUP Violation
 
I wanted to request an investigation and action to address an apparent violation of the CUP provision prohibiting
parking by Bentley staff for more than 30 minutes on Hiller Drive .  Today I observed a male with a huge bag of
balls getting out of a car at 2:40 p.m. that he had parked across the street from my house on Hiller Drive and
walking into the Bentley School .  The car with license plate 5KIP550 remained parked until after 5 p.m. at the
same location on Hiller Drive .  I called the Bentley School at 4:25 p.m. and spoke to two people about the
apparent CUP violation and asked if the person carrying the balls into the school was a Bentley School employee.  I
was advised the person was the Athletic Director for Bentley.  The car remained parked for another 40 minutes
after I called and raised my concern regarding why this individual, reportedly the Athletic Director for Bentley
School , was parking on Hiller Drive for over the established 30-minute limit  mandated in the CUP.  It does not
appear the Bentley School is in compliance with this CUP provision, and I ask that the Planning Commission and
City staff address this continuing problem and apparent violation of the CUP.  I previously have observed a Bentley
School coach with a bag of balls parking for more than 30 minutes on Hiller Drive in violation of the CUP condition
imposed by the Planning Commission. There are regularly many vehicles parked on Hiller Drive for more than 30
minutes and parking congestion is a continuing problem.  I request the Planning Commission mandate a thorough
investigation to evaluate and report to the Planning Commission and neighbors on this apparent violation of your
CUP provisions.  If there is a violation, I ask that you take appropriate corrective action to stop these continuing
violations once and for all.
Gordon Piper








From: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
To: Klein, Heather; kbj@dksassociates.com; mspencer@dksassociates.com; ms@dksassociates.com
Cc: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands List
Subject: Notes on DKS monitoring reports Jan, Feb 2011
Date: Monday, March 07, 2011 9:30:45 AM


Dear Heather and DKS:   


Here are comments on the last two DKS monitoring reports.  We hope that the longer
monitoring periods established at the last PC meeting will increase the percentage of vehicle
trips observed  in the next report.  But we are also concerned  that the monitoring  day for
counting total vehicle trips must include collecting  data at all of the campus access points and
all of the parking areas to get the most accurate "Total Vehicle Trips" count as required by the
CUP.


Thanks for your continued efforts to meet the CUP goals,


Linda Harris


on behalf of NSHH


NSHH Notes on DKS Monitoring Reports:  1/16/11 and 2/25/11


 1.     3.4 Condition 14d:  How do monitors exclude visitors or volunteers' vehicles from the
regular monthly monitoring ?


 2.     On 1/11/11 and 2/8/11 when monitors were reporting on total vehicle trips there is nothing
in the data sheets to indicate that school vehicle drop off or pickup on Tunnel  Road or cars
parked in the Tunnel Road lots or that vehicles who entered the Hiller lot, but drove up the
driveway to park on the campus, were included in vehicle trips.


 3.     The only worksheets, which reports on the Tunnel Road parking lot, are those done on the
alternate day when monitors are counting monitors and length of queue etc. but are not
counting or reporting  total vehicle trips.


 4.     On 1/11/11 the monitoring reports did not observe 11% of the daily attendance or 37
people.   Since 47% of the observed attendance arrived in single occupancy vehicles it is likely
that 47% of the 37 unobserved persons also arrived in SOV.   Thus, the Total Vehicle Count
would be 232 +17 = 249. Plus the remaining people who would likely be in MOV (buses
already counted).    The school would not be in compliance with Total Vehicle Trip limits if
the monitoring had been more complete..


5.     On 2/8/11 the monitoring reports did not observe 10% of the daily attendance or 31
people.  Since 46% of the observed attendance arrived in single occupancy vehicles it is likely
that 46% of the 31 unobserved persons also arrived in SOV.  Thus, the Total Vehicle count
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would be 231 + 14 = 245 (higher when add in the additional MOV)  The school would not be
in compliance with Total Vehicle Trip limits if monitoring had been more complete. 


 6.     All of the DKS reports show that Bentley’s compliance with the 242 total vehicle trip
limit is tenuous and hopefully, the school will develop additional strategies to reduce their
total vehicle trips safely  below the limit.  The difference between being in compliance or out
of compliance lies in the people (daily attendance) whose arrival and departure is unaccounted
for in both the drop off and pick up periods in the monitoring reports.   


 7.    Having longer monitoring periods is part of getting more accurate vehicle trip data.   But,
in addition to longer observation periods, monitors need to observe all campus parking areas
on the same day for which they will report Total Vehicle Trips.    Counting parked cars at 7:30
a.m. misses all of the vehicle trips of people who arrive to fill the school’s lots to capacity
every day.   Parked cars should be counted at the end of the morning monitoring period and at
the beginning of the afternoon pick up period to improve the accuracy of the Total Vehicle
Trips count.


 








From: R Gordon Piper
To: Klein, Heather
Subject: Re: Request, Investigation of Apparent CUP Violation
Date: Thursday, March 29, 2012 11:16:48 PM


Thank you for your email and your commitment to provide me with a copy of the update list
that the Bentley School will provide of its faculty and staff.  If this updated list includes now
the Athletic Director position, will you then make a written determination as to Athletic
Director Rob Rafeh's status as a staff member and advise the Planning Commission  of your
latest determination, similar to your communication to them this week that he was a  vendor,
which appears to be contradicted by the information I've shared with you from Bentley School's
own website? I believe the Planning Commission should be entitled to both accurate/updated
information based on what the Bentley School shares with you.  I believe the Planning
Commission members might expect you as a professional  and experienced City staff member
working with them in the interest of objectivity to provide accurate information to them and
would want to receive an update from you on this matter if the Athletic Director position is on
the new list.  I would like to provide you the opportunity to update them when the new list
information becomes available.  Gordon Piper


From: "Klein, Heather" <HKlein@oaklandnet.com>
To: R Gordon Piper <rgpiper@sbcglobal.net>; "Angstadt, Eric" <EAngstadt@oaklandnet.com> 
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2012 3:57 PM
Subject: RE: Request, Investigation of Apparent CUP Violation


Gordon,
If you would like a copy of the license plate list please request that from either the School or DKS. As
noted previously, I have asked for the School to submit the updated list and will forward that to you.
 
If you would like for staff to investigate whether the Athletic Director is considered staff, a visitor, or a
vendor, the appropriate process is to file a Zoning Determination. You would submit a letter to the Permit
Center addressed to either Scott Miller’s or my attention. The fee for the determination is $300.65 per
hour with the first hour due with the zoning determination application intake. We will investigate and make
determination. However, prior to releasing the determination we will charge you for the remaining time
needed to process the determination. That determination would then appealable by either you or the
School with payment of the appeal fee.
 
If you have a compliant regarding compliance with the Conditions of Approval, the appropriate process is
to file a complaint with Code Compliance. Or if you have substantial evidence of non-compliance and
would like to request revocation of the Bentley School CUP, the appropriate process is to file for
Revocation. You would need to submit a letter to the Zoning Administrator along with your evidence and a
fee of $1352.91. The Zoning Administrator will review the evidence and decide whether there is
substantial evidence to send to a hearing officer.
 
I hope this helps answer your questions about the appropriate procedures for an investigation into the
alleged CUP violations.
 
Heather Klein, CGBP, LEED AP
Planner III
City of Oakland
 
250 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, Suite 3315
Oakland, CA 94612
ph: (510) 238-3659
fax:(510) 238-6538
email: hklein@oaklandnet.com
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From: R Gordon Piper [mailto:rgpiper@sbcglobal.net] 
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2012 11:38 AM
To: Klein, Heather
Subject: Re: Request, Investigation of Apparent CUP Violation
 
I would like to chat with you some time, and can be reached at my cell at 910-2969.  I spoke
with the lead monitor from TKS this morning and understand that they have a list of the 
faculty/staff employees for the Lower School with their license plates that were provided by 
the Bentley School .  I understand from the lead monitor that they now only monitor one hour
in the morning during the active dropoff period and one hour in the afternoon during some of
the afternoon pickup activity, so that they will not able to really monitor the parking on Hiller
Drive and North Hill Court that might involve the Bentley School's Lower School and its
faculty/staff for the time periods when much of the extended street parking occurs on Hiller
Drive during school hours.  For example, on Wednesday during the morning I observed 20
vehicles parking for more than 30 minutes and have identifying information on the vehicles
such as license plate numbers.  If you would obtain the list from the TKS monitors of the
faculty/staff from the Lower School with their license plate numbers we might meet and review
whether or not any of the faculty and staff at the Lower School are in violation of the TDM
prohibition for parking more than 30 minutes on Hiller Drive . I identified one individual that
previoously disclosed to me she was a teacher at the Lower School that appeared to violate the
TDM prohibition on Wednesday, and there may be more violations that occurred.  I am
interested in making an informed evaluation of this, and I'm sure you want to ensure the TDM
requirements are being complied with by Bentley Lower School faculty and staff.   You could
also determine if Athletic Director Rob Rafeh is on the list of faculty/staff given to the TKS
monitors by the Bentley School , and this might help in determining his status as a
faculty/staff person and whether he was in violation on Tuesday of the TDM prohibition for
parking more than 30 minutes on Hiller Drive .
 
I look forward to talking with you about this.  I appreciate your prompt feedback and providing
the lists.
Gordon Piper
 


From: " Klein, Heather " <HKlein@oaklandnet.com>
To: R Gordon Piper <rgpiper@sbcglobal.net>; "Bondi, James" <JBondi@oaklandnet.com> 
Cc: Arlene Hogan <ahogan@bentleyschool.net>; Wendi Berardi <wberardi@bentleyschool.net>;
"Mudge, Annie" <amudge@coxcastle.com> 
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2012 9:40 AM
Subject: RE: Request, Investigation of Apparent CUP Violation
 
Gordon,
I do not have a list of the Bentley School staff’s license plates. However, attached is the list of the 71 staff
positions from 2010 that was approved at the April 2010 and the July meeting along with the TDM when
the issue of who is staff and who is a vendor arose. I have asked the School to update the list and ensure
that all of the previous 71 positions on this list are still filled and to ensure compliance with the limit of staff
employed at the lower School.
 
Heather Klein, CGBP, LEED AP
Planner III







City of Oakland
 
250 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, Suite 3315
Oakland, CA 94612
ph: (510) 238-3659
fax:(510) 238-6538
email: hklein@oaklandnet.com
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From: R Gordon Piper [mailto:rgpiper@sbcglobal.net] 
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2012 9:25 AM
To: Klein, Heather
Subject: Re: Request, Investigation of Apparent CUP Violation
 
I would like to make a Public Records request for the list of Bentley faculty and staff members
and their license plate numbers that I understand the City has.  Can you also clarify for me
how Rob Rafeh is not considered a member of Bentley School 's staff under the previous and
amended Conditions of Approval since his name  appears on the Bentley website as a faculty
and staff member at both the Middle School and the Upper School ?  Who pays the wages or
salary for Mr. Rafeh as Athletic Director, Bentley School or another company?  If Mr. Rafeh works
for another company, what is the name of the company and how long has he worked for that company? 
Is Mr. Rafeh's name on the list of Bentley School faculty and staff with their license plates? Is Mr. Rafeh
one of the Bentlley School 's 71 allowed faculty and staff members?   I appreciate your assistance.


 
 








From: Donna Karch
To: cuphotline@bentleyschool.net; Wendi Berardi
Cc: Klein, Heather
Subject: One working flare this morning
Date: Thursday, April 05, 2012 9:11:09 AM


At 8:20 this morning there was only one working flare. I saw a second one that had
no light. Isn't Bentley required to keep the flares in working order? 


Donna
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From: Gordon Piper
To: cuphotline@bentleyschool.net; neighbors safety hiller highlands; Klein, Heather
Subject: Bentley Staff Parking on North Hill Court
Date: Thursday, December 12, 2013 4:59:08 PM


I observed Bentley staff parking all day today on North Hill Court, arriving before 8:30 and
not leaving until after 4: 30 p.m.  I presume that North Hill Court is not one of Bentley
School's designated parking areas for staff.  What steps have been taken to set aside specific
parking for staff that is not on Hiller Drive and North Hill Court?  There appears to be an
increase on parking on Hiller Drive during school days.  What steps will Bentley School and
the City of Oakland take to ensure the CUP limitations on staff parking on Hiller Drive and
North Hill Court are enforced?  Gordon Piper
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From: Gordon Piper
To: cuphotline@bentleyschool.net; Klein, Heather; Kori Thomas; neighbors safety hiller highlands
Subject: Bentley Van Parking on Lower Hiller Drive
Date: Friday, September 12, 2014 10:31:18 AM


The Bentley School van was parked this morning on lower Hiller Drive next to the Firestorm
Memorial Garden.  There also were a substantial number of other cars.  Could Bentley review
its parking plan for staff and make sure the parking by Bentley staff stops on Hiller Drive and
that adequate parking is provided on site as promised?  
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From: Gordon Piper
To: Klein, Heather
Subject: Re: Seeking clarification re Employee Condition on Bentley CUP
Date: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 12:52:12 PM


Can you point to a specific Planning Commission member or that defined the 71 employee-
limit in the way you have defined it or any specific vote by the Planning Commission that
defined it as more than just 71 full-time and part-time employees on the Hiller campus?  Can
you point to even one hearing where some Planning Commissioner defined employees in the
same manner as you did in your March 10 email?


It seems you should be able to clarify more precisely how you arrived at the narrow
interpretation that you outlined in your recent email.  Bentley School at the time that the 71
employee limit was established had more than just the Headmaster who was working part-time
on both campuses, yet multiple part-time employees were not listed by the Bentley School
including members of the maintenance staff, music staff, athletic department staff members.


I believe there have been misrepresenetations by the Bentley School as to where the IT
Director was assigned  as he was parking in 2013 every day and working every day at the
Hiller campus and not in Lafayette.  This would have put the school in violation of the CUP
limit of 71 employees.  The every-school-day parking and assignment of the IT Director only
changed last Fall when Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands pointed out to you and
Bentley School the failure of the Bentley School to accurately report the number of full-time
and part-time employees that it had working at the Hiller campus.  We heard nothing back
from you when this was reported, until Bentley School changed where it was saying he was
assigned to work and was actually working.


I don't know how you can determine whether the Bentley School considers an employee or a
vendor without seeing whether they issue them a W-2 or not, or whether they were issued a
1099.  The School has indicated that Strings Academy employees were faculty and I don't
believe your evaluation has been thorough enough either relative to the IT Director, the
Strings Academy employees, and other part-time employees such as maintenance employees
that are working at both campuses.  


Bentley's Director of Facilities Andres Nunez himself told me several months back when I
saw him working at the Hiller campus that there were three maintenance employees besides
himself working regularly at the Hiller campus and not one.  Three plus one equals four, not
one in 2014. The March 2013 article about the Bentley School maintenance staff in fact
indicated that his "crew" of seven other named crew members "addressed all major concerns
of facilities on both campuses".  Eight maintenance workers that work part-time or full time at
the Hiller campus does not equal one in 2013.  The School has been in non-compliance with
the CUP limitations of 71 full-time and part-time employees I believe in 2012, 2013 and 2014,
just as they were for years were in violation of the number of students allowed at the campus.  


There is no logic in counting the Headmaster as an employee who works on both campuses
and not counting all of the other Bentley School employees that were and still are working on
both campuses.  Point out something much more specific Heather that backs up your latest
interpretation that the Planing Commission indicated only one part-time employee that works
on both campuses is to be counted. 
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 It's time for these on-going CUP violations by the Bentley School on the Hiller campus to be
adequately investigated and stopped.


Gordon Piper


On Tue, Mar 11, 2014 at 9:47 AM, Klein, Heather <HKlein@oaklandnet.com> wrote:


Gordon,


As mentioned in the letter this issue was discussed many times during the School’s CUP hearings.
The Planning Commission tapes are available from KTOP. There is a cost for the DVD’s. Dates of
the hearings that I believe discuss the issue of staff based on the content in the staff reports
include the following:


March 3, 2010


April 7, 2010


July 21, 2010


February 16, 2011


 


Please ask the school for the maintenance staff person’s name. It is not required, per the
conditions of approval, that the School provide names of their employees or W-2’s, only the total
number of employees for the Hiller campus. As for the Strings Academy staff, the City is satisfied
that the these staff are not to be considered employees but vendors as these staff.


 


Heather Klein, CGBP, LEED AP BC&D


Planner III


City of Oakland


 


250 Frank H Ogawa Plaza, Suite 3315


Oakland, CA 94612


ph: (510)238-3659


fax: (510)238-6538
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From: Gordon Piper [mailto:rgpiper33@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 1:24 AM
To: Klein, Heather
Subject: Re: Seeking clarification re Employee Condition on Bentley CUP


 


Could you clarify what you base your contention that the Commission in any vote or
comments in establishing the limit of 71 full-time and part-time employees limiting the
counting of the employees to those that worked solely on the Hiller campus or had offices
on the Hiller campus?  Is there any tape recording that supports this was a position taken or
communicated by any Planning Commission member at its meeting at which the CUP
limitation was discussed and approved?  If so, can you please make the tape or a transcript
of the specific comments that you are basing your understanding of the definition of
"employee" which you have underlined in your email.  I don't recall that have been
discussed or indicated as a definition that was to be used by Bentley School or staff, and
would like to see how you arrived at this understanding.  I look forward to promptly
receiving clarification as to how you arrived at this definition and understanding.  If you are
aware of some other writing from all Commission members that indicated this was the
definition of employee to be utilized, could you provide a copy of this document/writing? 


Could you also clarify the name or names of the one maintenance employee at the Hiller
campus in 2012, 2013, and 2014? 


I also would like to know if in your research regarding the Strings Academy learning
whether you determined whether any of three Strings Academy employees received W-2's
that might further support the indications made in writing by the Bentley School that these
were faculty and instructors, and not "vendors".  Do the Strings Academy instructors receive
W-2's or 1099's in 2011,2012, and 2013?  Did the Jazz Band Teacher receive a W-2 or a
1099 in 2012 and 2013? 


Gordon Piper
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On Mon, Mar 10, 2014 at 2:49 PM, Klein, Heather <HKlein@oaklandnet.com> wrote:


Susan and Gordon,


I received your e-mails and voicemails regarding staffing at Bentley School. I had a chance to
discuss the issue of the Director of IT and the Strings Academy staff with the School. Furthermore,
I reviewed the previous list of employees that was approved by the Planning Commission in 2010,
the version from 2012 and the most recent submittal. As I have discussed at the multiple Planning
Commission meetings and in e-mails to the neighbors, City staff did not want to be in the position
of constantly  determining staff which could be fairly fluid depending on the needs of a school.


 


It is the Department’s understanding that the Commission defined staff as those persons, aside
from the Head Master whose house is located on the Bentley campus, who were solely associated
with the running of the Hiller Campus or whose offices were located at the Hiller campus.
Specially, this meant all Bentley K-8 faculty, administrators, maintenance staff, and childcare staff
and is consistent with the lists that the School has submitted. Currently, there are 45 faculty, 17
administrative staff, 8 childcare workers, and 1 maintenance staff for a total of 71 employees. In
2012, there were 44 faculty, 14 administrative staff, 7 childcare workers, and 1 maintenance staff
for a total of 66 employees. In 2010, there were 47 faculty, 8 childcare workers, 3 maintenance
staff and 13 administrative staff for a total of 71 employees.


 


The Director of IT ‘s office is in Lafayette. He occasionally needs to come to the Hiller Campus to
discuss IT related situations with Bentley staff such as the Technology Associate . However, he was
not considered part-time staff for the Hiller campus at the time that the Planning Commission
approved the staffing list. Therefore, City staff consider him  a vendor. Vendors are not considered
full or part time staff. The Strings Academy staff is a vendor providing musical instruction and is
similar to athletic coaches or  tutors. They are not faculty.


 


As previously discussed in the City’s letter dated April 5, 2012 and attached to this e-mail, City staff
outlined the process by which the neighbors could request a formal determination from the City
which could be appealed. If you wish to file a determination regarding the Director of IT or the
Strings Academy, please submit a letter to the Zoning Permit counter with an initial fee of $300.65.
City staff will review your request and provide you the Department’s formal response. Any party
may then appeal that decision to the full Planning Commission.


 


I hope this clarifies your concerns regarding the IT Director and the  Strings Academy staff.


Best,



mailto:HKlein@oaklandnet.com





 


Heather Klein, CGBP, LEED AP BC&D


Planner III


City of Oakland


 


250 Frank H Ogawa Plaza, Suite 3315


Oakland, CA 94612


ph: (510)238-3659


fax: (510)238-6538


email: hklein@oaklandnet.com


 


P Please consider the environment before printing this email


 


 


From: Susan Piper [mailto:susangpiper@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 12:40 PM
To: Klein, Heather
Cc: Gordon Piper
Subject: Seeking clarification re Employee Condition on Bentley CUP


 


Hi Heather,


Can you please explain how the Planning Department defines part-time employees with
respect to the Bentley CUP?


 


There are Bentley employees based in Lafayette who come to the Hiller Campus several
times a week as part of their jobs (for example. the IT Director, some Lafayette-based
faculty who serve as coaches or music instructors, etc.).


 


The CUP doesn't directly address this-- it just limits the total number of full and part time
employees on the Oakland campus. 
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We would appreciate hearing your rationale, so that we can understand how the Planning
Department interprets this situation in relation to the CUP employee limit.  


 


Thanks.


 


Gordon and Sue Piper


33 Hiller Drive


Oakland, CA 94618


510 843-3828
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From: Susan Piper
To: Klein, Heather; Ranelletti, Darin; Flynn, Rachel
Cc: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
Subject: Public Records Request Bentley School CM04-411; ER07-006; REV1000
Date: Thursday, April 02, 2015 9:37:12 AM


I would like to arrange a time when I could look through the files for Bentley School to review
any correspondence since January 2015 from:


·      Heather Klein, Darin Raneletti, Rachel Flynn or other Planning staff to Bentley
School


·      From Bentley School to Heather Klein, Darin Raneletti, Rachel Flynn or other
Planning staff


·      Henry Gardner to Heather Klein, Darin Raneletti, Rachel Flynn or other Planning
staff to Bentley School


·      Heather Klein, Darin Raneletti, Rachel Flynn or other Planning staff to City code
compliance staff


In particular, I am interested in any information on why Bentley needs two years to comply
with the City’s compliance notice, and if the City is doing independent verification of
Bentley’s documentation of data.


Sue Piper


Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands


510 548-5729
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From: Donna Karch
To: Cuphotline
Cc: Neighbors for Safety In Hiller Highlands; Linda Harris; Klein, Heather
Subject: Bentley parent using neighbor"s driveway
Date: Thursday, April 02, 2015 3:06:10 PM


I just drove up Hiller. A black SUV with a license plate ending in 691 turned left into the
driveway at 37 Hiller Drive. The vehicle then backed up and drove down Hiller towards
Bentley School.


Kindly remind parents and staff that neighbor's driveways are NOT to be used to perform U-
turns or anything else.


Donna Karch
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From: Gordon Piper
To: Klein, Heather
Subject: Re: Seeking clarification re Employee Condition on Bentley CUP
Date: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 1:24:02 AM


Could you clarify what you base your contention that the Commission in any vote or
comments in establishing the limit of 71 full-time and part-time employees limiting the
counting of the employees to those that worked solely on the Hiller campus or had offices on
the Hiller campus?  Is there any tape recording that supports this was a position taken or
communicated by any Planning Commission member at its meeting at which the CUP
limitation was discussed and approved?  If so, can you please make the tape or a transcript of
the specific comments that you are basing your understanding of the definition of "employee"
which you have underlined in your email.  I don't recall that have been discussed or indicated
as a definition that was to be used by Bentley School or staff, and would like to see how you
arrived at this understanding.  I look forward to promptly receiving clarification as to how you
arrived at this definition and understanding.  If you are aware of some other writing from all
Commission members that indicated this was the definition of employee to be utilized, could
you provide a copy of this document/writing?  


Could you also clarify the name or names of the one maintenance employee at the Hiller
campus in 2012, 2013, and 2014?  


I also would like to know if in your research regarding the Strings Academy learning whether
you determined whether any of three Strings Academy employees received W-2's that might
further support the indications made in writing by the Bentley School that these were faculty
and instructors, and not "vendors".  Do the Strings Academy instructors receive W-2's or
1099's in 2011,2012, and 2013?  Did the Jazz Band Teacher receive a W-2 or a 1099 in 2012
and 2013?  


Gordon Piper


On Mon, Mar 10, 2014 at 2:49 PM, Klein, Heather <HKlein@oaklandnet.com> wrote:


Susan and Gordon,


I received your e-mails and voicemails regarding staffing at Bentley School. I had a chance to
discuss the issue of the Director of IT and the Strings Academy staff with the School. Furthermore,
I reviewed the previous list of employees that was approved by the Planning Commission in 2010,
the version from 2012 and the most recent submittal. As I have discussed at the multiple Planning
Commission meetings and in e-mails to the neighbors, City staff did not want to be in the position
of constantly  determining staff which could be fairly fluid depending on the needs of a school.


 


It is the Department’s understanding that the Commission defined staff as those persons, aside
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from the Head Master whose house is located on the Bentley campus, who were solely associated
with the running of the Hiller Campus or whose offices were located at the Hiller campus.
Specially, this meant all Bentley K-8 faculty, administrators, maintenance staff, and childcare staff
and is consistent with the lists that the School has submitted. Currently, there are 45 faculty, 17
administrative staff, 8 childcare workers, and 1 maintenance staff for a total of 71 employees. In
2012, there were 44 faculty, 14 administrative staff, 7 childcare workers, and 1 maintenance staff
for a total of 66 employees. In 2010, there were 47 faculty, 8 childcare workers, 3 maintenance
staff and 13 administrative staff for a total of 71 employees.


 


The Director of IT ‘s office is in Lafayette. He occasionally needs to come to the Hiller Campus to
discuss IT related situations with Bentley staff such as the Technology Associate . However, he was
not considered part-time staff for the Hiller campus at the time that the Planning Commission
approved the staffing list. Therefore, City staff consider him  a vendor. Vendors are not considered
full or part time staff. The Strings Academy staff is a vendor providing musical instruction and is
similar to athletic coaches or  tutors. They are not faculty.


 


As previously discussed in the City’s letter dated April 5, 2012 and attached to this e-mail, City staff
outlined the process by which the neighbors could request a formal determination from the City
which could be appealed. If you wish to file a determination regarding the Director of IT or the
Strings Academy, please submit a letter to the Zoning Permit counter with an initial fee of $300.65.
City staff will review your request and provide you the Department’s formal response. Any party
may then appeal that decision to the full Planning Commission.


 


I hope this clarifies your concerns regarding the IT Director and the  Strings Academy staff.


Best,


 


Heather Klein, CGBP, LEED AP BC&D


Planner III


City of Oakland


 


250 Frank H Ogawa Plaza, Suite 3315


Oakland, CA 94612


ph: (510)238-3659
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fax: (510)238-6538


email: hklein@oaklandnet.com
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From: Susan Piper [mailto:susangpiper@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 12:40 PM
To: Klein, Heather
Cc: Gordon Piper
Subject: Seeking clarification re Employee Condition on Bentley CUP


 


Hi Heather,


Can you please explain how the Planning Department defines part-time employees with
respect to the Bentley CUP?


 


There are Bentley employees based in Lafayette who come to the Hiller Campus several
times a week as part of their jobs (for example. the IT Director, some Lafayette-based
faculty who serve as coaches or music instructors, etc.).


 


The CUP doesn't directly address this-- it just limits the total number of full and part time
employees on the Oakland campus. 


 


We would appreciate hearing your rationale, so that we can understand how the Planning
Department interprets this situation in relation to the CUP employee limit.  


 


Thanks.


 


Gordon and Sue Piper


33 Hiller Drive


Oakland, CA 94618
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From: R Gordon Piper
To: Miller, Scott; Quesada, Bill; Dsantana@oaklandnent.com; Quan, Jean; Vien Truong; blake.huntsman; Madeleine


Zayas-Mart; Chris Pattillo; Jonelyn Whales; Blackwell, Fred; Mcolbruno@gmail.com
Cc: Klein, Heather
Subject: Public Records Request;Additional Code Enforcement Complaint
Date: Wednesday, April 25, 2012 9:04:01 AM


I want to make a public records request for the email CEDA Planner Heather Klein sent to
Linda Harris back in 2010 regarding Bentley School coaches and  City staff not  counting these
coaches as Bentley School employees under the cap of 71 employees imposed by the City
Planning Commission.  Can you explain to me each reason why City staff members aren't
counting Bentley School coaches as employees under the CUP cap of 71 employees?  Can you
also explain to me each reason why the 2 custodians, 2 gardeners, 2 musical instructors, and
the lower school athletic director (Rex) aren't shown on the latest list of 66  Bentley employees
that CEDA Planner Heather Klein indicated the City would be accepting at this time as an
accurate list of the Bentley lower School's faculty and staff in Oakland?  I believe all of these
individuals should be counted as employees and that the Bentley School is in violation of the
CUP limit of 71 full and part-time faculty and staff employees imposed by the City Planning
Commission at this time. I'm regularly encountering more and more "stealth" Bentley lower
School employees that aren't shown on the list of faculty and staff recently submitted by the
Bentley School to the City of Oakland.  I ask for a full and effective Code enforcement
investigation with scrutiny of payroll records, Bentley website listings of faculty and staff
employees at both schools, actual employee interviews, tax records, witholding, and quarterly
reports to the California Employment Development Department by the Bentley School of its
employees to be conducted by the City of Oakland and an experienced Code Enforcement
person (and not CEDA Planner Heather Klein) of this ongoing CUP violation of the cap of 71
lower employees.  I have talked to Bentley lower School employees who confirmed they are
employees of the school and they aren't shown on the latest list of 66 employees that was
accepted by the City. It's time for the City of Oakland to accurately monitor and enforce all of
the CUP conditions on the Bentley School that were imposed by the Planning Commission.  It's
also time for City Code Enforcement staff to staff to step up and properly carry out thorough
investigations in a timely and professional manner.  15-20 years of CUP violations by the
Bentley School is 15-20 years too many.  We expect more of the City, the Plannning
Commission and City staff.  Stop these CUP violations and monitor and enforce the CUP
conditions!
Gordon Piper, 33 Hiller Drive, Oakland
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From: Gordon Piper
To: Klein, Heather; Flynn, Rachel
Subject: Re: Seeking clarification re Employee Condition on Bentley CUP
Date: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 2:36:19 PM
Attachments: Bentley Employee # Analysis.xlsx


Home | Calendar | Login | Donate


Volume: 1  Issue: 24 Tuesday, March 11, 2014


Keeping Bentley Beautiful ...


"What a beautiful campus!" Whether in Lafayette or on the Hiller campus, I've lost count of how many
times I've heard those words uttered by visitors to Bentley over the past several years. Three years of
catching up on deferred maintenance, including all buildings and the extensive grounds on both school
properties allows us to experience the best of Bentley's remarkable facilities each and every day. Our school
is a model for a culture of shared leadership. Hiring the right people with the most positive attitudes and
work ethics in every position, with the Board of Trustees providing strong role-modeling, we move toward
even more robust operations. There is no better example of this philosophy than Andres Nunez who
assumed the role of Director of Facilities for both campuses three years ago. Working with trustee and
former Bentley parent Dave Hummel (father of Ben, Class of 2012), Andres and his crew have addressed
all major concerns of facilities on both campuses taking a proactive approach in planning forward.  
 
Mr. Nunez is responsible for hiring the entire buildings and grounds staff including Axel Perea (who joined
as a custodian in 2009 and became a groundskeeper for the Lafayette campus in 2011), Mauricio Alvarado
(started working in 2008 as a custodian and is now Head Custodian at both campuses, Hector Munoz
(started working in 2012 as a groundskeeper at Hiller), Felipe Gonzalez (is a custodian who started working
in 2012), Ramon Becerra (started working in 2012 as a custodian in Lafayette), Noe Hernandez (started
working as a custodian in 2012 in Lafayette), and Fabio Rodriguez (maintenance person who works on
weekends and started working in 2012).
 
This remarkably talented and dedicated team
can be counted upon to “be there” for Bentley
and face the inevitable challenges of older
buildings and sprawling grounds. A broken
water pipe on a Saturday night, a furnace that
refuses to cooperate, or any number of other
challenges seem to frequently occur outside of
normal hours of operation and our team
always manages to do what’s needed for
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			Job Area/Classification/Employee			If added to 66 reported employees in April 2012			If added to 71 reported employees in 10/2013			COMMENTS


			Maintenance/Director of Facilities/Andres Nunez			67			72


			Maintenance/Head Custodian/Mauricio Alvarado			68			73


			Maintenance/Groundskeeper/Hector Munoz			69			74


			Maintenance/Custodian/Felipe Gonalez			70			75


			Maintenance/Custodian/Ramon Becerra			71			76


			Maintenance/Custodian/Noe Hernandez			72			77


			Maintenance/?/Fabio Rodriguez			73			78


			Maintenance/Groundkeeper/Handmyman/?			74			79


			Music/Instructor String Academy/Ting Chin			75			80


			Music/Instructor String Academy/Kristy Kyong			76			81


			Music/Instructor Strings Academy/Ahmed Elgassier			77


			Music/Cello Teacher Strings Academy/Crystal Pasucci						82


			Music/Jazz Band Teacher/Ken Berman			78			83


			Music/4-8Music, K-1 Creative Movement, Peforming Arts Assistant/Dayna Shon			79


			Physical Education/Volleyball Coach /Eric Lautz			80			84


			Physical Education/Basetball Coach/Kelvin Potts			81			85


			Physical Education/Athletic Director/Rob Rafeh			82


			Physical Education/Athletic Director Hiller/?			83


			Physical Education/Soccer Coach/Jordan Gash						86


			Physical Education/Phys. Ed Teacher/Jim Shufele			84


			Administration/Assoc.  Dean of Teaching/Alexis Filippini			85


			Faculty&Staff/K-5 Learning Specialist/Melissa Hyde						87


			Faculty/Humanities Teacher/Mia Gittlen or Peter Hagen						88


			Faculty/Science Specialist & Robotics Teacher, David Palange						89


			Faculty/Math Teacher/Saul Gerry, Jane Zink, Hart Webb						90


			Faculty&Staff/Grade Level Dean&Athletic Coordinator, Caitlin Lawson			86			91


			Administration/Assistant to the Head of School & Transportation & Traffic Safety Coordinaotor/Kori Thomas			87


			Administration/K-12 Technology Coordinator/Maziar Tafreshinejad			88			92


			Administration/Dean of Students/ Beverly Hackford			89


			Administration/Registrar&Assistant to Middle School Head, Gina Raible			90


			Administration/Lower School Prefect/Liz O'Neal						93


			Administration/Director of Marketing, PR, Communications/Tet Salva						94


			After School/Assistant to Director and 10 listed staff members/Traci McMillan, Joshua Owings, Amber Kelleher-Andrews, Peter Phillips, Mitch Costanza, Jason Morte, Ja'ala Berkley, Leah Hessler, Joel Piona			91-94


			Administration/Associate Director of Development, Michele Edelmuth			95


			Faculty/4th Grade Teacher/?						95
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Bentley- all while keeping a collective eye on
the security of our campus, concerned about
the welfare of every student.
 
Last month, our Buildings and Grounds Team
took on a new look (see right). If you are
visiting the Hiller or Lafayette campuses, watch for our facilities team in their Bentley blue jackets, shirts
and sweatshirts. Be sure to say hello and perhaps add your thanks to their list of fans and admirers.  
 
Arlene Hogan
 
 


Rachel and Heather:
This is an excerpt from the March 8, 2013 Bentley School Newsletter and you can see they had more than
one maintenance employee. 


Heather indicates that the Planning Commission considered the list or some list that was provided by the
Bentley School that had 71 employees and this included employees that worked part-time on the Lafayette
campus and part-time at the Hiller campus, i.e., the Headmaster.  The list should have included other
employees that worked at both Bentley School campuses.  Heather still hasn't pointed out one
Commissioner or one vote of the Commission that used the same definition of employees that Heather
offered in her March 10 email.  I think the reason Heather haven't provided this is because she simply can't
show that the Planning Commission or any Planning Commission member had the same definition as the
one Heather included in her March 10 email and is now relying on and asking that we accept, instead of the
clear indication from the Planning Commission that the School was to have no more than 71 full-time and
part-time employees working at the Hiller campus.  I am also concerned about the continuing failure to
adequately investigate evidence of misrepresentations by the Bentley School in relation to the number of
employees that it has at the Hiller campus that constitute a continuing violate the CUP limitation of 71 full-
time and part-time employees that the Planning Commission established.


The Planning Department and Planning staff need to do more than to just accept whole cloth as accurate the
list of employees provided by the Bentley School in 2012, 2013 and 2014 that do not accurately reflect the
number of full-time and part-time employees working at the Hiller campus.  This has been like asking the
fox to guard the hen house and to report accurately on what is going on there.  I request another Planning
Department staff member and an investigator with greater expertise, investigative skills, and clear
demonstrated neutrality be assigned by the City to promptly and fully investigate and  address the
continuing violation of the CUP limit on 71 employees at the Hiller campus of the Bentley School.


I will attach for Rachel's understanding a copy of the list that the Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
provided previously in late 2013 to the Bentley School, the CUP Hotline, and Planner Heather Klein that
documented some of the many part-time or full-time employees that worked apparently at the Hiller
campus in either 2012 and/or 2013, beyond the allowed 71 full-time or part-time employees allowed by the
Planning Department.  We ask the Planning Department do a thorough investigation regarding these
employees, of the misrepresentations relative to lists of employees by Bentley School for the Hiller campus
in 2012, 2013, and 2014, and regarding the ongoing CUP violations, and then take appropriate corrective
action.   For years the Bentley School has made misrepresentations to the City, the Planning Department,







and neighbors first regarding the number of students it had (which violated the previous CUP limit) and
now regarding the number of full-time and part-time employees it has at the Hiller campus.  


Gordon Piper


On Tue, Mar 11, 2014 at 1:10 PM, Klein, Heather <HKlein@oaklandnet.com> wrote:


Gordon,


There was a continuous discussion about this issue at all of those meetings where the Commission as whole
discussed staff, whose was staff, where could they park, why couldn’t they move to Lafayette, who was a
vendor, what was the PTA to be etc. The Planning Commission approved the 71 number and defined staff based
on the School’s employee list for the School. I used that to consider your e-mail and have made an informal
determination regarding the Director of IT. Any additional consideration will require you to submit a formal
determination letter.


 


Heather Klein, CGBP, LEED AP BC&D


Planner III


City of Oakland


 


250 Frank H Ogawa Plaza, Suite 3315


Oakland, CA 94612


ph: (510)238-3659


fax: (510)238-6538


email: hklein@oaklandnet.com


 


P Please consider the environment before printing this email


 


 


From: Gordon Piper [mailto:rgpiper33@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 12:52 PM


To: Klein, Heather
Subject: Re: Seeking clarification re Employee Condition on Bentley CUP


 


Can you point to a specific Planning Commission member or that defined the 71 employee-limit in the
way you have defined it or any specific vote by the Planning Commission that defined it as more than just
71 full-time and part-time employees on the Hiller campus?  Can you point to even one hearing where
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some Planning Commissioner defined employees in the same manner as you did in your March 10 email?


It seems you should be able to clarify more precisely how you arrived at the narrow interpretation that
you outlined in your recent email.  Bentley School at the time that the 71 employee limit was established
had more than just the Headmaster who was working part-time on both campuses, yet multiple part-time
employees were not listed by the Bentley School including members of the maintenance staff, music
staff, athletic department staff members.


I believe there have been misrepresenetations by the Bentley School as to where the IT Director was
assigned  as he was parking in 2013 every day and working every day at the Hiller campus and not in
Lafayette.  This would have put the school in violation of the CUP limit of 71 employees.  The every-
school-day parking and assignment of the IT Director only changed last Fall when Neighbors for Safety
in Hiller Highlands pointed out to you and Bentley School the failure of the Bentley School to accurately
report the number of full-time and part-time employees that it had working at the Hiller campus.  We
heard nothing back from you when this was reported, until Bentley School changed where it was saying
he was assigned to work and was actually working.


I don't know how you can determine whether the Bentley School considers an employee or a vendor
without seeing whether they issue them a W-2 or not, or whether they were issued a 1099.  The School
has indicated that Strings Academy employees were faculty and I don't believe your evaluation has been
thorough enough either relative to the IT Director, the Strings Academy employees, and other part-time
employees such as maintenance employees that are working at both campuses.  


Bentley's Director of Facilities Andres Nunez himself told me several months back when I saw him
working at the Hiller campus that there were three maintenance employees besides himself working
regularly at the Hiller campus and not one.  Three plus one equals four, not one in 2014. The March 2013
article about the Bentley School maintenance staff in fact indicated that his "crew" of seven other named
crew members "addressed all major concerns of facilities on both campuses".  Eight maintenance workers
that work part-time or full time at the Hiller campus does not equal one in 2013.  The School has been in
non-compliance with the CUP limitations of 71 full-time and part-time employees I believe in 2012, 2013
and 2014, just as they were for years were in violation of the number of students allowed at the campus. 


There is no logic in counting the Headmaster as an employee who works on both campuses and not
counting all of the other Bentley School employees that were and still are working on both campuses. 
Point out something much more specific Heather that backs up your latest interpretation that the Planing
Commission indicated only one part-time employee that works on both campuses is to be counted. 


 It's time for these on-going CUP violations by the Bentley School on the Hiller campus to be adequately
investigated and stopped.


Gordon Piper


 


 


 


On Tue, Mar 11, 2014 at 9:47 AM, Klein, Heather <HKlein@oaklandnet.com> wrote:


Gordon,


As mentioned in the letter this issue was discussed many times during the School’s CUP hearings. The Planning
Commission tapes are available from KTOP. There is a cost for the DVD’s. Dates of the hearings that I believe
discuss the issue of staff based on the content in the staff reports include the following:


March 3, 2010
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April 7, 2010


July 21, 2010


February 16, 2011


 


Please ask the school for the maintenance staff person’s name. It is not required, per the conditions of approval,
that the School provide names of their employees or W-2’s, only the total number of employees for the Hiller
campus. As for the Strings Academy staff, the City is satisfied that the these staff are not to be considered
employees but vendors as these staff.


 


Heather Klein, CGBP, LEED AP BC&D


Planner III


City of Oakland


 


250 Frank H Ogawa Plaza, Suite 3315


Oakland, CA 94612


ph: (510)238-3659


fax: (510)238-6538


email: hklein@oaklandnet.com


 


P Please consider the environment before printing this email


 


 


From: Gordon Piper [mailto:rgpiper33@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 1:24 AM
To: Klein, Heather
Subject: Re: Seeking clarification re Employee Condition on Bentley CUP


 


Could you clarify what you base your contention that the Commission in any vote or comments in
establishing the limit of 71 full-time and part-time employees limiting the counting of the employees to
those that worked solely on the Hiller campus or had offices on the Hiller campus?  Is there any tape
recording that supports this was a position taken or communicated by any Planning Commission member
at its meeting at which the CUP limitation was discussed and approved?  If so, can you please make the
tape or a transcript of the specific comments that you are basing your understanding of the definition of
"employee" which you have underlined in your email.  I don't recall that have been discussed or indicated
as a definition that was to be used by Bentley School or staff, and would like to see how you arrived at
this understanding.  I look forward to promptly receiving clarification as to how you arrived at this
definition and understanding.  If you are aware of some other writing from all Commission members that
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indicated this was the definition of employee to be utilized, could you provide a copy of this
document/writing? 


Could you also clarify the name or names of the one maintenance employee at the Hiller campus in 2012,
2013, and 2014? 


I also would like to know if in your research regarding the Strings Academy learning whether you
determined whether any of three Strings Academy employees received W-2's that might further support
the indications made in writing by the Bentley School that these were faculty and instructors, and not
"vendors".  Do the Strings Academy instructors receive W-2's or 1099's in 2011,2012, and 2013?  Did the
Jazz Band Teacher receive a W-2 or a 1099 in 2012 and 2013? 


Gordon Piper


 


 


 


 


 


On Mon, Mar 10, 2014 at 2:49 PM, Klein, Heather <HKlein@oaklandnet.com> wrote:


Susan and Gordon,


I received your e-mails and voicemails regarding staffing at Bentley School. I had a chance to discuss the issue of
the Director of IT and the Strings Academy staff with the School. Furthermore, I reviewed the previous list of
employees that was approved by the Planning Commission in 2010, the version from 2012 and the most recent
submittal. As I have discussed at the multiple Planning Commission meetings and in e-mails to the neighbors,
City staff did not want to be in the position of constantly  determining staff which could be fairly fluid depending
on the needs of a school.


 


It is the Department’s understanding that the Commission defined staff as those persons, aside from the Head
Master whose house is located on the Bentley campus, who were solely associated with the running of the Hiller
Campus or whose offices were located at the Hiller campus. Specially, this meant all Bentley K-8 faculty,
administrators, maintenance staff, and childcare staff and is consistent with the lists that the School has
submitted. Currently, there are 45 faculty, 17 administrative staff, 8 childcare workers, and 1 maintenance staff
for a total of 71 employees. In 2012, there were 44 faculty, 14 administrative staff, 7 childcare workers, and 1
maintenance staff for a total of 66 employees. In 2010, there were 47 faculty, 8 childcare workers, 3
maintenance staff and 13 administrative staff for a total of 71 employees.


 


The Director of IT ‘s office is in Lafayette. He occasionally needs to come to the Hiller Campus to discuss IT
related situations with Bentley staff such as the Technology Associate . However, he was not considered part-
time staff for the Hiller campus at the time that the Planning Commission approved the staffing list. Therefore,
City staff consider him  a vendor. Vendors are not considered full or part time staff. The Strings Academy staff is
a vendor providing musical instruction and is similar to athletic coaches or  tutors. They are not faculty.
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As previously discussed in the City’s letter dated April 5, 2012 and attached to this e-mail, City staff outlined the
process by which the neighbors could request a formal determination from the City which could be appealed. If
you wish to file a determination regarding the Director of IT or the Strings Academy, please submit a letter to
the Zoning Permit counter with an initial fee of $300.65. City staff will review your request and provide you the
Department’s formal response. Any party may then appeal that decision to the full Planning Commission.


 


I hope this clarifies your concerns regarding the IT Director and the  Strings Academy staff.


Best,


 


Heather Klein, CGBP, LEED AP BC&D


Planner III


City of Oakland


 


250 Frank H Ogawa Plaza, Suite 3315


Oakland, CA 94612


ph: (510)238-3659


fax: (510)238-6538


email: hklein@oaklandnet.com


 


P Please consider the environment before printing this email


 


 


From: Susan Piper [mailto:susangpiper@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 12:40 PM
To: Klein, Heather
Cc: Gordon Piper
Subject: Seeking clarification re Employee Condition on Bentley CUP


 


Hi Heather,


Can you please explain how the Planning Department defines part-time employees with respect to the
Bentley CUP?


 


There are Bentley employees based in Lafayette who come to the Hiller Campus several times a week as
part of their jobs (for example. the IT Director, some Lafayette-based faculty who serve as coaches or
music instructors, etc.).
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The CUP doesn't directly address this-- it just limits the total number of full and part time employees on
the Oakland campus. 


 


We would appreciate hearing your rationale, so that we can understand how the Planning Department
interprets this situation in relation to the CUP employee limit.  


 


Thanks.


 


Gordon and Sue Piper


33 Hiller Drive


Oakland, CA 94618


510 843-3828
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From: linda harris
To: Klein, Heather
Cc: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands List
Subject: Bentley staff parking on Hiller
Date: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 10:30:27 AM


Dear Heather:
 


Gordon Piper's letter regarding the Bentley Athletic Director  who is parking on Hiller raises
an issue that  remains a little murky in the CUP and it is a concern for neighbors.  Since the
final approvals last month we have seen an increase in the number of people who  appear to
be Bentley staff, parking on Hiller. 


 
If the school  increases the number of people who are effectively providing instructional
programs or services (known as faculty, staff or employees in most schools) but assigns
them different titles from those on the list Bentley provided two years ago,  we will continue
to see increasing numbers of school related vehicles parked on Hiller for longer
periods...some of them for hours.   


 
On Bentley's Appeal, the Planning Commission approved a generous cap of 71 employees
which Bentley indicated was all of their full and part time staff.   During the appeal, Bentley
did not mention any additional regular workers called vendors.  In fact,  the Planning
Commissioners specifically discussed their concern that substituting several part time
workers for a single full time worker would have the direct impact of increasing traffic and
parking demand, a condition the Commissioners were trying to address.   They asked the
school to be clear that they had included everyone so that there wouldn't be additional
requests for increases in staff.  


We hope that the school's new category of "vendor" and new job titles will not be used to
circumvent the intended cap on staff or the restriction on staff parking on Hiller that were
approved in the CUP.   Even Bentley seems confused on this issue and has repeatedly
referred to the Athletic Director as an employee and staff since 2010 but now lists him as a
vendor for parking purposes.  


How will the intention of Condition 14a to reduce neighborhood traffic and parking by staff,
 be upheld or enforced if Bentley categorizes more of its full time and part time employees
in new vendor job titles that were not on the 2010 list?    Can you please provide NSHH the
2010 job title list and the definition of an employee and the date and the definition of vendor
that is being used in interpreting the restriction on staff parking.   Can you also provide the
list of Bentley staff/vendors and their titles which Bentley has identified to  DKS as being
exempt from the no parking restriction during the DKS monthly monitoring periods.


 
We note that since DKS reports now only cover a 1 hour period in the morning and
afternoon once per month, it is not surprising that they do not observe many of the staff-
vendors who tend to arrive and depart off the bell schedule.   This is one of the elements of
the CUP which cannot be effectively monitored and evaluated during the one hour periods.   


Thank you for your help,


Linda 
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From: SAM JAMES
To: jimdexter@aol.com; wberardi@bentleyschool.net; donna_karch@yahoo.com; fsseifried@comcast.net;


jbgene@yahoo.com; joni.upshaw@gmail.com; lynette.francis@kp.org; mcmegal@sbcglobal.net;
mpshep@aol.com; nadine@prah.net; neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com; rsboyers@sbcglobal.net;
saalfeld@sbcglobal.net; sandi.bonacini@gmail.com; scobbledick@comcast.net


Cc: cuphotline@bentleyschool.net; Klein, Heather
Subject: RE: Bentley School - Next NLC Meeting
Date: Monday, January 10, 2011 9:49:14 PM


Sounds fine to me but this is a 50 page + document. Who has time to read it? I will forward this to my
board president and ask her if there is someone in our association  who has the time to read it.


Sam.


From: JimDexter@aol.com
Date: Fri, 7 Jan 2011 14:10:48 -0500
Subject: Re: Bentley School - Next NLC Meeting
To: wberardi@bentleyschool.net; donna_karch@yahoo.com; fsseifried@comcast.net;
jbgene@yahoo.com; joni.upshaw@gmail.com; lynette.francis@kp.org; mcmegal@sbcglobal.net;
mpshep@aol.com; nadine@prah.net; neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com;
rsboyers@sbcglobal.net; saalfeld@sbcglobal.net; sandi.bonacini@gmail.com; scobbledick@comcast.net;
sjames12345@msn.com
CC: cuphotline@bentleyschool.net; HKlein@oaklandnet.com


Hi, all,
 
What will be accomplished by having this proposed NLC meeting?  Here is my understanding of the
current situation:
 
1.  NLC meetings were to be called by the neighbors, not the school, per our last meeting minutes.
2.  NLC meeting agendas were to be developed and distributed by the neighbors, not the school, per our
last meeting minutes.
3.  Requests for communications by the school to the neighbors have been completely ignored.
4.  Requests for interim drafts of the DKS report have been completely ignored.
5.  Requests for interim drafts of the upcoming traffic plan have been completely ignored.
 
Now, the 'final' DKS report has been distributed to the neighbors BEFORE the submission to the Planning
Commission (as far as I can tell, by a review of the upcoming agendas for the Planning Commission),
which is a great thing.  This shows some acknowledgement of the neighbors.  However it is not clear if
the report is truly final, and this distribution is only a 'courtesy' release.  Even if the report is not 'final' can
the report be adjusted by input from the neighbors?  I doubt it, as this report represents the analysis by
DKS of their physical observations and comparison with the CUP goals as DKS understands it, without
further conclusions.
 
So, for us neighbors, the issue is whether the DKS report accurately reflects the reality of our day-to-day
experience with the school.  Do we need a meeting with the school to determine this?  Wouldn't it be
more appropriate for the neighbors to meet by themselves and discuss the report?
 
If we do want the NLC meeting, then, the neighbors should develop the agenda for the meeting, and
ensure that the meeting agenda accomplishes the goals of the neighbors.
 
Jim Dexter
 
In a message dated 1/7/2011 9:35:40 A.M. Pacific Standard Time, wberardi@bentleyschool.net writes:


Greetings Everyone and Happy New Year!


On December 17th I emailed the November monitoring report from DKS.  If you did not receive
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that email, I have attached the report for your reference.


I would like to take this time to schedule the next NLC meeting.  I have included suggested dates
below.  Please let me know which dates would work best.


January 26
February 9
February 10
February 16


Lastly, a reminder that our Admissions department has an event scheduled tomorrow and have
advised the visitors to park in the Hiller Drive lot.


Sincerely,
Wendi Berardi
Bentley School
Head of School's Office | Admissions Associate, K-8
1 Hiller Drive | Oakland, CA  94618
510.843.2512 x2411 | 510.843.1139 (Fax)
wberardi@bentleyschool.net
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From: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
To: Klein, Heather
Cc: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands List
Subject: Bentley submitted a revised enrollment number
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2016 5:09:05 PM
Attachments: Revised Bentley Enrollment Numbers 22416.pdf


Hi Heather,


Attached is a revised document that Bentley submitted EMMA. The school
now states that the Hiller campus has 358 students.
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BENTLEY SCHOOL 
Oakland Campus 



Admissions by Academic Year  
 



Academic Year Applications Acceptances/Offers 
Extended 



Students 
Enrolled 



2006-07 179 83 63 
2007-08 184 98 68 
2008-09 183 104 72 
2009-10 160 108 64 
2010-11 179 125 55 
2011-12 176 115 65 
2012-13 
2013-14 
2014-15 



188 
246 
229 



101 
173 
103 



57 
91 
64 



   2015-16           226           92                            68 
  



BENTLEY SCHOOL 
Lafayette Campus 



Admissions by Academic Year  
 



Academic Year Applications Acceptances/Offers 
Extended 



Students 
Enrolled 



2006-07 266 182 87 
2007-08 274 223 93 
2008-09 202 150 72 
2009-10 144 124 55 
2010-11 219 183 71 
2011-12 273 180 88 
2012-13 
2013-14 
2014-15 
2015-16                                                                            



290 
229 
212 
226 



244 
175 
164 
157 



77 
67 
73 
76 



 
BENTLEY SCHOOL 
Historical Enrollment*  



 Hiller Campus 
Lafayette 
Campus 



 



Academic 
Year 



Lower School Middle 
School 



 Upper School Total 



2006-07 234 120 330 684 
2007-08 237 120 328 685 
2008-09 243 119 302 664 
2009-10 234 116 285 635 
2010-11 217 114 273 604 
2011-12 
2012-13 
2013-14 
2014-15 
2015-16 



223 
200 
236 
229 
229 



123 
114 
124 
129 
129 



301 
318 
322 
318 
325 



647 
632 
682 
676 
683 



 
 
 



     
          *Enrollment as of the opening day of school. 













From: Gordon Piper
To: Kori Thomas; cuphotline@bentleyschool.net; Klein, Heather; neighbors safety hiller highlands
Subject: Re: Staff Parking on North Hill Court
Date: Thursday, February 27, 2014 12:36:12 PM
Attachments: Bentley Parking 005.JPG


One day after Kori Thomas sends an email indicating that the school's Director of Technology
Maziar Tafreshinejad for the Oakland and Lafayette campuses is assigned to the Lafayette
campus and is not Bentley faculty or staff as defined by the Conditional Use Permit "although
he comes to Bentley when Bentley has specific IT needs", I find today that Mr. Tafreshinejad's
car is back to being parked on Thursday morning February 26 in the same assigned parking
space that Mr. Tafreshinejad was utilizing both in November and December 2013.  I believe
this is a violation and has been a violation of the number of employees that are allowed at the
Oakland campus under the CUP, and that the CUP does cover part-time staff working on both
campuses such as Mr. Tafreshinejad, the head master, the Director of Facilities, and some
custodial staff and groundskeeper/handymen, and  past Strings Academy staff members that
worked part-time at each campus. 


 I believe the School has been in violation of the CUP limits for several years and has
misrepresented to the City of Oakland and neighbors the number of employees it had that
worked at the Oakland campus.  Neighbors in Safety in Hiller Highlands previously provided
a list of employees in a Hotline Complaint that did not appear to have been counted or
reported to the City that raised the total number of emploees in 2012 and 2013 above 71. 
There are still additional employees above the listed 71 employees that constitute a violation
of the CUP limit of 71 employees at the Oakland campus, including:  Mr. Tafreshejad, the
Director of Facilities, Strings Academy faculty, and I believe some coaches and possibly some
after school staff members in some time periods that were above numbers reported to the City.
I believe the City of Oakland and Planning Commission need to review the accuracy of the
2012 and 2013 reports of staff and the apparent violations of the CUP limits on faculty and
staff assigned to the Oakland campus.  


Attached is a picture of Mr. Tafreshinejad's car taken this morning, which documents the
apparent continuing CUP violation in his not being counted as a part-time staff member
working at the Oakland campus along with some of the other employees previously cited by
members of Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands.  This matter needs to be brought to the
Neighborhood Liaison Committee and Planning Commission for discussion and corrective
action.  The CUP limitation on staffing needs to be strictly complied with on the Oakland
campus, and there needs to be enforcement by the City of Oakland and Planning Commission
and Planning Department staff of this limitation. Bentley School needs to comply with this
key CUP limitation and not ignore it or try to bend the interpretation of what is covered, which
is all staff on the Oakland campus be they full-time or part-time.


On Wed, Feb 26, 2014 at 9:09 AM, Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net> wrote:
Gordon,


 


Mr. Maziar Tafreshinejad, the IT director for both of the Bentley campuses is not Bentley
faculty or staff as that is defined in the Hiller site use permit.  His is assigned to the Lafayette
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campus, although he comes to Bentley when Bentley has specific IT needs.  Because Maziar
is not Bentley faculty or staff, he does not count towards the 71 person cap on faculty and
staff in the CUP.  On the day in question, he was asked to cover for a regular traffic monitor
who was not available.   Performing this occasional service when he visits campus does not
make him “Bentley faculty or staff” under the use permit.    


 


Best,


Kori 


On Mon, Dec 23, 2013 at 2:52 PM, Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net> wrote:
Dear Gordon,


Thank you for your email. The school will be closed for the holidays. Your message was
received and will be responded to at a later date.


Happy Holidays,
Kori 


On Fri, Dec 20, 2013 at 12:34 PM, Gordon Piper <rgpiper33@gmail.com> wrote:
Thank you for your email.  You indicated in your email that Mr. Tafreshinejad as the
Director of Technology at some point in time was or is "stationed in Lafayette".  Mr.
Tafreshinejad also appears to be working this school year at least part-time as an
employee here on the Hiller campus  and it did not appear that he was listed or counted
on the Compliance Report that was provided by the School for the Hiller campus to the
City of Oakland in mid October 2013, which would have raised the total number of
employees on the Hiller campus above 71.  He was parking during portions of
November along the Fire Lane during the school day, and also has served recently in the
afternoon as a Traffic Monitor on the Hiller campus with the "stop" sign next to the
driveway.  He was parked all day on December 12 on a school day on Hiller Drive. 


The School appears to be exceeding the number of employees, 71, allowed under the
CUP on the Hiller campus.  


 


On Fri, Dec 20, 2013 at 10:58 AM, Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net> wrote:
Dear Mr. Piper,


Your email has been regarded and addressed. The School has reinforced the need for
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staff members to park appropriately. This car looks to belong to a staff member who is
stationed in Lafayette and also a Hiller parent. He acknowledges the mistake and has
been made aware of the need not to park on these public streets-- Hiller
Dr./N.Hill/S.Hill Ct.  He now understands the expectations.  


Again, please refer to the 12/16/13 City email which fully addresses your 12/12/13
concern. 


Regards,
Kori 


On Fri, Dec 20, 2013 at 10:17 AM, Gordon Piper <rgpiper33@gmail.com> wrote:
The School's Director of Technology Maziar Tafreshinejad has been parking on
North Hill Court in violation of the prohibition against staff parking contained in the
TDM, as first reported on December 12 and continuing today.


The School is not responding to CUP Hotline complaints such as the previous
complaint that was made about the staff parking on North Hill Court, to stop the
parking.  There is a need for the School to clarify what it has done and will be doing
to set aside the necessary parking for staff to comply with TDM prohibition against
staff parking on Hiller Drive and North Hill Court.


-- 
Kind regards,


Kori Thomas 
Assistant to Head of School
Operations & Compliance Coordinator 
Bentley School, 1 Hiller Dr. Oakland, CA 94618
Tel: 510.843.2512 ext. 2462| Fax: 510.843.1139 
kthomas@bentleyschool.net
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From: SAM JAMES
To: jimdexter@aol.com; wberardi@bentleyschool.net; donna_karch@yahoo.com; cuphotline@bentleyschool.net;


Klein, Heather; lynette.francis@kp.org; scobbledick@comcast.net; fsseifried@comcast.net;
rsboyers@sbcglobal.net; jbgene@yahoo.com; joni.upshaw@gmail.com; saalfeld@sbcglobal.net;
sandi.bonacini@gmail.com; mpshep@aol.com; mcmegal@sbcglobal.net; nadine@prah.net;
teresamferguson@yahoo.com; afhogan@bentleyschool.net


Subject: RE: Bentley"s CUP COA Item 24C
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2012 8:43:01 PM


Jim,


I order to be credible you need to have your facts correct. I did not attend a NLC meeting on 1/23/12. I
did attend a meeting last year, I can provide the date if you need it. I was the only member of the NLC
as we knew it - so it did not constitute a forum. Not much was discussed and I was promised the
documents that were to be submitted to the commission. There was one guy who was not a member of
the NLC who attended and he is fully supportive of the school. I will forward what was sent to me
recently. I think you all got the same documents.


Sam.


From: JimDexter@aol.com
Date: Wed, 25 Jan 2012 13:20:45 -0500
Subject: Re: Bentley's CUP COA Item 24C
To: wberardi@bentleyschool.net; donna_karch@yahoo.com; cuphotline@bentleyschool.net;
hklein@oaklandnet.com; lynette.francis@kp.org; scobbledick@comcast.net; fsseifried@comcast.net;
rsboyers@sbcglobal.net; jbgene@yahoo.com; joni.upshaw@gmail.com; sjames12345@msn.com;
saalfeld@sbcglobal.net; sandi.bonacini@gmail.com; mpshep@aol.com; mcmegal@sbcglobal.net;
nadine@prah.net; teresamferguson@yahoo.com; afhogan@bentleyschool.net


Wendi,
 
Please correct the impression that there was a valid NLC meeting on Monday, 1/23/12, in all appropriate
forums, including to the Oakland Planning Commission prior to the February 2nd PC meeting.
 
It is inappropriate for Bentley to 1) call a meeting of the NLC (per a previous email from me), and 2) it is
more inappropriate for you to indicate that a valid NLC meeting was convened. 
 
If there is to be any future NLC meeting, the Bentley School should coordinate with the former members
of the NLC and ask them to consider re-constituting the neighborhood representatives in a new NLC.  If
they choose to do so, then the neighbors would call the meeting, develop the agenda, and set the
meeting expectations.
 
All of the previous NLC neighborhood members except Sam James were, on purpose, not attending the
1/23/12 meeting, having previously declared that the Bentley staff had lied to the now-defunct NLC, and
that the meetings were of no purpose. 
 
Having two neighbors attend the meeting, only one of whom was a part of the previous neighborhood
representatives of the defunct NLC, is in itself, not able to be called a valid NLC meeting, as you correctly
point out below. 
 
I fully respect Howard Matis and Sam James, and honor their commitment to attend the meeting called by
the Bentley School, but, in no way can the meeting on 1/23/12 be called a valid NLC meeting.
 
Jim Dexter
Public Safety Committee Chair, Beat 13Y Neighborhood Council
North Hills Community Association
http://www.northhillscommunity.org
5591 Merriewood Drive
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Oakland, CA 94611
510 339 2184 (h)
650 575 1745 (c)
 
In a message dated 1/25/2012 9:57:11 A.M. Pacific Standard Time, wberardi@bentleyschool.net writes:


Greetings Donna,
Thanks for your email of 1/23/12.  We wanted to let you know that, per my email on 1/17/2012,
 we convened a meeting of the NLC on Monday 1/23/12 at 6:30pm to discuss the hearing on
February 1, 2012 before the Planning Commission.  No representatives from the neighborhood
were in attendance.


With respect to CUP Condition of Approval 24c, this section provides that "copies of reports
submitted to the City shall be provided at the same time to the Neighborhood Liaison
Committee."  This provision calls for the school to copy the NLC on "reports" submitted to the
City, not to copy NLC on all communications between the school and the City. 


Kind regards,
Wendi Berardi
Bentley School
Associate Director of Admissions, K-8
Director of Transportation & Traffic Safety
Assistant to Head of School
1 Hiller Drive | Oakland, CA  94618
510.843.2512 x2411 | 510.843.1139 (Fax)
wberardi@bentleyschool.net


See more about our Kindergarten program.  Click here.  


The Bentley School Promise


On Mon, Jan 23, 2012 at 11:46 AM, Donna Karch <donna_karch@yahoo.com> wrote:


Dear Wendi,


Per Bentley's CUP Conditions of Approval Item 24C, "Copies of
reports submitted to the City shall be provided at the same time
to the Neighborhood Liaison Committee."


Bentley continues to fail to provide members of the NLC with
reports and documents. Please provide the members with all
documents, reports, etc. that Bentley (or its representatives) has
submitted to the City of Oakland, including all those pertaining
to the February 1, 2012 meeting with the Planning
Commissioners.


Regards,


Donna Karch
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From: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
To: Klein, Heather
Cc: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands List; Leila Moncharsh
Subject: Bentley"s Hiller campus enrollment reported as 363
Date: Thursday, February 18, 2016 4:55:48 PM
Attachments: Bentley Enrollment 2015-16.pdf


Dear Heather


NSHH has just reviewed Bentley's Annual Audited Financial Statements including a report of
their Admissions and Enrollment by academic year.  These are legal documents required by
the Electronic Municipal Market Access  (EMMA) as part of Bentley's obligation under its
California Public Revenue Bond debt.


According to the EMMA document, which is attached, Bentley's enrollment for the 2015-16
school year is 363 students, three more than the CUP allows.  Will you please forward the
Annual 2015-16 Enrollment Report Bentley provided to Planning and Zoning as required by
Condition 21 of the CUP so that we can compare the two reports.


Will you issue a finding of noncompliance based on this recent report of over enrollment?


Thank you,


Linda Harris
On behalf of NSHH
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From: Gordon Piper
To: Kori Thomas; neighbors safety hiller highlands; cuphotline@bentleyschool.net; Klein, Heather
Subject: Re: Staff Parking on North Hill Court
Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 11:19:03 AM


When was Mr. Tafreshinejad assigned to the Lafayette campus?  I observed him parking on
school days in the driveway spot regularly this Fall until a concern was first raised about his
not being counted as or listed as an employee working on the Berkeley campus. I also don't
understand your contention that if he comes to the Berkeley campus when there are IT needs
that this does not make him at least a part-time employee.  Similarly, I don't understand why
the Director of Facilities was not on the list of employees working at the Berkeley campus
provided to the City in mid October, when he continues to perform work or duties here.  There
has been no clarification either about the Jazz Band Director and the String Academy
employees that do not appear on your list of employees, even though they have been listed as
faculty at Bentley and regularly work here.  Can you provide a new and updated and more
accurate list of employees to neighbors at this time by name and job title for all full time and
part time employees?  This would be helpful to see what the School is doing now or has done
to comply with the CUP limitation on employees at the Oakland campus.  You previously did
not respond to the CUP hotline complaint by Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
regarding the employees that were not reflected on the mid October list of employees at the
Oakland campus provided to the City, and this left a real question as to why there was no
response and why these employees weren't listed.  I would like this matter set for discussion at
a Neighborhood Liaison meeting in the near future.


On Wed, Feb 26, 2014 at 9:09 AM, Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net> wrote:
Gordon,


 


Mr. Maziar Tafreshinejad, the IT director for both of the Bentley campuses is not Bentley
faculty or staff as that is defined in the Hiller site use permit.  His is assigned to the Lafayette
campus, although he comes to Bentley when Bentley has specific IT needs.  Because Maziar
is not Bentley faculty or staff, he does not count towards the 71 person cap on faculty and
staff in the CUP.  On the day in question, he was asked to cover for a regular traffic monitor
who was not available.   Performing this occasional service when he visits campus does not
make him “Bentley faculty or staff” under the use permit.    


 


Best,


Kori 


On Mon, Dec 23, 2013 at 2:52 PM, Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net> wrote:
Dear Gordon,
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Thank you for your email. The school will be closed for the holidays. Your message was
received and will be responded to at a later date.


Happy Holidays,
Kori 


On Fri, Dec 20, 2013 at 12:34 PM, Gordon Piper <rgpiper33@gmail.com> wrote:
Thank you for your email.  You indicated in your email that Mr. Tafreshinejad as the
Director of Technology at some point in time was or is "stationed in Lafayette".  Mr.
Tafreshinejad also appears to be working this school year at least part-time as an
employee here on the Hiller campus  and it did not appear that he was listed or counted
on the Compliance Report that was provided by the School for the Hiller campus to the
City of Oakland in mid October 2013, which would have raised the total number of
employees on the Hiller campus above 71.  He was parking during portions of
November along the Fire Lane during the school day, and also has served recently in the
afternoon as a Traffic Monitor on the Hiller campus with the "stop" sign next to the
driveway.  He was parked all day on December 12 on a school day on Hiller Drive. 


The School appears to be exceeding the number of employees, 71, allowed under the
CUP on the Hiller campus.  


 


On Fri, Dec 20, 2013 at 10:58 AM, Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net> wrote:
Dear Mr. Piper,


Your email has been regarded and addressed. The School has reinforced the need for
staff members to park appropriately. This car looks to belong to a staff member who is
stationed in Lafayette and also a Hiller parent. He acknowledges the mistake and has
been made aware of the need not to park on these public streets-- Hiller
Dr./N.Hill/S.Hill Ct.  He now understands the expectations.  


Again, please refer to the 12/16/13 City email which fully addresses your 12/12/13
concern. 


Regards,
Kori 


On Fri, Dec 20, 2013 at 10:17 AM, Gordon Piper <rgpiper33@gmail.com> wrote:
The School's Director of Technology Maziar Tafreshinejad has been parking on
North Hill Court in violation of the prohibition against staff parking contained in the
TDM, as first reported on December 12 and continuing today.


The School is not responding to CUP Hotline complaints such as the previous
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complaint that was made about the staff parking on North Hill Court, to stop the
parking.  There is a need for the School to clarify what it has done and will be doing
to set aside the necessary parking for staff to comply with TDM prohibition against
staff parking on Hiller Drive and North Hill Court.


-- 
Kind regards,


Kori Thomas 
Assistant to Head of School
Operations & Compliance Coordinator 
Bentley School, 1 Hiller Dr. Oakland, CA 94618
Tel: 510.843.2512 ext. 2462| Fax: 510.843.1139 
kthomas@bentleyschool.net
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From: Linda Harris
To: Klein, Heather
Subject: Re: Appeal and compliance
Date: Thursday, March 10, 2011 2:30:42 PM


Heather:   How do we get a copy of the appeal?  Do you have a clarification of the
enforcement date since the beginning of the third trimester is march 14. 
Thanks for the update.
Linda


Sent from my iPhone


On Mar 10, 2011, at 2:18 PM, "Klein, Heather" <HKlein@oaklandnet.com> wrote:


Linda,
Sorry it has taken me a couple of days to get back to you. The School did file an appeal and
by the deadline. Therefore, the recommendations approved by the Commission will be held
in abeyance pending a decision on the appeal. I don’t know whether they have hired a
traffic consultant to help them further reduce the single occupancy vehicle trips.
 
Heather Klein, CGBP, LEED AP
Planner III
City of Oakland
 
250 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, Suite 3315
Oakland, CA 94612
ph: (510) 238-3659
fax:(510) 238-6538
email: hklein@oaklandnet.com


 P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail 
 


From: Linda Harris [mailto:lkharris@sbcglobal.net] 
Sent: Monday, March 07, 2011 12:34 PM
To: Klein, Heather
Cc: Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
Subject: Appeal and compliance
 
Hi Heather:


Were any appeals filed as a result of the 2/16/11 Planning Commission actions on
Bentley’s CUP?


Has Bentley hired a different traffic consultant to help them with strategies to get in
compliance with the CUP as you mentioned they had offered to do? 


The 2/16/11 staff report  indicated that the school must be in compliance with vehicle
trip limits by the beginning of the third trimester 2011.  What date is that in April?


Thanks,
Linda
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From: Susan piper
To: Ranelletti, Darin
Cc: Kalb, Dan; Bolotina, Olga; Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands; Klein, Heather
Subject: Re: Appeal of Staff Determination of Non-Compliance in Case File No. CM04-411; REV 10-0003, ER07-006, 1


Hiller Drive, 251 Tunnel Road, 245 Tunnel Road and 261 Tunnel Road
Date: Thursday, June 12, 2014 8:10:14 PM


Thanks!
Sue


Sent from my iPad


On Jun 12, 2014, at 4:37 PM, "Ranelletti, Darin" <DRanelletti@oaklandnet.com> wrote:


Hi Gordon and Sue,
 
We understand from Bentley that they intend to seek an amendment to the
conditional use permit as it pertains to employees. The appeal and the amendment
would go to the Planning Commission together. We expect that the amendment
request will be submitted in July which means we’d likely be going to the Planning
Commission in fall or early winter.
 
Darin   
 
Darin Ranelletti, Deputy Director | City of Oakland | Bureau of Planning | 250 Frank H.
Ogawa, Suite 3315 | Oakland, CA 94612 | Phone: (510) 238-3663 | Fax: (510) 238-6538 |
Email: dranelletti@oaklandnet.com | Website: www.oaklandnet.com/planning 


 
From: Susan Piper [mailto:susangpiper@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 11, 2014 11:05 AM
To: Ranelletti, Darin
Cc: Kalb, Dan; Bolotina, Olga; Neighbors for Safety in Hiller Highlands
Subject: RE: Appeal of Staff Determination of Non-Compliance in Case File No. CM04-411;
REV 10-0003, ER07-006, 1 Hiller Drive, 251 Tunnel Road, 245 Tunnel Road and 261 Tunnel
Road
 
Thank you for the update. What is the schedule for the appeal-- when do
you anticipate this coming before the planning commission?
 
Please see the attached letter with our concerns about the above appeal.
 
Gordon & Sue Piper
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From: Linda Harris
To: Klein, Heather
Subject: Bentlley third trimester
Date: Tuesday, March 08, 2011 6:05:54 PM


Heather:  
Wendi Berardi just wrote that Bentley’s third trimester begins on March 14, 2011.  Is this the date
for Bentley to have corrected the inconsistent compliance with Condition 14 as noted on page 5 of
the 2/16/11 staff report? 


Linda
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From: Gordon Piper
To: Kori Thomas; cuphotline@bentleyschool.net; Klein, Heather
Subject: Re: Staff Parking on North Hill Court
Date: Monday, March 03, 2014 3:33:00 PM


In relation to your February 27 email, I didn't see any information in your prior emails that
explained why Mr. Tafreshinejad was not faculty or staff under the terms of the CUP as you
indicate that he is working part-time on the Hiller campus, which presumably would make him a
part-time staff member covered by the CUP limit of 71 employees. 


 I also did not see any explanation as why String Academy are not faculty or staff.  Ahmed Elgassier
was certainly a faculty member that worked on both campuses (yet was not reported to the City as
an employee on the Hiller campus previously), and the online article "Bentley String Acamedy
Begins" notes that the String Academy "has a teaching faculty comprised entirely of teaching artists,
Cristy Kyong, Ting Chin and Ahmed Elagogassier".  Ms. Kyong and MS. Chin are also listed as
"Instructors" in the Fall 2012-Spring 2013 Gentley String Academy Handbook that was online.  The
July 1, 2013 listing for the "Part time Cello Teacher-Bentlely School (oakland Rockridge/Claremont"
listed with the Creativeloft online also references the position both as an instructor and makes
reference to the position referencing "The faculty at Bentley is an innovative. collaborative group
who seeks a candidate to complement their strengths".  I don't understand how you claim now the
positions  in the String Academy are  are not part of your faculty where you claim in other places
they are.  Some of the String Academy staff also claim online they have been part of the Bentley
faculty since 2009.


I still believe the Bentley School is not in compliance with the CUP limitation of 71 employees now
nor was in 2012 or 2013.  In addition to the IT Director and String Academy faculty members, the
Director of Facilities Andres Nunez should also be counted as a Hiller campus employee both now
and in 2012 and 2013, since he works here part-time in 2014, and also worked in 2012 and 2013
along with other members of the Bentley buildings and grounds staff that was described in the
Bentley Newsletter 24.  The Bentley Newsletter article noted he was the Director of Facilities for
"both campuses" starting three years ago.  There were certainly more building and grounds
employees working for the Bentley School on the Hiller campus in 2012 than the one day-time
employee that was reported to the City of Oakland and neighbors, and there is a need for accuracy
in the reports that are being made on all positions at the Hiller campus.


I would like to request an accurate, updated list of employees by name and position be provided on
a monthly basis to neighbors, and that Bentley promptly reduce its total employees to 71 on the
Hiller campus and comply with the limit set forth in the CUP.  Any employee that works on the Hiller
campus during the month on a full-time or part-time basis should be counted and reported
accurately to neighbors and the City of Oakland.  


On Fri, Feb 28, 2014 at 12:21 PM, Gordon Piper <rgpiper33@gmail.com> wrote:


---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net>
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Date: Wed, Feb 26, 2014 at 9:09 AM
Subject: Re: Staff Parking on North Hill Court
To: Gordon Piper <rgpiper33@gmail.com>
Cc: cuphotline <cuphotline@bentleyschool.net>, neighbors safety hiller highlands
<neighbors.safety.hiller.highlands@gmail.com>, Heather Klein <HKlein@oaklandnet.com>


Gordon,


 


Mr. Maziar Tafreshinejad, the IT director for both of the Bentley campuses is not Bentley
faculty or staff as that is defined in the Hiller site use permit.  His is assigned to the Lafayette
campus, although he comes to Bentley when Bentley has specific IT needs.  Because Maziar
is not Bentley faculty or staff, he does not count towards the 71 person cap on faculty and
staff in the CUP.  On the day in question, he was asked to cover for a regular traffic monitor
who was not available.   Performing this occasional service when he visits campus does not
make him “Bentley faculty or staff” under the use permit.    


 


Best,


Kori 


On Mon, Dec 23, 2013 at 2:52 PM, Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net> wrote:
Dear Gordon,


Thank you for your email. The school will be closed for the holidays. Your message was
received and will be responded to at a later date.


Happy Holidays,
Kori 


On Fri, Dec 20, 2013 at 12:34 PM, Gordon Piper <rgpiper33@gmail.com> wrote:
Thank you for your email.  You indicated in your email that Mr. Tafreshinejad as the
Director of Technology at some point in time was or is "stationed in Lafayette".  Mr.
Tafreshinejad also appears to be working this school year at least part-time as an
employee here on the Hiller campus  and it did not appear that he was listed or counted
on the Compliance Report that was provided by the School for the Hiller campus to the
City of Oakland in mid October 2013, which would have raised the total number of
employees on the Hiller campus above 71.  He was parking during portions of
November along the Fire Lane during the school day, and also has served recently in the
afternoon as a Traffic Monitor on the Hiller campus with the "stop" sign next to the
driveway.  He was parked all day on December 12 on a school day on Hiller Drive. 
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The School appears to be exceeding the number of employees, 71, allowed under the
CUP on the Hiller campus.  


 


On Fri, Dec 20, 2013 at 10:58 AM, Kori Thomas <kthomas@bentleyschool.net> wrote:
Dear Mr. Piper,


Your email has been regarded and addressed. The School has reinforced the need for
staff members to park appropriately. This car looks to belong to a staff member who is
stationed in Lafayette and also a Hiller parent. He acknowledges the mistake and has
been made aware of the need not to park on these public streets-- Hiller
Dr./N.Hill/S.Hill Ct.  He now understands the expectations.  


Again, please refer to the 12/16/13 City email which fully addresses your 12/12/13
concern. 


Regards,
Kori 


On Fri, Dec 20, 2013 at 10:17 AM, Gordon Piper <rgpiper33@gmail.com> wrote:
The School's Director of Technology Maziar Tafreshinejad has been parking on
North Hill Court in violation of the prohibition against staff parking contained in the
TDM, as first reported on December 12 and continuing today.


The School is not responding to CUP Hotline complaints such as the previous
complaint that was made about the staff parking on North Hill Court, to stop the
parking.  There is a need for the School to clarify what it has done and will be doing
to set aside the necessary parking for staff to comply with TDM prohibition against
staff parking on Hiller Drive and North Hill Court.


-- 
Kind regards,


Kori Thomas 
Assistant to Head of School
Operations & Compliance Coordinator 
Bentley School, 1 Hiller Dr. Oakland, CA 94618
Tel: 510.843.2512 ext. 2462| Fax: 510.843.1139 
kthomas@bentleyschool.net
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